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INTRODUCTION 

At  the Second General Conference of UNICO held at  Lima in March  197$, 

the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial  Development  and  Co- 

operation was adopted,  and subsequently  endorsed by  the General  Assembly 

at  its seventh special  session.       In  the  Declaration,   the role of  industry 

was  re-asserted as  a dynamic instrument  of growth  essential to  the rapid 

economic and social  development of the  developing countries,  and a target 

was set whereby the developing countries'   share of world industrial   product- 

ion should be  increased  from its  Dresent   level of 7 per cent  to  at   least 

2C;  per cent   by the year 200 0. 

Of the  priority sectors identified  in the Lima Declaration,   significant 

emphasis  was  placed on  the promotion of agro-based or agro-related industries 

which beside-  arresting rural exodus  and  stimulating food-prouuction activi- 

ties,  provide an incentive for the  establishment of  further natural  resource- 

based industries  in the developing countries.      Of the other basic  industries 

highlighted  in  the document adopted at   the Conference,  particular attention 

was devoted to  the  development of  the  petrochemical  industry as  a means of 

consolidating the  economic independence  of the developing countries. 

Among the mandates  entrusted to  UNIDO  in the Lima Declaration and. Plan 

of Action was  the recommendation that   "in order to  give concrete  content  to 

the process of  industrialization in  the  developing countries,   studies  must be 

undertaken and specific measures  formulated  in different  s .r.tors of industry, 

special  attention being given to  priority sectors".       The fertilizer  industry, 

which is  one of  the  largest manufacturing industries  in the world,   was  selec- 

ted as a subject   for one of the first  world-wide studies in view of  its 

vital  importance to  agricultural  production and industrial development  in many 

developing countries.       further reasons   for studying this sector were  the need 

for increased  food  for growing populations and the abundant  supply  in many 

developing countries of raw materials   for  fertilizer manufacture. 

The  present  study represents  a  concerted attempt  to  provide an overview 

of the opportunities  lor and constraints upon the development  of the  fertilizer 

industry:     an activity which is  linke i  to  both  the petro-chemical  industry and 

the agro-industrial   sector.      Through  this study,  the newly established Inter- 

national  Centre for Industrial Studies  in HKIDO  is  contributing to  an under- 

standing of the issues  involved in this  sector:     projections  provide an 

indication of the magnitude of growth   in this sector,  and in certain instances 

they relate to  the year 2000. 
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The study takes into  consideration the opportunities open to  developing 

countries in their endeavour to increase  their share  in world industrial 

production,  and duly reflects the implications in terms of structural changes, 

the resultant  international division of  labour and appreciable shifts  in the 

relative positions of the various fertilizer production capacities  in the 

world.       Moreover,  despite the amount  of data  collected,  the study is  not 

intended as a mere compendium of statistics.       The data have been gathered, 

sometimes with difficulty owing to the nature of a predominantly privately 

owned industry,  to serve solely a.¿ illustrative background material  essential 

to the clarification of the issues discussed and to an understanding of the 

multifarious factors involved. 

The purpose of the study is to identify the main opportunities for the 

advancement of the fertilizer industry and to  assess  the potential  contribu- 

tion this sector could make to the attainment of the over-all industrial 

production target set in the Lima Declaration.      It has been prepared in the 

light of experience in this sector.       Inevitably,  the study and its projec- 

tions, as well  as the methodology used to obtain such projections,  will be 

revised periodically in the light of changing circumstances. 

The study which is intended as a decision-making tool for persons in- 

volved in investing in the fertilizer industry is structured in such a way 

that the component chapters treat the factors that  cannot be ignored in any 

meaningful discussion of the fertilizer industry and its significance for the 

future of the developing countries. 

Following »  summary, the second chapter provides a survey of the past, 

present and future world fertilizer situation,  followed by a chapter on 

capital and operating costs of fertilizer manufacture.      Primary raw materials 

such as natural gas, naphtha,  fuel oil,   coal  lignite,  phosphate rock,   sulphur 

and potash materials, as well as organic materials, are the subject of the 

fourth chapter. 

The subsequent three chapters are devoted to analyses of fertilizer plant 

location, marketing and distribution of fertilizers,  and government  fertilizer 

policies..       The final chapter treats  certain policy proposals which  could be 

seen to contribute to the achievements of the industrial production target set 

in the Lima Declaration.      An analysis of manpower requiremsnts and personnel 

training is annexed to   the study. 

An initial attempt on the part  of UNIDO  to  point up the implications of 

the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action for the fertilizer industry,  this study 

is also oriented towards the system of continuing consultations called for in 
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the Lima Declaration with a view to facilitating the creation of new industrial 

facilities in developing countries.      The strict schedule established for the 

initiation of these consultations has necessitated the early completion of 

this study.      It is a reference document  presenting basic data on the ferti- 

lizer industry, universal in its orientation and applicable to developed and 

developing countries alike.      Its basic objective is the development of 

efficient fertilizer industries in an increasingly interdependent world. 

The International Centre for Industrial Studies was assisted in the preparation 

of this study by:    R. Cook, M. Eid, R. Ewe 11, C. Niddlebrooks, J. Robertson, 

Davy Pacific Fi;y. Ltd.,  International Fertilizer Development Center, and the 

Tennessee Valley Authority. 
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Chapter I 

WORLD FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION TO THE YEAR 2000:     A SUMMARY 

In the study,  fertilizer consumption is projected for the period 

I98O-2OOO.    The method used is a simple mathematical projection of past 

trends using linear regression equations of the form r^F     A + BT.    The 

study also presents projections of fertilizer consumption in principal 

regions of the world, as well as in 40  individual countries in Africa, 

Asia and Latin America. 

Figure 1 shows trends in fertilizer nutrient oonsumption from 1955 

to 1974»  with projections to the year 2000, at which time world consumption 

will be  307 million tons as compared with 83*6 million tons in 1974 - a 

3.7-fold increase.    Assuming ar a*'erage nutrient content of 42 per cent 

(N+P-Op + K„0),  the gross weight  of fertilizer consumed per annum would be 

731 million tons by the year 2000.    Nutrient consumption in developing 

countries is expected to increase from I9.3 million tons in I974 to 110 

million tons in 2000 - a 5»7-fol'i increase. 

The above projections are based on historical patterns of fertilizer 

consumption, not on estimates of food requirements:    estimates based 

strictly on the nutritional requirements of increasing populations would 

probably be higher for most developing countries and lower for many 

developed countries.    Any forecast is subject to increasing uncertainties 

as the forecajt period is extended, hence no great accuracy can be claimed 

for the present projections.   They do,  however, serve to indicate the 

potential for expansion in the fertilizer industry up to the end of the 

century. 

The table on page 3 shows past and future consumption for individual 

nutrients in both developed and developing countries. 
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The table r-hows that developing countries as a whole are expected to 

maintain a nutrient ratio N:P20  :K20 of approximately 4:2:1 throughout the 

1974-2000 period,  whereas the developed countries are expected to increase 

the nitrogen component  from a ratio of 1.4:1.0:1.0 in 1974 to 2.2:1.0:1.1 

in 2000.    Thus,  the greater part of the growth will be in nitrogen fertilizers 

in both groups.    The world-wide nutrient ratios should not be assumed to 

imply an opti   um ratio for any individual country; country ratios should 

and do vary w idely according to the needs of their soils and crops. 

Developed countries Developi ng countries 
Year N 

^ 
K_0 NPK                    N Eft ^ NPK 

I974 

I985 

2000 

27.3 

53.0 

101.0 

I8.9 

29.O 

46.0 

18.1 

29.O 

50.O 

(millions of tons) 

64.3                11.4 

111.0            28.0 

197^0                64.0 

5.3 
13.0 

30.0 

2.6 

7.0 

16.0 

I9.3 

48.0 

110.0 

Fert. Llizer production 

Fertilizer production in developing countries has always lagged behind 

actual consumption;  in 1974, it was only 64 per cent of consumption.    As a 

result, developing countries as a group are net importers of fertilizers; 

in I974 net imports amounted to 7.7 million tons (nutrient basis).    This 

situation, combined with rapidly increasing needs, would seem to provide 

developing countries with strong incentive to establish and expand fertilizer 

production facilities.    Many developing countries have an abundance of the 

raw materials needed for nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer manufacture.    In 

this connexion,  it should be noted,  however, that potash production was not 

considered since, strictly speaking, it is a. mining and beneficiation 

industry,  and very few developing countries have commercially exploitable 

reserves of potash. 

This study presents two alternative plana for world fertilizer 

production, in which different assumptions are made about the location of 

the new plants needed between I98O and 2000.    In Alternative A, it is 



assumed that developing countries as a group would become self-sufficient 

in the production of nitrogen and fertilizers by the year 2000.    To achieve 

this aim, 40 per cent of world nitrogen an»'  phosphate  fertilizer production 

would take place in these countries.    In Alternative Bf   it  is assumed that 

50 per cent  of world production of those nutrients would take place in the 

developing countries.    Since the developing countries themselves consume 

only 40 per cent of world  production,  the latter alternative implies that 

they would export  20 per cent of this production to developed countries. 

Neither alternative assumes that each developing country in the group 

would become a self-sufficient fertilizer producer.     It is presumed that 

factories will be mainly located where economically viable combinations 

of ran materials and markets (local and  foreign)  exist. 

The production of nitrogen fertilizer is highly capital-intensive. 

The estimated capital cost of constructing the number of nitrogen and 

phosphate fertiliser plants required during the period I98O-2OOO is 

summarized below: 

Developing 
countries 

Developed 
countries 

Alternative A 

Alternative B 

(Billions of US dollars) 

53 61 

75 4* 

Total 

114 

119 

The difference between the two alternatives reflects the higher capital 

cost and lower utilization of plants in developing countries.   The estimates 

are based on 1975 prices and make no allowance for interest charges during 

plant construction or for the cost of connecting the  factory to road and 

rail systems, and to water and power supplies.    These items, which were 

excluded because they vary so much from one project to another, would, on 

an average,  increase the costs given above by about  20 par cent. 

Additional capital expenditure would be required for mining and 

refining raw materials,  for transporting and distributing the products and 

for creating the appropriate physical and technical infrastructure.    It is 

not possible to make a comparable estimate of this additional capital 



owing to the wide variations  in the  location and  nuality  of raí/ material 

deposits and  in the methods of product transport and distribution.    However, 

it   is unlikely that  it will be  less than t   e manufacturirg capital,  and   it 

could be appreciably greater. 

At this   juncture,   it  should  also be pointed  out that   the   manner  in 

which the capital  needed to develop the fertilizer industry  i s to be 

obtained    will be influenced by decisions reached on the allocation of 

productive capacities,  including the location of plants.    These factors 

vail have a decisive bearing upon the magnitude of financial assistance. 

These endeavours to identify an appropriate  system of international  financing 

notwithstanding,   large-scale investment in the  fertilizer industry is being 

effected at  present  in a variety  of forms.     However,   it  should be emphasized 

that  both the magnitude and form of financial assistance to the development 

of the fertilizer industry have to be seen in the context  of the over-all 

financial requirements of development  in both the agricultural and industrial 

sectors.    In the light of the above,   further in-depth study will have to 

be undertaken at the appropriate time. 

For the purposes of estimating the capital requirements,  it was assumed 

that the new plants would produce: 

Ammonia 

Urea 

Diammonium (DAP) 

Triple superphosphate (TSP) 

Compound or complex fertilizers based on the above materials with 
potash added as potassium chloride 

While in certain cases other products might be more useful or economic, 

their effect on the l^tal capital required would be negligible.    It was 

assumed that all nitrogen fertilizers would be ammonia derivatives,  with 

only a small percentage (mainly ammonium sulphate) emanating as by-products 

from other industries.   All new ammonia plants were assumed to have a rated 

capacity of 1,000 tons per day.    Whereas larger or smaller plants might 

be economically preferable in specific situations, the effect on total 

capital requirements would be comparatively small. 



It   is estimated thut natural gas \.lll be the feedstock used in the 

majority  of nei. ammonia plante (72 per cent  in  I98O-85  and 64 per cent 

in I99O-2OOO).    Naphtha will be u^ed in  come 5  per cent  of nei: slants, 

and heavy  fuel oil   in about  I5 per cent.     Coal  will  find  application  in 

9 per cent  in I98O-85  increasing tc I7  per cent  in 1990-2000.    The choice 

of feedstock greatly affects the capital  cost  of ammonia plants;  at 

present  coal-bar.ed   plants cost nearly twice as much as tnose based  on 

natural  gas. 

It  was assumed that  in developed countries the amount of anhydrous 

ammonia used directly as fertilizer would decrease from I5 to 10 per cent 

and in developing countries it would increase from 2 to 8 per cent. 

Ammonium sulphate and the nitrogen content  of ammonium phosphate would 

supply about 10 per cent of total nitrogen fertilizer.    The remainder was 

assumed to be urea or ammonium nitrate either straight  or in compound 

fértiliz,er;ï.-/    The cost calculations are based on urea,  but ammonium 

nitrate costs would not differ significantly.    Underutilization of rated 

capacity  sharply increases production costs:     the present average utili- 

zation is estimated at abc .t 60 per cent   in developing countries.    For the 

purposes of the report,  however,  it is asaumed that all   plants established 

after I98O would on an average operate at  90 per cent  of their rated capacity 

3 to 4 years after start-up. 

All  new phosphate plants were assumed to have a daily capacity of at 

least 600 tons of P^0C.    Smaller or larger plants may be economically 

preferable in many cases.    It was assumed that the plants established after 

I98O would produce DAP (80 per cent) and TSP (20 per oent).    Though other 

products might be more appropriate in certain cases,  their effect on over- 

all world-wide costs would not be significant.    It is recognized that there 

will always be a place for single superphosphate and other low-analysis 

products that have local agronomic application or that   lend themselves to 

the exploitation of local resources.    The capital requirement for the 

production of some of these processes is comparatively low, but the cost 

1/    The term "compound fertilizers" is used here to include all 
fertilisers containing wore than one of the majo-   nutrienti, 13,  PpO-, and 
K20. ¿ 5 



of transporting low-anal,,\ús products is higher per unit of plant nutrient. 

Since it is not  a manufactured product, ground phosphate rock was not 

considered  in tins  study.    However,   if its direct  application becomes 

widespread, the need  for chemically manufactured  phosphates will   iecrease. 

The demand  for compound  fertilizers will   increase in most  countries; 

by the year 2000 it  is expected that  65 and 86 per cent of V 0    will be 
2 5 

in this  form in the developing and developed countries,  respectively.    The 

cost of producing compound fertilizers was not taken into account   except 

where it represented a minor addition to the cost  of granulating MP.    The 

preparation of compound  fertilizers by mixing,  bulk blending,   or granulation 

in local plants was considered part  of the distribution and marketing system. 

Haw materials 

It  is unlikely that development  of the fertilizer industry from 

I98O-2OOO will be  seriously hampered by shortages of raw materials.    Phosphate 

rock,  potash, coal,  and,  m the  long term,  sulphur are abundant.    Natural 

gas and,  especially,  crude petroleum are less  plentiful.    However,  if past 

experience is any guide,  further reserves will be discovered in due course. 

It  is estimated that  in I98O,  the demand for ammonia feedstock will constitute 

only 3.5 per cent  of total gas production and less than 1 per cent of total 

oil and coal production.    This notwithstanding,  these premium raw materials 

can be expected to rise  m price, thus leading to a significant  shift in 

some countries to coal as a raw material for ammonia towards the end of the 
century. 

It is difficult to assess the changes which may occur in the supply of 

sulphur owing to the variety of forms m which it  is produced and to the fact 

that at present the major reserves in coal and gypsum are not economically 

competitive.   Moreover,  an increased use of natural gas and petroleum products 

coupled with improvement in environmental standards will lead to greater 

elemental sulphur recovery, and to greater recovery of sulphur dioxide 

produced in fuel combustion or smelting operations.    For most  of the period 

under review, elemental sulphur will continue to be the major raw material 

source, but it is possible that by the end of the period there will be a 
swing towards other sources. 



Reserves of potash are ample, but moot  of them are  located  in the 

developed countries.    Therefore,  pending the discovery and exploitation 

of deposits  in the developing countries,  most   of the developing countries 

v-'i 11 have to import their potash requirements. 

Phosphate rock is  widely,   albeit unevenly, distributed among developed 

and developing countries,   and  serious shortages are  not anticipated. 

Indeed,   in recent years,   the  rate of discovery has  far exceeded that of 

consumption.    However,  given the continuance of the present trend towards 

lower rock grades,  producers  and consumers may well  have to exercise 

greater sophistication in their evaluation,   specification,  grading,  and 

selection of this material. 

Water is consumed in large  quantities in the manufacture of ferti- 

lizer«, -f N fertilizers in particular.    Consumption can be reduced through 

appropriate plant design,  but   it will always be large.    An adequate supply 

of water is therefore an important, and maybe decisive, factor in the 

location of fertilizer plants. 

Organic  fertilizer materials 

Organic materials and chemical fertilizers play complementary roles. 

Chemical  fertilizers stimulate the production of organic materials,   and 

the return of waste organic materials supplements chemical  fertilizers. 

The total amount of organic  wastes is very large, and their nutrient 

content is thus impressive;   in 1971» the estimated NPK content of organic 

wastes in the developing countries was seven times that of chemical 

fertilizers.    Many of these "waste" materials are already being used as 

fertilizers or for fuel and other purposes.    However, those that are not 

being used involve technical,  economic, or social problems owing to their 

bulk,  low concentration of nutrient elements,  or to the presence of 

potentially harmful ingredients. 

Organic materials,  such as crop residues, help to improve soil 

texture and moisture-retention capacity.    With increased use of chemical 

fertilizers and the resultant increased crop yields, more crop residues 

are available for ploughing back into the soil. 
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rlore efficient use of organic wastes is desirable.     In this con- 

nexion,  numerous studies are being undertaken, aimed at the recovery of 

fertilizer and/or energy values, and at  the disposal of pollutants. 

Despite the value of these studies, the amounts of additional fertilizer 

thus recovered are unlikely to contribute significatly to meeting future 

fertilizer needs. 

Marketing 

The objectives of marketing fertilizers are to ensure that the right 

fertilizer is at the irht place at the right time, and to demonstrate to 

the farmer the benefits to be derived from its use. 

In addition to factory  storage facilities, regional and village 

storage centres are essential  to ensure prompt distribution in sufficient 

quantity.    Estimates must be made of feritilizer requirements in each area 

in order that the local centres are adequately stocked in advance.    Costs 

Bhould be minimized through appropriate utilization of available trans- 

portation facilities,   including waterways.     Existing transportation networks 

will need to be improved and extended in order to cope with the increased 

flow of fertilizer to the farmers and that  of agricultural  produce   lo the 

markets.    Mixing facilities might be provided at regional   or district 

distribution centres in order to ensure the supply of fertilizers appro- 

priate to the regions and their crops.    These facilities may range from 

simple mixing and bulk blending to granulation processes,   with the possi- 

bility of adding secondary or micronutrients as required. 

The capital requirements for marketing may be of a magnitude compar- 

able to those of manufacture.    These capital requirements would include 

the cost of transportation as well as the erection of regional distribution 

centres to be equipped with bulk blending or granulation,  bagging and 

storage facilities.    The requirements also include district distribution 

centres and working capital to cover the cost of material  in storage and 
loam. 
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in any study of the fertilizer industry,  particular consideration 

must be given to the socio-economic aspects of fertilizer use  and the 

way in which any constraints these impose can be overcome.    Investment 

in fertilizer production is to no avail as long as the farmer remains 

unconvinced of the desirability and profitability of its use.     Reluctance 

to use fertilizers might be minimized in several  ways:    by lowering 

fertilizer cost; by increasing fertilizer effectiveness;  or by  obviating 

socio-cultural  inhibitions. 

Fertilizer costs should be reduced in the first instance by maxi- 

mizing the efficiency of the manufacturing and marketing systems.    Ferti- 

lizer effectiveness may be raised through development  of improved ferti- 

lizer materials,  improved placement and timing of application,  more 

effective water control and plant protection, as well as improvement  of 

plant varieties.    Extensive effort vail have to be made to convince the 

farmer of the need for increased and more effective use of fertilizers, 

while the return that he obtains for his produce can ba increased by 

improving the marketing and processing systems. 

Even when farmers have been convinced of the profits to be gained 

from increased fertilizer use,  some Aorm of credit will have to be made 

available to permit them to buy it.    Further encouragement might take the 

form of fertilizer, credit or crop subsidies, and tax concessions.    As 

comparatively few countries dispose of the resources needed to become 

entirely self-sufficient,  production and marketing on a regional basis 

may well prove mutually beneficial. 

Location of fertilizer plants 

The main principles governing plant location as a means of mini- 

mizing capital requirements as well as operating and distribution costs 

are outlined.    One of the principal objectives is to minimize the cost 

of fertilizer delivered to the farmer.    Other considerations,  which may 

affect plant  location, include national security or self-sufficiency, 

foreign exchange savings, and assistance to less developed regions; their 

possible effect on fertilizer cost and, in turn,  on food production, 

should be taken into consideration. 
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Planning and production within a regional context would permit a 

more efficient utilization of the individual countries'  resources:    be 

they natural gas for ammonia production in one country,  sulphur or 

sulphuric acid in another,  phosphate rock in a third,  or even potash in 

a fourth.     Regional plant  locations are cited and the substantial savings 

in capital  and operating costs to be derived therefrom are briefly 

examined.    Another regional solution might lie in an arrangement whereby 

a number of countries develop at least enough indigenous production to 

meet a percentage of their needs,  while relying on imports from their 

regional partners for the remainder.    In this way, complementarity in 

raw material use,  fertilizer production and trade within a region would 

be enhanced. 

Environmental considerations 

Fertilizer plants can cause pollution because many of the materials 

they process or produce are harmful to animal and plant  life or may 

adversely affect the quality of the environment.    Damage may occur through 

the gaseous or liquid effluents which are continually discharged, through 

occasional     accidental leakage or through major accidents. 

The prevention of leakage or major accidents depends largely on 

satisfactory equipment design, but it is primarily a matter of technically 

qualified and alert plant management with particular and painstaking 

attention    to regular and reliable maintenance. 

With regard to the control of effluents,  stringent environmental 

standards are mandatory in most developed countries.    However, modern 

fertilizer plants are usually designed to meet these standards under the 

most unfavourable operating conditions.    In normal operation, therefore, 

effluent quality is better than that legally enforced.    The additional 

capital cost involved in attaining those standards is normally about 

10 per cent of the total, and the capital costs cited in the report include 

this extra capital. 
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Hanpower 

The projected development of the  fertilizer industry vail require 

increased numbers of engineers,  scientists, management  personnel, 

marketing experts,  maintenance and operating personnel,  and other workers. 

The estimated total number of additional workers reauired for the two 

alternatives discussed earlier is shown below for tue  period   1980-2ÜOO. 

Alternative A Alternative B 

Developing countries 209,000 298,000 

The above estimate includes only those workers directly and 

exclusively concerned with production and distribution.      It does 

not  include workers in euch areas as mining, bénéficiât ion,  and transport 

of raw materials,  nor does it include persons engaged in the sale of 

fertilizers along with other farm supplies in such ancillary industries 

as bag production,  fertilizer application machinery,  equipment manufacture, 

and construction.      In all probability, at least one million workers will 

need some sort of training in fertilizer production or handling, not to 

speak of the hundreds of millions of farmers using the fertilizers. 

Manpower and training requirements will affect investment inputs and 

the attainment of commonly agreed production goals. 

Policies for fertilizer industry development 

The successful expansion of the fertilizer industry in developing 

countries at the rate visualized in either Alternative A or B is clearly 

contingent upon relevant policies at the national and regional levels. 

In this respect, the study suggests specific areas in which decision- 

makers should elaborate policies on fertilizer production and distribution. 
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The study discusses the implications of government policies with 

regard to raw materials.    Special  reference is made to exploration 

programmes, as well  an to reaearch and development programmes directed 

towards defining optimum use of resources.    Attention is also drawn to 

the importance of pricing policies  jjid price  setting.    Other raw material 

policies described relate to the utilization of indigenous raw materials 

as well as to that  of by-products.     Policies related to fertilizer 

production cover the planning of new facilities for maximum efficiency 

and economy, as well  as the need to match production targete with user 

requirements. 

With regard to marketing, transportation and distribution facilities 

for fertilizer products, the critical relationship between food pr-yjT < . (jr. 

and fertilizer inputs may necessitate special  policy measures.    Policies 

which have a bearing on marketing infrastructure,   on the pattern of 

fertilizer allocation as well as on research and extension services uill 

have tc be co-ordinated in the course of the sector'? development. 

Emphasis is also placed on policies aimed at  increased fertilizer 

use.    In this connexion, the study examines the possibility of employing 

direct or indirect  subsidies,  agricultural price support systems and 

measures to increase agronomic response. 

Human resource management will play a substantial role in the 

development of the fertilizer industry.    The  study briefly examines the 

development and acquisition of necessary skills as essential components 

of national development programmes in the fertilizer industry. 

New investment mechanisms and forms will be required to ensure that 

the necessary capital is available to meet projected outlays.    The 

utilization of capital should be in conformity with national and regional 

objectives and compatible with their corresponding needs. 
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Chapter II 

THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY;     PAST.  PRESENT.  FUTURE 

In this chapter, an effort is made to project the world-wide growth 

of fertilizer consumption to the year 2000. To this end, a certain 

continuity between historical facts and their interrelationships, on the 

one hand, and future events on the other hand, is assumed. However, as 

the plausibility of this assumption weakens with the length of the time- 

range involved and as the present exercise covers nearly a quarter of a 

century the results obtained must be regarded as being very approximate. 

Nevertheless,  the figures projected fio provide an initial order of 

magnitude that can be U3ed to draw up a framework of possibilities upon 

which a plan for the future development of the fertilizer industry can be 

cast. 

With the passage of time, more facts, and a knowledge of their 

interrelationship, will undoubtedly become available,  and predictive 

capacity will improve accordingly, thus providing firmer grounds for 

policy- and decision-making. 

Growth of the industry 

The fertilizer industry has been growing steadily and rapidly since 

the beginning of the century, as shown by the following table* 
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Production Consumption-' 

(Millions of tons of NPK)-' 

1905/06 2.0 

1913/14 4.1 
World Mar I 

1919/20 3.7 

1938/39 9.7 
World War II 

1945/46 7.9 

1949/50 14.1 
1959/60 29.I 

1969/70 66.2 

1973/74 87.9 

1974/75 91.8 

1.9 

3.9 

3.5 

9.3 

7.5 
13.6 

27.8 

62.9 

83.6 

81.7 

Sources;    Private estimatesi and FAQ Production Yearbook, 
various issues. """~~~"~•~"~"""""""""" 

a/ 
-'The conversion rate of NPK (nutrient basis) to finished 
product is approximately 1:2.5.   Which means, for instance, 
that the 91.8 million tons of NPK produced in 1974/75 correspond 
roughly to 25O million tons of finished fertiliser. 

-'The difference between production and consumption figures is 
largely attributable to materials being in process of distribution, 
and to losses. 
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Concomitant  with the   increase   in  quantity,   char.,';.'-   id  quality  have 

also taken place.       In the  early years of  the  industry -  from  I9O0 to 

1939 - much  commercially produced  fertilizer was organic,   largely   in the 

form of meat   industry by-products  (scrap meat,  Mood,   bones).     Since  I94r;t 

however, the  bulk has come  increasingly  from mineral  and synthetic pro- 

ducts,  until today,  organic materials  comprise an  extremely small  percen- 

tage. 

Since production  in  I946 was  less than  10 per cent  of today's,   it 

can be concluded that  most  of the present production capacity has been 

built  since World War II.       The distribution of production between developed 

and developing countries can be seen from Table  1   (page    30 ).      At present, 

the developing countries produce I5 per cent of the world's fertilizer output 

(19 per cent nitrogen,   16 per cent phosphate and 4 per cent potash). 

PaBt consumption 

Statistical data on fertilizer consumption will be found in the tables 

and graphs presented in pages 31   to 76        of this chapter.      Table 2 gives 

data on the consumption of each nutrient from 1950 to   .975 in developing and 

developed countries.       In  1974i  for example,  the respective shares (given as 

percentages) were: 

Developed countries 

Developing countries 

N 

70 

30 

IA í¿ 
78 

22 

87.5 

12.5 

NPK 

77 

23 

•feble 3 provides information on the consumption of 79 countries. 

Again using 1974 as an example, the largest,  in terms of total consump- 

tion were: 

Millions of tons N Millions of tons 

USA 17.5 USA 8.3 

USSR 12.6 USSR 6.3 

France 5.8 China 3.8 

China 5.7 India 1.8 

Poland 3.3 Prance 1.8 
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Table 4 and Figure 2 show per capita consumption  in 79 countries 

in  1973/74.       Consumption in Japan was relatively  low, at  21  kg per 

capita,  while that  in  Cuba,  at   30 kg, was the highest among the  develop- 

ing countries.       China,  at  6.8 kg per cepita,  was a notably higher 

consumer than  India,   at 4-7 kg.       Table 4 also shows that  28 developing 

countries used less  than 5 kg per capita,  which,   in most  cases,   is  far 

too little to fertilize the  crops needed to  feed their populations adequately. 

Exceptions to this are Argentina,  Thailand and Burma,  all  of which have  low 

man/land ratios.       Figure 4  shows selected countries  in bar-chart  form. 

Denmark, at   147 kg,  has had the highest per capita consumption in the world 

for many years. 

Table 5 shows  fertilizer consumption per hectare of crop  land  in 79 

countries in 1973/74,  and Figure 5 shows that for selected countries in 

bar-chart  form.       In  considering the data given in Table 5t  it must  be 

borne in mind that  in a number of countries a certain amount of the fertilizer 

is used on grassland  (permanent pastures) for animal feeding, not on crop land. 

This is the case in,   for example, the Netherlands,  Belgium, the Federal 

Republic of Germany,  France,  Denmark, the United Kingdom, Australia and New 

Zealand.      Japan, at 434 kg,   is the hignest  in actual fertilizer consumption 

per hectare on crop  land.      Table 5 also showe that  30 developing countries 

were belcw 20 kg in consumption per hectare, and 23 countries were below 10 kg - 

which is virtually not using fertilizer at all. 

Table 6 was compiled in order to show the largest producers,   consumers, 

surpluses and deficits of nitrogen, phosphate and potash fertilizers in the 

world in 1973/74.       The United States wasthe largest producer, as well as 

consumer,  of nitrogen and phosphate, and also the largest consumer of potash. 

The USSR was the second-largest producer and consumer of nitrogen and phosphate, 

and the largest producer of potash.      Japan had the largest surplus of nitrogen, 

the United States the largest surplus of phosphate, and Canada the largest 

surplus of potash.       In terms of deficits,   China had the largest of nitrogen, 

France the largest of phosphate, and the United States the largest of potash. 

Only a few developing countries are listed among the largest producers, 

but the number of those listed as largest deficit countries is remarkable. 

Figures 1, 2,  3 and 6 illustrate the trend of fertilizer consumption in 

the period 1955 to 1974«      Consumption has been steadily increasing throughout 

the years,  in both developed and developing oountries.-' 

M An exception was 1974/75 when, for the first tilt    since 1945i consumption 
declined.      This phenomenon, however, was due to sudden share increase in the 
prices of nutrients. 
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As the fertilizer  i.idustry is  relatively youn^,   in the  t-enae that  ita 

rapid post World War 11  growth has  been accompanied by  profound qualitativ 

transformations!  some epistemological  riskr, are  incurred  in considering its 
2/ historical growth as a continuum.-'     Actually,   there  is reason to  believe 

that a structural break  took place  in the early  1960'c,  as a result  of the 

population explosion and resultant   increased demand for food. 

The rapid growth  in world population  in the  1950*s,  compared with the 

previous decades,  is shown by the  following data: 

1920-30 200 

1930-40 230 

1940-50 216 

1950-60 485 

As a result of this dramatic growth in the 1950»s, new pressures on 

world food supplies and prices emerged at the beginning of the  1960»s 

(although at the time this was recognized only by a small number of economists 

and demographers).      The  impact was delayed until the  early  1960's  because 

1958 and I960 saw the harvesting of an excellent grain crop. 

Then,   in  I96I, the  world grain  crop was poor,  a 2.9 per cent  decline 

from 1960, the largest  percentage decline in modern history up to that time. 

The decline, which was most felt  in the United States,   Canada,  Europe and 

Oceania,   initiated a revolutionary change in the growth rate of world agri- 

culture,   including fertilizer use and grain production,  beginning first in 

the developed countries  in 196I-I962 and spreading to the developing countries 

in 1962-1965.      New processes and technology for large-scale fertilizer pro- 

duction were successfully introduced, thus laying the foundations for the 

development of the modern chemical fertilizer industry.      The new pattern of 

growth has continued up to the present time. 

2/ 
-/lhe choice of a starting point or base year for extrapolations such as those 
developed by the author is a crucial aspect of the projection preeess.      UNIDO 
topea to conduct further study into possible underlying structural features 
•f world fertilizer consumption.      Such study will shed additional light on 
the tenaitivity of the projections to the choice of the base year and the choice 
of the tiae series to which the equations are fitted. 
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Figure  o shows that as far as world consumption is concerned, nitrogen 

has a much higher growth rat«;  than PO    or K?0,  both of which are running 

parallel.       Prior to  1955i  the  share of nitrogen was inferior to that of 

either PO    or K„0.       In developed countries,  the nitrogen percentage has 

been  increasing steadily,  from   30 per cent  in  1955 to 46   per cent in  1975. 

The nitrogen percentage  in the  developing countries has been relatively 

constant,   in the  range of 53—631  bu* has now started to decline slowly. 
(See Figures 7 and 8. ) 

The projection model 

In order to make a projection it is necessary to rely on an assumption 

about the mechanism determining the value of the variable to be projected. 

Formally,  this assumption is represented by a model relating the variable 

to be projected to a set of "explanatory variables". 

To be acceptable,  a projection model  should  (a) be based on a theoreti- 

cally plausible assumption, and (b) this assumption should be in accordance 

with the observable behaviour of the variables involved. 

The assumption 

The level of per capita agricultural output is a vital dimension of 

world welfare.      The application of fertilizer may be seen as a mechanism 

whereby society defends this dimension against population pressure upon arable 

land.      Accordingly, the basic assumption of the model  is that  society will 

somehow manage to mobilize enough resources to supply the agricultural sector 

with the fertilizer needed to maintain at least a constant per capita agricul- 

tural output. 

The basic assumption may be expressed as follows: 

- Agricultural output  (Q)  is assumed to be a function of two key 

factors:    the area of land under cultivation (A) and the 

quantity of fertilizer used (p). 

- When population (p) increases, the ratio P/A increases also, 

because A is not significantly extensible.      To maintain a 

constant Q/P, Q must  increase in the same proportion as P.    An 

increase in Q requires additional fertilizer per unit of land. 
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But successive increases of fertilizer per unit  of land 

are bound to produce decreasing returns,  which means 

that the application of fertilizer in the same proportion 

as the growth of population would not  be enough to secure 

a constant  i^/P.      The question then  is to determine how 

much additional fertilizer is necessary  to provide the 

required increase in Q. 

As a tentative answer,  it has been postulated that the condition to 

maintain a relatively stable ratio of <^/P is that: 

2 F^o-' p F^_/ p 
T     IT °r T 

The quantity of fertilizer applied to a constant area of land must 

increase as the square of population in order to maintain a constant per 

capita agricultural output. 

Assuming that population grows linearly with time  (T)   (that  is,  at 

a steadily decreasing rate) so that P = a + b T,  leads to the expression 

F"^ (a + b T)2 

A 

Admitting that A is a constant, and takit,? the square root of both 

sides of the expression, the following appro .¿nation is obtainedi 

VF -    a + b T-' :* 

«.' 
This expression has been adopted as the projection equation. 

i* 

Btpirical test of the assumption * 

Before using the model, its analytical validity has to be confirmed. 

This may be done by testing its perforaarva with historical data inputs. 

In such experiments, the coefficient of correlation,  R,  is a conventional 

criterion used to judge performance.      It should be remembered, however, that 

R is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to the determining of 

••goodness of fit". 

^Ideally, of course, it is desirable to take into account demand aspects 
(e.g. per capita income, amount of arable land or price elasticities).    In 
the author's opinion, the equations utilized here provide accurata indications 
of future consumption patterns. 
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Bearing in mind the  structural break  that may have taken  place in the 

early  1960's   (as  discusüod ibove),  the  recession equation has been fitted 

to  the total  consumption data available  for the period 1965-1974.     The 
following results  emerfe: 

•"ime regime:     19'^^—1 '^74      Correlation 
coef fi oient 0   at  1965 

R 

World NTÑPF =  6.49 + 0.292T O.999 

Developed  countries       y/lÏÏK =  6.O4 + 0.21 ><T O.997 

Developing countries       f'îIPK =  2.42  + Ü.219T Ü.996 

In view of the  high  coefficients of correlation thus obtained,the model 

may be considered valid.       The predictive accuracy of the model hars  also  oeen 

assessed by calculating confidence  intervals   for Ihe predicted  values.       The 

results of this exercise are shown in Table 21.       'rom the fact  that  the con- 

fidence limits are   found to be quite narrow,   it may be concluded that the model 

is accurate. 

Projection results 

In all,   123 projection equations,   for nitrogen,   phosphate and potash,  have 

been drawn for 41   countries and groups of countries (Table 20).  T} «se h;ve Y    1 

used to extrapolate the value of each nutrient  consumption for  1979/80,   1984/05, 

1989/90 and I999/2OOO. 

The countries and froup of countries have been divided into two categorie» - 

developed and developing - and the individual result3 from each category totalled. 

Projections for the entire world are in turn obtained bv adding the sub-totals for 

the two categories of countries.-t in order to obtain figures for fertilizer con- 

sumption per hectare and per capita, the tctxl consumption figures have been divi- 

ded into estimates of areas for future cultivation and estimates of future popula- 

tion. The results are presented in Tables 7-18 and Figures 1, 2, 3, and 6. 

The main findings are summarized in the following table. 

•»Owing to the non-linearity of the functional form used in the projection 
model,  projections obtained through using global figures differ from those 
obtained through using national data.    The latter figureB have been used in 
this study. 
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Projected total consumption oí il, F Ü , K ,0 

(billions of ton:;) 

Developed Developing World 
countries countries total 

Nitrogen 

1974 27.3 11.3 38.6 

1980 40.3 19.9 60.2 

1985 52.7 28.5 81.2 

1990 •     66.9 38.6 IO5.5 

2000 100.6 63.6 I64.2 

Phosphate 

1974 18.9 5-3 24.2 

1980 23.9 9.1 33.0 

1985 28.7 13.3 42.O 

1990 34.2 18.1 5¿.3 

2000 46.2 30.4 76.6 

Potash 

1974 18.1 2.6 20.7 

I960 23.6 4.6 28.2 

1985 29.3 6.8 36.1 

1990 35.8 9.3 45.O 

2000 5O.5 15.9 66.4 

NPJÇ 

1974 64.3 19.2 83.5 

I9OO 87.8 33.6 121.4 

1985 IIO.7 48.6 159.3 

1990 136.9 66.0 202.9 

2000 197.3 109.9 307.2 
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In general,   the   levels  of projected consumption appear to b>> foar-ible. 

However,  when attention  in  focused on  the detailed  results,   ::ome rnialifica.- 

tion   is  required.       The  projections for Western   and  Kantern Piropo  may 

appear hiph when account   in   taken of the  factn   that  fertilizer application 

per hectare   is already intensive   in th^n^  re^ionr;  and   that.  the area under 

cultivation  in declining.       Alno,  due  to  lack  of   information,  doubt,P  may 

arise  concerning future  consumption in China. 

The  projection  results   can be checked  in   part  by comparing them with 

results obtained elsewhere.       The  Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA),    the 

World  Bank  (IBRD)   and  the  UNTnO/FAO/ïBRP Working Group have all made 

projections  of expected nitropen  fertilizer consumption in  1979/^0,^ 

The  TVA  projections are  riven a:-  a low-hifh ranrre.       The World  Bank 

and  Working Group projections are based  largely on  the  TVA mid-point 

projections,   but with adjustments  to reflect  chancer,  that have taken  place 

in the  fertilizer situation   in various regions   Rince  early 1974.       None  of 

these  organizations has made  any projections bevond   19ftO/Rl.    The details 

of the  comparison appear  in Table   I9.      They are  summarized below. 

Comparison of nitrogen consumption projections,   1979-Q0 

(Millions of tons) 

TVA IBRD Working UNIDO 
1974 1975 Group 1976    Projections  1976 

Developed 36.60/4O.70 37.6 37.36 40.71 
countries 

Developing I6.50/2O.O6 I9.7 18.20 19.52 
countries 

World 53.10/60.76 57.3 55.56 60.23 

5/ 
^"World Fertilizer Market  Review and Outlook",   National Fertilizer Development 
Center,  Tennessee Valley Authority, Muscle Shoals, Alabama, March  1974. 
"Fertiliser Requirements of Developing Countries,   Revised Outlook in  1975", 
Report No.  83O,  IBRD, Washington,  July 1975.       Unpublished projections prepared 
by the Centre d'Etudes de  L»Azote (Zurich) for the UNIDO/FAO/World Bank Working 
Group on Fertilizers, April  1974. 
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Projected  fertilizer consumption por capita 

Projected data for the  dovolopm" countries   ir   numrnari7,od  an  follows: 

a/ 
Consumption ££IÜlJ ^ii.0" Consumption 

(Million:: of   tonr, of NPK) (Mi 11 IonnT por capita (kg) 

I960 3.31 ?,039 1.6 

1970 12.4? 2,^8 4.A 

198O 15.67 3,??9 10.4 

1990 66.1 4,0? ^ 16.4 

2000 109.8 4,936 ?2.2 

a/ Source;      KSA/P/WP/56,  6 October  1975 

The  low fertilizer consumption per capita in  the  1960'n and early 

1970's   is a major reason why food supplier  in many developing countries 

are so  low.       Rven  in the year 2000,   the projected   average  fertilizer 

consumption per capita   in the  developing countrien   ( 22 kr)   will   only be 

as high as it was in the developed countries in  1955 (21  kg).      Clearly, 

the developing countries must use much more fertilizer;     and,  as far as 

possible,  they mußt manufacture it domestically,  using their own raw 

materials. 

Projected fertilizer consumption per hectare 

Projected data for the developing countries  is summarized as follows: 

a/ Consumption Crop land-' Consumption 
(Millions of tons of NPK)       (Millions of hectares)  per hectare  (kg) 

I960 3.31 800                                 4.1 

1970 12.42 810                                 15 

198O 33.67 83O 41 

1990 66.1 850 78 

2000 IO9.8 870 126 

•/ Sources: Private Estimates,  and FAQ Production Yearbook, various issues. 
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Tho  low consumption per hectare   in  the   1960*s and early  1970*s  in 

a major reason why mont of the developing countries have  had   low  yields 

of grain and  other agricultural  products  in   those decader,,   compared to 

the  developed  countries. 

Projected sharer, of nitrogen,   phor.phate and  potash fertilizers 

The projected  ¡sharer of nitrogen,   phor.phate and potash   in fertilizer 

consumption are  illustrated  graphically in  Figures 6,  7 and  fì. 

By  19ñO,   according to  the projections,   nitrogen will  account  for 

SO per cent of  total  fertilizer consumed;     P_0C for ?7 per cent;   and 
? •) 

KO for ?} per cent.       Tn 2000,   the  figures may he  5e) per cent  for nitrogen; 

24 per cent for PO  ;     and  21   per cent  for KO. 

Supply/consumption balance 

Prom the  above discussion,   it will be  clear that the methodology applied 

here does not  distinguish between demand and  supply functions.       The projected 

quantities should,  therefore,  be considered  as being influenced   simult»jifouely 

by supply and demand.       It  is worthwhile,   nevertheless,  checkinr  the projected 

consumption figures against  supply projections elaborated elsewhere,   in order 

to verify their feasibility. 

"Supplies available" figures for 1979/80, by  -iountry and region, have 

been taken from the  latest unpublished data compiled by the UNTDO/PAO/World 

Bank Working Group on Fertilizers,   supplemented by estimates  of   individual 

countries from the Centre de  l*Etude de L,Azote (nitrogen),   from  ISMA.  Ltd. 

(p 0 )  and from the International Potash  Institute (KJ)). 
2 5 ¿ 

In the case of nitrogen fertilizer,   the following factors were 

considered: 

1. Production in 1973/74; 

2. Ammonia production capacity existing in 1973/74; 

3. Ammonia capacity existing in  1973/74» but expected to be 

taken out of production by  1979/80» 

4*      New ammonia capacity expected to be commissioned between 

1973/4 and 1979/8O; 

5.      Assumed operating rates (per cent utilization),   plant by 

plant,  in 1979/80,  including both old and new capacity; 
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6. Calculated ammonia production in 1979/80; 

7. Deduction of nitrogen used for non-fertilizer purposes; 

8. Estimates of ammonia used for direct application as fertilizer; 

9. Estimates of process losses in converting ammonia to solid 

fertilizers; 

10. Estimates of apparent  losses due to,   inter alia,   increases 

in stocks,  and transit and storage.      (These  losses are 

usually taken as 5 Pe*" cent of production of solid fertilizer); 

11. Pinal estimate of available  supply of nitrogen fertilizer, 

including ammonia for direct application. 

In the case of phosphate fertilizer,   the following factors were considered: 

1. Production in 1973/74; 

2. Production capacity existing in 197"i/74,   including all 

products and processes except ground phosphate rock; 

3. Capacity existing in  197 3/74i  hut expected to be taken 

out of production by 1979/80; 

4. New production capacity expected to be commissioned 

between  1973/74 and  1979/80,   including all processes 

but principally those using phosphoric acid; 

5. Assumed operating rates  (per cent utilization),  plant 

by plant,   in 1979/80,   including both old and new capacity; 

6. Calculated production of phosphoric acid and other phosphate 

materials in 1979/80; 

7. Deduction of phosphoric acid used for non-fertilizer purposes; 

8. Estimates of process losses in converting phosphoric acid to 

solid fertilizers; 

9. Estimates of apparent losses due to,  inter alia,   increases 

in stocks,  and transit.       (These losses are usually taken as 

3-5 per cent of production of solid fertilizer); 

10.      Pinal estimate    of available supply of phosphate fertilizer. 

For potash fertilizer,  the factors considered include the following: 

1. Information on production capacities of old and new potash 

mines and refineries; 

2. Estimate of operating rates (per cent utilization)  of mines 

and refineries; 
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3. Estimate of potash used for non-fertilizer purposes; 

4. Estimate of processing,  storage and distribution losses; 

5. Pinal estimato of available supply of potash fertilizer. 

A comparison between the supply fibres obtained using these factors 

and procedures and the projected figures for consumption in  1979/80 of 

N»  P„0.-,  K_0 and NPK,   is shown below.      Except for some discrepancies in 

the respective  share of developed and developing countries in the cases 

of potash and total fertilizers,   the two projections give quite similar 

results although they were obtained by radically different methods. 

Supply 
(Working Group) 

Consumption 
UNIDO Projoction 

(Millions of tons) 

Developed countries 

Nitrogen 41.67 

Phosphate 26.29 

Potash 30.41 

NPK 98.37 

Developing countries 

Nitrogen 17.19 

Phosphate 9.04 

Potash 1.04 

NPK 27.76 

World 

Nitrogen 58.86 

Phosphate 35.33 

Potash 31.96 

NPK 126.13 

40.27 

23.92 

23.63 

87.82 

19.96 

9.13 

4.58 

33.67 

60.23 

33.05 

28.21 

121.49 

It would thus appear that a« far aa flottai supply la oonoemtd no Jierious 

labalanoe is expeoted in 198O. 
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At  the regional  level  the picture  in  somewhat  different.      Historically, 

the developed countries  an a ^roup have been  surplus produco m of  fertilizers 

and therefore exporters,  while  the developing countries ar  a ^rouo havo   boon 

importers.      Pi.^ure 9   illustraton thin nituation and  r;howr  tío evolution   to 

the year  1980,   according to  tho projections  of ITNITX) an-J  of the Uorkin- 

Group.       A glance at  Picure 9 reveals  that  although  tho pant situation   in 

not expected to alter fundamentally -  at  leant not, within   tho next   10 or 

15 years - the deficit  of the developing countries.   < r. likely to decreane. 

*#*#* 

Notes on tables 

The following noten apply to Tablen 7  -  21  in the pa-en that  follow: 

1. All data for years  i960 -   1974 have been obtained from PAO 

Production Yearbooks. 

2. Demand for N,  P^,  K?0 in  I98O -   2000 has been estimated by 

projection of rearen ni on equations of the typo 

VT= A + BT,       V!^ = A  + BT,       VÎÇÔ =  A + BT 

based on consumption data for 1965 -  1974. 

3. "Supplies available" data for 1974 were calculated as production in 

1973/74» multiplied    by 0.95.       Pive per cent subtraction from 

production to obtain »supplies available» represents increases 

in stocks,   losses in transit and  storage,  and other losses between 

production at the factory and delivery to the farm.      However,   the 

5 per cent factor does not  include process losses in converting 

ammonia to  solid fertilizer:    there losses are  included in PAO«« 

production data. 

4. "Supplies available" estimates for nitrogen fertilizer in I98O 

are from unpublished estimates compiled by the UNIDO/PAO/World Bank 

Working Group on Fertilizer,  supplemented by detailed data on 

individual countries from the Cer.tre d»Etude de  l'Azote, Zurich. 

5. "Supplies available" for phosphite fertilizer in I98O are unpublished 

estimates compiled by the Working Group,  supplemented by detailed 

data on individual countries from ISMA Ltd., Paris. 
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6.        "Supplire available"  for potarh fertilizer  in  19^0 aro fron 

unpublinhnd estimator,  compiled by tho Working Group,   nupplomontod 

by detailed data on  individual noun trior from  tho  International 

Potanh  Institute,  Berne. 
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Table   1.      World fertilizer production - historical data,   1950-75 

(Millions of tons) 

Developing countries Devolop^d countries 

N p2°5 
K20 NPK N p2°5 

K20 WPK 

1950 0.35 0.27 0.01 O.63 3.73 5.59 4.21 13.5 

1951 0.43 0.34 0.02 0.79 4.25 5.93 4.94 15.1 

1952 0.45 O.36 0.02 O.83 4.49 6.13 5.40 16.0 

1953 0.51 0.37 nil 0.88 5.02 6.16 5.37 17.1 

1954 0.59 0.41 0.01 1.01 5-59 6.60 6.32 18.5 

1955 O.58 0.45 0.02 1.05 6.29 7.34 6.84 20.5 

1956 0.59 0.54 0.04 1.17 6.94 7.71 7.14 21.8 

1957 0.72 O.56 O.O6 1.34 7.49 7.94 7.65 23.1 

1958 0.77 0.60 O.O9 1.46 8.24 8.20 7.66 24.1 

1959 0.86 O.64 0.10 1.60 9.00 8.68 8.17 25.9 

1960 0.93 0.72 0.12 1.77 9.43 9.24 8.61 27.3 

1961 1.04 0.79 0.14 1.97 10.37 9.56 8.68 28.6 

1962 1.14 0.76 0.14 2.04 11.12 9.86 9.25 30.2 

1963 1.43 O.85 0.16 2.44 12.2 10.5 9.69 32.4 

1964 1.72 1.01 0.19 2.92 13.8 11.7 10.6 36.1 

1965 2.02 1.15 0.30 3.47 15.4 12.7 11.8 39.9 

1966 2.24 1.30 0.39 3.93 17.7 14.2 13.4 45.3 

1967 2.49 1.48 O.38 4.35 19.8 15.3 14.1 49.2 

1968 2.79 1.75 0.41 4.95 22.4 16.0 14.8 53.2 

1969 3.44 2.01 0.43 5.88 24.9 16.3 15.4 56.6 

1970 4.07 2.32 0.59 6.98 26.1 17.0 16.1 59.2 

1971 4.59 2.59 1.00 8.18 28.3 18.2 16.9 63.4 

1972 5.61 3.11 1.13 9.85 29.3 19.3 18.3 66.9 

1973 6.61 3.54 1.22 11.4 31.2 20.1 19.O 70.3 

1974 7.24 3.97 1.10 12.3 33.3 21.2 21.1 75.6 

1975 7.99 4.22 1.25 13.5 34.3 21.5 22.5 78.3 

Source:    PAO Production Yearbook,  (1950-1974).    Data for 1975 from PAO: 
'•Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and Statistics", April issue. 
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Table  2.      World fertilizer consumption - historical data,   1930-73 

(Millions of tons) 

Developing countries 

P2°< KO      HPK 

Developed countrifír 

N Vs KO      NPK 

1950 O.56 O.36 

1951 0.59 0.41 

1952 0.68 O.48 

1953 0.87 O.51 

1954 O.96 0.60 

1955 0.94 0.60 

1956 1.24 0.66 

1957 1.45 0.76 

1958 1.58 O.83 

1959 1.81 0.86 

i960 1.95 0.94 

1961 2.45 1.05 

1962 2.49 1.10 

1963 2.77 1.27 

1964 3.33 1.47 

1965 3.65 1.58 

1966 4.23 1.77 

1967 5.33 2.11 

1968 5.51 2.34 

1969 6.80 2.81 

1970 7.70 3.25 

1971 8.77 3.51 

1972 9.45 4.09 

1973 10.6 4.59 

1974 11.4 5.34 

1975 11.7 5.49 

0.09 1.01 

0.11 1.1? 

0.14 1.30 

O.15 1.53 

0.19 1.75 

0.23 1.78 

2.17 

2.52 

2.76 

3.0/1 

3.31 

0.27 

0. }1 

0.35 
0. 38 

0.42 

0.54 4.04 

0.54 4.12 

O.58 4.61 

0.68 5.48 

0.73 5.95 

O.84 6.84 

1.00 8.44 

1.12 8.97 

1.34 11.0 

1.47 12.4 

1.80 14.1 

1.93 15.5 

2.24 17.4 

2.61 19.3 

2.85 20.0 

Ì.19 5.41 4.04 12.6 

3.73 5.81 4.4Ì 14.0 

4.01 5.77 4.86 14.6 

4.60 6.06 5.20 15.9 

5.16 6.51 5.48 17.2 

5.69 7.14 6.11 18.9 

5.82 7.45 6.51 19.8 

6.19 7.68 6.87 20.7 

6.69 7.87 7.08 21.6 

7.47 8.38 7.56 23.4 

7.80 8.90 7.8^ 24.5 

8.51 9.Oí 7.96 25.5 

9.15 9.51 8.15 26.8 

10.4 10.1 8.76 29.3 

11.7 11.0 9.36 32.1 

12.8 12.2 10.3 35- 3 

14.7 13.0 11.4 39.1 

16.5 13.9 12.0 42.5 

18.5 14.5 12.9 45.9 

19.7 15.2 13.4 48.3 

21.0 15.6 14.0 50.5 

23.0 16.3 14.9 54.2 

23.8 17.0 15.7 56.5 

25.2 18.0 16.6 59.8 

27.3 18.9 18.1 64.3 

27.2 17.4 17.1 61.7 

Source: As for Table 1. 
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Table   3.     Forti li7or consumption,   197 V74 

Includes all  countries with population  of  over 5 million  in  1974. 

Listing is  in order of N P K consumption. 

IT P^0r K „0 NPK 
?  5 ? 

(Thousands of tone of nut rients) 

1. United  Stateri 8,277 4,600 4,614 17,491 

2. USSR 6,256 2,699 3,605 12,560 

3. Prance 1,833 2,147 1,833 5,811 

4. China 3,815 1,390 528 5,733 

5. Poland 1,069 847 1,413 3,329 

6. Germany (^ed.Rcp.) 1,101 917 1,163 3,181 

7. India 1,835 634 314 2,783 

8. Japan 8?1 793 685 2,299 

9. United Kingdom 874 478 498 1,850 

10. Germany (Dem.Rep.) 666 431 658 1,755 

11. Brazil 4?5 725 5?3 1,673 

12. Spain 716 481 265 1,462 

13. Australia 176 1,171 104 1,451 

14. Czechoslovakia 448 393 576 1,417 

15. Italy 67? 476 268 1,416 

16. Hungary 493 322 387 1,20? 

17. Canada 498 48O 205 1,183 

18. Romania 420 320 53 793 

19. Korea (Rep.of) 411 196 150 757 

20. Mexico 531 181 36 748 

21. Denmark 365 155 216 736 

??. Yugoslavia 368 193 174 735 

2 3. Turkey 430 28O 13 723 

24. South Africa 231 327 126 684 

25. Bulgaria 328 259 46 633 

26. Netherlands 397 107 114 618 

27. Sweden 263 161 144 568 

28. Belgium 165 166 193 524 

29. Indonesia 350 85 40 475 

30. Egypt 38O 75 3 458 

31. Austria 132 116 159 407 

32. Pakistan 342 58 3 403 

33. Korea (DPR) 240 112 45 397 

34. Greece 232 141 22 • 595 

35. Colombia 154 100 58 312 

36. Iran 177 114 1 292 

37. Cuba 130 50 97 277 

38. Malaysia 113 37 112 262 
248 

39. Portugal 142 78 28 

40. Philippines 146 45 45 236 

4L Algeria 94 84 38 216 

42. Chile 59 116 14 189 

43. Bangladesh 122 44 11 177 

44. Vietnam  (South) 110 34 18 162 

45. Thai land 70 45 40 155 

« 
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Table 3»     (continued) 

N 
!& 

K¿ NPK 

46. 3witzeriand 42 52 54 148 
47. Rhodesia 70 44 32 146 
48. Morocco 67 45 25 137 
49. Peru 81 9 8 98 
50. Argentina 51 28 17 96 

51. Sri Lanka 51 12 32 95 
52. Venezuela 41 23 21 85 
53. Sudan 70 - - 70 
54. Vietnam (DR) 15 50 5 70 

55. Burma 42 15 - 57 
56. Ecuador 29 15 9 53 
57. Guatemala 32 13 4 49 
58. Kenya 20 21 3 44 
59. Syria 33 8 2 43 
60. Tunisia 19 18 6 43 
61. Iraq 25 15 1 41 
62. Afghanistan 30 7 - 37 
63. Angola 12 8 8 28 
64. Ethiopia 9 10 - 19 
65. Tanzania 11 5.3 3 19 
66. Cameroon 9.3 2.3 4.6 16 

67. Mozambique 9.0 3.2 1.8 14 
68. Nepal 9.0 4.4 0.6 14 
69. Madagascar 5.0 3.5 4.6 13 
70. Nigeria 4.7 4.1 2.5 11 

71. Mali 5.0 3.8 - 8.8 
72. Saudi Arabia 4.0 1.2 3.2 8.4 
73. Bolivia 4.8 2.0 1.3 8.1 

74. Uganda 4.0 2.4 0.8 7.2 
75. Zaire 3.2 1.6 1.8 6.6 
76. Ghana 1.0 2.6 2.1 5.7 
77. Cambodia 1.0 1.0 - 2.0 
78. Upper Volta 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.6 

79. Temen (AR) 0.4 0.4 

Developed Countries 27,284 18,907 18,087 64,278 
Developing Countries 11,373 5,346 2,613 19,332 
World total 38,657 24,253 20,700 83,610 

Source:    1*0 Production Yearbook, 1974 
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Table 4«    Fertilizer consumption per capita.   1973/74 

Includes all  countries with population of over 5 million in  1974 

(Kg of MPK/capita) 

1. Denmark 147 41. Guatemala 8.2 
2. Hungary 114 42. Morocco 8.1 
3. Prance 111 43. Ecuador 7.7 
4. Australia 107 44. Tunisia 7.7 
5- Germany (Dem.Rep.) 102 45. Venezuela 7.1 
6. Poland 99 46. Sri Lanka 6.9 
7- Czechoslovakia 96 47. China 6.8 
8. United States 82 48. Peru 6.6 
9. Bulgaria 73 49. Syria 6.1 
10. Sweden 69 50. Pai. i stan 5-9 
11. Austria 54 51. Philippines 5.5 
12. Belgium 53 52. India 4.7 
13. Canada 52 53. Angola 4-5 
14. Germany (Fed.Rep.) 52 54. Sudan 4.0 
15. USSR 50 55- Argentina 3.8 
16. Netherlands 46 56. Iraq 3.8 
17. Greece 44 57. Thailand 3.8 
18. Spain 42 58. Indonesia 3.6 
19. Romania 38 59. Kenya 3.4 
20. Yugoslavia 35 60. Vietnam (DR) 3.0 
21. United Kingdom 33 61. Bangladesh 2.5 
22. Cuba 30 62. Cameroon 2.5 
23. South Africa 29 63. Afghanistan 2.0 
24. Portugal 28 64. Burma 1.9 
25. Italy 26 65- Madagascar 1.7 
26. Korea (DPR) 25 66. Mali 1.6 
27. hhodfsia 24 67- Mozambique 1.6 
28. Switzerland 23 68. Bolivia 1.5 
29. Koret (Rep. of) 22 69. Tanzania 1.3 
30. Malaysia 22 70. Nepal 1.1 
31. Japan 21 71. Saudi Arabia 1.0 
32. Chile 19 72. ¿thiopia 0.7 
33. Turkey 19 73. Uganda 0.7 
34. Brazil 16 74. Ghana 0.6 
35- Algeria 13 75. Cambodia 0.3 
36. Mexico 13 76. Zaire 0.3 
37. Colombia 12 77. Nigeria 0.2 
38. Egypt 12 78 Upper Volta 0.1 
39. Iran 9.2 79. Yemen (AR) 0.1 
40. Vietnam (South) 8.4 

Developed Countries Average 38.3 
Developing Countries Average 6.7 
Morid Average 21.5 

Source:    Fertiliser consumption data from FAQ Production Yearbook, 1974. 
Population data from UN report, ESA/P^IP.56, 6 October 1975» 
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Table 5.    Fertilizer consumption per hectare, 197 3/74 

Includes all  countries with population of over 5 million in 1974 

(Kg of NPK/ha^) 

1. Netherlands 741 4L Aust ral ia 32 
2. Belgium 628 42. Angola 31 
3. Japan 434 43. Canada 27 
4. Germany  (Fed.Rep.) 394 44. Mexico 27 

5. Switzerland 385 45. Indonesia 26 
6. Germany  (Dem.Hep.) 361 46. Kenya 26 

7. Korea  (Rep.of) 317 47. Turkey 26 
8. France 312 48. Pakistan 21 

9. Denmark 276 49. Philippines 21 
10. Czechoslovakia 267 50. Bangladesh 19 
11. United Kingdom 258 51. Iran 18 
12. Austria 252 52 Morocco 18 

13. Poland 220 53. India 17 
14. Hungary 216 54. Venezuela 16 

• 5- Korea (DPR) 210 55. Ecuador 14 
16. Sweden 188 56. Thailand 11 

17. Egypt 161 57. Sudan 9.8 
18. Bulgaria 141 58. Saudi Arabia 9.6 

19. Italy 116 59. Tunisia 9.5 
20. Greece 109 60. Iraq 8.2 

21. United States 92 61. Syria 7.3 
22. Yugoslavia 91 62. Nepal 7.1 

23. Rhodesia 79 63. Mozambique 4.7 

24. Cuba 77 64. Afghanistan 4.6 

25» Romania 76 65. Madagascar 4.6 

26. Malaysia 74 66. Argentina 3.7 
27. Spain 70 67. Burma 3.0 

28. Portugal 64 68. Bolivia 2.8 

29. Colombia 62 69 Cameroon 2.2 

30. USSR 54 70. Ghana 2.2 

31. South Africa 52 71. Uganda 1.5 
32. Brazil 49 72. Ethiopia 1.4 

33. Vietnam (South) 49 73. Tanzania 1.2 

34. Sri Lanka 48 74. Cambodia 1.1 

35« China 45 75. Zaire 0.9 
36. Peru 35 76. Mali 0.8 

37. Vietnam (DR) 35 77. Nigeria 0.5 
38. Chile 33 78 Yemen (AR) 0.3 

39. Guatemala 33 79 Upper Volta 0.1 

40. Algeria 32 

Developed Countries average 109 
Developing Countries average 22 
World average 57 

gojicsfi:      FAQ Production Yearbook. 1974. 

^Fertilizer consumption/hectare is usually calculated as fertilizer consumption/ 
arable land.    Arable land is land used for annual and perennial crops and does not 
include grasslands (pasture).    Therefore, the above data are fictitious in coun- 
tries where a substantial percentage of fertilizer is used on grassland, such as 
Netherlands,  Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, Switzerland, United Kingdom, 
Denmark, Australia and some others.    However,  in Japan and South Korea almost all 
the fertilizer is used on crops and very little on grassland, flowergardens, 
lawns, etc. 
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Table 7.    Past and expected future consumption of nitrogen fertilizer: 

a regional  summary 

(Million« of tons) 

Developing countries 

Asia-' 

China 

India 

Rest of Asia 

Africa 

Latin America 

Total 

1260     22&     1970      1974    19B0      i9ffr      1990 ?000 

1.3 2.4 $.6       8.4 15.3 22.0 29.9 49. b 

(0.6) (1.1) (2.7) (3.8) (6.6) (9.3) (12.4) (20.2) 

(0.2) (O.i,) (1.4) (1.8) (3.6) (5.2) (¡.2) (12.0) 

(0.5 (0.8) (1.7) (2.8) (5.I) (7-5) (10.3) 07.3) 

0.2 O.5 0.7         1.1 1.7         2.4 1.2 5.1 

0.4 0.7 1.2         1.8 2.9        4.1 5-5 9.0 

1.9        3-6        7.7       11.3      19.9       2B.5      38.6      6i.6 

Developed countries 

United States 

2.5 4.2 6.8 8.3 11.6 14.6 18.0 25.8 

Canada 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 *.7 
Western Europe 3.0 4.3 6.0 7.4 10.0 12.4 15.0 21.0 

Eastern Europe 0.9 1.6 3.0 3.8 6.2 8.3 10.7 16.5 

USSR 0.7 1.7 3.8 6.3 IO.7 15.3 20.7 34.0 

Japan 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

Oceania 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Total 

Total, World 

7.8      12.8      21.0      27.3      4O.3      52.7      66.9    100.6 
Ksss «a«"- asa* mmtatm ssax 333: SS»ä        asxsss 

9.7      I6.4      28.7       38.6      60.2      81.2    IO5.5     164.2 
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Table 8.    Expected nitrogen fertilizer consumption; 

countries and regions-' 
(Thousands of tons) 

12*9. 198b 1990 2000 

Developing countries 

AaiaV 

China 6,580 9,290 12,460 20,190 
India 3,600 5,240 7,190 12,02o 
Indonesia 595 900 1,270 2,190 
Pakistan 790 1,190 1,680 2,920 
Bangladesh 215 300 410 665 
Philippines 230 320 430 685 
Thailand 125 180 245 400 
Turkey 865 1,360 1,960 3,500 
Iran 315 505 735 1,330 
Korea (Rep.of) 620 820 1,050 1,580 
Vietnam (DK) 
Vietnam (South) 

150 185 220 300 
280 420 595 1,020 

Korea  (DPR) 400 56O 745 1,200 
Malaysia 150 215 290 470 
Sri Lanka 64 72 80 99 
Other countries 320 440 585 925 

Total, Asia 15,299 21,997 29,945 49,494 

Africa 

Egypt 46O 550 65O 865 
South Africa 405 565 750 1,205 
Sudan 125 175 240 395 
Algeria 175 280 415 755 
Morocco 125 185 225 440 
Rhodesia 84 105 125 175 
Other countries 385 550 745 1,225 

Total, Africa 1,759 2,410 3,180 5,060 

Latin Aasrica 

Brazil 915 1,470 2,150 3,900 
Mexico 835 1,120 1,440 2,210 
Ooloabia             c/ 190 270 365 595 
Central Aasrica- 295 405 530 830 
Argsntina 80 110 140 215 
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Table  8.  (continued) 

Latin America (cont'd) 

1960 1985 1990 2000 

Peru 97 110 125 155 
Venezuela 47 58               71 100 
(Siile 74 95 120 170 
Cuba 200 245 290 400 
Dominican Rep. 63 105 145 25O 
Other countries 100 110 120 I50 

Total,  Latin 
America 2,901 4,098 5,496 8,975 

sessms sxs&ssst S3B=BSBS sssaa 

Total,  Developing 
countries        19,959 28,505        38,621 63,529 

Developed countries 

United States 11,570 14,590 17,970 25t770 
Canada 655 87O 1,120 1,710 
Western Europe 10,010 12,380 15,000 21,000 
Eastern Europe 6,180 8,290 10,700 16,470 
USSR 10,730 15,320 20,740 34,020 
Japan 800 800 8O0 800 
Oceania 325 435 56O 850 

Total, Developed 
countries 40,270 52,685 66,890 100,620 

Total, World 60,229 81,190     105,511 164,149 

Countries listed by order of estimated population in the year 2000. 

b/ -/Excluding Japan 

2/M Six countries 
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Table 9»      Supply/consumption balance of nitrogen fertilizer! 
""""•"•""""— n regional  summary 

(Millions of ton;? of nitro;jen) 

Consumption 

1974        i^ao 

Supplier 
available 

mi 1980 

nluG  (+) 

1974     1980 

burn 
Dcf 

Dovei opinf: countries 

Asiaâ/ 

China 

India 

Rest of Asia 

Africa 

Latin America 

Total, developing 
countries 

Developed countries 

United States 

Canada 

Western Europe 

Eastern Europe 

USSR 

Japan 

Oceania 

Total, developed 
countries 

Total, world 

8.46 

(3.32) 

(1.83) 

U.81) 

1.11 

1.80 

8.27 

O.5O 

7.38 

3.83 

6.26 

O.82 

0.22 

15.30 5.56 

(6.58) (2.59) 

(3.60) (1.00) 

(5.12) (1.97) 

I.76 0.43 

2.90 0.88 

11.57 8.69 

0.65 0.75 
10.01 8.92 

6.18 4.17 

10.73 6.88 

O.8O 2.05 

O.}} 0.19 

13.40 

(5.14) 

(3.34) 

(4*92) 

I.58 

2.21 

11.37        19.96      6.87        17.19 

10.01 

I.28 

10.69 

7.00 

10.26 

2.21 

0.22 

-2.9O      -I.90 

(-1.23)  (-1.44) 

(-O.83)  (-0.26) 

(-0.84)  (-0.20) 

-0.68     -kO.18 

-0.92      -0.69 

-4.5O      -2.77 

+O.42 

+O.25 

+1.54 

+0.34 

+O.62 

+1.23 

70-03. 

-I.56 

+0.63 

+0.68 

+0.82 

-0.47 

+1*41 

-0.11 

27.28       40.27     31.65       41.67        +4.37     +1.40 

38.65       60.23     38.52       58.86        -0.13     -1.37 

a/   Excluding Japan. 
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Tflfrle 10.    Supply/consumption balance of nitrogen fertili zer: 
c auntries and re/d one a/ 

(Thousands of tons} 

Supplies Surplus (+) 
Consumption available Deficit (-) 

im i2§o I974 I98O 1974 1280 

* 
Asia-/ 

China 3,815 6,580 2,594 5,143 -1,221 -1,437 
India 1,835 3,600 998 3,335 -837 -265 
Indonesia 350 595 86 534 -264 -61 
Pakistan 342 790 285 714 -57 -76 
Bangladesh 12? 215 123 213 +1 -2 
Philippines 146 230 50 90 -96 -140 
Thailand 70 125 8 15 -62 -110 
Turkey 430 865 128 360 -302 -505 
Iran 177 315 1?6 431 HI +116 
Korea (Rep. of) 411 620 425 771 +14 +151 
Vietnam (D.R.) 15 150 nil nil -15 -150 
Vietnam (South) 110 280 nil nil -110 -280 
Korea (DPR) 240 400 228 397 -12 -3 
Malaysia 113 I50 44 50 -*9 -100 
Sri Lanka 51 64 nil 39 -51 -25 
Other countries 228 320 456 1,304 +228 +984 

Total, Asia 8,455 15,299 5,561 13,396 -2,894 - •1,903 

Africa 

Egypt 380 460 48 525 -332 465 
South Africa 231 405 235 435 +4 +30 
Sudan 70 125 nil nil -70 -125 
Algeria 93 175 49 210 -44 +35 • 
Morocco 67 125 11 100 -56 -25 
Rhodesia 70 84 57 70 -13 -14 

« Other countries 202 -J&. «a 241 -£ii -144 
Total, Africa 1,113 1,759 427 1,581 -686 -178 
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Table 10« (continued) 

Consumption 

1974     ¿280 

Supplies 
available 

Surplus (+) 
Dfìficit (-) 

M 1980 mi 1T82 

Latin America 

425 915 157 482 -268 Brazil -433 

Mexico 531 835 357 924 -174 +91 

Colombia 

Central America-' 

154 

200 

190 

295 

82 

32 

127 

67 

-72 

-168 

-63 

r230 

Ar ¿rent ina 

Peru 

51 

80 

80 

97 

36 

20 

39 

72 

-15 

-60 

-41 

-25 

Venezuela 41 47 5 102 -36 +55 

Chile 59 74 102 115 +43 +41 

Cuba 130 200 19 155 -111 -45 

Dominican Republic 41 68 nil nil -41 -68 

Other countries 92 100 —11 130 -18 +30 

Total, Latin America 1.804   2.901 

11,37? 19,959 

884 

6,872 

2,213 

17,190 -4,500 

-688 

Total,  developing 
countries -2,769 

Developed countries 

8,275 11,570 8,692 10,010 +417 United States -1,560 

Canada. 500 655 751 1,284 +251 +629 

Western Europe 7,385 10,010 8,925 10,686 +1,540 +676 

Eastern Europe 3,830 6,180 4,166 7,002 +336 +822 

USSR 6,255 10,730 6,878 10,253 +623 -477 

Japan 820 800 2,052 2,212 +1,232 +1,412 

Oceania 215 ?25 185. 223 -30 -102 

Total, developed 
countries 27.280 40.270 

38,652 60,229 

31,64? 

38,521 

41,670 

58,860 -131 

+1.400 

Total, world -1,369 

&/ Countries listed by order of estimated population in the year 2000. 

b/ Excluding Japan. 

c/ Six countries. 
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Table 11. Pas* -tnd ejected consumption of phosphate fortilir.ort 
a regional summary 

(Millions of tonn of Po0r) 

I960  I965  1970  I974  I9QO  19^9  1990  2000 

Dpvelopinç countries 

Asiaü/ 0.5 0.9   1.9 3.2 3.9 0.1 11.2 18.9 

China (0.2) (0.3) (0.7) (1.4) (2.2) (3.3) (4.5) (7.7) 

India (0.1) (0.2) (0.4) (O.ó) (1.3) (I.9) (2.6) (4.5) 

Rest of Asia (0.2) (0.4) (0.8) (l.2) (2.0) (2.9) (4.1) (7.1) 

Africa 0.2 0.2   0.5 0.7   1.1 1.6   2.0 3.2 

Latin America 0.2 0.5   O.fi 1.4   2.5 3.6 -4,.? 8.3 

Total, developing 
countries 0.9   1.6  3.2   5.3   9.1  13.3  13.1  30.4 

Developed countries 

United States 

Canada 

Western Europe 

Eastern Europe 

USSR 

Japan 

Oceania 

Total, developed 
countries 

Total, world 

a/ Excluding Japan. 

2.4 3.? 4.2 4.6 5.8 6.7 7.7 9.8 

0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 

3.5 4.3 5.2 5.9 7.4 0.6 10.0 12.9 

0.8 1.4 2.1 2.6 4.0 5.2 6.6 9.8 

0.9 1.3 1.9 2.7 3.9 5.1 6.5 9.7 

0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.1 •1.3 1.6 

-M. 1.2 1.2 1.6 J¿L JL¿ .Is* 1.6 

Ji2 12.2 15^6 18.9 £s2 28.7 &Â 46.2 

9.8 13.8 •18.8 24.2 33.0 42.0 52.3 76.6 
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Table ig. 1'J3 rpcctcd future conrunption of phosphate fertilizer; 
countries and rc~ions o] 

By regression equations, baaed on 1965-1974 

(Thousands of tons of F0CL) 

1930 1985 I99O 2C00 

•i si. a-' 

Oh ina .?,200 3,270 4,540 7,720 

India 1,270 1,900 2,640 4,520 

Indonesia 150 245 355 640 

I alistan 160 275 415 790 

Bangladesh 36 130 180 310 

Philippines 77 100 130 190 

Thailand 57 140 190 320 

Turkey- 535 795 1,120 1,910 

Iran 1Ö5 295 435 790 

Korea (Rep.   of) 220 260 310 420 

Vietnam (luì) 100 120 145 200 

Vietnam (South) A 2 49 56 71 

Korea (¡>P!<) I/5 I85 225 315 

liai ay si a 59 91 130 230 

Sri Lan);a 26 41 60 IO5 

Other countries _ ISO _i£ 255 385 

Total, Asia 5,502 8,091 11,186 18,916 

Africa 

Ksypt 66 76 87 110 

South Africa 525 695 895 1,360 

Sudan 5 6 7 10 

Algeria 170 265 385 680 

i.orocco 68 90 115 175 

Rhodesia 63 84 110 I65 

Other countries 250 ••345 450 -Jü£ 
Total, Africa 1,147 1,561 2,049 3,215 
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I960 1935 1990 2000 

Latin America 

Brazil 1,470 2,290 3,280 5,82c 

Mexico 295 410 545 875 
Colombia 

0/ Central America-' 

9? 110 130 170 

94 l?5 160 240 

Argentina 61 86 315 190 

Peru 10 12 15 20 
Venezuela 36 51 68 110 

Chile 130 155 lfiO 240 

Cuba 150 I85 °°0 300 

Dominican Rep, 40 49 58 80 

Other countries 10c 125 150 P15 
Total, Latin America 2,478 ¿i¿2£ ii221 8,260 

Total, developing 
countries 9,1?7 13,250 16,156 30,391 

Developed countries 

5,780 6,090 7,07c United States 9,820 
Canada 490 565 645 8I5 
Western Lhirope 7,390 8,630 9,970 12,940 

Eastern Europe 4,020 5,220 6,590 9,800 
USS.l 3,940 5,110 6,480 9,650 

Japan 940 1,100 1,270 1,040 

Oceania 1.360 1,410 1.470 1,600 
Total, developed 
countries 23,920 28,745 34iO?5 46,265 

Total, world 33,047 41,995 52,251 76,656 

a/   Countries listed in order of estimated population in the year 2000. 

b/   liDlaiing Japan. 

d/   Six countries. 
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Table 13.    Supply/consumption balance of phosphate fertilizer: 
a refflonal  summary 

(r.illionn of tone of P?0r) 

Conaoaption 

mi      2222 

Supplies 
available 

ma 1980 

Surplus (+) 
Deficit  (-) 

1980 

% 
Developing countries 

haiaßy 3.24 

China (1.39) 

India (0.64) 

Rest of Asia (l«2l) 

Africa 0.72 

Latin America 1.39 

Total, developing 
countries 5.35 

Developed countries 

United States 4.60 

Canada O.48 

Western Europe 3*94 

Eastern Europe 2.78 

USSR 2.70 

Japan 0.80 

Oceania 1.61 

Totali developed 
countries 18.91 

Total, world 24*26 

5.50 

(2.20) 

(1.27) 

(2.03) 

1.15 

2.48 

5.78 

0.49 

7.39 

4.02 

3.94 

0.94 

1.36 

2.17 

(1.25) 

(0.31) 

(0.6I) 

0.89 

0.71 

9.13       3.77 

?.71 

0.68 

6.04 

2+40 

3.07 

O.70 

1.51 

23.92      20.12 

33.05      23.89 

5.02 

(1.98) 

(0.70) 

(2.34) 

2.71 

9.04 

7.96 

O.78 

6.45 

3.82 

4.85 

0.81 

1.62 

26.29 

35.33 

-I.07 -0.48 

(-0.14),(-0.22) 

(-0.33) (-0.57) 

(-0.60) (+0.31) 

+O.I7 +I.56 

-0.68 -1.17 

-I.58 -O.O9 

+1.11 

+0.21 

•0.10 

-O.38 

+0.37 

-0.10 

-0.10 

+2.18 

+O.29 

-0.94 

-0.20 

+O.9I 

-O.I3 

+0.26 

+1.21     +2.37 

-0.37     +2.28 

a/     Exclviing Japan« 
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Table  M»    Supply /consumption balance of phosphate fertilizer: 
countries and regona a/ 

(Thousands of tons of PO ) 

Consumption 
Supplies 
available 

Surplus 
Deficit 

1974 1280     12H       1280 mi 1980 

As uV 
China 

India 

Indonesia 

Pakistan 

Bangladesh 

Philippines 

Thailand 

Turkey 

Iran 

Korea (Rep. of) 

Vietnam (DR) 

Vietnam (South) 

Korea (DPR) 

Malaysia 

Sri Lanka 

Other countries 

Total, Asia 

Africa 

Egypt 

South Africa 

Sudan 

Algeria 

Morocco 

Rhodesia 

Other countries 

Total} Africa 

1,390 2,200 1.249 1,982 -141 -218 

635 1,2^0 309 705 -326 -565 

85 I50 nil 3 -85 -147 

58 160 4 208 -54 +48 

44 86 nil 46 -44 -40 

45 77 38 70 -7 -7 

45 97 nil nil -45 -97 
280 535 92 587 -188 +52 

114 I85 70 249 -44 +64 

196 220 151 395 -45 +175 

50 1   100 48 129 -2 +29 

34 42 nil 120 -34 +78 

112 145 104 142 -8 -3 

37 59 23 6 -14 -53 

12 26 nil 12 ^12 -14 

103 150  1§ _2Ö _=ä +21? 

3,240 5,502 2,166 5,023 -1,074 -479 

75 66 77 91 +2 +25 

327 525 329 831 +2 +306 

nil 5 nil nil nil -5 

84 170 69 354 -15 +184 

45 68 162 964 +II7 +896 

44 63 42 54 -2 -9 

-i£ 250 214 414 +69 +164 

720 1,147 893 2,708 +173 +1,561 
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Table 14» (continued) 

Consumption 
Supplies 
available 

Surplus (+) 
Deficit (-) 

im 1980 MA 1980 MA 1280 • 

Latin America 

Brasil 725 1,470 330 592 -395 -878 - 

Mexico 180 295 242 490 +62 +195 

Colombia 

Central America—' 

100 92 74 12 -26 -80 

76 94 4 7 -72 -87 

Argentina 28 61 5 5 -23 -56 

Peru 9 10 3 10 -6 nil 

Venezuela 23 36 14 78 -9 +42 

Chile 115 130 17 64 -98 -66 

Cuba 50 150 10 34 -40 -116 

Dominican Rep. 16 40 nil nil -16 -40 

Other countries . 6¿ 100  9_ 18 -56 -82 

Total, Latin America h3SL 

5,347 

2«478 

9,127 

708 

3,767 

1.310 -679 

-1,580 

-1,168 

-86 
Total, developing 
countries 9,041 

Developed countries 

United States A, 600 5,780 5,714 7,964 +1,114 +2,184 

Canada 480 490 684 784 +204 +294 

Western Europe 5,935 7,390 6,037 6,448 +102 -942 

Eastern Europe 2,785 4,020 2,404 3,825 -381 -195 

USSR 2,700 3,940 3,073 4,845 +373 +905 

Japan 795 940 698 807 -97 -133 

Oceania 1.615 1.360 1.511 1,617 -104 +257 

To^al. developed 
countries 

24,257 

23.920 

33,047 

20,121 26.290 

35,331 

+1.211 - >2,3J0 

f2,284 Total, world 23,888 -369 • 

a/   Countries listed by order of estimated population   in the year 2000. 

b/   Excluding Japan. 

0/   Six countries. 
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Table 15»    Past and expected consumption of pcrtash fertilizer: 
a regional 

(Millions of t 
summary 
ons of KJ3) 

• 1260 1965 1970 1974 1980 12& 1222 2000 

Developing countries 

• Asiar^ 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.4 2.5 3.8 5.3 9.3 

China (0.05)  (0.1) (0.1) (0.5) (0.9) (1.4) (2.1) (3.7) 
India (0.03)  (0.06) (0.21)  (0.31)  (0.7) (1.0) (1.4) (2.4) 

Rest of Acia (o.i) (o.i) (0.3) (0.6) (0.9) (1.4) (1.8) (3.2) 

Africa 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.1 

Latin America 0.2 M 0.6 0î2 hä M hl hl 
Total, developing 
countries 0.4 0.7 1.4 2.6 4.6 6.8 9.3 15.9 

Developed countries 

United States 1.9 2.6 3.6 4.6 5.9 7.2 8.7 11.9 
Canada 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Western Europe 3.3 3.9 4.5 5.4 6.4 7.5 8.7 11.2 

Eastern Europe 1.1 1.5 2.5 3.3 4.9 6.4 8.2 12.3 

USSR 0.8 1.4 2.3 3.6 5.1 6.8 8.6 13.1 

Japan 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 

Oceania oa 0.2 0.2 M 2*3. M .2s¿ M 
Tota}, developed 
oountries M 10.3 14.0 18.1 23.6 29.3 35.8 50.5 

Total, world 8.2 r.o 15.4 20.7 28.2 36.1 45.1 66.4 

a/ Excluding Japan. 
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Tablejó. Expected future consumption of potash  fertilizer: 

countries and regions _ 

By regression equat 

(Thousands 

lonsj  bas 

of tons 

8d on  iy65-74 

3f K20) 

1980 1985 1990 2000 

Asia-' 

China 915 1,430 2,060 3,670 

India 665 1,000 1,400 2,410 

Indonesia 56 94 140 260 

Pakistan 5 6 7 10 

Bangladesh 25 38 53 92 

Philippines 74 100 130 205 

Thailand 77 125 180 330 

Turkey 40 62 88 155 

Iran 5 6 7 10 

Korea (Rep. of) 215 305 405 660 

Vietnam (DR) 30 36 44 60 

Vietnam (South) 27 35 44 66 

Korea (DPR) 86 140 200 365 

Malaysia 220 355 515 925 

Sri Lanka 30 30 30 30 

Other countries _J4 V. » 46 
Total, Asia 2,504 3,798 5,342 9,294 

Africa 

Egypt 5 6 7 10 

South Africa 160 195 235 325 

Sudan 5 6 7 10 

Algeria 54 76 100 165 

Morocco 49 71 96 160 

Rhodesia 40 50 60 84 

Other countries 145 -Ì22 245 365 

Total, Africa. 458 594 750 1,119 



Table   16. (continued) 
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1930 m 1222 2000 

Latin America 

Brazil 1,060 

Mexico 70 

Colombia 60 

Central America 73 

Argentina 17 

Peru 10 

Venezuela 30 

Chile 15 

Cuba 175 

Dominican Rep. 40 

Other countries 70 

Total, Latin America 1,620 

Total, developing 
countries 4,502 

Developed countries 

United States 

Canada 

Western Europe 

Eastern Europe 

USSR 

Japan 

Oceania 

Total, developed 
countries 

Total, world 

5,900 

265 

6,460 

4,920 

5,090 

665 

2¿|630 

28,212 

1,650 

100 

67 

100 

22 

12 

40 

18 

215 

49 

__25_ 
2.358 

6,750 

36,090 

2,370 

140 

76 

135 
29 

15 

52 
22 

255 

58 

100 

9,344 

45,069 

4,190 

"35 

94 

210 

45 
20 

79 
30 

350 

80 

140 

15,886 

7,210 8,650 11,930 

315 370 500 

7,530 8,680 11,210 

6,440 8,175 12,260 

6,750 8,640 13,130 

685 710 750 

410 500 695 

2?,340 35.725 50,475 

66,361 

a/ Countries listed by order of estimated population in the year 2000. 

b/ Excluding Japan, 

c/ Six countries. 
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Table 17.    Supply/consumption balance of potash fertilizer; 
a regional summary 

(Millions  of tons of K 2°) 

Consunption 

2224      1222. 

Supplies 
available 

Surpl 
Defic 

mi 
ïîl-l 

1974 19S0 1380 

Developing countries 

1.39 2.50 0.77 1.14 -0.62 Asia-' -1.36 

China (0.53) (0.92) (0.20) (0.30) (-0.25)  (-0.62) 

India (0.31) (0.66) nil nil (-0.31)  (-0.66) 

lient of Asia (0.55) (0.92) (0.49) (0.84) (-0.06)  (-0.08) 

Africa 0.32 0.46 0.25 0.39 -0.07 -rO.07 

Latin America 0.90 1.62 0.02 0.02 -0.88 -1.60 

Total, developing 
countries 2.61 4.58 1.04 1.55 -1.57 -J»03 

Developed countries 

4.62 5.90 2.23 2.71 -2.39 United States -3.19 
Canada 0.2O 0.27 4.82 7.47 +4.62 +7.20 

VI e stern Europe 5.38 6.46 4.97 6.93 -0.41 +0.47 
Eastern Europe 3.31 4.92 2.43 3.40 -0.88 -1.52 

USSR 3.61 5.09 5.62 9.90 +2.01 +4.81 

Japan 0.68 0.66 nil nil -0.68 -0.66 

Oceania 0.29 °&2 nil nil -0.29 -0.33 
Total, developed 
countries 18.09 23.63 

28.21 

20.07 

21.11 

3JMÌ 

31.96 

+U28 

+0.41 

+6.78 

Total, world 20.70 +3.75 

a/   Excluding Japan. 
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Table 16.    Supply/consumption balance  of potash fertilizer; 

(T 
zjountricr; 
îousands 

and re, 
of tona 

_:ionr  :./ 
of Kp0) 

• Consumption 
3upplien 
available 

Gurpl 
Dcfic 

mi 
sf-l 

1974 I98O im 2££ 19ft) 

halar* 

China 530 915 285 296 -245 -619 

India 315 665 - - -315 -663 

Indonesia 40 56 - - -40 -56 

Pakistan 3 5 - - -3 -5 
Bangladesh 11 25 - - -11 -25 
Philippines 45 74 - - -45 -74 

Thailand 40 77 - - -40 -77 
Turkey 13 40 - - -13 -40 

Iran 1 5 - - -1 -5 
Korea (Rep. of) 150 215 - - -150 -215 
Vietnam (DR) 32 30 - - -32 -30 

Vietnam (South) 18 27 - - -18 -27 
Korea (DPR) 44 86 - - -44 -86 

Malaysia 112 220 - - -112 -220 

Sri Lanka 32 30 - - -32 -30 

Other countries  5 —i! 489 838 +4&4 +S04 

Total, Asia 1,391 2,504 774 1,134 -617 -1,370 

Africa 

Egypt 3 5 - - -3 -5 
South Afric 126 160 - - 126 -160 

* Sudan - 5 - - - -5 
Algeria 38 54 - - -38 -54 
Nor0000 25 49 - - -25 -49 
Rhodesia 32 40 - - -3? -40 

Other countries -2§ 1£ 250 m +132 ±m 
Total, Afrioa 322 458 250 394 -72 -64 

•* 
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Table   lü.   (continued) 

im M2 

Supplies 
available 

¡3urpl\ic  (+) 
Deficit   (-) 

1974    1230 im loop 

Latin America 

Brazil" 523 1,060 - - -523 -1,060 

Mexico 36 70 - - -36 -70 

Colombia 

Central Anerica—' 

58 60 - - -58 -60 

55 73 - - -55 -73 

Argentina 17 17 - - -17 -17 

Peru 8 10 - - -8 -10 

Venezuela 21 30 - - -21 -30 

Chile 14 15 18 24 +4 +9 

Cuba 97 175 - - -97 -175 
Dominican Rep. 21 40 - - -21 -40 

Other countries 

Total,   Latin America 
-52 
902 

2,615 

70 

1,620 13 24 -884 

-70 

-3,030 
Total,  developing 
countries 4,582 1,042 1,552 -1,573 

Developed countries .: 

4,615 5,900 2,228 2,707 -2,387 -3,193 United States 

Canada 205 265 4,81? 7,476 +4,612 +7,211 

Western Europe 5,380 6,460 4,973 6,930 -AOrj +470 

Eastern Europe 3,310 4,920 2,427 3,400 -883 -1,520 

USSR 3,605 5,090 5,624 9,900 +2,019 +4,810 

Japan 685 665 - - -685 -665 

Oceania 2?0 

18.090 23,6^0 20,069 

- -290 

+1t?7? 

-330 

+6,783 
Total,  developed 
countries 30.413 

Total,  world 20,705 28,212 21,111 31,965 +406 +3,753 

a¡/ Countries listed by order of estimated population in the year 2000. 

b/ Excluding Japan. 

0/ Six countries. 

wmmmm wÊmmmmm wmm m M 
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Table   19.   Comparison of nitrogen cansumpii.on projections 
for 1979/80 a/ 

(Millions of tons  of nitroçcn) 

TVA 
March 
1974 

IBRD Joint work- Table 9 
July ine group this 
1975 April  1976 report 

Developed market  economies 

North America 

Western Europe 

Oceania 

Japan 

Israel 

South Africa 

Total 

Developing market economies 

Africa 

Near East 

Far East 

Latin America 

Total, DOME 

Centrally planned economies 

Eastern Europe and USSR 

Asia 

Tota 

Developed regions 

Developing regions 

Total world 

3 

11.24-12.54 

9.22-9.74 

0.22-0.39 

0.75-1.09 

0.04-0.05 

0'33-0.41 

21.80-24.22 

7.52-9.21 

2*85-3.29 

IO.37-I2.50 

14.80-16.48 

6.13-7Q6 

20.93-24.04 

36.6O-40.70 

16.50-20.06 

53.10-60.76 

II.7 

10.0 

1.6 

23.3 

0.8 

13.1 

14.3 

6.6 

20.9 

37.6 

19,7 

57.3 

11.24 

9.47 

O.28 

0.81 

0.04 

0.42 

22.26 

}"   1 
0.77 

8.53 

Js2â. 
12.24 

15.10 

-5-26 
21,06 

37.36 

18.20 

55.56 

12.22 

10.44 

0.32 

0.80 

0.04 

24.23 

1 
0.75 

8.74 

2.90 

12.39 

16.46 

7»13 

23.61 

40.71 

12a¿2 

60.23 

S/ 
Tb* prajaartiaaa (irto ia tati« 9 kart tara ra-creupad below to confo» to 

ta« refianal groupiif ay T?l, ORB ana ta« OTHJO/PAOAtorld Bank Workin« Gran 
•n fartiliaara. •       -F 
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Table   ff), flstiaated regression equations.  1965-74 

Nitrogen 

Asia ¡/ 
Hangladesh 
China 
India 
Indonesia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Thailand 
Turkey 
Iran 
Korea (Rep.of) 
Vietnaa ÍDR) 
Vi etnea (South) 
Korea (EPH) 
Malaysia 
Sri Lanka 
Other countries 

Total, Asia 

I 
or 

iïï 

ir- 

6.?5 
35.41 
22.79 
7.68 
8.62 
6.88 
4.64 
7.19 
3.63 

13.80 
8.44 
5.3O 
9.06 
5-36 
6.50 
8.50 

2.48IT 
1.117T 
1.297T 
0.522T 
0.439T 
1.484T 
O.94OT 
0.743T 
O.254T 
0.762T 
O.73IT 
O.466T 
O.098T 
0.626T 

(Sun of above) 

Africa 

Eflrpt ft - 
South Africa /T - 
Sudan fTT- 
Algsria *TT - 
Morocco ij[ m 
Rhodesia f¡ . 
Other oountries       fÏÏ - 

15.55 
9.12 
4-54 
2.52 
3.67 
6.13 
8.08 

0.397T 
O.73IT 
0.437T 
O.713T 
0.495T 
0.204T 
0.769T 

Total, Africa (Sua of above) 

latin Aaerica 

Brasil 
Mexico 
Ooloabia 
Central Aaerica 
Argentina 
Peru 
Venezuela 
Chile 
Cuba 
Doainican Rep. 
Other countries 

y 

fW 
fT 

>nr 

*T. 
ff. 
>nr. 

ff. 

6.09 
15.23 
5.81 
8.57 
4.63 
7.84 
4.47 
5.19 
9.75 
2.60 
8.22 

1. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

611T 
909T 
53IT 
578T 
288T 
134T 
159T 
227T 
293T 
377T 
113T 

H 
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Table 20. (continued) 

Witrogen cont'd 

Developed countries 

Phosphate 

ami**' 

United States |fif - 67.82 + 2.649T 
Canada fT ' 13.77 + O.787T 
Western Europe fñ - 66.4I + 2.243T 
Eastern Europe ff - 41.29 + 2.487T 
USSR /£ - 42.93 + 4.043T 
Jap»« 0 « 28.28 (constant) 
Oceania |T!f - 9.74 + 0.555T 

Ghin* /P^Ô"5 - 16.23 + 2.047T 

^dia /T^ - 11.97 + I.578T 

Indonesia /TJ^ « 2.56 + O.65IT 

Pakistan j/T^. « 1.12 + 0.771T 

Bangladesh /pjf . 3.03 + 0.415T 

Philippines /p^ » 5.00 + 0.253T 

Thailand /pjo*5 . 3.77 + 0.404T 
TurkV /TO « 7.62 + I.03IT 
Iran /TX - 2.80 + 0.722T 

Korea (Rep. of) f^L - 10.49 + O.285T 

Vietnam (DR) |^)r   _ 6.89 + O.207T 

Vietna« (South) /P^ - 5.05 + O.096T 

Korea (H»R) /?^ - 7.86 • O.284T 

"*l«y»i» /Fffi - 2.06 + 0.373T 
Sri Lanka ftQ „ 1#25 + 0.259T 

Other countries ^TJIL - 6.54 + O.375T 
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Table 20.(continued) 

Phosphate cont'd 

Africa 

Egypt 

South Africa 

Sudan 

Algeria 

Morocco 

Rhodesia , 

Other countries/ PO 
'   2 5 

/PO = 

/"Fu - 
/Tv = 

/TO = 

6.29 + 0.122T 

12.43 + 0.698T 

1.55 + 0.046T 

3.34 + O.65OT 

4.6O + O.245T 

4.22 + O.246T 

7.52 + O.55OT 

Latin America 

/Fô  - 9.85 + 1.898T 

fY~0   •= 7-93 + O.618T 

•/TTT » 6.96 + 0.175T 

Wo  " 5.33 + 0.290T 

/lffi¡- 3.28 + 0.301T 

i/p^ô" * 2.17 + O.O66T 

flfâ • 2.62 + O.226T 

/P"^L =. 8.20 + 0.209T 

/p^Öc - 8.44 + 0.254T 

Dominican Rep.   / P20^  = 4-36 + 0.131T 

Other count ries {T^k ' 6.48 + 0.234T 

Brazil 

Mexico 

Colombia 

Central Ane ri car 

Argentina 

Peru 

Venezuela 

Chile 

Cuba 

Developed countries 

United otates 
of America 58.75 + 1.153T 

17.28 • 0.323T 

65.09 + I.39IT 

36.65 + I.78IT 

36.18 + 1.773T 

23.39 + O.489T 

34.48 + 0.156T 

wmmmm w—mm wmmmmmmmmmmm 



Table 20.(continued) 

Potash 

- 61 

Asia */ 

China 

India 

Indonesia 

Pakistan 

Bangladesh 

Philippines 

Thailand 

Turkey 

Iran 

Korea (Rep. of) 

Vietnam (DR) 

Vietnam (South) 

Korea (DPR) 

Malaysia 

Sri Lanka 

Other countries 

ftp 

ftp 
{*$ 

/K¡O 

K20 

iff 
*nço 
TO 

fû> 
/K¡5 
/Cô 
vXó 
/K!ö 

7.50 + 1.516T 

8.35 + 1.164T 

1.03 + 0.432T 

I.55 + O.O46T 

1.53 + O.23IT 

4.29 + O.288T 

1.78 + O.468T 

1.83 + 0.302T 

1.55 + O.O46T 

6.30 + O.555T 

3.78 + 0.113T 

3.O7 + 0.144T 

1.95 + O.49OT 

3.32 + 0.773T 

3.48 (constant) 

5.O6 + 0.049T 

Egypt 

South Africa 

Sudan 

Algeria 

Morocoo 

Rhodesia 

Other countries 

/K¡0 - 
/O « 
/TCgS - 

fÇ> - 
»HÇB - 

1.55 + 0.046T 

8.45 + O.275T 

1.55 + O.O46T 

3.23 + 0.275T 

2.86 + O.278T 

4.22 + 0.142T 

6.75 + 0.354T 
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Table 20. (continued) 

Potash cont'd 

Latin America 

Brazil 

Mexico 

Colombia 

Central America 

Argentina 

Peru 

Venezuela 

Chile 

Cuba 

Dominican Rep. 

Other countries 

V 

n20 

(ico 

fleo 

8.37 + 

^.10 • 

6.25 + 

4.07 + 

2.12 + 

2.17 + 

3.00 + 

2.65 + 

9.12 + 

4.36 + 

5-78 + 

1.611T 

0.350T 

0.098T 

0.298T 

0.131T 

0.066T 

0.168T 

0.081T 

0.274T 

0.131T 

0.173T 

Developed countries 

United States 
of America /K2Ö 52.52 + 1.620T 

Canada iT^S - 11.63 + O.3O6T 

Western Europe fäö - 61.27 + I.275T 

Eastern Europe {*& = 39.65 + 2.O3IT 

USSR {K£ = 38.90 + 2.162T 

Japan ^K20 - 24.66 + O.O78T 

Oceania >ro = 12.06 + O.4IOT 

y 
i 

5/ 
Excluding Japan 

Six countries 

Note: The coefficient T is a rough indication of the annual increase in 
nitrogen demand in each country, but the exact calculation is as follows 

dH 

dT~ 
Annual increase in N demand = 2 AB + 2 B T 
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Figue 1.    Past aai expected future world fertilizer consuaption 
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Figur» 2.    1—t tfd «anejad futur« wt oa»ita fwtHiST consumption 

1975 1900 1985 1990 
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Finire 3» Past and expected future fertilizer consumption per hectare 

200 
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Figure 4»   ü%rtili»»r consumiti on pw opit* (s»?«cted countrie»). 1973/74 
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Figur« 3.    Frtiliiw conwptloa pr h«ct»f (««l«ot«d oomrtrif ). 1973/74 
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ngarm 6.   Part «ad «n»ct«d futur« world oontuaption of Mt P^O^ and IJ) fortllitT    y 
200,-        -r     ...T-. .._     ,             r -    .  /203 

1965 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 
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Figure 7. Percentage of M. PjO.- and K^O in fertili»er;    part and 

expected future world consumption 
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Figur» 8»    Percentage of nitrogen in fertilizer:    past and 

expected future world consumption 
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Figure 9.    I«dig«nouB «Apply and conmmption of fftlli—r 
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Figur« 10.    Sguar« root of part 

11 

«jcpoctod fatar« f«rtili»T conaupption 
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Regression equations 
based oí i 1965   74 data 

WORLD   INPK       6.49 •  0.292 T 

DDC'S      >INPK      6.04  •  0.218 T 

DGC'S      >|NPK = 2.42 • 0.2'9T 

T Oat 1965 

1950 1955 1960 1985 1970 1975 1980 1985 
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Figure 11.    3q—Jf root of part —i ipocted futuro nitrogen consumption 

1980 1956 I960 1965 1970 1975 1960 1965 
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rigar* 12»    S guar« root of part «ad «pactad future nitre—n con—piloa: 
Asian court rio« 
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Pimr« 13»    S quart root of part «ad «xpoctod futur« nitrogw consumption; 
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Chapter  III 

FEHTILIZSB MANUFAGTUHiD:     CAPITAL AND OPERAT DIG COÜTÜ 

Fertilizer industry 

The fertiliser industry is   important   in  itself,  and to governments, 

by virtue of  i'us relationshm to   food production.      The provision of 

sufficient  fertilizers is the most  important  single  factor in  improving 

crop yields.       Because of this     close relationship,  the assuranc" of an 

adequate supply of fertilizers at   reasonable prices  is of major concern 

to all countries.       The desire to  have  the maximum decree of control   over 

fertilizer supplies and prices naturally  leads  to efforts to achieve  self- 

sufficiency   in fertilizer production.       Th>   achievement  of this aim   is, 

however, modified or limited by material and economic  factors.       In order 

to achieve  complete self-sufficiency,  a country would have to  have  in  its 

own territory all  the basic raw materials;    petroleum or coal,  phosphate 

rock,  sulphur and potash.       Very  few countries  .-ire  in  tnis fortunate  posi- 

tion,  and the great majorat;/ have  to import one or more of these raw 

materials.       Complete self-sufficiency  is, therefore,   impracticable   for 

most  countries. 

The attempt  to achieve the maximum  self-sufficiency within the 

limitations Bet by  indigenous raw materials will be self-defeating if 

it   leads to  excessive fertilizer  costs,   since  these would significantly 

weaken the  incentive to use fertilizer.       The most  reasonable  solution may 

often arise  out of co-operative  action between  countries in a given   region: 

one  country might  contribute raw materials and  the other markets,  thereby 

leading to an economically sound   fertilizer industry,   bolstered by a mutually 

acceptable degree of interdependence  in this and other  industries.     This theme 

is developed  in a  later chapter  (see Chapter V "The Location of Fertilizer 

Plants"), and the various possibilities open to countries wishing to esta- 

blish a fertilizer industry are discussed below. 

The fertilizer industry is  one of the moat   rapidly growing major 

industries.       From  1950-1970, the capacity of the industry increased five- 

fold, and at present its capacity  is nearly doubling every ten years.    It  is 

a science-based industry whose processes and products are subject to continual 

technical change and development.      It  is a capital-intensive  industry:    a 
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typical modem  fertilizer plant   entails  a capital  investment  of $0.3 million 

per person   employed,  and  50-60 per cent   of the   cost  of production is  due to 

capital  charges.       Moreover,   it   requires  scientifically educated arid profession- 

ally trained management  as well  a« a skillod  labour  force.       Economies of 

scale are very  important  and the manufacturing units  are large.      It  uses large 

quantities of raw materials and makes  large quantities of solid products,  thus 

calling for a reliable  and efficient transport   system.      A typical modern fer- 

tilizer plant produce::; O.5 million tons  of fertilizer a year and consumes 

between 0.5-1.0 million  tons of raw materials.       It  uses large amounts of 

energy and  water.       A modem nitrogenous fertilizer plant uses  1,000 tons of 

petroleum products,  or more than 2,000  tons of coal  and  15,000 tons of water 

a day. 

The  fertilizer industry  in developing countries 

Owing to its  high  capital  requirements,  its re    .arch and development 

demands,   its need  for trained and skilled management   and labour, as well as 

the   location of  its markets,  the   fertilizer industry  has become established 

mainly in the developed  countries,  even  though  the raw materials required, 

with the exception  of potash,  are widely  distributed   throughout the developing 

countries. However,  this  situation  is  rapidly changing.      In   19/0, the 

developing count* les  imported about 'jQ  per oent   of the   fertilizer they  used; 

by  1975»  this proportion  had fallen to   3s per cent and,  based on known plans 

for further factories,   it   is expected to  fall   to  I5 per cent  by 1980,  and 

probably to  zero  by  19^5«       By that year,  according to  the forecasts  set out 

in the previous chapter,   the developing countries will  have about  34 per cent 

of the world market,   rising to  40 ter cent    Ly   the year 2000. 

Developing countries have  some advantages  and disadvantages in setting 

up  a fertilizer industry.       Their major advantage is  that they are better 

endowed wi <h raw materials than many developed countries, particularly 

those in Western  Kurope.       These  raw materials  are,  of course,  not evenly 

distributed throughout  the developing countries;    however, as a group,  the 

developing countries have  a large proportion of the world's reserves of 

natural gas,  petroleum and phosphate rock.      They also have some supplies of 

sulpnur and potash,  but   these fv   1 well   short  of their requirements.-'     Another 

advantage  is that  the developing countries have  a large and rapidly growing 

market. 

I/, The raw material  situation is  reviewed  in detail  in   Chapter IV. 

JÈ1 
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The major disadvantages arc  those which have  held   back the  development 

of the  developing countries1   industrial   structure   in general:    shortage  of 

capital;    lack  of trained and skilled manpower for  the  design,   erection and 

operation of factories;   and  an  infrastructure which   is  often  barely adequate 

to the demands made  of  it. 

It   is generally  necessary for developing countries   to  employ  contractors 

from developed countries   to  design  and erect   the   faeton   s,   involving the 

employment  on  site  of   large numbers  of expatriate  personnel.       Furthermore, 

most  of the  equipment   has   to   be made   in developed  countries and   transported 

long distances  by sea and  rail.       Considerable costs may   be   incurred  in 

supplying the   factory with  water or  electric power,   in  connecting it with 

the  road and  rail   systems,   and in  providing housing,  mea i cal and otuer  facil- 

ities   for employees.       All   these  factors   increase   capital   costs,   ;uul  some 

impose  heavy demands   if. terms of foreign  exchange.       A   fertilizer niant 

erected  in a developing country costs 2<j-¥j  per cent mor-'   than the    same 

plant   in a developed  country,  and  the  forei;;n currency   required   is rarely 

less  that 40 per cent,   and  may be  as high  as  ^0 per cent,   of  the     tin total 

capital   cost.       During the  operation of the plant:;,   interruptions of the 

water,   power or raw material  supplies may  cause   low utilisation:       this  has 

a severe  effect  upon   costs   in an  industry where  fixed annual  costs are  often 

60-70 per cent  of  the   total   production  cost. 

These disadvantages are decreasing as  developing countries   tcuuire 

greater capital   resources,   obtain more trained manpower,   and strengthen  their 

infrastructures.       Moreover  these disadvantages have not   prevented ;i rapid 

increase  in  fertilizer plant   capacity  in  developing countries,   particularly 

where  cheap raw materials are available or the market  is   large. 

Types of fertilizers 

The fertilizer  industry is concerned primarily with  the supply of the 

three basic plant nutrients - nitrogen  (N),   phosphorus  (p)  and potassium  (K)  - 

in the  form of a range of chemical  products  containing these elements.       The 

latter two are usually spoken of in terms of their oxides:    phosphorus 

pentoxide  (P2°5) and potassium oxide  (l^O).       In   1975,  about 40 million  tons 

N,  25 million tons P20    and 20 million tons KO were supplied,  of which the 

developing countries  consumed about   30,  2e,  and 15  per cent  respectively. 
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The  basic nutrients may be supplied  singly in fertilizers containing 

only one    nutrient  ("strai¿-ht"  fertilizers), or in  fertilizers containing 

two or all   three nutrients  ("compound" or "complex"  fertilizers).   In 1975» 

about  20 per  cent Nt   cj0 per  cent  P ,0,   and  BO per cent  Kp0  were  supplied   in 

compound  fertilizers.       Compounds  are much more widely used  in developed 

than  in developing countries.       Their main  advantage  lies   in a reduction 

of the cost  of putting the  fertilizer on to the land,  since  two or more 

nutrients are  supplied  in one  application of fertilizer. 

The  supply of potash  fertilizers differs from the supply of nitrogen 

and phosphate   fertilizers  in  that   the  basic raw material,   potassium chloride 

or sulphate,   ìD  applied directly  as  a fertilizer or, more   usually,   is  incor- 

porated without  further chemical  processing into compound   fertilizers.     Thus, 

there  is no   separat»' potash  fertilizer industry;     the  incorporation of potash 

into other  fertilizers  is  a step   in  the manufacture of compound  fertilizers, 

in which the  basic operation  is the  production of nitrogen  or phosphate  ferti- 

lizers.       Por these  reasons,   the  supply of potash  is not   considered in this 

chapter.       Potash   is  treated  as a  raw material and discussed  in  the following 

chapter. 

Nitrogen  fertilizers.      Practically  all nitrogen fertilizers are made from 

ammonia:     the  cost of ammoni'', manufacture  accounts  for 60—Tb per cent of the 

cost of the   final  fertilizer.       The  nitrogen needed from  ammonia manufacture 

comes from  the  air;     its extraction  from air and the provision of the hydrogen 

needed are  achieved by the use of various petroleum products  (natural gas, 

naphtha and  fuel oil)  or coal.      About one  ton of petroleum products or two 

and a half tons of coal are needed  to make one ton of  *mmonia. 

The hydrogen can  be produced  from water by the action of an electric 

current.       This method uses very  large amounts of electric power,  about 

11,000 kWh per ton of ammonia compared with $0 kWh per ton by other processes; 

it is economic only where large quantities of very cheap  electric power are 

available and cannot  be put  to better use.      It merits consideration in con- 

junction with  large hydro-electric power schemes where the demand for power 

is otherwise   inadequate to  justify development.      It is not considered further 

in this chapter. 
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Ammonia cari  be  used  directly   1.1   the    noil  as a fertilizer,  and  the 

quantity so used  IH   increasing .steadily.       At  present,   the   total  world 

consumption  of nitrogen   fertilizers   is  about  40 million  torn;,   of which 

approximately o million  tons are  applied as ammonia,   mainly   iti   developed 

countries.       At normal   atmospheric  temperature,     ammonia exists  as  a gas; 

when  applied  us  a  fertiliser,   it   in   handled as  a  liquid   under  nressure  in 

special  container:;.       T's  transport,   »torace and handling call   for  special 

techniques and equipment,   as; well   a;;   the  stringent   observance  of  safety 

precautions.       It  can   be'  applied  efficiently only   in moist,   non-stony soils. 

Its  use  is thus  limited,   even  though   it   is the  cheapest   form  of nitrogen 

fertilizer available.       However,   wh>re  extensive areas  of  suitable   soils are 

located reasonably  close  to a supply  of .alimonia,   its  use   should   be   investigated 

tecause  of   its  cheapness. 

By  far the  greater part  of   fertilizer nitrogen   is  applied  as  solid 

fertilizers;     about   30 per  cent  as  straight nitrogen   fertilizers  and ?0 per cent 

in  compound  fertilizers.       The major  straight  nitrogen  fertilizers  are ammonium 

sulphate,  ammonium nitrate,   and  urea,   their nitrogen   content   being i'1t  34  and 

46 per cent   respectively. 

Por many years,   ammonium  .ulphate  was the predominant   nitrogen   fertilizer, 

but   it  has  since'  been  displaced   by  the  more concentrated ammonium  nitrate and 

urea,  and practically no new sulphate   plants are being  built.       ^Significant 

quantities are still  produced,  partly  as a by-product  of capro lactam manufacture, 

and partly  from gas works  ard  coke ovens. 

Ammonium nitrate   is  widely  used  in developed countries  where,   under 

certain conditions,  urea may be  less  effective.       It   initially gained ground 

at   the expense of sulphate,   but   is   itself now  being displaced to  some extent 

by the    more concentrated urea.       Ammonium nitrate has  the  advantage that  it 

can  be economically made  from  imported ammonia alone.       Urea,  however, whose 

manufacture also requires  carbon dioxide, a by-product  of ammonia manufacture, 

can only be economical ly made on  sites where ammonia  is also manufactured.     The 

principal disadvantage  of ammonium nitrate  is that  it  requires strict attention 

to  tafety precautions during manufacture,  storage,  handling and transport.     It 

supports combustion and,  given the  ri¿*ht  conditions,   can act  as an explosive. 

Many million tons of ammonium nitrate  are used annually as  fertilizer.    However, 

ammonium nitrate does  require more  care  in handling than  other fertilizers, 

and  it may be difficult  to arrange  its transport  by  sea. 
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Because of  its high nitrogen  concentration and its  relative  ease  of 

handling,  urea is  becoming the prodominant   straight nitrogen   fertilizer. 

It  is particularly  favoured in developing countries where  its   u:.e   is 

especially  suited   to the  agricultural   ;tnd  climatic condition...      Ry   19^0, 

developing countries will  be u^mg about   six  tont- of urea to   every ton  of 

ammonium nitrate;     in developed   countries,   this  ratio will   be   about   1:1. 

The production  costs per ton  of nitrogen are roughly  the   same   for 

the different   ¡straight nitrogen   fertilizers  because all  are made  from 

ammonia,   the  production  cost of which  account«  for two-thirds   or more  of 

the  fertilizer cost.       However,   the   tagging,   transport,   storage,   handling 

and application  costs per ton of nitrogen  fall   sharply as the   concentration 

of nitrogen  rises,  and these  costs  constitute an important  pari,   of the 

total  cost   of the   fertilizer to   the   farm :r.       On > ton of urea  contains as 

much nitrogen  as   1.} tons of ammonium  nitrate or <>.¿ tons of ammonium 

sulphate,   ano  the  costs  from factory  to   farm are i JUghly  in  this  ratio.   It 

thus becomes apparent  why  sulphate  ha-;   been displaced and why   the  use  of 

urea is  continually   increasing. 

Phosphate  fertilizers.    The principal   phosphate  fertilizers are   single 

superphosphate  (SSP)  containing 16-20  per cent P0tl  triple  superphosphate 

(Tap)  containing 45-50 per cent,  and ammonium phosphate  (AP)   containing 

45-50 per -ent  P20    and  10-18 per cent  N. 

The basic raw material  from which  ali  these phosphate fertilizers are 

made is phosphate  rock,  containing  30-\f  per cent PO.      At  present,   about 

40 per cent of world supplies come  from   the United States,  25  per cent  from 

North and West Africa,  and 20 per cent   from the USSH;    the remaining  15 per cent 

comes from a wide range of smaller suppliers.    The PO,   in phosphate  rock  is 

only slightly  soluble,and the rock  is  subjected to chemical processing to make 

the P20    soluble,  and therefore more accessible  to plants.       Some phosphate 

rock is    used directly as a fertilizer,   particularly on acid soils,   in which 

the P20    is more soluble;    the amount   so  used constitutes at  present  about 

8 per cent  of total fertilizer P20c«       It   is by far the cheapest  form of P0 

available.       Its effect is long-term rather than immediate because of  its 

lower solubility,  but  its continued application does build up   in the  soil a 

resede of phosphate which  is available  to plants.      The P0     solubility of 

different types of rock varies significantly, and the more "reactive"  rocks 

are the most  suitable for direct application. 
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Sulphur   is another important   raw material used   in  the manufacture of 

phosphate  fertilizers.       It   is  used   to  make  sulphuric acid,  which   is 

reacted with  phosphate  rock  to  give   òol      or phosphoric acid,   from which 

TSP or Al   is made.       In  recent years,   stimulated by  shortages and  high 

sulphur prices,   processes  (nitrophosphate  processes)  have  Loen  developed 

which do not   require  sulphur.       At   present,  they do not  account   for a 

major part  of phosphate   fertilizer  production,  but  under  certain  conditions 

they can   be attractive  since  they reduce  the foreign  exchange  required for 

the purchase of  raw materials. 

Single  superphosphate was  the     original phosphate   fertilizer and,   for 

many years,   the  only phosphate   fertilizer.     Though  it   still   supplies  25-}0 

per cent  of phosphate  fertilizers,   it   is   being rapidly d  ¿placed  by the 

more concentrated TSP and AP,   and very   few new SSP plants  arc being built. 

Its  principal advantage   is  that   the  process and plant   used  to make   it 

are relatively  simple and do not   call   for many qualified persons.       The 

economies of scale are much  less marked,  and comparatively  small  plants are 

economically feasible.       SSP has the  merit  of containing sulphur in the  form 

of calcium sulphate    (see "Other nutrients"  below).       Its principal  disadvan- 

tage is  its  low concentration which  leads to high bagging,   storage,  transport 

and application  costs.       So far the  advantages mentioned have not  been  enough 

to outweigh these extra costs. 

The more concentrated TSP and AP are made by a complex process  involving 

the manufacture  of phosphoric acid and  its  reaction with  additional  phosphate 

rock to make TSP,  or with ammonia to make AP.      Phosphoric acid holds a position 

in the manufacture of phosphate  fertilizers analogous to  that  of ammonia in 

the manufactur    of nitrogen fertilizers,   in that most  phosphate  fertilizers 

are made  from phosphoric acid,   just   as most nitrogen fertilizers are made 

from ammonia.       The difference  is  that   2^-iO per cent  of current  phosphate 

fertilizers,   i.e.  SSP,  are made without  using phosphoric acid,  whereas only 

1-2 per cent of nitrogen fertilizers  are made without prior ammonia manufacture. 

For new production, however,  tne    positions are closely equivalent;     increases 

in phosphate  fertilizer production will  come via phosphoric   ¿cid,  while  in- 

creases  in nitrogen fertilizer come via ammonia. 

One  important difference  between nitrogen and phosphate  fertilizers is 

that a much higher proportion of phosphate  fertilizers are used as complex 

fertilizers,   in conjunction with nitrogen or potash,  and a much  smaller 

proportion as straight  fertilizer.       Rather less than 20 per cent of nitrogen 
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fertilizers are used as complex   fertilizers  US  compured with ovr ')0 per 

cent  of phosphate fertilizers.       These  complex fertilizer:;  can   b"  made 

simply by mixing the  solid fertilisers,   such  us urea and  ammonium 

phosphates,   in any r< quired proportions  to  produce  a  fertilizer  with a 

nitrogen/phosphate ratio  suited  to  a particular crop or soil.       however, 

the majority of complex  fertilizers  ar • made   m   the  course  of Phosphate 

fertilizer manufacture,   by means  of  a granulating nrccess   ir. which .ammonia 

and/or nitrogen  fertilizer solids  or solutions,   and  potash  are  added to 

phosphoric acid.       This process   is  usually  cheaper  ti.an  simple mixing 

because  the   nitrogen  can often  be  added as  ammonia,   thus avoiding the' 

production of solid nitrogen   fertilizer.       The mixing process   is.  normally 

used  for small- ta mediun-scal ;  production,   and   the    granulating process 

for  large-scale production.       However,   in  some  developed  countries; where 

ammonia,  phosphoric acid and  fertilizer solutions  are  readily  available', 

the  granulating process  is  used   for medium-scale  production. 

Other nutrients.     While  the  fertilizer   industry   is  concerned  primarily 

with  the  supply of nitrogen,   phosphorus and  potassium,   other plant  nutrients 

may assume  considerable   importance.       Giie** among these   is   sulphur,   and  of 

lesser  importance calcium,  magnesium and  a wide  range of "micro-nutrients", 

such as  zinc,   copper1 and molybdenum:     elements  required   in  very   small     oncen- 

trations,   but  whose absence or gradual   removal   from  the  soil  may  have  serious 

effects upon plant  growth.       The   symptoms of micro-nutrient   deficiency are  in 

general  well   known to agronomists  and plant   specialists.       mfhere   the deficiency 

of a particular element   is established,   it   is usually practicable   to  incor- 

porate  it   into normal  fertilizers. 

In recent years,  much attention has  been devoted to   sulphur deficiency. 

The growing importance of   mlphur deficiency  is partly due to  the gradual 

replacement  of the original  forms  of nitrogen and  phosphate  fertilizers, 

ammonium sulphate and single  superphosphate,  which contain  large  quantities 

of sulphur,  by more  concentrated  fertilizers,  such as urea and triple super- 

phosphate or ammonium phosphates,  which do not  contain  sulphur.       In  industrial- 

ized countries,  significant  quantities of sulphur are  supplied  to  the soil when 

the  sulphur dioxide produced by  burning coal  or fuel oil   is washed out  of the 

air;    however,  this source of supply  13 generally  insignificant   in developing 

countries.       As crop yields and the    concomitant  sulphur removal  from the  soil 

increases,  sulphur deficiency may  arise.       In such circumstances,   sulphur must 

be returned to the soil  in the  form of elementary  sulphur or calcium sulphate 

(a toy-product of phosphate fertilizer manufacture), or throu^i the application 

of such fertilizers as ammonium sulphate and single superphosphate,   or 
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of mixtures   in which the;   latter aro  contained. 

Technical  developments 

It  war.  stated above  tht   the   fertiliser   industry,   being science-based, 

i¡j  subject   'o  continual   technical  chañen ami  development,   both  in  ito pro- 

cesses and   its products.       In  the  east   twenty yean;,   the nitrogen  fertilizer 

suction of the   industry has  expon- :ic< d major  t-conical   and  technological 

change;     phosohate   iV-rt lli/.er production  has unoer-jono   ¡',1,1.if icant,   but 

much   less   revolutionary   oh.angos,   while   .;orr-/-   gen.Tal   trend.'   it;   the   industry 

have  been  continued. 

Jurveying  the   industry   in   the nud-T/fi ' ;,   there  are; no  clear  indica- 

tions   of   a  sinil ir  exi. ;nt  of  change   ovm   the  next   twenty ye^rs.       However, 

the   research  effort   d .voted  to   th"   prjunction  :uid  us-    of   fort 1 1 i:',ers   is   so 

great   that   even   thougn  at  present      iL   -.a.eins probable   thattli.    neriod will   be 

one  oí   gr .dual   develo »nient   ar.u  riot   of   radical   change    is   in   t.r 1 • ?   ;a.-t,   I h< 

possibility     of    major  e.hongo   can  never   i>    rai -d  out.        Por    example,   Id' 

nitrogen   fertilizer   industiy woul '   l>.   r'ur:d.¿mental 1/  al f"ct. d   if  it  w"-' 

found  possible   to   produce   in   tie-   lai o ra tory   1.  vane-ty   of  e i t ro;:en-r¡ y m;; 

symbiotic   bacterium  whien  could   co—-y ist.   in   the   ruot    irea ot   cereal   crops, 

similar   to  the  genus  i<hi.,obiuil  which  makes   Umosnh  r.e  nit/a-n ...va) laol e   » <J 

leguminous   planta.       ..hört  of  such   revolutionary  change,   11,   a-oias    »rjbable 

that   development   will   conti lue   in   ..1 îr-c-t, ions  ali    j..¡y   troaal.v  mamad   out, 

increasing nutrient   concenti' „t ion,   improving  th-   efficiency  of  i't r! 1 11 sor  use, 

widening  the   range  of   raw materials,   available,   improving procese  efficiency, 

and reducing costs. 

The major changes   in nitrogen  fertilizer production over the past   twenty 

years have   been  the development   of processes which have made  available   a much 

wider range of raw materials,  and the   increase  in typical plant sizes  from a 

few hundred tons a day  to a thousand  or  fifteen hundred  tons a day,   associated 

with a major reduction  in capital  costs. 

Twenty years ago,  nitrogen  fertilizer plants were  tied  to locutions  close 

to  their raw materials:    natural  gas  and coal   (as coke).       The development  of 

the naphtha reforming process aided  by  the  fuel oil-oxygen gasification process 

brought  a new flexibility  into  the  location of plants,   since  it was now pocsibl- 

to  bring the  raw materials to  the markets and  build  the  plants there.     More 

recently,  plants which gasify  coal  directly with oxygen have been commerci illy 

proven.       Although the  technology has  to  be developed   furth-T,   it  had  greatly 

inc-eaeed the possibility of using an   indigenous raw material,  since  coal 

deposits are  large and widely dispersed. 
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I'\iture  developments  in process design  in coal-based procosses 

arc probable,   including the ability   to predict more  reliably   the  effect 

of coal  and  ash type:;  upon performance,   the  development  of  pressure 

gasificati  n    processes,   and    some  reduction  of the  very high  capital 

costs.       Over the next  two decades,   coal-based  processes  should  become 

more competitive. 

Much work has been done on widening the range of hydrocarbons that 

can be used in the naphtha reforming procent;, but the results have been 

meagre. However, the steadily increasing price of naphtha will give an 

additional impetus to this work because if thi: trend continues, the 

naphtha process will soon be priced out of the market. A process per- 

mitting the use of heavier hydrocarbons for arnmor ia manufacture without 

requiring oxygen would  be an  important  breakthrough. 

The  large   increase   in  fatili;-,  r plant   capacities, with   an associate 

decrease  in  capital  costs per unit  of output,   has been particularly marked 

in ammonia plants,   but   it  lias  also taken  place  in solid nitrogen  fertilizer 

plants and  in  phosphate plants.       This  has   been  brought  about  by engineering 

developments which have made  it  possible  to  construct   larg»;   "single-stream" 

plants comprising a linked series of   large  single units   instead of a multiplicity 

of smaller u.iits.       The great   benefit   of tiiis  change has  been a marked de- 

crease  in  fertilizer costs which unfortunately has  been  larg*-1/ masked by 

inflation.       Though this development  has brought significant   benefits to all 

fertilizer users,   it has not  been without   its  disadvantages.       One disadvantage 

of particular  importance to developing countries has  been  that  the minimum 

economic plant  size has been greatly  increased.      prior to  this change,  coun- 

tries with a market  for ^0,000 tons of nitrogen a year could  establish a 

commercially viable plant.      Today,  a market  of about   1^0,OGO tons of nitrogen 

a year would be about the minimum.       Smaller plants are  still  being built,  but 

they normally require a protected market.       The options open to countries 

with smaller markets are discussed below  (see  "Manufacturing options") a8 are 

the  large modern plants  (see "Major fertilizer units"). 

It  is  improbable that plant  sizes will  increase  further.      Plants are 

now so  large  that  further increases  in  size bring relatively  small  gains,  and 

the excessive  concentration of production  in one factory can   lead to serious 

supply problems  if the plant  is out  of operation for an extended period. 

The developments  in solid fertilizer production,  both nitrogen and phos- 

phate,  have been much less spectacular than  in ammonia production.     Solids are 

intractable materials  to handle and process. Solid fertilizer plants, 

-ft 
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which of necessity deal with large quantities of solide as raw materials and/or 

products, are less amenable to  increase in unit sizes of equipment than ammonia 

plants, which deal mainly with gases and liquids.    Nevertheless, plant sizes 

have  increased significantly,  as has the use of large single-stream plants,   though 

to a lesser extent. 

The average nutrient concentration of solid fertilizers has also  increased 

steadily,   the  incentive  being the large savings  this  brings   in bagging,  handling 

and transport  costs.     Over the past decade,  a marked  feature has been  the  very 

rapid growth  in  the production and use of urea,   pa; ticularly   in developing countries, 

as well as a significant   increase  in  the use  of ammonia as a  fertilizer,  mainly   in 

developed countries.     The use  of concentrated  phosphate fertilizers,   triple 

superphosphate and ammonium phosphates has also  increased appreciably,  and  even 

more concentrated phosphates,   ammonium polyphosphates  containing ^fi  per cent 

PO,   have  been  introduced   into  the market. 

The  increasing UBC of urea and concentrated phosphates  will continue.     The 

major question mark lies  over  the  future of ammonia as a nitrogen  fertilizer. 

It has gained wide popularity   in  the United States and  in a  few countries   in 

Western Europe,   but  it requires a technically  complex delivery and application 

system and  is not applicable  to all  types of soil. 

Probably,   the most  significant development   in  phosphate  fertilizer production 

has  been  the commercial  exploitation of mtrophosphate processes,  which produce 

an NP  or NPK  fertilizer by using nitr'c acid   instead  of sulphuric acid to dissolve 

phosphate rock.     They  therefore differ from all  other phosphate processes   in not 

requiring sulphur as a raw material.     Established during a  period of sulphur 

shortage and consequently high prices,   they  have since  lost  ground once  the 

shortage passed some years ago.     The saving of foreign exchange,  otherwise used 

to buy sulphur,  may be a deciding factor  in some situations;   however,   it  seems 

improbable that mtrophosphate processes will  be widely adopted,  unless a long- 

term sulphur shortage develops. 

Another development which may prove highly significant  lies  in research 

into the use of ground phosphate rock directly as a fertilizer, without processing. 

Rock has always been used in this way,  particularly   m the centrally planned 

economies  in Europe, and at present about 6 million  tons,   equivalent to about 8 

per cent of world phosphate consumption, are used each year.     The scientific work 

being carried out  into this use  is directed    towards demonstrating that,  under 

favourable conditions,  the results are comparable with those obtained from super- 

phosphate«.     It will also provide a basis for predicting what types of rock will 

do well  in what types of soil.     A favourable outcome  to this research would be of 
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importance to developing countries because their soils are mostly acid,   i.e. 

those soils  in which rock phosphate does best. 

Manufacturing options 

The estimates of  the total  capital exper.ditare r^'niired to meet  the 

projected demand  from  1980 to  2000 (see "Capital requirements  for fertilizer 

plant:     I98O - 2000"  below)  are  based upon the very  large manufacturing units 

now  becoming widespread.     These units produce about half a million tons of 

fertilizer a y*»ar and cost hundreds of millions  of dollars.     These units are 

the right choice  for countries  which have the raw materials  or markets,  the 

qualified people,  and the  infrastructure to support them,   but they are not 

the  only possible  form of fertilizer plant.    Countries with smaller markets or 

without raw materials can enter  the fertilizer   industry  in a number of ways 

which require    much less massive capital expenditure and fewer highly qualified 

and trained people,  but which encourage fertilizer consumption by ensuring local 

interests a stake  in the fertilizer industry. 

Dag^ing and blending plants 

When fertilizer demand reaches 50,000-100,000 tons a year,  the 

installation of a simple bagging plant  is possible, whereby the fertilizer 

is  imported in bulk and bagged  locally.    At this scale of operation,  bags 

would have to be  imported - unless the demands of local agriculture or 

industry justify their manufacture - and the value added is small.    However, 

despite the comparatively small  scale of operations,   it may prove cheaper 

to bag locally than at the fertilizer manufacturing plant  for the following 

reasons:    bulk transport  is cheaper than transport  in bags,   simpler and cheaper 

bagging equipment can be used,   and local labour charges may be lower. 

The more usual course is  to set up a bagging and blending plant    where 

nitrogen, phosphate and potash fertilizers imported in bulk    are mixed to 

give mult i-nut rient NP(K)  fertilizers,  and subsequently bagged.       Imported straight 

fertilizers would also be bagged at the plant  for the local market.    A bagging/ 

blending plant costs little more than a bagging plant:    the value  it adds to 

the product is higher,  the range of services it  provides v.ider. Furthermore,   it 

calls for much greater involvement in the local  fertiliser market.    The plant. 

is very flexible and can produce a range of products, which would be otherwise 

difficult or impracticable to  import,  to suit  the needs of particular crops or 

soils and the preferences of local farmers.    It needs a few knowledgeable 

persons controlling operations and sales and distribution,  and unskilled 

labour can be used for routine plant operation after comparatively little 

training.    At the same time,  valuable know-how  is acquired  in fertilizer 

handling,  bagging,   storage, marketing and distribution. 
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The success of the blending side of the operations depends upon  the 

existence of a market  for multi-nutrient fertilizers.     If such a market 

does not exist,   it must  be developed beforehand  by  importing NPK  fertilizers, 

demonstrating their advantages and advising farmers on  their handling and 

application.    This  is  the most   important single  factor,   but  others need 

careful consideration.     If fertilizer demand  is concentrated   in a particular 

period,   the capacity of the plant  should be so chosen as be able  to meet 

demand during that  period,   because an  increase  in capacity entails relatively 

little expenditure as  long as storage capacity  is not   increased proportionately. 

Furthermore,   if possible,   the plant should be  located close  to  the point at 

which the  bulk fertilizers are off-loaded so that  they can be  transported 

direct  to  the plant without   intermediate storage.    One very  important  factor 

which has a decisive effect upon costs   is the arrangement of  the contracts for 

bulk supplies.     The size of consignment should be as  low as   is consistent 

with reasonable prices because  it  directly determines the working capital 

required, which can be much larger than the cost of the plant  itself.    For 

example,   if nitrogen,  phosphate and potash fertilizers are  imported in 

10,000 ton lots,   storage facilities must be provided for 30,000 tons of 

raw materials.     If,  on an average,   these are half-full and  if,   m addition, 

the average product stock is 2,500 tons,  the working capital  for  17    oo tons 

would amount to $2.6 million (assuming an average price of SI50 a ton)  compared 

with a plant cost of $0.5 to  1.0 million.    If 5,000 ton lots could be obtained, 

the working capital would fall to 11.3 million.    Consequently,  very careful 

attention must be paid to the shipping arrangements for the raw materials 

and a thorough investigation made of the effect on over-all costs of the 
variation of the delivered prices. 

In summary,   the costs of a bagging/blending plant must  be carefully 

calculated and a market for multi-nutrient fertilizers established in 

advance.     In many countries,  however,   its establishment can significantly 

reduce fertilizer costs,  offer better serve to local farmers,   create highly 

desirable local employment and lead to the acquisition of valuable know-how.^/ 

2/ For detailed description and costs of bagging/blending plant«, . 
UNIDO publication Fertilizer Industry Series: Monograph N0.8, A 
Fertilizer Bulk Blending and Bagging Plant (1976). 

see 
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In addition to forming a starting point  for a fertilizer industry with 

relatively minor capital  expenditure,   bulk  blending plants can also 

perform a valuable function   in a well established fertilizer   industry. 

In  this situation  they would draw  their bulk supplies of single nutrient 

fertilizers,  such as urea and ammonium phosphates,   from existing large 

plants and supplement  these with  imported potash.    With dependence on 

imports  thas greatly reduced,   there  is much greater freedom  in  the choice 

of a location.     BulK  blending plants can,  and  ~*ould b*t  placed close 

to  their markets;   they also can develop a close and usaful relationship with 

the local  farming community.     Because  they draw most of  their  supplies 

from a local  factory,   they can operate with much lower stocks,   and  their 

working capital,  which would otherwise comprise  ^O-lO per cent  of  their 

total capital,   is greatly reduced. 

The great advantage  of a bulk blending plant ovar a large NPK 

factory   is   its flexibility.     In order  to produce economically,   a large 

factory requires  long production runs with  the result  thüt   it  can make 

only a few grades.     A bulk  blending plant,   however,  can produce  a wide 

range of  grades    to suit  local  crops and  soils. 

Single superphosphate plants 

It was stated above that, although it still supplies about  2^-30 

per cent of the phosphate fertilizer market,  SSP  is being rapidly 

displaced by more concentrated products,  and that very  few new  plants 

are being built.    However,   its role as a provider of sulphur (see "Other 

nutrients" above)   is likely  to become  increasingly  important,   and there 

is still a place for SSP manufacture, mainly  in countries where the demand 

for phosphate fertilizer  is fairly small  (of the order of 20,(XX) tons a 

year or less)  or the needs of an area remote from larger plants have to 

be met. 

The process, which involves the manufacture of sulphuric acid from 

sulphur,   the treatment of phosphate rock with that acid, and the granulation 

and bagging of the SSP thus produced,   is more complex than that of a 

bagging/blending plant.    However,  the process  is still relatively simple 

and does not require highly skilled people.     Its great merit   is that the 

economies of scale »r« not large:    a small plant producing some 50-100 

tons a day can be a profitable enterprise and would cost $4-6 million. 

« 
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The disadvantage of SSP  is  its low concentration,   16-20 per cent  P2°c» 

which makes  its  transportation over  long distances uneconomic.     If a 

plant   is  under consideration,   its size should be carefully determined 

in terms  of the area  it can supply   in competition with imported concentrated 

phosphates.     The plant should  be situated close  to  its market rather than at 

the point  of supply of phosphate rock and sulphur,   since the product weighs 

twice as much  ;u; the  raw materials  uued  in  its manufactu" 

An SSP plant cannot compete with a  large plant making TSP  or AP and, 

if demand  vs   large enough,   the  latter type  of plant  should be selected. 

However,   many developing countries  lack the demand  to justify such a plant, 

and an SSP plant should be seriously considered. 

Very large fertilizer plants costing hundreds of millions of dollars 

are being adopted throughout the world because they produce fertilizers 

more cheaply  than smaller plants.    Where adequate raw materials or large 

enough markets exist,  very  large plants are^he right choice from an 

economic point of view.    However,  economics are not everything:     such plants 

make heavy demands upon a country's resources and their establishment may 

place considerable strains on the social structure of the community in 

which they are placed.    The small unit, such as an SSP plant,  can be much 

more readily  integrated into a local community and can be a focus of 

agricultural co-operation in that community. 

Satellite plants 

The next possibility after blending/bagging plants and SSP plants is 

the establishment of nedium-sized fertilizer plants based upon the  import 

of one or both of the fertilizer intermediates, ammonia and phosphoric acid. 

It involves a major step in terms of capital cost and complexity of operations, 

requires  technically qualified people and makes heavier demands of the 

country's infrastructure.     It  is a step taken in countries which do not have 

the basic raw materials, yet have built up a significant fertilizer demand 

of the  order of 30,000-130,000 tons of nitrogen or phosphorous pentoxide 

a year,     Fertilizer demand of this magnitude does not justify the establishment 

of a large plant based on imported raw materials,  but that of a "satellite" 

plant using imported intermediates may be viable. 
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Satellite plants have certain   limitations.     For nitrogen fertilizers, 

it  i« desirable  to  locate the plant within a few kilométra of  the  point 

at which the ammonia  is off-loaded,   so that   it can  be pumped directly  from 

the ship to plant  storage.     If  the  plant  is  too  far away for pumping and 

the ammonia has to be off-loaded   into quayside storage prior to  being 

transported by rail  to  the plant,   the additional  costs usually make  the 

project unprofitable.    This  is also  broadly  true  of  the   import  of phosphoric 

acid. 

A further  limitation on nitrogen fertilizer plants  is that,   if  they are 

to be profitable,  ammonium nitrate,  and not urea,   must  be maàe.     The manufacture 

of urea requires supplies of both carbon dioxide and ammonia.    Where ammonia is 

being produced,   this  is no disadvantage because carbon dioxide  is a by-product 

of ammonia manufacture.    However,   if carbon dioxide has to be specially 

manufactured,   the costs of  its manufacture would make the urea prohibitively 

expensive.     In developing countries,  where urea  is often the preferred 

fertiliser,  this may prove a serious handicap.     If  local farmers  have become 

accustomed to urea,   it may be difficult to persuade  them to change to 

ammonium nitrate.     This resistance  is not agronomically founded because 

(except for rice grown under flooded conditi,    .)   ammonium ratrate  is  just 

as good a fertilizer as urea and,   in some situations,  rather better.     Its 

disadvantages lie solely in its hazardous nature  (see "Nitrogen fertilizers" 

above) and in the greater costs of  its storage,   transport and application per 

ton of nitrogen.     If a decision  is taken to build an ammonium nitrate plant, 

preliminary market development should be undertaken some years before  the 

plant starts up,  unless ammonium nitrate already has a significant share of 

the market. 

Phosphate fertilizer manufacture is subject  to no such limitations. 

A satellite phosphate plant would make TSP or AP and could also make NPK 

complexes.    Por TSP,   it would be necessary to import some phosphate rock: 

for AP and NPK,  some ammonia,  potash and possibly ammonium nitrate or urea 

would have to be  imported.     If phosphate and nitrogen fertilizer plants were 

set up on the same site no imports,  other than ammonia,  phosphoric acid and 

potash, would be necessary and the range of products that could be manufactured 

•conomically would be greatly increased. 
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A satellite plant  making about  250,OOo  tons  of ammonium nitrate 

(8i>-85,000  t  N)  a year would coBt about $35-40 million,   and a  plant 

making about  250,000 tons of* AP  (45,oo  t N and  115,00   t Pot )   a .year 

would cost  about  $15-2o million.     The considerable difference   in cost 

arises from  the  fact  that the manufacture of AP  from phosphoric acid 

is a relatively  simple  operation  involving  the addition of ammoni,   to 

the acid,   the evaporation of the AP  solution and  the granulation of the 

solid.     In ammonium nitrate manufacture a similar series  of operations 

is carried  out,   but  it   is preceded by the manufacture of nitric acid 

from imported ammonia. 

The  establishment  of a satellite fertilizer plant represents a 

major step forward  in  the fertilizer   industry.     Its added value  is 

considerable,  and  ¡t permits significant control  of the supply and price 

of fertilizers  for the  home market,  at a cost much lower  than  that of 

establishing a large ammonia/urea plant or a  large phosphate plant.    As 

fertilizer demand  increases,  satellite plants can  be readily  integrated 

into complete  fertilizer plants using imported raw materials.     Tho économies: 

of these plants need careful   investigation   in relation  to  the  cost of  importing 

fertilizers,   but  they  offer considerable advantages,  not   the  least of 

which is a guarantee of an adequate supply at a reasonably stable price. 

Major fertilizer units 

The major manufacturing units with a daily output  of  1,000-1,50<     tons 

of ammonia,   1,700-2,500  tons of urea or 1,000-1,50(     tons of AP or TUP, 

which are now rapidly becorrng standard throughout  the world,  are tne 

outcome of technological changes which have  taken place over the l.->st 

ten to fifteen yeare       ( n9e "Technical developments" aDove). 

These units are not without their disadvantages.    Although they are 

much cheaper than the previous  generation of plants,  they (particularly 

ammonia plants) are technologically much more complex and require much 

greater technical skill and training,   in both management and operation. 

Since single units of equipment are used,   these plants are less reliable 

than the previous generation of multi-stream plants, as many operators 

have found to their cost.    The older plants  frequently operated at full 

output for 340 days a year;   in  the new plants 300 days  is normally 

regarded ab satisfactory.    Furthermore, by virtue of its size,   one 

single plant may supply a major part of a country^ fertilizer requirements, 

thus any prolonged failure of the plant may  lead to serious fertilizer 

supply problems.    These disadvantages notwithstanding, major plants have 

gained almost universal  favour since they produce fertilizers more cheaply 

than smaller or multi-stream plants. 
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A contractor wi)]  supply a plant of any capacity required by the 

client,   but  the practice  of using standard sizes  is  growing rapidly. 

For ammonia plants,   the most  frequent  size   is   1,000  tons a day,  though 

plants with daily outputs  of  1,2^0 oi   1,y>0  tons are also used;  for 

phosphate plants  the most  frequent, size  is 4•):)-6'J0  tons a day.    Clients 

would  be well advised  to use a standard size  of plant wherever possible, 

because   it reduces costs ani  construction  time.    Contractors have standard 

designs  for the  layout   of  these plants ;is well as for  the  individual  items 

of equipment,   thus considerably reducing design charges.     Furthermore, 

since the  equipment has already been  tested   in many  plants and any design 

weaknesses subsequently  remedied,  the client   is  in effect  purchasing a 

plant  of proven design.     These advantages are  important and,  under normal 

circumstances,  clients  would be wel]   advised  to select  the plant size 

most closely suited to  their requirements. 

In  the estimates  below,   it  is assumed that the  forecast fertilizer 

demand will be met by   these major fertilizer units.     As was stated earlier, 

room still exists for smaller units,  ranging from bagging/blending plants 

to satellite plants,  but  it remains  true that an overwhelming share in 

fertilizer production will be taken by these very large plants. 

Capital and production costs 

Capital costs 

The most notable fact about capital costs is their very rapid rise in 

recent years, which is still continuing.    From 1972-1976,   they have at 

least doubled.    This  increase  is due partly  to general world-wide inflation, 

and partly to a large fertilizer plant building programme which has led 

to both shortages of equipment and late deliveries. 

This situation has   important consequences for capital cost estimates. 

When considering any estimate,   it is essential to bear  in mind the date 

of origin and to make appropriate allowances for subsequent nseB in costs. 

Furthermore, since it  takes three to four years to build a plant,   inflation 

may result  in actual costs 15-20 per cent higher than the original estimate. 

(it  is for this reason that contractors usually insist on the inclusion of 

a price escalation clause  in their contracte.)     Throughout  this study,  cost 

figures are based on prices ruling in December 1975,  and no allowances 

have been made for inflation during plant construction.    These assumptions 

have been made because the data cover plants constructed over a twenty year 

period,   i.e.  1980-2OÜO,   and it  is not possible to predict   inflation over so 
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long a period.     However,   it   is  important  t D remember  that  when any 

specific plant   is  built,  costs will   be significantly higher than 

the figures given  in  this chapter. 

The major rise   in capital  costs also has  important  consequences 

for the owners  of fertilizer plants.    Capital charges un new plants 

account  for half to  three-quarters  of the  selling price of nitrogen 

fertilizers,  and efficient use of capital   is  therefore of primary 

importance.     By choosing a standard  size and design of plant and 

by avoiding delays   in  construction,   the cost  of  the  installed plant 

is kept  to a minimum,     unce  the plant  is  in  operation,  no other  factor 

has as much  influence  on costs as  the loss  of production caused   by plant 

shut-downs.     In a coal-based ammonia plant,   over Ho per cent of  the 

annual operation costs are  fixed and do not  vary with output.     If  the 

plant  operates  for only 60 per cent  of the designed period of  time, 

production costs rise  by 'jo per cent, and  the plant may well  be  running 

at a loss (see "Effect of output on production costs" below . 

Another  important consenuenc e  of the rise  in  capitai  cost applies 

to the owners of existing fertilizer plants.     In due course when  then.* 

plants have to be replaced,   they will have to be replaced at today's or 

tomorrow's inflated capital costs.     It is   important,  therefore,   that 

depreciation charges on existing plants should be   increased to cope with 

the higher costs.    Depreciation should be based on replacement capital 

values, and not on historic costs. 

Nitrogen fertilizer plants 

The capital and production costs of ammonia and urea plants   in 

developing countries are shown in Table 1.     The ammonia and urea plants 

are matched in size,   i.e. all the ammonia produced is converted to urea. 

The production costs have been set  out so that adjustments can be made 

for different feedstock    prices or for different rates of depreciation 

and profit. 

It has been assumed that the solid fertilizer produced will be urea 

since this is by far the most popular solid fertilizer in developing 

countries.    As far as costs are concerned,   it makes no difference whether 

the final product  is urea or ammonium nitrate, since the capital and 

production costs per ton of nitrogen are practically the same. 
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In Table   1—' particular attention should  be paid  to  items (1),   (11) 

and (m)   in footnote —'.      Items  (11)  and (iiij  were excluded because their 

cost varies  so widely  from one  project  to another.     They can   increase the 

fixed capital  cost by as much as 40 per cent,   but on an average  the 

additional   cost   is probably  2'y- }<J per cent.     These costs must be  included 

in any specific  project  estimate. 

It should  be noted  that when these costs are  included  in the plant 

capital,   the depreciation and  profit charges  shown  in  the  table should 

alüo be  increased by 2^-30  per  cent,  corresponding to an  increase of 

$15-30 per  ton  of urea,  depending upon  the riw material. 

Choice of Feedstock.    The  table clearly shows why natural  gas  is always 

used as feedstock when  it   is available:   the  capital  and the  production 

costs are much  lower than  for any other feedstock. 

At  the  feedstock prices and capital  charges used  in Table  1, 

naphtha,   fuel  oil, and coal do not differ significantly.     Naphtha and 

fuel oil suffer  in comparison with natural gas owing to their high 

feedstock  charges;  coal  has  low feedstock charges,   but very  high capital 

charges.     Relatively "arge changes  in feedstock prices would have  little 

effect on  the cost of urea produced from natural gas or coal,  but a major 

effect on  that  of urea produced  from naphtha  or fuel oil. 

The choice  between naphtha,  fuel  oil and  coal   is a difficult  one. 

Coal   is by  far  the most widely distnbu'.ed  feedstock and constitutes 

about 90 per cent of world fuel resources.     In the lonf  term, therefore, 

coal will doubtless become a major fe'^toct     but at present,  processes 

using coal  are much less widespread find consequently less  technically 

developed  than processes usiró naphtha or fuel oil. 

Processes using coal  also face  "he  inherent difficulty that coal is 

a much less standard product  than naphtha or fuel oil, and therefore have 

to be designed to suit the particular grade  of coal available to each 

specific project.    In Table  1   some allowance has been made for these 

difficulties >\y taking 300 days full output  for all processes except 

coal, for which only 280 days have been allowed. 

Countries with a market  that will support several major nitrogen 

fertilizer plants and with  their own coal resources would be well advised 

to consider seriously at  least  one coal-based plant.     If the market 

supports only one major plant,   it would, under present circumstances, be safer 

to use another feedstock. 

¿/ Numbered tables are at the  end of the chapter. 



For those countries whicn do not havo ¡.id i venous fuel renourcfis, the 

choice between naphtha and t'iel o.l will depena un the view taken of the 

probable future changes in their prices.  Naphtha has important chemical 

uses for which it cannot t,e replaced by fuel ••;L, and its price is becoming: 

increasingly tied to gasoline prices.  Fuel oil prices, on the other hand, 

are more closely related to the prices of alternative fuels, such as natural 

^as and ccal. 

offect of output on production costs.  It was stated earlier (see "Capital 

costs" above) that no other factor has as much influence on costs 13 the full 

utilization of the capacity of the plants.  No plant can be expected to run 

continuously for }6', days a year.  ¡'he plant must be shut down occasionally 

for routine maintenance and on account of equipment failures.  It is 

customary to rate the capacity of A plant as equal to the desired daily 

production for }}o days a year.  Under favourable circumstances, this 

output may be achieved:  however, most plant operators find it difficult 

to achieve ')(' per cent of this target, i.e. approximately 3'1 : days a year. 

These level- of production (the "iesif?i rate") are assumed in the costs set 

out in Table 1, except for the costs shown for coal-based plants.  The table 

below shows the serious increase ¡n production costs which occur»; when losu of 

output exceeds this level. 

hlffect of output on urea costs 

Feedstock Natural gas     Naphtha    Fuel oil 

($ per ton of urea) 

Coal 

Design rate^/      102 

80 per cent of 
design rate       121 

60 per cent of 
design rate       154 

168 

19u 

225 

158 

182 

222 

165 

l<;.-i 

251 

a/ Design rate = 300 days a year for natural gas, naphtha and fuel 
oil, and 280 days for coal. 

A 20 per cent drop in output increases production costs by 15-20 per 

cent. The effect, in absolute terms, is naturally most severe in plant.; with 

high capital costs, such as coal-based plants. The figures above illustrate 

the importance of assessing plant performance realistically when calculating 

production costs. 
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Phosphate fertilizer plants 

The caprai and production costs of a large phosphate fertilizer 

complex are given in Table 2. The complex comprises a sulphuric acid 

plant with a daily output of 1,600 tons, a phosphoric acid plant with 

a daily output of boo tons P20 , and a matching solid fertilizer plant 

producing non-ammonium phosphate (MAP:  11 per cent N and 46 per cent 

P 0 ) or triple superphosphate (TSP: 4& per cent P2^)i °nly °
ne of 

which is made at any given time. The solid fertilizer plant may produce 

DAP for two or three months and then switch to TSP or MAP as required. 

Table 2 shows that the P-O,. output is greater when making TSP than 
2 5 

when making DAF.  When DAP is mado, ammonia is added to phosphoric acid 

to produce ammonium phosphate, an NP fertilizer. The P?0 production 

cannot be greater than the PO in the acid. When TSP is made, the acid 

is added to phosphate rock, which itself contains P^, so that the 

total P 0 output is increased; in the case shown in Table 2 this increase 

is about 200 tons per day.  It is for this reason that TSP has a much 

lower production and capital cost per ton of P?0 . The important figure 

is the cost per t >n  of nutrient, which is the same for both products. 

Nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer costs 

Having estimated the capital and operating costs for the production of 

both nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers, it is interesting, at this stage, 

to compare them. The relevant data are set out below: the figures have 

been rounded off. 

Comparison of nitrogen and phosphate fertiliser costs in developing countries 

Product 

Nitrogen fertilisers 

Urea (4656 M) 

Output (tons nutrient/yr) 220,000-240,000 

Raw materials 

Total capital 
cost ($/ton 
nutrient/yr) 

Production costs 
(t/ton nutrient) 

Raw materials 

Processing costs 

Capital charges 

Total 

Natural gat Naphtha Fuel oil  3oal 

75O 840 930      1,230 

30 

55 

135 

220 

160 

66 

ISO 

370 

115 

65 
I65 

345 

Phosphate fertilizers 

TSP DAP 
(46jTp^0 )      (18£ N, 46$ P205) 

220,000-240,000 

Sulphur and phosphate rock 

DAP TSP 
545 570 

60 

80 

220 

210 

65 

95 

360      370 

210 

75 

95 

38O 
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The most striking feature of the above comparison is the low cost 

of nitrogen fertilizers produced from natural gas; apart from this, the ':osts 

of both nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers are comparable.  This low cost is 

primarily due to the current cheapness of natural fias in developing countries 

and reflects one of their major advantages for nitrogen fertilizer production. 

Some developing countries have a corresponding advantage in phosphate fertilizer 

production, i.e- the possession of indigenous supplies of phosphate rock. 

A country having rock available at $2o a ton, for instance, would have a 

raw material cost of $11- a ton of nutrient, and DAP and lop costs of %'¿¡o  and 

$28o a ton of nutrient respectively:  a very large reduction. 

A second striking featuie is the very high capital cost of coal-based 

nitrogen fertilizer plants and the consequently high capital charges. 

This notwithstanding,coal is able to maintain a competitive position with 

naphtha ana fuel oil because it is so cheap.  Kxpenence in the design ana 

operation of coal based plants if limited, and as design developmentr occur 

and operating experience increases, it is probable that costs will droD. 

However, it is also probable that, in the lonf term, coal will be used as a 

raw material only by those countries which lac*, natural gas and petroleum 

deposits. 

The table above also shows a marked difference in the cost structure 

tor nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers. Haw materials account for rather 

more than half the cost of phisphate fertilizers, whereas for nitrogen 

fertilizers the proportion is generally much smaller, ranging from 1>-4<) 

per cent,  efficiency in the use of raw materials is, therefore, of major 

importance in phosphate fertilizer production:  plants must be designed 

and operated with particular attention to the efficient use of raw materials. 

Conversion costs are similar for both types of fertilizer and account for 

about 20 per cent of total costs. 

The capital charges for phosphates are appreciably lower than those 

for nitrogen fertilizers, some 2S per cent of total costs as compared with 

40-60 per cent.  It follows from this that though obviously always 

undesirable, loss of output does not have so drastic an effect upon 

phosphate fertilizer costs as it has upon nitrogen ferti'izer costs.  It 

also follows that increasing plant sizes contributes less to cost reduction 

in phosphate fertilizer Droduction than in nitrogen fertilizer production, 

i.e. the benefits of very large manufacturing units are less marked.  In 

planning a national fertilizer industry, therefore, phosphate fert^izer 

production can be economically justified at a lower level of demand than 

would be requned for a nitrogen fertilizer plant.  In regional or sub- 
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r«?K'onal   planning,    the   desire   iVr  soin*:   ii':,'Tt.-o   ií   mtimil   a.ei ! '-.- a í't : e iene;/  '.an 

De   mot   ¡n   phosphate   fertilizer   pro mo t i on  with   less   eeorurn < c   i i LaiJ''ant..aire   than 

in   tiitroren   forti 1:.er  product, mi,.     ¡ha,   ut'ererne   .n  the   ecoa^-tn .e;; i.f   scile 

is   reflecte!   in   p racla.»;,      i'he   overwhe im ,r,r  .u,\<nt.' ••    >f  -ur-rnoa ai   ¡.¡,\;,',r;   Li-,aa 

uu   lt   today   .ire   larve   .n . ts  with   i  capara,'   oí"   i, or   1,a       t   'a;    M.T   ;a,v. 

With   oh^sphate   plant:;,    'he  ran^a   >!t"   aizcr.   , :;   "inch   »TU.V.H':      7>.aw   aov,  pi Hit:; 

ire   caie;,  smaller   than   ; lit   compie/      laiiv   ,"i;im   ' ' •     aTIL   !   , \  •   ' >>i,a:i   ;»>    fha, 
•    ') 

chapter. 

''Jump lex  iart 11 izer 

. ne  cunts  (
riV!ii   ai    .abie   a   cover   arie  atra a-M.   phj!>h,nate   n'r'.'l   /er      V.W 

ana   i-rie  complex   HP   turt.l.zer   Í aAP : .       ir.   pra;: t. i<;.:,   ai.o.it   a     '".r   aant.  of    the 

worla   pnosi/diate   fertiliser cons.jnpti ai n    t* a   farm of  corolnx   l'ori il i/en. 

caitaui.ric  Ji t   i.K,   i'K    .r   NI'K   in   a waie   var.atv   at   nitraent   rat   o¡;    ail 

concen tr u..  >ns.      ihn  plant  use!   ti   m ike  complex   ; La '. ¡ 11 '.err,   a,   .; , -    1 ir   ti 

a   :)AÍ'   piara,   hat   difiera    .n   that   the   aAa  soiuUoi.    i.;  nuxeu   w.'.h    ,ia;,on ia:n 

nitrate   or   urea,   us  :;, ! . i¡¡   or   .a   sclut.or;,   as   wo 1 I     a;  w.ta.   :a !. !   ;. ai.ai, 

before   tue   solid   fera.. i   /er   is   produce i.      ! tic   r.,tr.<;ra.  rata:;  e ir    :••   rea i i a 

alteret  pv   at,pis t i na  trie   quantities   <>f  n i'.r'a-en   I >>r 11 i i/er   or  ;.. '.oui added   to 

tue   DAP  so. ut '.on. 

:he  capital   c-ont   (per   ton   of V ,{\ ¡   of   planta   pr.xlucin." ooinolex 

fertilizerj   ,s   the   same  as   that   . f   !)Ai:   paints   up   'a,   t*ae  pomi   at   winch   'he 

n.trühren   fertilizer and   potash  are added.      ¡hereafter  trae   capi', il     ,st   tor 

complex  fertilizer:;   1:1  slightly  higher  owin;r   to  the   neater  volume  of ru 1. .r, 

to  be stored and   carved.     This  adds about   1 »-l^ per  cent   to   the   cost  "f 

DAP  plant   itself.     aance   the  !>A1'   plant   cost   is  or. l.y   about   ¿u per  cent  of   the 

total  capital cost   of  the whole  unit,   which  comprises a sulphuric  acid   plant,   a 

phosphoric  acid  plant and   the  IMP plant, too ever-all   increase   is   only  ?   to   5 

per cent  for roughly half  the P.a.   manufactured.     In  the calculation of 
«-7 

total capital requirements cited  below,   this   slight   increase has   been neglected. 

Capital recruirementa  for fertilizer plants:      V)8o-¿'auo 

Selection  of  target production  for developing countries 

In this section,  estimates .are  presented  of  the total  capital cost   of the 

new  fertiliser plants needed to meet   the fertilizer demand  forecast  in Chapter   II 

(see paget       • and    '!). 

Separate estimates are necessary   for developing and developed countries. 

It costs Ttore to  build a plant   in a developing country than  it does  in  a 

developed country:     the additional cost varies from country  tc country,   but 
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on an average  the cost  in a developing country   is about   V-rmruent  greater. 

Moreover, under present conditions,   the annual   pre tuet ion of .    plant   in a 

developing country   is    usually   less  than   that   of  a plant  of  the  sanie  s:ze 

in a developed country,  so  that more plants are  needed   to reach a  target 

production. 

These reasons notwithstanding,   separate  estimates  are necessitated by 

the very nature  cf this study which arises  out   of   the  1 ima Declaration 

adopted at  the Second General Conference  of '.¡NIDO,   m which  it   is  stated 

that  "in view of  the  low percentage slvire of  the  developing countries   in 

total world   industrial production.... the ir share  should  be   increased   to  the 

maximum possible extend and as  far as possible   to at   least ?L) per cent  of 

world   industrial  production  by   the year  2 >''':"^-i 

In the  light  of  this statement,  and given   the  future consumption 

estimates set  out   in Chapter   II  as well as  the  nature  of  the  fertilizer 

industry, a reasonable and practicable target   to  set  for  the developing 

countries'   share of production  by  the year 2o<>'.  has  to  be decided upon. 

It   is obvious  that at present,  we  can do no more   than  select a  target 

which,   on the  basis  of thf.   information available,   does  not appear 

unreasonable,     forecasts extending up to  the year  200U are of necessity 

very uncertain;   they will require  revision as  time passes,  and major 

unforeseen  technical changes may  occur   \n  both agriculture and  fertilizer 

use.     Furthermore,   it  is difficult  to formulate  criteria by which the 

practicability  of a given target  can be judged.     one obvious guida  is  the 

past history  of the   industry,  and lata relating to  the developing countries' 

production of nit.-ogen and phosphate fertilizers are given below: 

Fertilizer production  in the developing countries 
(Millions  of tons of N  and PgO 

Production 

Developing 
countries 

World 

Developing 
countries 
(per cent) 

im 
0.62 

9.94 

6.2 

im. 12é£ I2á¿     1212 
1.03 1.65 i.17       Ó.39 

14.7 20.3 31.3 49.4 

7.1 8.1 10.1 12.9 

198o 12I¿ 
12.21       (26.2 

2000 

68.0 (94.2)      (260) 

I8.0        (2'.B) 

(Production figures based on data in Chapter  II:     pp. ?? and    7,  and   rabie  1, 

•=/ Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on  Industrial  Development and 
Co-operation,  page 5i  paragraph 28 (Pl/38j 
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The developing countries'   production and  their share of the world 

fertilizer  production have been rising continually over  the past  twenty- 

five years,  ana at  an accelerated rate over the  last  ten  or fifteen years. 

At  18  per cent, t.ieir current  share  in world  fertilizer production  is already 

well  above  their average share  of   /  per cent   in world   industrial production, 

and  it   is  clear  that   it  should  be possible  to achieve  a  target for the 

fertilizer   industry  appreciably  higher   than  the global  target of 25 per cent. 

Indeed  the   WflO estimates,  which are based on  expansion  programmes already 

in hand,   show that   the  25 per cent  share should be reached   in the next  few 

years.     ¡Mansion at  the rate envisaged  for  19/5 to  198'. would result   in  a 

production  by 2(X)t>  of about '»o million  tons of nutrients  or about   35 per  cent 

of world production.     ¡t   is  too early   to be certain  that  the  1')8- estimates 

will   prove correct,   but   if they are,   it would seem  that a target of 35 per 

cent  or more should  be possible. 

A special  feature  of the  fertilizer   industry  is   its direct connection 

with  food  supply.      If  the developing countries  themselves do not produce 

the  fertilizers  they need,   they  will  have  to   import   them  if their nutritional 

standard«  are  to  be maintain.      in   this context,   it   is  of   interest   to consider 

the  effect  of various  shares   .n nitrogen and  phosphate fertilizer production 

upon  the  requirements  of  foreign exchange for fertilizer supply.    Shown   below 

is an approximate  estimate of  the  position  by  the year  2U>< ,  assuming the 

current average price  of  3 io ••  per  ton  of nutrient: 

Jhare   in fertilizer production and its effect upon foreign. 
exchange requirements  for  fertilizer  imports,   200': 

Developing countries'   share 
in production (per cent) 

Imports/exports  (million 
tons N and P 0( ) 

Foreign exchange required 
(fbillion) 

2b        30«   lb       40   Ab       y» 

33.8 21.7  9.7 -2.3 -14.4 -25.6 

10   b.b      3  -0.7 -4  -7.5 

It is clear that targets of 25 or ?<J per cent are unacceptably low, 

and that even at 35 per cent, import requirements would involve a heavy 

drain on foreign exchange. A share of about 40 per cent seems to be 

the lowest reasonable target from the standpoint of foreign exchange savings. 
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It would  thus appear  that,   in  the  liçht of   the developing countries' 

production record and  their need to conserve  foreign exchange,  a target  of 

about 40 per cent,  corresponding tc approximate   over-all self-suff 1 cienc.v, 

would be an  obvious one to aim at.     However,   it  may  be possible  to achieve 

still more,   and two targets  have been selected   tor  further stud.v:     the  first 

(Alternative A) is over-all  self-sufficiency of   tne  developing countries, 

equivalent   to approximately .,') per cent  of world  production;   the second 

(Alternative  H)   is a V) per cent share  m world   production,  which would 

require significant exports  (about  ?    per cent   of  production)   tu  the 

developed countries.     It   is evident  that  developed  countries will   import 

fertilizers  from developing countries only when   importation  is  cheaper 

than local manufacture.     A  detailed   .justification   of a ")') per cent 

target would  call  for a comparison  of manufacturing costs  in specific 

developing and developed countries,     ouch an analysis,   however,  would 

be deviating from the main  purpose  of this  study,   and  the case  for 

considering a  cjO per cent  target reats on   the  fact   that   it  is not  self- 

evidently   impracticable,  an» that  there  is an a  priori  case for exports 

to the developed countries   from some developing countries,  sucr. is  ,<ortr 

Africa for phosphates and  the Middle üast   for nitrogen. 

Basically,   the success  of any   industrial  enterprise depends upon 

men, money,   and materials.     As far as  the   latter  are concerned,   it   is 

shown  in  the  following chapter that  the developing countries as a firoup 

have an adequate supply  of raw materials  for either a 4" or ";    per cent 

target.     The position   in respect of money   is not   so clear,    '¡'able   }  of  this 

chapter shows a capital  requirement  for fertilizer plants  in developing 

countries from I980-2000 of approximately %Y)  billion for a 40 per cent 

target, and $80 billion for a 50 per cent  target.     When account  is  taken 

of raw material development and of the costs of  fertilizer distribution, 

the figures could well be HOC billion and $130   billion.     It seems   improbaole 

that developing countries could meet these demands from their own resources 

and some form of co-operative international financing will probably  be needed. 

The demand for trained and qualified people   to operate, maintain and 

manage the fertilizer plants and to "sell"  the  fertilizer to the farmer 

nay prove to be the limiting factor.    These requirements are the subject of 

the Annex to this study.    The present expansion  of the fertilizer  industry   in 

developing countries  is already placing a heavy  strain on current resources: 

this is shown,   in some  instances,  by delays  in plant construction and by 

troubles m the operation of the plants.     In the  rush to get plants  financed 

and built,   this problem runs the risk of being neglected, partly because 



t,.f   need  to   bu^u   ; . ait,   x-    ro  ob-i.m:-.  .na  ,o , re.v.xn.-,   and   partly becau: e 

investment   in   reo, ir   ,   ionr tern,    ,ua uoe . net  v.olu  ,.auuy   quantifiable 

re: ulte. o-oMr.t.vo  ilanned   efi'ort   in  eduntion   u»d   trainmr between 

•overrent:    and   fertiger manufacturer:    on a nat,enai   ,nu  relouai   mie 

c...-ent lit   í ,,:ti,r ,;  .1!-  or  '..(J   !,!'  cent  target   u   to  L<   root, 

I ' 

;a.pital   reran reme nt 

The   requit:    el"   t,e  ed cui at i on.   .arc   •/unprized   in Table    ',:     they   ar : 

,.t   out   ,n more act..,   for „xtroren  fertiliser,   in Table, 4  and  %  and  Í- 

„„•hato   fertili=..r.   in Table  6 lather detail, with  notée  on the method 

of  calculation arc   riven  in the   Annex  to Ui, chapter.       However,  there are 

t..o    -tei-   m the  emulation which   have  a ma jor  effect   u,,on  the  result, and 

lw.cn   rcuirt di:..cu   .aon. 

T..C   first  atei, concern::, the   a^umptxons made about   plant   utx Usati n. 

The   work t,..at   ha,   been done  for  tbo ICUhü/KAÜ/1D:Ü) Working Party  on Fertili- 

ser     she:.,    that   nitrogen  fe.tilizer  plant, xrx the developing countries are 

operutin:: at  about   00 ,,r cent   of  uo.a.-n capacity.       By   iy80f   it   is  expected 

that   the    ,0  m 11 x en  tons  of nitrogen capacity   in tnese countries  „ill be 

p-cxiucm,    only  18  ,„ Ilion tons  cf nitrogen.      If plant  utilization could be 

increased  to bV<iO   per cont  which   is nomai in developed countries,  the same 

capacity would  produce about  .6  million tons of nitrogen.       Thus,  it  is 

obvious that  the   a., ;u,pt, one made  about,   plant  utilisation nave a major effect 

upon the ectimate   of the  ne,  plant   required to „.-et  the   increasing fertilizer 

demand. 

Developing countries ret   less production from their plants for a number 

of  reason:,.       First, numerous neu plants are being started up and they take 

some year,  to settle down to their design capacity.       The high proportion of 

new  plant,   therefore,  reduces the average utilization of existing capacity. 

Secondly,  the  infrastructure  in developing countries  is  less  reliable; power 

supplies may fail   or be cut  off,   and rau materials or essential  spare parts 

may not arrive on time.      Thirdly, the skilled and exoerienced people needed 

to manage,   operate and repair the plants are in short   supply.      It  is to be 

expected that as time passes,  these causes of low output will become less 

pressing and that  plant utilization will steadily improve. 

The  following assumptions  were made for the calculation of plant 

capacity needed to meet the fertilizer demand in developing countries? 

they lead   to the  per cent utilization figures given in Tables 4, 5 and 6: 
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(a) Plant  existing in  I980 achieves 60 per cent design   output  in 1980, 
65 per  cent   in  I985,  70 per cent  in 1990 and 75 per  cent  in 2000. 
(Lower  output   is expected  from plant existing  in   I980,  because some 
units will   be old and  others will have been built   before the technology 
was  fully developed. V, 

(b) New plant  achieves 40 per cent design output   in   its   first year, 60 
per cent   in  its second,   fO  per cent in    ts third,  and  9u per cent 
thereafter; 

(c) Designed annual  output   is  330 days at designed daily  output. 

The second  important step in  the calculation refers   to the assessment 

of "replacement capacity".     Like motor cars, chemical plants do not last 

forever.    Over the years, and particularly in the closing stages of a plant's 

life, maintenance costs rise and plant failures,   leading- to loss of production, 

increase,     eventually, a point   is reached at which the  sensible and economic 

course is to  scrap the plant and replace it with a new more modern plant. 

The fertilizer industry   is  in a continual state of  change brought about 

by technical development;  breakthroughs may render a plant uneconomic and 

obsolete long before it has physically deteriorated  to  the point at which 

it requires replacement.    Although breakthroughs are rare,  processes, equipment 

and control  systems are being continually improved,and  over the years this 

has a cumulative effect upon  the  life of existing plants. 

Due allowance has been made  in the calculations  for  the fact that 

fertilizer plants have a limited  life by adding to the estimate of the 

plant required  to meet increasing demand, an estimate of  the existing 

capacity which will have to be replaced.    In making this assessment, it has 

been assumed  that the life of a nitrogen fertilizer plant   is 30 years, and 

that of a phosphate fertilizer plant 25 years.    (The shorter life cited for 

phosphate plants reflects the more corrosive conditions   in these plants 

together with the wear and tear involved in pumping and  handling slurries.) 

FA0 fertilizer production statistics Bhow the production of nitrogen 

and phosphate  fertilizers year by year for both developing and developed 

countries.     In calculating the replacement capacity required   from 1980-198^ 

for example,   it was assumed that  the increase in production in developing 

countries from 1950-1955 for nitrogen fertilizers and  from 1955-1960 for 

phosphate fertilizers was obtained through a 60 per cent  utilization of 

additional plant.    The capacity which requires replacement  m   198O-I985 1B» 

therefore,   equal to the increase  in production for    1950—1955 divided by 0.6. 
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The estimates set out in Table } show a total capital requirement 

of approximately $120 billion for the period 1980-2000. The costs, 

from which this total sum haB been derived, are based upon December 1975 

prices and exclude allowances for both inflation and interest charges 

incurred during plant construction.  If allowance were made for these 

two items, the total cost would rise b.y 20-25 per cent to $ 1 ^C)— 160 billion. 

If the capital to be invested in plant to supply the additional raw 

materials as well as the capital required for the marketing and distribution 

of the additional fertilizers were also to be added, the total capital 

required would be at least double that needed for the fertilizer plants 

themselves. 
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Tables 1 - 6 of Chapter III 

begin overleaf 
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¡'al/1' •tpil,)]   irr)   prcdu:-t •.'•.!•   >tn^ or  pho^phato   fertilizers 
in  i^v'ì'ipinit   :o^i;1 rio.", 

DAr TSP 

Output 

Product  tons/day^1 

P-0,   tons/day^ 

Product tone year-' 
1 / 

P-0^ tons/ye; 

Capital   costs   ($m) 

Fixed  capital-' 

d/ Working capital- 

Total 

Î per ton P„0r 

2  5 
Production costs (S/ton Po01^) 

Raw materials- 

1,275 1,715 

387 789 

37^,750 509,350 

174,200 234,330 

115 

17 

IM 
758 

115 

17 

¡M 
568 

Phosphate rock 168.0 17I.O 

Sulphur 5I.5 38.5 

Ammonia 75.O - 

294.5 209.5 

f ' Maintenance-' 39-6 29.5 

Other operating costs»*' 49.0 42.3 

383.1 28I.3 

Depreciation (8 I/3 per cent) 55.O 40.9 

Plant cost 438.I 322.2 

Profit  (10 per cent) 75-8 56.4 

Total :  $ per ton PpO- 514 m 
% per ton nutrient 369 379 

S per ton product 236 174 
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- DAP contains  1^ por cent   i.  and   46  per rent  "o0. . 

T3P contains 46  per cent   ¡',,0, . 

-'i Annual   output   =-   daily   out;  it.   x   !lfl  « 0.) -   daily   output   ;.  ,3T/* 

-'   'loots  are  for a developing  -o.mtry,  on a "^reenfi r-1 d"  site;   the.y   tr<- 
basofi  on   December \<jT>  pri  >:v,   and  ex••!uci<•  inflation,   mter"r;t  di:ir;:';¡r. 
during construction,   ro;.d   Mid   rail   conn-;. :-t ton:.;,  writer supply  to  U.c 
site,   effluent   difipoii.i]   on!,.-; i fir   the  site  boindary   as  well   un hon.sinr 
and  amenities   for employer'.-..     They   in-lndo a 7  m!\' power t;tatior.  and 
one month's atorre capacity   l'or rpv maturi nlij   and   (á) dan'   pro im-1. 
storage   in  bulk 

- The  major  item  is  credit   for A:?  day:;'   :-¡¡]es at   ^1 -xrit   cost 

-    This covers   }. }6r? tonn rock   (}?.]   por  -ent  no)   aL ;i  ton, 
O.94 tons  of sulphur for DAI'  and   0.7 ton:;  for 'f,'Tn  al     * Sr;  a t on, 
and  0.r,   tons  ammonia for J)\V  at    ^I50 H ton.     ~'ho   assumption underlyit, 
these prices  is  that  all   theso   raw motori air;  are   imported 

f ' 
-   Maintenance includes materiali;  and labour and  is  taken as ó per rent 

of fixed  capital 
a' **   This includes utilities,  ba^rs  at    %(>.•_   a ton of product,  labour, 

management, overheads,  taxes  and  inaurane«,  and  sales  expense:;. 
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Table 4.    Nitrogen fertilizers - plant required and total capital  cost; 
1980-2000 (Alternative A) 

(Except where olherwiss stated, all figures are in million 

metric tons of nitrogen) 

Developing countries Developed countries 

I98O 1385 I99O     2000 1930      1985      1990      2000 

Ammonia 

Forecast demand 20.0 28.5 38.6     63.5 40.3      52.7      66.9    100.6 

Production 18.6 29.4 41.8      69.O 43.7      57.2      71.2    108.1 

Utilization 
per cent 60.0 71.O 77.5     83.O 80.0      86.0      88.0      88.0 

Production 
capacity 31.0 41.6 54.I      82.9 54.6      67.1      8I.3    123.2 

Increase in 
capacity 10 .6      12 .5      28.8 12.5     I4.2      41.9 

Capacity replaced 0.4        0.6        5.5 3.0       3.8      19.4 

Total new capacity      11 .0    13.1     34.3 I5.5     18.0      61.3 

Plants 
(1,000 t/day) 40 50 126 57         66        225 

Cost: S billion 4.4        5 • 7      H.? 4.7      5-7     18.9 

Solid fertilizers 

Production 16.6 24.9 34.1     5-4.1 31.9     43.1      54.4      84.3 

Utilization 
per cent 60.0 70.0 76.0      -¿.5 80.0     84.5     86.0      87.5 

Production 
capacity 27.7 35.9 44-7      65.7 39.9      5I.O      62.6      96.5 

Capacity 
increase 8. 2        8.8        21.0 11.1     11.6      33.9 

Capacity replaced 0. 3        0. 5        4.9 2.2       2.8      14.2 

Total new capacity      8. 5        9. 3       25.9 I3.3     14.4     48.1 

Urea plants 
(1,720 t/day) 33 36 99 51         55        184 

Cost: t billion 2. 3       2. 4         6.6 2.6       2.8        9.O 

Notes:  (l)   Note 1 to Table 3 also applies to this Table. 

(2) N production is higher than demand (in 1980 an allowance is made 
for imports to developing countries) to cover increases in stocks, 
and losses in the conversion of ammonia to solid fertilizers. 

(3) The N production as urea is lower than it i*.  as ammonia because some 
ammonia is used directly as a fertilizer; there are losses in 
converting ammonia to urea; and some ammonia is used in making 
ammonium phosphates. 
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Table ¿.    T' i trocen _ fertilizers - plant  required  and total  capital  cost; 

1980-2000 (Alternative B) 

(Except where otherwise  stated a LI  finnres are in million 

metric tons of nitrogen) 

Developing countries Developed countries 
1980        1985         I990        ?0<>0 1980        I985         1990        2000 

Ammonia 

Forecast demand 20.0      28.5       38.6       63.5 40.3        52.7        66.9        100.6 

Exports/imports -2.8          -         +5.0     +17.8 +1.4           -          -5-()       -17.8 

Production 18.6       30.9       47-3       88.6 43.7       5^.7        65.7         88.6 

Utilization per cent 60.0      71.0       77-5       83.0 80.0      86.0       89.0         89.0 

Production  capacity 31.0       43.7       61.2     106.3 54.6       65.I        73.7         99.? 

Increase in capacity 12.7        17.5       45.I 10.5         8.6       25.5 

Capacity replaced 0.4         0.6         5.5 3.0          3.8        19.4 

Total new capacity 13.1        18.I        50.6 13.5        12.4        44.9 

Plants (1,000 t/day) 48          67          186 50           46          I65 

Cost:    $ billion 5.4         7.9       ?2.5 4.1          3.8        13.4 

Solid fertilizers 

16.6       26.4       38.4       70.6 Production 31.9       41.6       50.3         68.8 

Utilization per cent 60.0       69.5       76.5       82.5 80.0      85.O       87.5         89.0 

Production capacity 27.7       38.0       50.2       85.5 39.2       49.0       56.8         77.? 

Increase in capacity 10.3        12.2        35.3 9.1         7.8       20.4 

Capacity replaced 0.3         0.5         4.9 2.2          2.8        I4.2 

Total new capacity 10.6        12.7        40.2 11.3        10.6        34.6 

Urea plants (1,720 t/day) 40           49          154 43           41          132 

Cost:    S billion 2.8         3.4        10.4 2.2          2.0         6.2 

Notes:    See Table 4« 
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Tablc 6.     Phosphate fertilizers - plants required  arid  total capital  cost; 

1980-2000 

(ixccpt   where o + hnr;/ir,e  stated all   fierce  arc in ni 11 ion metric 

tour, of  P ,C. ) 

Alternative A 

forecast domami 

¡xnort ri/imports 

!>tock/l osnes ( S', ) 

Produc t i on 

Utilization per cent 

Capacity 

Increase in capacity 

Replacement capacity 

Total new capacity 

Phosphate complexes 
(úOOt/day) 

Cost:  o billion 

Alternative B 

Forecast demand 

exports/import s 

Losses/stocks (5,.) 

Production 

Utilization per cent 

Capacity 

Increase in capacity 

Replacement capacity 

Total new capacity 

Phosphate complexes 
( 600t/day) 

Cost:    3 billion 

i'evelopjr^: countries developed countries 

I98O     V)u'}     I99O     2000        1',' 0     Y)'\'>      1990    2000 

9.1    13.3   i.::.:'    30.4      '3.9 

-0.1 +••./< 

!     34.1    4Ó.3 

9.0    13.3    10.?    30.4       '6.3   28.7    34.1    46.3 

0.9      0.7      0.9       1., 1.3      1.4       1.7      ;>.3 

9.9     14.O     19.1     31.9 

60      72      70      a 3 

15.8   19.6   24.ó   38.3 

3.r    9.0    13.7 

0.9     0.7       9.3 

4.3    9.7     19.0 

M      ??>       92 

3.0     4.0     12.9 

7.'.'>    30.1     39.8    48.'5 

80       3r,        ,97        87 

34.9    39.4    41.4    9%8 

0.9    0.0     14.4 

2.1      3.0       10.6 

3.0    ').r,     25.c 

14       47 121 

1.3    4.0     12.0 

9.1    13.3    18.2    30.4      ."3.9    88.7    34.1    46.3 

-0.1        -     -»4.0   +8.0      +0.r,       -     -4.0   -8.0 

9.0    13.3   ??,?    38.4      :,6.3   ?3.7    30.1    38.3 

0.5      0.7      1.1      1.9 1.3     1.4       1.5      1.9 

9.9    14.O   23.3   40.3 

60       71.5   76.9    83.9 

15.8    19.6    30.5   48.1 

3.8    10.9    17.6 

0.9      0.7     9.3 

4.3    11.6    2?.9 

?1        96      111 

3.0    a.?   15.4 

27.6   30.1   31.6   40.? 

80     8s      87.5   87 

34.r.    35.4    36.1    46.? 

0.9     0.7    10.1 

2. i      3.8    10.6 

3.0     4.9    20.7 

14        22       100 

1.3      1.9      9.7 

¡.o + er::       "ee Table   3,   noten 1   and  2 
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Annex   to   CKapter   Til 

•¡m^.Ar'ici! OF TOTAL CAPTAI, crr/r; KTI< F/HTILIZKH PLATT." 

The method  used  to estimate  the total   capital  costs  for nitroren 

fertilizer  supply (Alternative  A)   is set  out   ir. Annex T'abl e   1   and 

explained  in   the noten which  follow.     The most  important  assumptions 

are those made  about per rent  utilization  and  replacement  capacity, 

which were discussed under "Capital   requirements". 

For many of  the other  adjustments made  the data available are 

inadequate or of uncertain value,   and  it  has been necessary  to 

exercise considerable  judgement,     fortunately,   in many oases the 

effect upon  the cost estimates  is slight. 

Al. 

A?. 

N demand Chapter  II,  pp.  ?Y  and  ?7. 

A4«      Bty-product N. 

Exports/imports    The import of P.H million tons of nitrogen \y 

developing countries in  19<''0 is taken from 

Chapter II,   Table 9«     1+  is assumed  that between 

19^5  and   19^0 the developing countries as a 

group  will become  self-sufficient. 

The UlilDO/FAC/lDHii   ¡orkin,; Group data show 1973— 

I974 capacities for by-product euttnonia and anoonium. 

sulphate of 6.9 per cent for developed countries 

and ?. 3 ppr cent  for developing countries.    For 

I98O,   figures ( f 5 per cent for developed countries 

have been assumed with marginal  increases there- 

after. 

This includes 5 per cent for stock  increases and 

handling losses,   and  5 P©r cent for conversion 

losses. 

A6.      Losses 

A8.      Per cent 
utilization The  198O figures are derived from UN IDO/FAO/IBKD 

Working Group data.     Thereafter the following 

assumptions are made: 

Per cent utilization    Developing countries 
of 198O capacity ,       , .   . 

'        T       " Developed countries 

I98O     1985     1990    2000 

60 65        70        75 

Year 

Start-up of 
new plant 

Developing countries 

Developed countries 

80 85 87.5 87.5 

1 2 3 4 et seq 

40 60 80 90 

60 80 90 90 
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All.   Replacement 
capacity 

Al3.  Cost 

Period 

Natural gas 

Naphtha 

Puel Oil 

Coal 

Av. % per ton K 

The over-all  per cent  utilization  t'i.mrcr  :'or 

i9' 'i|    1',l/'f   and   ~O00 arc derived from  these 

assumptions.     100 per rent  utili zatior. corre^onus 

to  330 operatic  ia, n  a year. 

It   would  have been nore  lo^ir.al   to deduct  the 

repl arem eut rapacity  fren   the   V)\ ('  rapacity  ai.d   add 

it  on  to   the new rapacity,   in  each period.     As thin 

would have complicated  the calculation considerably 

a check  was made,   unii.^  thic method,   for the   1990- 

?O00 period,   in which replacement capacity  i;'   ' ar^o, 

and  it  v/as found  that   tlw difference  wac insignificant. 

Developing countries (increase in production for 

periods   30 years earlier)  r O.ó 

developed countries (increase in production for 

periods  30 years earlier)  -r 0.9 

An assessment  was made of  the probable feedstock 

supply for new ammonia plants for the three periods 

concerned.     This is se+ out below. 

1980-85 198^-90 1990-? 000 

7? 6? 641 
5.) 

13.0 

9 

6 

17 

15 

4 

17. 

• 
Percentage of new 
plants using stat 
feedstock. 

417 442 445 

Using these figures and the capital co3t data given in 

Table 1   the weighted average cost per ton of nitrogen 

was worked out for each period.    It was assumed that 

capital costs for developing countries are  30 per cent 

greater than for developed countries,   i.e.  capital  cost 

for developed countries = developing countries * 1.30 = 

developing countries x 0.77. 

Capital costs for replacement piant8 were assumed 

to be 70 per cent of the cost of new plants. 
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B4. Direct ammonia 

Br>. Percentage of 
solids used as 
straights 

B8.      N as ammonium 
phosphates 

B9.       Straight I.  to 
c propound s 

B14.     Repiar cm en t 
capacity 

B16.    Cost 

In   1971»   approximately   1"  per cent of  the ?3 million 

tons of nitrogen consumua by tlic developed countries 

was an ammonia applied directly  to the  soil,   mainly 

in  the United  States.     It   ban been assumed  that  thin 

percentore will   fall   to   10 per cen+ by  .'(XX),   and that 

for  the uevelopin.: countries use of direct  ammonia 

will   reach >'  per cent by    '(Xf1. 

The  fibres available  to  the Lfi.I X'/PAC/lBIll) Working 

Uroup  show that  about 8f  per cent  of  the developed 

countries'   capacity  and  DP per cent   of   the developing 

countries'   capacity i 1.   Vji'C in for the manufacture of 

straight  fertilizers.     It  has been assumed  that by 

TOO  these percentages   all decrease to  73 per cent. 

arni   P<C per cent respectively.     The effect  of  these 

assumptions upon  the proportion of P?0     used as 

compounds has been checked  assumine that  the current 

HtP^Oj-   ratio of about   1:1.7 remains unchanged.     On 

this basis the percentage  of P-,0    in compounds in 

developirg countries increased  from  30 per cent in 

I9BC  to (?) per cent by fCCO,   and in developed  countries 

from  50 per cent in   I98P  to 73 per cent by  1990 and 

06 per cent  by ?(.C0.     The  latter figure  seems high, 

but  it may well  bo  that by ,°(00 the li:P20r  ratio will 

be greater  than  1:1.7» 

Tili s  figure is derived  from the assumptions about new 

PpO^  plants,   that     new P„0r  capacity will  be ?0 per cent 

TOP,   30 per cent I1AP ( 11—46-0),   and 50 per cent DAP 

(18-46-0). 

B9  =  B5 - B7 - B8 

BU  -  A1I   x 1 

"9 
fertilizer capacity = A11 x2¡¿ 
ammonia capacity 31.0 

developing 
countries 

Developed 
countries 

i.ew 

?06 

Replacement 

188 "I 
,   3/ton li 

144 

Replacement  = liew x 0.7 

Developed countries = developing countries f  1.3 
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Phosphate capital  estimates 

The same method  is used in these  estimates,     ¡'or the calculation of the 

number of new plants required,   a weighted  average Po0    capacity per plant 

has been calculated assuming 20 per cent  TIÏP and   '.() per cent  .'¡/DAP.     Based 

on the figures Tor Tf>P arid  DAP in Table ?,   the average P ,Ct   output per plant 

i8 207|OCO tons a year at   330 days operation a year. 
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Chapter IV 

RAW MATERIALS 

Presented in this Chapter are  estimates of  the quantities  of raw 

materials required to meet forecast  fertilizer consumption estimated in 

Chapter IT  and for which ct.- i tal  coat estimates are given in Chapter III. 

Also discussed is the availability  of these raw materials and  their 

sources  of supply. 

The   raw materials are natural  pas,   naphtha,   fuel   oi i  and coal   for 

the manufacture  of nitrogen fertilizers;     phosphate  rock  and  sulphur for 

phosphate fertilizers;     and potash  for potash  fertilizers.    Natural  gar,, 

naphtha,   fuel   oil,   sulphur and potash are chemical  substances  or mix cures 

of chemical  substances  to which a clearly definable  specification can be 

applied and which vary relatively  little  from place  to place.     Phosphate 

rock and  coal,   on the  other hand,   are mined products  to which  a specifi- 

cation can be applied  only to a  limited degree and which  do vary signifi- 

cantly from place  to place.    They  contain constituents,   other  than  phos- 

phate and coal  substance respectively,  which can  have important  effects 

upon the  processes in which they are used to manufacture  fertilizers.    A 

process may therefore  be designed  to use a particular phosphate  rock  or coal. 

A  change  in the  source of supply  may adversely affect  the process  leading 

to lower  efficiency and/or to loss  of output.    It  is  therefore advisable, 

with these raw materials,  to arrange  long-term supply contracts which 

specify the source of supply.     If a change in the  source  of supply becomes 

necessary,   careful  and  lengthy trials of alternative materials  should be 

made before fresh supply contracts are signed. 

On the other hand,   it is often desirable when constructing a plant 

to build in sufficient  flexibility to accept phosphate rock from a variety 

of sources to take advantage of competitive situations or to provide for 

the possibility that  the supply from the intended  source may  be cut  off 

by hostility,   strikes,   or other unforeseen events.    Also,   plant design 

should,  as far as possible,  allow for the variations in quality to which 

both phosphate  rock and coal are often subject,   even when they are from the 

same source. 
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Estimate  of raw material   requirements 

Table   1   sets   out  an   ostimat*; of the   raw materials   required,   divided 

between  developed  and developing countries.     This estimate is  based  upon 

the  same assumptions as were made in estimating capital   costs  in Chapter 

ITT  and also upon   the  raw material   requirements, used  in  the derivation of 

the  operating costs priven  in Tables 1  and  ? of Chapter III. 

The  estimates  of ammonia feedstocks,   natural  gas,   naphtha,   fuel  oil 

and coal,   taken  together,   give a reasonable estimate  of the total  amount 

of  energy  required  for nitrogen   fertilizer manufacture,   but  the  estimates 

of individual  feedstock  requirements,   particularly for naphtha,   fuel  oil 

and co'il  which together account   for  iO-^5 per cent of  the energy require- 

ment j,   are  subject   to a  large margin of  error because   they depend very 

mujh upon an individual  assessment of the changes that  are likely  to  take 

place in  the use  of these  feedstocks up to the year 2ÜÜ0.    Because  of these 

uncertainties it  has been assumed that  the proportion  of the total   nitrogen 

fertilizer feedstock supplied  by natural  gas,   naphtha,   fuel  oil  ani  coal 

is  the same in both developed and developing countries.    The assumptions, 

and the views underlying them,  are set out  in Note  1  to Table  1. 

Availability and sources of raw materials 

Information  is given in this section on the amount,  and geographical 

distribution,   of world reserves  of fertilizer raw materials,  and their 

present production.     Production  rates are known with  reasonable accuracy 

but  the same cannot be  said of  reserves.    It is impossible to present more 

than a rough estimate of the reserves  of any mineral  deposit,   particularly 

on a global   scale, because of the difficulties involved.    These fall  into 

two broad categories. 

The first difficulty arises from lack  of information.    Large areas of 

the globe either have not  been  surveyed at all  or have been surveyed inade- 

quately.     Even when deposits are known to exist,  information on their 

quantity and quality varies greatly.    Reasonably complete data are  available 

only for deposits being worked or for which concrete development plans exist, 

and even in such cases the data may cover only the more easily worked and 

tffc 
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accessible parts of the deposit.    For deposite known  to exist  but  not 

being worked the information may be scanty.    For example,  deposits of 

potash salts have recently been discovered  in Thailand and reserves are 

thought  to be "very large indeed",   but  no quantitative data aro available. 

The reason  for this  lack  of data is simply  that  full   exploration and 

evaluation  of a deposit  is an  expensive  process and  only undertriKen when 

commercial  exploitation is probable.     It   isa commonplace  of  reserve 

estimation that,   in spite  of  high production rates,   reserves  remain 

constant,   or actually increase ovor quite  ion/r periods  of  time,   because 

new deposits are being discovered as  fast as existing ones are being used 

up. 

Faced with this difficulty,   some estimators confine  themselves  to 

identified deposits for which  reasonably adequate information is available. 

Others include known but not  fully explored deposits,  and yet  others add 

a "contingency"   for deposits  not yet  discovered but  which may be reasonably, 

because of known geological  factors,   presumed to exist  (see N'ote   }  to 

Table 2). 

The second difficulty is that  there  is no agreed definition of  reserves. 

Some estimators include the total quantity existing in  the deposit,   whereas 

others include only that amount which can  be extracted by present  mining 

techniques.     Others,  again,   include only  the amount  which  can  be economic- 

ally     extracted at the  time of writing;     this depends upon the cost  of 

mining and beneficiati on in  relation  to market prices  for the mineral.    On 

this basis,   the proportion of a deposit  included in  reserves would vary 

from one deposit  to another and would also be affected  by changes in market 

prices or in mining and extraction costs. 

With these widely varying concepts of what constitutes a reserve it is 

not surprising that estimates of total  reserves show very large differences, 

for example,  estimated world reserves of phosphate rock vary from 85,000 

million tons to 1,300,000 million tons.     In comparing various estimates the 

difficulties are compounded by the fact that the definition of reserves on 

which the compilation is based is not always clearly stated. 

It is clear therefore that the magnitude of national, and global, 

reserves of fertilizer raw materials is not accurately known.    The estimates 

for crude petroleum and,   to a lesser degree,   natural gas are the most 

reliable.    Because of their importance much attention has been given to 
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these materials and   to the  technology   required  for   their estimation.     The 

estimates for the other  raw materials are much  less reliable,   the one  for 

potash being probably  the   least  uncertain  of these  becau.-.e  the  number  of 

known deposits is  relatively small   and  most  of  them have  >ccn  carefully 

surveyed.     The estimates   for phosphate   rock,   sulphur and  coa!   have   *,he 

greatest marcin of uncertainty.     These material:-  arc  widely   li stri»uted, 

many deposits  remain   to  be  discovered,   and   it  ir  iti f fien it   Lo  obtain 

representative samples   fron which   the quality   of  the   lopo.-it   can  be assessed. 

Fortunately,   the  estimates  for potash,   phosphate   rocK   and  r.oa\   chew  that, 

even when allowance  is  made for the  inevitable  inaccuracies,   ,-iobal   reserves 

are more than adequate   for the  foreseeable  future.     With  sulphur,   t ;tal 

reserves are also ample   but  in  time  some  shift  nay  take place   to Taterials 

not at present widely used. 

Ammonia feedstocks 

The feedstocks,   natural  gas,   naphtha,   fuel   oil  and coal,   used  for 

ammonia manufacture differ from  the  other  fertilizer  raw materia::., 

phosphate  rock,   sulphur and  potash,   in   that  the   latter  find   their major 

use in the fertilize-  industry . :., 1   t  the use of  the  former  is  only a 

small  fraction  of the   total   consumption.     The manufacture of  fertilizers 

uses the  f"llowing proportions of world  productior   of  raw materials:     try 

per cent   of phosphate  rock,   4<) per cent   of suli hur and ')!> per cent  of 

potash compared with   }  per cent  of natural gas,   and about 0.L>  per cent 

of oil products and coal. 

The development,   structure and economics of  the  industries supplying 

phosphate rock,   sulphur and potash are  therefore  closely related to the 

progress of the fertilizer industry.     Indeed,   there is at precent a -rarked 

tendency for major phosphate rock producers to move into the  fertilizer 

industry,   converting a part of their production  into  fertilizers.    Tr   the 

production of ammonia feedstocks no such close  relationship  exists.     1-, 

particular,   the prices paid by nitrogen  fertilizer manufacturers for their 

ammonia feedstocks are determined by their value  for other uses - e.   .  as 

fuels,   in the chemical  industry,   or as constituents  of  motor  fuels - and 

not by their relative  suitability for ammonia manufacture. 

Table ? gives world reserves and annual production  of ammonia feedstocks 

on a regional basis,   for developing and developed countries.     Table  3  lists 

the major supplying countries with  their reserves and  current production. 



The  figures  for  reserves are  only approximate.     The   rise in  oil  prices 

has  caused much  noro attention  to  he riven  to natural   ¿ran and   the estimate 

of  reserves  in  increasing every year.     The  estimate   of  oil   rei-erves  is 

more   stable   but   even   here  significant  et anges are   occurring.     According   to 

the  International   Petroleum  Kncyclooaedia,   world   reserves   of  crude  oil 

increased   from  HI   hi. li on   to  96   billion   tons  during   1974   m   spite   of a 

consumption  of ?.H  billion  tons.     Natural   gas  reserves   increased  from   ,6,000 

billion m*  to  72,000  billion  m    with  a consumption  of   1,V10  billion m  . 

Estimate B  (see Tables  ? and   >>)   for coal   reserves  is  speculative;     the   figure 

is   recorded  to illustrate  the  magnitude  of probable   reserves as  compared 

with known  reserves  (estimate A,   Tables  ? and   \).     Only about   half  the coal 

reserves are  recoverable  by  present  mining techniques. 

A  comparison  of  coal   reserves with   production  shows  that   reserves are 

adequate for  several   hundred years  even  at  much  higher  production  rates. 

With  oil   and  natural   gas the  position is    afferent,   since  current  production 

isa fraction  of  known  reserves,   particularly in   the  develo-.ru    countries. 

As  far as distribution  of  reserves and  production are concerned,   developiti, 

countries have about  :>0 per cent  of  the   reserves   of natural   gas,   Vi per cent 

of  the  oil   reserves and   ]]  per cent  of  the known  coal   reserves.     They pro- 

duce only 10 per cent   of  the  natural   gas  and ?r)  per cent   of the coal   but 60 

per cent  of  the  oil.     The  estimated consumption  of amm nia  feedstocks ir. 

1980 will  constitute about   i.lj per cent   of current  gas  production,   0.';  per 

cent  of current crude  oil   production and  less than  0.1>  per cent  of coal 

production. 

The conclusions  to  be drawn from Tables ? and   } are  that ammonia feed- 

stocks are widely distributed among both  developed  and developing countries, 

that  developing countries'   reserves are much larger in  relation to current 

production rates  than those  of developed countries,   that  supplies of coal 

are more than adequate,   but  that during  the period  1980-2000 the hydrocarbon 

feedstocks,   though available in adequate quantities,   are unlikely to become 

le3s expensive. 

Phosphate rock 

Phosphate  rock   i 3,   with  the possible  exception  of coal,   the most 

variable of  the raw materials used by the  fertilizer industry.     The deposits 

from which  it  is  obtained vary widely  in   their concentration of phosphate 

and in the  types and quantities of other associated materials.     The quality 
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of  pnosphate  rock  is usually defined  in   termr.   of iti-  p,/..'.    cor-ti-nt,   the 

concentration  normally   lying between  ?H uer cent  and   v^  per- errt.     üowever, 

apart   from  the  usefulness  in   determining  transport  and   handli r.r costs  pe'1 

tors   of F' 0r ,   the  1' U     concentration   if. an   inadequate   "Uirìe   t:>   t.ru>  value,    or 

suitability   for   fertilizer  manufacture,   or     i  particular'  .<Tra.de  or   type   of 

rock. 

All   phosphate   rocks  contain   a   i-ani'e   of  impurities  which  have  adverre 

effects upon   their use  in the  fertilizer   industry,   narticularly  i •'   the  m.ari.- 

facture  of  phosphoric  acid.     The  most  imp'." tant   impuri tie.:  are   iron,   alu- 

minium,   magnesium,   silica,   fluorine,   chloride,    •a'-bonatf;   a:uì   orrori - 

matter.    Iron,   aluminium, and  ma/'t.e..i I..T. CV    canne   troubi epo^.e   sludge  forr- - 

ti or,  in phoijohoric acid  ann   lower  th" .yipi<!   .if P,,u   ;      fiiiorine   lead:;  tc 

severe liquid  and /^aHoouc  effluent   ¡-•ordern:;;     chlorine   to seri ou•, corrosici., 

and  carbonates   to excessive   sulphuric aci  :   consumption  and,   in conjunction 

with organic  matter,   to   foaming problem;;. 

In addition   to  th^  average chemical   composition   of a  COCK,   ¡ts physical 

condition,   hardness,   porosity,   partible  size and   other   less   tangible  factors, 

have a significant  effect upon  its  suitability   for  pnosphoric aci i  manufac- 

ture and upon  the efficiency  of  the  extraction  of 1\0.. . 
¿  ') 

Therefore,   while a  complete chemical   analysis of  a  representative 

sample of rock  is a useful   ¿oiide  to its suitability for  fertilizer manufac- 

ture,  and to  the design   of   the plant  in which  it  is  to  be used,   it   is only 

a guide.     When,   in a new plant,   it  is propose)  to use  a  rock  which  is  exten- 

sively used  in  fertilizer manufacture the   experience  of  other  users is 

invaluable,   but  if there is   little  previous   experience  with   thf>   rock  concerned, 

extensive trials should   be made before the  plant  design is decided.    For  the 

same reasons,   in an existing plant  great  care should  be taken  if a change in 

rock  supply is under consideration. 

World production  of phosphate  rock,   tìj   per cent  of which  is used in 

the fertilizer industry,   has  practically doubled  over  the past  ten years and, 

according to the estimates  of Table  1,  will   increase a  further  two and a half 

tines between I98O and 2000.     This trend can  be  expected  to continue as   the 

best quality deposits are gradually depleted and producers turn  to  lower 

grade deposits  leading to a  reduction in  the average P_0r   content - which 

thereby becomes increasingly valuable - of  the marketed product and to an 

increase in the impurities it contains. 
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Plants  can   no   lori f nod to  cope with  the  problems caused by   lower 

grados of  rock,   but rapi tal  costs and   also  operating conta and  problems 

arc  increased.     Tt   ; rem?  probable  that  as time passes fertilizer  producers 

will   find  it  .icoesnary   to oxerci s*> greater care and   sophistication in 

their selection  of phosphate   rock.     Tt   ;iay  be  that   rock   producer:-  will 

also become  more   specialized,   producing a "premium"   prado  for existing 

plants which cannot  satisfactorily  handle  rocks with impurities above a 

certain level,  and a range °ï "normal"  grades for plants  specially designed 

for  rockr   of a defined  but hirher range of  impurities. 

The Droduction  of phosphate rock   in  terms  of  its P„0r   content is 

inven in Table 4  for individual   countries ani  for regions  for the year 

1974.i/     Thin Table shown that  though  phosphate rock deposits are widely 

distributed  - nome   }4 countries are producers - Western Europe and the Far 

East are sh  rt  of indigenous resources,  and  three  countries,  the  United 

States,   the  USSR  and Morocco,   account   for 1^>  per cent  of  current   production. 

This pattern has not changed significantly  over the  past  ten years.    From 

I964 to 19 M inclusive world production practically doubled, but   over the 

ten years  the United ütat^s,   the USSR  and Morocco  consistently supplied 7') 

to 80 per rent  of   total   production.     Over this period  the  USSR   doubled its 

production  and  the United otates and  Morocco increased  theirs by about 
?/ two-thirdr.-^      Amonr other producing countries ma.ior increases  have taken 

place in .:outh Africa,   China,   Togo and Senegal. 

The three ma ior supplying countries share of world  exports,   at Tj per 

cent,  is  the same as their share  of  production, but  the division  between them 

is very different.     The United States and the USSR,  with   large  domestic 

ma.-kets,  are much  less dependent  on  exports  than in Morocco.    From I964  to 

1973 the United States  exported   }0 per cent  of ite  production,   the USSR  21 

per cent and Morocco 9')  per cent.-      The developing countries,   as a group, 

are  responsible  for over 60 per cent   of world exnorts,  half of which come 

from Morocco. 

In 1974, according to FAO  statistics,   developing countries were respon- 

sible for about l^ per cent of PO    fertilizer production and 20 per cent of 

1/      Data  from International Superphosphate Manufacturers Association. 

2/      Notholt,  A.J.G.,  Industrial Minerals International Congress,  London, 
July 1974. 

}/      Notholt, A.J.C.,  Ibid. 
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consumption compared with Ad por cent of rook production. By the year 2000, 

according to Alternativo A of Chapter ITT, they will have 40 per cent of 

production and consumption and according to Alternative H, 10 per cent of 

consumption and nearly ',.() per cent of production. As; the :ubr-equent survey 

of world reserves :;hows, the 'evo loping countries, ar a fn'Ui,, cheuld be 

aide to meet these tar/Tts : r< :" tl.eir own rrc'urec:1. of ¡v- >:po,t,c ri"-<. 

Many developing countries, i re i udi r.* ''»rocen, ¡Wii.da, A 1 "i ri i, .4anir-.i1 

Sahara, To.-o, Jordan, ii.yria, K.r/yil, Peru ami lrir.il are : i.< reara - ,- produc- 

tion o-- have plane for I lire increase"., a' c 1 > : r. defir.it; |! . " e/i:t for 

Anrola, ..ene.'-al, Traq, Colombia, I-'exieo and efb< r-:.-' (• tl < developed 

court ri er.: th' r'io:-,t :;i tn\i l'i <" n ' ci,arre 1 . prohablv tbr deve; p-e t <i the 

l'ir;-e depocitc in '„uoei dnnd, Ao. t Jin wiiC r^cv-foii c.- < 

in lli'l/'i1;, I'.onie of tbe il«u ' '. I t ; , for wh l M pi'i-.; eyi.t 1 

early ::t.-i,"f s of deve "p'erit, a.e ir remote or i oo.-.pt tan ; • 

OTploxtati' 1 of Li.e;-,p (K.-por.i !•:' wi 1 '. raine fornii .la id e r> r~« •: 1 < 

and inf rastrur ture ami coal'-, .ire e..ur;ri to re lu.-b. i'h« role of development 

of rued, depo:,i t.- ir, likeiy t . ee : IeW and will be doperd-nt upor t h« conn e 

of   phosphate   rock   price::. 

Trien   i:,   rio nrreod enti-..ite   of v.or li   rcrv1!'  <d'   pi • :-.pìir: t>    r^ef ;      dif- 

ferent   nutho* i ti en   produce  wi  ¡eì/   dil'f'iir.e   e   t i ' ,a tos   ìTV    M       fr'      .   , f Of >i 

rii Mion   tonr,^ to   1,.',Uü,COí;     Oí 1 li < •    toi.Í>.   A:;  an   illustrative   . y.i-.p 1 o,    te 

indicate   tic   location ami   relative   • art,i tunc   'f   pho.-.phate  ree/   deposits, 

ir;   labio ')  in   ¡ñver,  an  ostiniate   of  a world   total   of about   ru>,(W)u  ¡ni 11 i - r 

ton;:.     The estimate  of the   requirements  for  the  year ,'\ 00 aven   ir: Table  1 

corresponds  to a total  dc.naml  for  all  purposes  of about   '.00 mi 11 i oí   tonn a 

year.     It is   obvious  that ample  rer erves   of  rod    exist. 

The capital   required  to  meet   the forecast  phonphate   rock   demands   cannot 

be assessed with any precision.     The cost   of any   project  depends upon   the 

depth at which   the  deposit  is located,   the quality of deposit,   and  the  location 

of the  site in relation to roads,   railways,  harbours,  water and power  supplies, 

etc.     Extensions of deposits already bein^ worked will   obviously cost  much 

7/ 
less than the  development  of completely new deposits.     Lehr-'    prives 

4/ Lehr, J.R., JAPCA Seminar,  February 1976. 

¿/ US Bureau of Mines Bulletin No. 667,   p2 (1975). 

6/ Emigh,  G.D.  Eng. and Min.,  J., April  1972. 

J/ Lehr, J.R.,  Ibid. 
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illustrative costs in the  United States  (Florida)   of $15-20 per annum 

per ton of rock compared with $ll,0 per  annum per ton  for the  opening 

up of the Queensland deposits.    At an average  capital  cost   of J80 per annum 

per ton of roc*  or $2S0  per annum per  ton  of p?ut) the  total   rapita)   romiired 

to meet  the  increased demand for rocK   from 19HO to ?000 in approximately 

$10 billion.     Thin  is no  more  than an  order of marni tu .le estimate. 

Sulphur 

Sulphur is various  forms is widely distributed -  it constitutes about 

0.1  per cent  of  the earth« s crust - but   the   f^ms in   which   it  occurs differ 

greatly in   their value as  sources.    It   is  found  in  elementary sulphur,  ;.s 

metal   sulphides  in coal   and mineral   ores.,   as  sulphates,   as  hydrogen  sulphide 

in natural  «as,   and as complex  organic   sulphur compounds in  crude  oil.    All 

these various deposits are used as sou res of  sulphur  but   the most   important 

are elementary sulphur,   hydro^n sulphide in natural   ,-as,  and iron  pyrites. 

The uren of  sulphur  are as varied as its  sourcer   but  ahout KO-H1, per 

cent is used in   the manufacture  of sulphuric acid.     About  half »f  this acid 

is used in   fertilizer production,   so   that   the   consumption  of  sulphur  for 

fertilizers is about 40 per cent  of  the  total,    iiulphur is  also used in 

agriculture as a pesticide and,   to a comparatively  mall  extent,  as a fer- 

tilizer to overcome sulphur deficiency  (see Chapter ITT,  "Availability and 

sources  cf raw materials"  above).    In   this chapter we  arc conceded with 

sulphur  solely as a raw  material  for  the  manufacture  of the  sulphuric acid 

used in the production  of phosphate fertilizers.    However,   if sulphur defi- 

ciency were to become widespread,  increasingly significant quantities would 

be used to overcome it,   though sulphur-containing materials at present 

discarded by the fertilizer industry could be used for this purpose. 

An unusual and important feature of the sulphur industry is its rela- 

tion to the control of pollution.    Probably the most common  industrial 

pollutant is sulphur dioxide,  which is produced whenever coal or oil, and 

sometimes natural gas,   is burned and also in quite  large quantities when 

sulphide ores are "roasted"  for metal   production.    Increasingly strict and 

widespread regulations  limiting discharge to the atmosphere of gases con- 

taining sulphur dioxide  have  led to  the development   of processes to convert 

this sulphuric acid or to remove sulphur from fuels,   particularly in the metallur- 

gical  industries where  the effluent gases often have relatively high concentra- 

tions of sulphur dioxide.    However,   by  far the most  important contribution to 
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sulphur production from thrse sources  comes  from the  removal  of hydrogen 

sulphide from natural  gas and  its conversion  to elementary sulphur.    In 

1974  this recovered sulphur  amounted   t »  14   million   tons,  about half  the 

world  production of elementary sulphur and  about   }0 per cent  of the pro- 

ductif  of all   forms  of sulphur. 

Sulphur is alBO  recovered at refineries  by processes which reduce the 

sulphur content  of fuel   olla,   and in many industrial  processes using fuel 

oil,  e.g.  in the manufacture  of ammonia. 

The production of so large a quantity of sulphur as a by-product of 

other industrial operations,   and therefore at a rate which does not  respond 

to the  demand for sulphur,   require*  the production  of sulphur from elementary 

deposits and from pyrites to  bear the  load  of all  fluctuations in demand. 

As shown below, this has led to a marked decrease in the pyrites1 share of  the 

sulphur market: 

Product! on 

(million tons of 
sulphur) 

Percent of tot»! production 

Elementary sulphur Pyrites    Other forms 

Recovered        Other 

I960 22.3 12 34 36 18 

1974 51.6 28 34        22 16 

There are a number of reasons why pyrites has lost favour as a source 

of sulphur.    Since it contains about 46 per cent sulphur,   freight charges 

are high;    the capital costs  of sulphuric acid plants using pyrites are much 

higher than of plants using elementary sulphur;    pyrites-burning sulphuric 

acid plants have more  troublesome pollution problems than  sulphur-burning 

plants,   and the disposal of the iron oxide residues may also present problems. 

Table 4  shows the production of sulphur in all  forms,   by countries and 

regions,   for 1974.-'      The developing countries have 12 per cent of world  pro- 

duction,   totalling 6.3 million tons,   as compared with an estimated I98O demand 

8/     British Sulphur Corporation, Statistical Supplement No. 12,  November/ 
December 1975• 
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of 6.5 million tons  for  fertilizer production (Tabic  1).    This  comparatively 

low production reflects  the paucity of elementary sulphur deposits in  these 

countries,   with the  notable exceptions  of Mexico «and Iraq,  and also the 

lack  of demand.    As  the  natural  gas reserven of  developing countries are 

exploited  (see Table  ?)   and  as increasing industrialization   raiser, demand, 

their production  of  sulphur will  undoubtedly increase.     Krom  1971   to  1974 

production in  the Mi.Hie  Kast increased  from O.f   million   to  1.4  million 

tons  per annum and   it  is   expected tr,  increase still   further to about   *. 

million  tons  per annum  by  1980.-" 

It  is  difficult   to give a  significant orti-nate  of   total  world resources 

of  sulphur  because  of  the  wide variety  of  forms  in which it  occurs and 

because of  wide differences in  the extent and   efficiency  of extraction  iron 

various materials.     Total   resources are probably about  '>Oo billion  to   /•>() 

billion tons  of which more  than 99 per cent is  present   in coal,   oil   shales 

and  gypsum,   materials which do not mar.e a  significant  contribution   to 
19/ present  production.     An  estimate is given  below  of world sulphur reserve:)—' 

11/ 
compared with  the   1974  production:— 

World  sulphur  reserves and  production 

(millions )f  tons) 

Identifie d    Probabl e         Total Production 
(1974) 

Elementary:     Evapori tes 
Volcanic  rocks 

58O 
no 

100 
100 

680 1 
230./ 

17.6 

Natural gas 
Petroleum 
Pyrites 
Metallic  sulphides 

155 
265 
640 
260 

885 
1,330 

>140 

1,040-) 
1,595 J 
>640 
> 400 

15.0 

11.0 
8.2 

Subtotal 2,030 > 2,5^ > 4,585 5I.8 

Tar sands 
Coal 
Oil  shale 
Gypsum 

50 
20,000 

> 1,800 
200,000 

> 1,850 
220,000 
280,000 

Vast 

Total 22,000 >200,000 >500,000 

2/      Sulphur 116,   30. 

10/    Bixby,   D.W.,  The Role of Phosphorous in Industry - Symposium at Muscle 
Shoals, Alabama,  United  states   October 1976, in the presB. 

11/    British Sulphur Corporation,  op.cit. 
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According  to Table   1,   the  eonsumpt ¡ on  of  r;ulphur for  fertilizer 

production will   morrai   from  ?''.. million   to  o'> million  tons   from 

1'jRo to   ?000,   corresponding   to a  total  oon-urption  from   1 j°>û   to   ;>000 of 

approximately '¿00 million   t.on:-.,   --at.h^r   l-e.    then  one  fifth   of   'h-   reserves 

at  present   be in/: used.     FYom   th»   Tabi"   it   appears   that   reserves   in natural 

.'an and   petroleum are   larger   in   relation   to   rnscnt  use   than  for oth^r 

reserves,   although   those   in   pyrite;-.   nr>   probably  under-estimated.      Certainly 

,an   mereasinê; derru.ni   fer natura!   --ae   ms   th-   spr-ad   of   pollution   -entrol 

will   lead   to   inerba- in,:  production   of   n -env -re,;   sulphur.      '•• lerr-ntary  suiphur 

''rom evapori te.:   ani   volemmo   rook:-  v; i 11   b-   ;iva liable   for-  a   lori,-:   tii'ie  bui    it 

ir;   probable  that   shortages   of   th , s   f< rn  <f     olphur may   1'   -d   *o   hi.-h-r  ?,'"'"" 

and  a movement   to  other  non ree •.      Ih-   fe-ti l,s-r   industry   "houli   b»   .'ibi-   to 

obtain   the   sulphur   it   needs   ov.;r   th>    n-y»    » :>• ri * y-f i v<-   year-'   but   r-c rves   at 

present   bein,-'  uè, -<l  would   appear   to   hav     a   limite!   life. 

It   ir,  not   pò;;.ubi-    to  estimate   th-   cap. tal   -xpend i tu re   rie"ded   te   supply 

the  900 million   ton;   of   sulphur   P.-eira   by   th -   f-rtili7,-r   industry  from 

lyBO   to   ?000 becuus-   (a)   then    ir-    ¡  wne   vari -ty  of     'ire-;-,   of   -ulphur, 

(b)   nearly 40 per cent  of   pres-nt   ruppi,e;  ar-  a  by-prelu-t  of   oth-r   indu.-trial 

operations)   and   (e-)   there  are  urv »rtaint i-'    in   th.    .; i '•';'• • r- nt   neuro.:  and 

forms of sulphur  over  the  next   *wonty five   r< ar e. 

However,   ther<    are   parti'al .r   e i réunis tane> s   of   th •   •'•' rt 111 z-r   induetry 

which   inculate   i »,   .-sunst   the   possibly  : -noue,  -ffen's  cf   a   Ion,"-term wcrld- 

wide   shortage   of   sulphur.     "Tie   • nee,.; try   ¡:-   not   a  n-t   eoneunt-T   ef   sulphur, 

it merely  transform:-   sulphur   into  calcium  sulphate,     '.xoept in   the  manufacturo 

of single   superphosphate,   which  will  be  a very  smell  proportion  of  total 

output   by   the  year   POOO,    the   sulphur  eonsum-d   by   th-   pho; phate   firtilizer 

industry   is discarded at   phosphoric,  acid  plants  a;     ;aleium  sulphat-   in   the 

form of frypnum.     This by-product   rryp-um   ir-  not,   under present   conditions, 

an economic  source  of sulphur.     However,   processes  for sulphuric  acid 

manufacture which use naturally occurring calcium  sulphat«;   (as  gypsum  or 

anhydrite)   as a raw material,   and  WìJCìI    <roduce  dement   clinker as  a by-product, 

have been  operated for many years  and   the  process   is well  establ; ,hed.    Most 

of these   plants have  been  shut  down and no  new  ones  are  beirv: built b-saune 

their hifth capital cost makes  them uneconomic   in comparison with -ulphur-burning 

sulphuric  acid  plants.     By-product  gypsum   is mot -  difficult   to  use  because  it 

contains  Po0  ,   but   the  difficulties  can be  overeone.     In   the  -irilik-ly event of 

a  long-term world-wide  shortare  of  sulphur,   the   fertilizer   industry could  resort 

to  ito f^ypsum dumps,   though at  considerable   -juditional  <•>):•'., 
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Potash 

Workable potash deposits are much more   limited in their dictribution 

than the  sources of other fertilizer raw materials,   phosphate  rock and  sulphur. 

Listed below are  the twelve countries,   nine   of them developed countries, 

in which deposits are  now being worked  together with an PAO estimate of 

recoverable reserves of potash: 

Recoverable world reserves  of potash 

USSR  

Canada  

GDR  

FRG  

Israel/Jordan  

USA  

France  

Spain .  

Congo  

11 aly/Poland/ Denmark 

Developing countries 

Millions of tons 
of *20 

24,000 

18,000 

4,000 

2,000 

500 

300 

200 

80 

70 

37 

783 

50,000 

Per cent 
of 

Total 

48.0 

36.0 

8.0 

4.0 

1.0 

0.6 

0.4 

100.0 

This estimate covers deposits with widely varying characteristics and 

takes rather a broad view of the technical  possibilités of exploitation and 

extraction. 
Only a few developing countries have   potash deposits.     Deposits are 

being worked in China,  the Congo and Chile  and plans for exploitation exist 

in Jordan and Brazil  (and also in Poland).     Other deposits are known to exist 

in Thai land/Laos and  Ethiopia but neither  the extent nor the feasibility of 

exploitation have yet been determined with  any accuracy.     Preliminary 

indications are  that   the deposits  in Thailand/Laos may be very  large  indeed. 

These deposits are very large when compared with the probable  demand given 

in Table 1, which  is for about 1,000 million tons of potash from  198O to 2000 and 

¿ 
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consumption of 66 million tons  in the year ?000.    Thus,   in twenty yearn 

currently-knovm potash reserves would be reduced from 50|00O million   tons  to 

49»000 million tons.     It  is clear that  the estimated  potash requirement G  can 

easily be met from known reserves,  oven if  these have  been considerably 

over-estimated,  without   taking account  of possible  future developments, 

e.g.   in Thailand. 

These  reserves  are   located almost  entirely   in  the developed  countries 

and  it  will therefore be necessary for developing countries  to   import  rnout  of 

their potash from developed countries until   19^5 or possibly  1990.     Ther° if tor, 

potash 'nay become  available   in  the developing countries.    The  exploitation  of 

reserves,  known or yet  to be discovered,   in developing countri" • will  dopend 

upon  the comparative  costs of working  the-e   rer'jurces and up< n   the   importarte 

attached to  the  savings   in foreign currency which accrue from  the   ine  of 

indigenous resources. 

Por the  reasons  ntated  in discussinr the  development of  phosphate   rock 

deposits  (see  "Phosphate   Rock" above),   it   in not  possible  tc  estimate   at  all 

accurately the  costs of bringing new potash deposits   into ase.     In a 

developed country costs would range from I   ir)()  to  $ "jOO Per annum  p*~r  ton of 

K^O.     In a developing country they could be much higher,  depenim^ upon  the 

location and quality of  the deposit and  its distane  from an adequate  and 

reliable transport  system. 

If we assume  an average  capital cost of  $  rj00 per annum per  ton of K^O, 

the  total capital  required to supply  the additional  potash  required  from 

1980 to  ?000 is  roughly  $ ?0 billion.     This  is  no more  than an order r/ 

magnitude estimate. 

Other raw materials 

As noted in other chapters of this report,   there  is often a need for elements 

other than N,  P,  and K.    The other essential mineral elements are Ca,  Mg,  and 

S (sometimes called secondary elements)  and  the microni.trients Mc,  Mr»,   Ve, 

B,  Cu,  Zn,  and C1.     In addition,  other elements not classified  ar   essential 

are economically useful  in some cases to increase yields or improve   the 

nutritional quality of crops.     It  is beyond  the scope of this chapter   to 

discuss the types,  occurrences,  and distribution of raw materials for supplying 

these elements.    However,  their importance should be recognized for when one of 
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these  elements   in deficient,   the effect on croc production can be   as 

serious as  the  lack  of  one  of the major elemente. 

Aleo,  various non-r.tandard processes may require  raw materials not 

mentioned above.     For  instance,   the well-known Rhénan i a  phosphate   process 

requires  sodium carbonate which may be obtained from  the minerals   trona or 

natron or manufactured   from  salt.     Pu sed  calcium ma/rie si um  phosphate utilizes 

the  magnesium minerals  such as olivines,   serpentine  or marner i te.     Various 

secondary sources  of hydrocarbons may be used or considered  for ammonia  feed- 

stock,   such as coke  oven gas,   refinery tail  fra:;,   liquefied   petroleum gas, 

by-product hydrogen  from electrolytic  chlorine production,   or products  from 

processing oil shale  or oil  sands. 

Water 

The manufacture  of fertilizers,   particularly nitrogen fertilizers,  uses 

large quantities of water.     In the manufacture of ammonia water  is a raw 

material  in the  strict  sense  of the word because  it  is the  source  of more  than 

half  the hydrogen needed to make ammonia.     This water is  supplied  to the 

process as steam and  varies  from  1,^  to   i m    per ton of ammonia,   depending 

upon  the process used.    However, most of  the water needed   is used  as make-up 

to cooling water systems.     Thp  total water   requirements  for an ammonia/urea 

plant  range from ?0  to   fi m    per ton of urea.    On a 1,000  tons  per day 

ammonia/1720 tons  per day urea plant  this  corresponds to  a water  supply of 

150  to  ?50 m3/"- 
These  large quantities of water are not always  readily available, 

particularly in arid climates.    There are  a number of ways   in which  this 

quantity can be reduced and plant  contractors can modify  plant designs  to 

give minimum water consumption though this will usually  involve  some  increase 

in capital cost.    Where  it  is available sea water can be used;     air cooling 

offers a prospect of  substantial water savings;    more efficient  use of water 

may be possible by pumping water from a "critical" cooler to one where higher 

temperatures can be   tolerated,  and  so on.     However,  when all practicable  steps 

have been taken,  fertilizer plants will still be  large consumers  of water. 

This may affect the decision about their location or may lead to higher costs. 

£ 
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Organic  Fertilizers 

An organic fertilizer  is  the product obtained by suitable processing 

- either singly or more commonly as a mixture - of all kinds of organic waste 

materials, which is applied to the soil to raise its productivity.     The 

organic waste materials which can be used for this purpose  include municipal 

garbage,  consisting of domestic and commercial garbage and wastes  from such 

industries as food-processing,   lumber mills,  etc;     night-soil;    animal manure; 

slaughter-house wastes;     sewage sludge;    and harvest residues. 

Composting is  the  decomposition or stabilization of organic matter by 

biological action in a controlled process as applied in sanitary disposal and 

reclamation of organic waste materials.    The final  product  is compost. 

Bio-gas  is methane  gas produced by the  fermentation in the absence of 

air of organic waste materials, such as farmyard manure,  straw,  garbage, 

and night-soil,  and recovered for use as fuel for cooking,   lighting, 

refrigeration,  and heating,  and for other domestic or agricultural  purposes, 

such as providing power for small engines.     The spent slurry can be reclaimed 

for use as organic fertilizer. 

Fertilizer potential of organic waste materials 

In recent years,   emphasis has been placed on the use of mineral 

fertilizers because they have been found to produce quick and positive 

results and because of their relative ease of handling and application. 

Tet it is well known that organic fertilizers, obtained by processing organic 

waste materials,  play a vital role in the improvement of soil fertility. 

In addition to the principal nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus  and potash), 

organic fertilizers contain trace elements  (micro-nutrients)  essential for 

optimum plant growth and resistance to plant diseases and parasites.    Furthermore, 

organic fertilizers provide the soil with humus, which enhances the efficiency 

of mineral fertilizers,   improves soil structure,   increases water retention 

and reduces soil erosion.    The provision of humus is especially important 

for intensely cultivated soils, soils in tropical areas, heavy clay soils, 

loose sandy soils,  and  saline and alkaline  soils. 

Recently it has become evident that mineral fertilizers may prove too 

expensive for a sizable proportion of farmers in developing countries which 

are in dire need of increasing food production. 
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Another fact that has emerged clearly is that, owing to population 

increases and greater urbanization, the disposal of organic waste 

materials has become an increasingly serious health and pollution 

hazard.    It is therefore important that developing countries should 

consider launching a vigorous campaign for the  reclamation of 

organic wastes for use in agriculture.     Table  6 gives an estimate 

of the new capital investment needed for a plant,   in a developing 

country,   to process 80,000 tons of city refuse  a year to produce 

50,000 tons of compost.     It  is assumed  that refuse is delivered free 

of charge to the plant. 

The approximate annual availability of crop nutrients from 

different organic wasteE in developing countries has been estimated 
12/ for 1971. —'     The totals for nitrogen,   phosphorus and potash are 

48,   16 and 39 million tons respectively,  which calculated at  1973 

world f.o.b. prices for mineral fertilizers,   represent a value of 

over S US 16 billion.    Comparison may be made with 13.2 million tons, 

which is the total amount of nutrients  in mineral fertilizers used in 

developing countries in  1970/71. 

In estimating the amount of organic wastes available for use as 

organic fertilizers two facts should be borne  in mind:    (a)    there are 

very real constraints to  the use of organic fertilizers owing to their 

excessive bulk and high costs of handling,  processing and application; 

and (b)    the amount of organic wastes available  in practice at a given 

location may be considerably lens than the theoretical figure owing to 

the high costs of collection and transport,  as well as existing practices 

by farmers of recycling crop residues and using certain wastes,  e.g.   cow 

dung, as fuel. 

The present Btatua of organic fertilizer usage in developing countries 

PAO estimates that the present contribution by organic wastes for 

fertilizers is probably about 10 per cent of all fertilizers and that 

there is probably the potential to raise this to about 25 per cent. 

22/   FAO Soil Bulletin ïo.  27 Ml/P.6588/E/2.75/l/l500t page 356 

à 
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Traditionally, China and India are among the world leaders in the 

use of organic fertilizers.    Along with the rapid expansion of its in- 

organic fertilizer production, China is increasing the use of organic 

fertilizers.     The importance Chinese agronomists  attach to organic 

fertilizers  is illustrated by the  following two developments: 

(a) Humatic fertilizer is a compound organic fertilizer made 

from peat, brown coal,   lignite and similar materials together with 

other  organic  substances and can be mixed with ammonium or potash 

salts.     Technical details are not yet fully available but  it is 

believed that  the equipment needed  is relatively simple and that 

the  processing cost  is reasonably low.    An additional advantage is 

that  of using raw materials that are locally available in significant 

quantities in most provinces of China.    China has considerably 

increased its production of humatic fertilizer in the first half 

of  1975» which suggests a planned annual production of several 

million tons; 

(b) An increasing emphasis is being given to the utilization of 

human and animal wastes which remained at  the top of the list of 

organic fertilizers  in China's Agricultural Development Programme. 

Despite her own vast  population,  it has been reported that China 

began this year to award large contracts to Hong Kong for night-soil. 

The  increased use of green manure and urban refuse has also been 

mentioned in Chinese  agricultural journals.     It has been reported 

that  some half a million bio-gas plants have been installed within 

the  last year and that  the economy of these  plants depends upon the 

successful reclamation of the spent slurry for organic fertilizer. 

In India, a programme of compost production from both rural and 

urban wastes was launched in 1945 and has been making good progress. 

More and more villages have pits for cattle manure, night-soil and 

domestic  refuse,  and many farms practice composting of farmyard manure 

and crop residues.    The programme also covers utilization of sewage through 

sewage  irrigation and sludge fertilization.    It  is estimated that about 

4O-5O per cent of animal wastes and other farm residues are currently 

utilized as organic fertilizers.    Probably the same proportion of urban 

refuse is being composted but a considerably smaller fraction (about 

^to 
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5 per cent)  of  the night-soil is being used  to produce organic fertilizers. 

It is estimated  that  the use of sewage  irrigation has led to  increases  in 

crop yields ranging from 30-50 per cent or more,  as compared with 

irrigation by ordinary water. 

There has  recently been a revival  of   interest  in urban  refuse 

composting by mechanized plants in both developed and developing countries. 

The general opinion   is that the rhut-down  of plants in countries  such 

as the United States  and Japan is largely  attributable to  the unnecessarily 

sophisticated equipment and processes used,   and to the  lack of attention 

to market development for the compost. 

Many developing countries aro finding an economic solution to rapidly 

increasing urban refuse problems through  the establishment  of compost plants, 

With careful planning and organization,   and  the use of simple processing 

techniques and  equipment, municipal  refuse   can be transformed  into 

a source of valuable   fertilizer to market   gardeners  in the  vicinity. 

Although urban  refuse  composting can meet   only a small portion of a 

country's fertilizer needs,   in many cases   it may provide  the  only 

fertilizer readily available since developing countries have  lower 

labour costs,  and their urban refuse contains a far higher percentage of 

organic matter than  is the case in industrialized countries,   the urban 

refuse compost  plant  can, for certain cities,  provide the most profitable 

method of urban waste  disposal and utilization.    The costs for the 

nutrient value  of the  compost gained  can be   one half of the  equivalent 

foreign exchange value of imported chemical fertilizers.     Burundi,  Guinea, 

Morocco, and the People's Republic of Yemen are planning and developing 

urban compost programmes. 

Conclusions,  possibilities and constraints 

Despite the  obvious value of organic  fertilizers,  only certain 

developing countries have utilized their potential to some degree.    Among 

the reasons are: 
(a) Lack of extension work on the proper utilization of organic 

wastes as fertilizers; 

(b) Lack of appreciation of the value of organic fertilizers to 

soil fertility and  indue emphasis on short-term economic 
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gains realizable through the use of mineral  fertilizers; 

(c) Lack of interest  by municipal  authorities to make the extra 

capital outlay needed for the reclamation of refuse  and sewage; 

(d) Lack of adequate  infrastructure  for the  collection,   distribution 

and sale of such high bulk,   low unit  value materials as organic 

fertilizers; 

(e) Lack of interest  by agricultural  research institutions in the 

promotion of organic fertilizers. 

It  is believed that  the reclamation of rural  and urban wastes  for 

use in agriculture  can be done in an economic and sanitary manner 

through proper planning and choice of process and  equipment. 

Bio-gas production from suitable organic wastes can also be economically 

viable, provided the spent slurry is reclaimed for use as organic fertilizer, 

preferably in an integrated farming system. 

.fi 
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Notes 

Ammonia feedstocks.    The  table  below gives the  assumed percentage 

of ammonia production from the different   feedstocks. 

Natural gas Naphtha Fuel oil Coal 

1980 71.l.» V) 7 'j> '.' 

19B1J 71 n 8.', 6.1? 

1990 o9ó r> 10 7.L' 

2000 •58 9. LJ u> 10.'» 

The table  reflects  the view that   naphtha wi 11   become  too expensive 

a material  for ammonia production,  that   first   fuel  oil  will  replace 

naphtha,  and  from   1990 coal will  begin to  take an increasing share. 

From  1980 onwards,    it  has  been assumed  that   new nitrogen fertilizer 

plant8 will  have   their own power generation  plant   fueled  by  natural 

gas  in plants using this  feedstock   but   by   coal   in other plants.     The 

use  of coal  in naphtha and fuel   oil plants  accounts  for about   ,'0 per 

cent  of  the total   coal consumption.    The  quality of coal  assumed  for 

both power and ammonia production   is  relatively   low grade,   with a 

calorific  value  of   /JOO k cal/kg. 

2.     Phosphate  rock.     This  is equal   to PQ0t   production plus an allowance 

of 8 per cent   for  conversion  losses,     it   should  be  acted   that   in 

Chapter  II,   forecasts of P)0l   demand are   oased on the  FA0 consumption 

data.    These data exclude ground  phosphate   rock  which has,   for a number 

of years,   accounted  for about  7  per cent   of   total  P.,0,   consumption,     if 

consumption continues at  this  rate the estimates of rock consumption 

would therefore  be  about   / per cent  low. 

Ì.     Sulphur.    The  consumption for M/MF IS taken as 0.94  tons/ton P.,0U   and 

for SSP and TSP 0.70 tons/ton Po0, ,  and  zero  for nitrophosphate  (NTP). 

Por 1980 it  is assumed that production  is 46 per cent M/DA?,  46 per cent 

SSP/rSP and 8 per  cent NTP.     From  I98O onwards  it  is assumed that  production 

is 80 per cent M/DA? and 20 per cent TSP. 

4.    This is equal to  the potash demand plus  an allowance of çj per cent  for 

stock increase  and handling losses. 
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Notes 

1. Sources.    Data for natural gas and crude petroleum are fron the 

International Petroleum Encyclopaedia 197!; pp.  296-7.     Reserves 

are as  at  1 January  1971> and production is for 1974.     Data for coal 

are from the  United Nations Statistical Yearbook  for  1974.    Production 

is for   1973. 

2, It  should be noted  that  for natural gas and crude  petroleum the 

reserves and production are  in the  same units.     For coal,  the 

reserves are  in billion tons and production in million tons. 

Ì.    The  figures for coal  are for "black" coal only.       Reserves A refer 

to measured and explored deposits and Reserves B to  Reserves A plus 

known  but not   fully  explored deposits,   plus estimated probable 

deposits.    About  half of Reserves  A,   and presumably also of Reserves 

D,   are  extractable  by current mining tecnniques. 

For  brown coal and  lignite world Reserves A are   MO billion tons, 

Reserves B ?,6}0 billion tons and  197^ production was 82lj million 

tons.     The USSR,   the   United States,   FRG and GDR accourt for 70 per 

cent  of  Reserves A,   90 per cent  of Reserves B and 6t> per cent of 

production. 

4.     Country classification:    the  FAO regional classification is used. 

All  countries on the continent  of Africa except 

South Africa,   Egypt,   Libya and Sudan,  but  including 

the  off-shore  island countries 

All   countries  in Central and South America including 

the  West  Indies 

Middle East states plus Afghanistan,  Cyprus,  Egypt, 

Lebanon,  Sudan and Turkey 

Other Asiatic states but excluding centrally plaiAd economici 

Africa? 

La«.in America: 

Near East: 

Far East: 

Centrally 
planned Asia:    China, DPR Korea,  Mongolia, DR Vietnam 

Western Europe:    includes Yugoslavia 

Other developed 
countries: Israel, Japan,  South Africa 
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Table  3.    Reserves  and production of ammonia feedstocks,   by countries 

Natural   pas 

Production     Reserves 

(millionm  ) ( bi 11 ion m  ) 

Developing countries 

Venezuela 
Iran 
Mexico 
Argentina 
Chile 
China 
Indonesia 
BoLivia 
Pakistan 
Iraq 
Colombia 
Afghanistan 
Peru 
Nigeria 
Kuwait 
Libya 
Algeria 
Abu Dhabi 
Saudi Arabia 
Malaysia 
Bangladesh 
Qatar 
Neutral Zone 
Oman 
India 
Korea (D.P.R.) 
South Korea,   Rep.  of 

Developed countries 

United States 
USSR 
Canada 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Romania 
P.  R.  Germany 
Italy 
Prance 
Poland 
Hungary 
Australia 
Japan 
Austria 
Norway 
S. Africa 
Czechoslovakia 
Spain 

41,200 
25,600 
19,400 
7,900 
6,000 
5,300 
4,600 
4, 300 
4,000 
3,700 
3,000 
2,600 
?, 100 
1,700 
1,400 
1 ,200 

600 

140 

50 

1,220 
9,V>0 

430 
210 
80 

710 
430 
310 
45P 
780 
110 
100 
140 

1,?70 
910 
750 

6,500 
5,660 
1,560 

620 
280 
230 

Crude  petrole-'iri 

Production Reserven 

(mi 11 i on 
tons) 

(mi I lion 
tons'! 

633,000 6,700 
261,000 23,000 
95,000 1,600 
81,000 2,700 
34,200 1,400 
26,500 60 
19,100 330 
16,200 340 
8,600 160 
5,000 60 
4,600 85 
4,500 1,080 
2,700 50 
2,500 30 

- 700 

150 ?,0~>,C 
}00 1,910 

30 1,840 
?0 \?0 

60 3,380 
70 2,030 

90 4,740 

Coal 

Production (A)   Reserves (P) 

(million tons)   (billion tonr 

110 2,830 
130 9,850 
70 3,600 
50 1,040 
70 4,060 

420 22,260 
1r> 340 

i"*) 810 
20 ?,340 
»5 810 

430 
450 

80 

15 

4,600 
11,300 

960 

2,130 
230 

19 390 

1,000 

4 5 1? 

4}0 300 1,010 

80 20 80 
30 
14 1 2 

530 320 2,280 
460 170 3,400 

17 9 100 

130 100 130 
7 1 7 

100 44 230* 

26 1 1 
160 32 46 

55 26 110 
22 7 7 

60 24 44 
28 6 12 
10 1 2 
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Table 4«    Phosphate rock,   sulphur and potash production 

Phosphate rock (1974) Sulphur 0?74) Potash 0?75) 
(thousands of tons ) (thousands of tons) (thousands of tons) 

• •I of $ of Ï20- ±SL 
total total total 

United States 12,500 35 United States 12.200 24 USSR 7,700 32 
USSR 7,830 27 USSR 8,500 16 Canada 5,450 23 
Morocco 6,350 18 Canada 7,800 15 German D.R. 3,000 12.5 
Tunisia 1,140 3 Poland 4,300 8 United States 2,300 9 
Togo 910 2.5 Japan 2,800 5.5 P.R.  Germany 2,200 9 
China 900 2.5 Mexico 2,400 4.5 Prance 1,900 8 
Nauru 890 2.5 Prance 2,100 4 Israel 600 2.5 
Spanish Sahara 860 2.5 P.R.  Germany 1,400 2.5 Spain 450 2 
Senegal 670 2 Spain 1,300 2.5 China 300 1.25 
Christouis  Is. 640 2 Italy 800 1.5 Congo 29O 1.?5 
Jordan 520 1.5 Iraq 700 1.5 Italy 150 0.5 
South Africa 460 1.3 Iran 600 1 Chile 20 
Vietnam D.R. 420 1.2 Finland 

Germany D.R. 
Norway 
South Africa 
Australia 

500 
400 
300 
300 
300 

1 
0.8 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

Others 1,610 4.6 Others 5,000 10 

TOTAL 35,700 51,800 24,360 

Regions 

Africa 10,200 300 29O 
Latin America 210 2,910 20 
Near East 860 1,440 
Par East 100 270 
CP Asia 1,440 1,390 300 
Others 1,750 — 

Total devel- 
oping 

14,600 

12,500 

41$ 6,300 

20,000 

12$ 610 (2.5?«) 

North America 7,750 
Western Europe 20 7,600 4,700 
CP Europe 7,830 14,500 10,700 
Oceania - 300 — 
Others 760 3,100 600 

Total devel- 
oped 21,100 59$ 45,500 88$ 23,750 (97.90) 
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Table 5«    World  phosphate rock reserves 

(Millions of metric tons) 

Identified2^ Hypothet ical-' Total 

Rock P2°5 
Rock PA Rock P2°5 

United States 11,640 3,490 37,500 9,520 49,140 n,oio 

Latin America 730 220 2,670 710 3,400 930 

Africa 26,800 8,050 81,900 21,800 108,700 29,850 

West Asia 1,000 300 6,500 1,670 7,500 1,970 

Asia (other) 3,060 920 9,460 2,500 12,520 3,420 

Australia 1,530 /J 60 10,700 2,750 12,230 3,210 

Pacific Islands 45 14 80 23 130 40 

44,810 13,450 148,810 38,970 193,620 52,420 

a/    Identified    -    Specific identified deposits 

b/    Hypothetical - Undiscovered deposits,  geologically predictable as 
existing within known districts. 

Source;    Chemical Economics Handbook (Dec.  1975) based upon U.S. Geological 
Survey Professional Paper 820, U.S. Dept. of Interior 1973 pp.515-525- 
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Table 6.    Coat estimate of a compost plant to produce 50,000 tons/ annum 

of compost from 60,000 tons of city refuse" 

(Thousands of US dollars) 

1975 costs 

Capital costs 

Machinery 
Transportation,   installation,   fabrication of 
ancillary equipment and purchase of sparen 

Total machinery 

Civil construction 

Internal transport 
Total capital  costs 

?50.0 

1?5.0 
375-0 

250.0 

40.0 
665.0 

Fixed costs 

Capital debt service (principal and interest) 

Machinery 
Civil construction 
Internal transport 

Total capital  service 

77.0^ 
29. A- 
10.6* c/ 

117.0 

Maintenance and repairs 
Machinery 
Civil construction 
Internal  transport 

Total maintenance and repairs 

Salaries and wages 
Total fixed costs 

60.0 
243.8 

Annual average variable costs 

Utilities 
Fuel and lubricants 
Administration 

Total variable costs 

Total  fixed and variable costs 

Total production cost per ton of compost 

10.0 
75.0 

90 %l 
333.8 

6.68^ 

a/   Amortized at 10 per cent annual interest over 7 years 
b/   Amortized at 10 per cent annual interest over 20 years 
ç/   Amortized at 10 per cent annual interest over 5 years 
d/   Estimated at 15 per cent annually of machinery capital cost installed 
e/    Estimated at 1  per cent annually of civil construction capital cost 
f/    Estimated at 20 per cent annually of transport capital  cost 
g/    Based on 80,000 metric tons/annum of refuse processed and 1975 unit  conts 

for electricity,  petroleum products,  and other supplies 
h/    Based on 50,000 metric tons/annum of compost production with N,P?0    and 

K„0 content of 1.12,  1.02 and 0.81  per cent. 
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Annex to  Chapter IV 

WORLD TRADK   IN KLRTILIZLRS 

AND THfclR  RAW MATERIALS y? 

The pattern of  trade  in fertilizer raw materials,   intermediates 

and products   is changing.     When single superphosphate   (SSP),   containing 

1 >W0 per rent   P?0  ,   was  the  principal   phosphate   fertilizer   it   was 

cheaper  to  transport   phosphate  rock,   containing    H_iH p«r cent   P 0 

than SSP.     Now that  3SP  is  being displaced   by more  concent rated   products, 

containing about  l0 per cent  P/\ ,   this  is  no   longer true and  there   is 

an  increasing tendency   for phosphate   rock  producers to  convert   the rock 

to  finished  products.     There   is  also  a steadily developing trade   in 

intermediate   products   such as ammonia and phosphoric acid. 

From  I^O to  1971  most  developing count "íes   increased  fertilizer 

consumption  rapidly,   the  small  ones  mainly  through   imports,   the   large  one« 

partly  through   increased domestic   production and  partly through   imports. 

Hut there also emerged   net  fertilizer-exporting developing countries. 

At   present   (data   relate to   T//V71 ),   about    '0 per cent  of  world 

production of  nitrogen  fertilisers  enters   international   trade;   fo- 

phosphatic  fertilizers  the proportion  is     bout   17  per cent,   but   for 

potash  fertilizers  it   is as much as  about  V, per cent.    These differences 

largely  reflect  various  technical   and economic  conditions. 

Pattern of world trade   in fertilizers and fertilizer materials 

In  19'M/74,  developing countries  (the  UNCTAD definition excludes 

centrally planned economies (CPE)   in addition to Asia,  Turkey and South 

Africa,   but   includes  Israel and Yugoslavia)  accounted for about  R.Í) per 

cent of world  fertilizer production while their consumption reached 

—    Summary of a preliminary report  prepared by the secretariat  of UNCTAD 
on the trade implications of a restructuring of the world fertilizer 
industry,   in compliance with resolutions adopted at the UNIDO Lima 
Conference in March  1975 and at  the fourth session of the UNCTAD 
conference in May 1976. 
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about   l'j per rent  of that  total.     Taken together  the developing 

countries  imported  about  ';.'< million tons   (nutrient  content )   corresponding 
>/ 

to an  import   value  of perhaps 1800 million  at   1M / < prices.—'   The developing 

countries are,   on the  other  hand,   not exporters  of phosphate   rork. 

In Table  1   the   1f)?1   world pattern   is shown   m Annex Table   1. 

Annex  Table   I .     World  exports of phosphate   rock,   1^74 

(Mill ions of  tons ) 

United States 

USSR 

Developing countries 

Pacific  Islands 

North Africa 

Others 

World 

Austral la 
Canada 

J apan 

Western 
Kurope 

Was t e rn 
Lurope 

Developing 
countries 

( •h ina      Wo r 1 d 

';.» >.'; 0. * \.U 0. 1 i;\7 

- 
* 

1.0 1.0* - - CJ.O 

4.4 - - 0.1 - 4.'. 

1.0 1/1.8 4. o 1.0 0.* .'•M.7 

0.1 4. <> 0.1 1.4 0.1 'J. b 

11.:) ";.9 8.0 'l.'j ..w 
Sourcet     Phosphorous and potassium,  No.   8>, March-April   1976. 
* 

No direct  information used. 

y 1 
y 1 

ncluding 0.9 million tons exported  from North  Vietnam. 

ncludmg 0.8 million tons from other exporters  not   listed and with unknown 
destinations. 

Hence,  developing countries   ( including the   Pacific  Islands)   accounted 

in 1974 for 64  per cent of world exports of  phosphate rock  and  for I4 

per cent of world  imports.     Intra-trade accounted for about    >) per    ent 

of their total   imports,  a proportion which should  increase  with  the 

opening of the  Suez Canal.     For example,  a fertilizer plant   in  Iran, 

originally scheduled to operate on North African  rock,  switched  to 

Florida rock after the closure of the Canal. 

u Prices of  internationally traded fertilizers more than doubled between 

197Ì and 1974. 
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The   international   trade  classif irat ions   (SI'lC  and   HTN)  attempt  to 

show trade   in fertilizers according to  their chemical   composition,   but 

irrespective of  the   nutrient  content  and also  oí   the degree  of processing. 

However,   internationally  traded manufactured  fertilizers are either 

"pure"   (containing only  one  of the  three major nutrie its,   for example, 

urea,   superphosphates or muriate  of  potasi.),   or < omplei  (produced  by 

a process of chemical   reaction),   or mixed  (from  a mechanical mixing 

procedure).     Hence,   the  ordinary trade   statistics  cannot   show fertilizer 

trade   for the  three  nutrients  separately.    The  PAO statistics show 

total  exports  and   imports of   individual  countries   in  terms of N,  P.,0^ 

and KO.     As the  production and consumption projections  are  expressed 

in nutrient  content   it   is desirable  to  show the  geographical  pattern 

of world  fertilizer  trade  also   in terms of nutrients.     Such trade data 

are not   available  to  UIJCTAU.     Using the  PAO data  (in terms of nutrient 

content)   on total  exports and  imports and available  trade  statistics 

expressed  in values,   the very crude geographical  pattern of world trade 

in manufactured nitrogen and phosphate  fertilisers,   shown  in Annex TaMe  2, 

can be  established lor  197L 

Although,   unavoidably,   many of the  entries  in this Table are 

inaccurate,   it  does   indicate  the   oroad geographical   pattern of world 

trade   ir. nitrogen and phosphate  fertilizers   (nutrient   content)  in  1971. 

The  rough estimates   in  the Table   indicate  that   in developing countries, 

in Western b trope  and   in Pastern  Pu rope   (groupings consisting of a large 

number of,  or economically  integrated,   countries)   intra-trade accounts 

for more  than  "?0 per cent  of  total exports of nitrogen and phosphate 

fertilizers.     In the other three groupings  (consisting of a small number 

of countries»   intra-trade  obviously plays a much smaller role.     In relation 

to total   imports,   mtra-trade accounted for 67  per cent  or more in North 

America,   Western Purope  and Pastern Europe  but  only about  1^ per cent  in 

developing countries. 

In 1971,  OECD countries»  exports of fertilizers amounted to about 

12.1   billion,   of which «0.8  billion,   or  Vi per cent  was to developing 

countries  (excluding China).     A fairly  large proportion of fertilizer 

exports to developing countries occurred under variouB aid schemes. 
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Annex Table  2.    Geographical pattern of world trade  in nitrogen 

and phosphate  fertilizers,   197^ 

(Thousands of tons of nutrient  content) 

Export 
Developing North Western Other Eastern Asian 

countries—/ 
America Europe developed Lu rope CPE 

count ries 

Developing 
countries /10 

North America ^,090 

Western Europe 1, ^00 

Other EMEU 800 

East err» Europe 60 

Asian CPE 00* 

World 0,010 

oO 190 

700 ¿40 

180 ?,900 

20 

210 

?0 

1?0 

?0 

oo 

96 <&      V;40£/ 210 

210 

70 

02O 

820 

World 

1?0 1,1^0 

10 1,180 

180 4,6^0 

710 1, 0ÖO 

200* 99C¿/ 

100* ioo£/ 

1,140 11,880 

Sources?     FA0 Monthly Bulletin    of Agricultural  Economic« and Statistics, 
March 1976,   for the world totals  (average of  1972/71 and 1971/74 
data expressed in nutrient content);   trade statistics for 197^ 
of developed market economy countries and of  cjO developing 
countries  for the  geographical  trade pattern  (value data used), 

» 
No direct   information used. 

il UNCTAL definition 

-' The source gives  1,010,000 tons export^.    This figure cannot be reconciled 
with other data in the table,  unless *.M intra-trade  of Eastern Europe is 
increased,   as it would raise the total  imports into Eastern Europe above 
the figure given in the table which agrees with the PAO data. 

y According to PAO,   only about  10,000 tons. 

-I According to PAO,   about   1,200,000 tons. 

I*   According to FAO,   about   3,290,000 tons. 

Only about 7 per cent of the developed countries'  total  imports of 

fertilizers in 1971 originated in developing countries.    North America 

took small amounts from Mexico, Trinidad, Chile and Israel; Japan took 

even less (from  Israel and Chile); while imports into Western Europe were 

fairly significant,  and were supplied largely by Israel  (potash),  Tunisia 

(phosphate), Yugoslavia (nitrogen and mixed),  Lebanon (mixed), Congo (potash) 

and Senegal (phosphate). 
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Intra-trade among developing countries.    Trade  statistics for 197"^ 

are available  in full commodity and geographical breakdown for ^0 

developing countries and are summarized  in Annex Table   5.    These countries 

accounted in  19'M/M  for about 90 per cent of total  fertilizer exports 

from all developing countries (UNCTAD definition)   in terms of nutrient 

content and  for about  7') per cent  of total  fertilizer  imports of 

developing countries. 

Annex Table  ~S.    Trade of t>0 developing countries  in manufactured 

fertilizers  (SITC  [j6\),   197^ 

(Millions of dollars:     imports c.i.f.   exports f.o.b.) 

Countries of origin 

for imports and of 

destination for exports Imports Exports 

lj0 developing countries-/ 8^.1 9?. 7 

Other developing countries 14.1 }6.6 

Developed market 
economy countries 68^.8 77.2 

Centrally planned economies 77.2 ';7.8 

Unspecified 8.b 2.6 

Total 868.7 266.9 

2/ Trade flows reported by  both  importer and exporter totalled 
$42.4 million when the  smaller of the  two values was used. 

The statistics  clearly demonstrate the  limitations of using ordinary 

trade statistics for only one year to arrive at  a trade network.    There 

are major discrepancies between Kuwait's export  figures and the  recorded 

imports from Kuwait,  and Singapore appears as a major importer and exporter 

of fertilizers when the figures represent mainly trans-shipments. 

The intra-trade in fertilizers (3ITC ';61 ) among the t>0 countries in 

197} i» shown in aggregate form in Table 4. The major individual flows 

in the intra-trade of i>0 developing countries in 197} weret 
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Kuwait exports to India, Sudan, Pakistan and Indonesia: Venezuela 

and Tunisia exports to Brazil, Pakistan and Yugoslavia; Singapore 

exports   (re-exports^  to Malaysia;   Malaysia exports  to Thailand. 

In   19'n/71   there  were  -S1   developing countries without   any  form  of 

chemical   fertili/.er production,   L>'. countries  exported  nitrogen 

fertilizers,   17 exported phosphates and   >, exported potash.     Kuwait 

accounted for almost   V;  P«r rent   °f the   total   nitrogen exports of 

680,000 tons and five  other countries  for a further 40 per  cent. 

Of phospnates,  Tunisia and Morocco accounted  for l;0  per cent   of  the 

total   of  500,000 tons of P..0.   and a further  10 countries for an 

additional     0 per cent. 

Of   the  ,"; nitrogen exporters  only   1'  had   a net  export,   and for 

phosphates,   10 out   of  17   had a net  export. 

Fertilizer prices 

The  prices of  internationally traded  fertilizers  and fertilizer 

materials had been relatively stable  for many years up to   197 3.     During 

this period of ample  supplies,   spot prices were frequently   lower than 

prices  quoted under  long-term arrangements.     However,   in the   course of 

1973,   fertilizer prices  tended   to   increase  as  a result  of  general   boom 

conditions and strong inflationary pressures.     The   increases   in the posted 

price  of crude petroleum   imposed   by OPEC   in October and December   197"\ - 

directly affecting the cost  of nitrogen fertiliser production - were 

accompanied  by a trebling of the  export  price  of Moroccan phosphate  rock 

on 1   January   1974   (announced  in November  197 ^)t   followed by a further 

'jO per cent   rise on  1  July  1974ï   but  on  1  January 1976 export  prif e3 

were  reduced by about  30 per cent. 

Typical  export  prices of nitrogen fertilizers about quadrupled 

between June  1973 and the  second half of  1974 when they peaked.     In 

197>»   prices dropped by some 40 to ';0 per cent.    Export prices of 

phosphate  fertilizers followed a Bimilar course:    triple superphosphate 

export  price  for spot  sales  (leading exporters)  increased from about $100/ton 

mid-1973 to a peak approaching $400/ton by the end of 1974,   but fell by 

SI 
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about  î)0 per cent  by mid-1971).    Potash prices did not change 30 

dramatically;   as previously shown such fertilizers are largely produced 

and consumed in  industria*    uuntnes. 

Figure  1   shows the movement  of world prices  for the major finished 

fertilizerj from  1ut>l> to  197Ó. 

Trade policy aspects 

As previously shown,  developing countries  have so far not  been major 

exporters of fertilizers to  the developed countries accounting,   in  19'M, 

for about  7  per cent  of total   imports  of  fertilizers  (5ITC  l)6\)   into 

developed market  economy countries. 

Tariffs.     Present trade   in fertilizers  is  not   significantly affected  by 

tariffs  or other obstacles.     Jn most  developed  countries  fertilizers, 

whether crude or manufactured,   are treated more  as a raw material   t han 

as a manufactured product,   which is  in  line   with  their character of an 

essential   input   in agriculture.     In the   UNCTAI)   inventory   oT  non-tariff 

barriers   imposed  by developed market  economy  countries to  restrict   imports 

of fertilizers  there  is only  one entry,   for   Ireland,   relating to  super- 

phosphates.-/ 

The  tariff  regimes  in  Jipan,  the  United States and the Economic 

Community of Europe are  Bhown  in Table  .). 

The  European Economic Community has applied the highest  number of 

tariffa to fertilizer products.    Benefits under the Generalised System 

of Preferences  (CSP)  generally reduce  these  tariffs to zero with ceilings 

applied as required.     Countries associated with the EEC,   and eligible 

for special preferences,  may ship fe-tilizers  at  very low tariffs  (the 

highest  being lj per cent)  but  without  ceilings.     Fertilizer quotas  in the 

EEC in  1974 and 197u; were not  attained,  thus  any fertilizers sent  by 

developing countries entered duty-free. 

y See TD/B/C.2/llVRev.1   (29 April  1974),   page 88,   Inventory of non-t»riff 
barriers,   including quantitative  restrictions applied  in developed 
market  economy countries to products of particular export  interest to 
developing countries. 
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Figure  1. Export prices  for some major fertilizer 

materials,  1965 - 1976 

(•US/ton) 

900 

*»00 —  

300 

200 

IOO 

OU J_l_L.i_i.-i-l J  X.LI, i _   i. i .LXX  IX J   :  U..L1   I .X i 1L.I I  I   1-X1..I. I i  !.. 
I'    '   » "I   II   I   il   I   1-.    I   ¡I   .;   r M A M .1   J    ASONDJ'MAMJJASONDjr* 

»85  '66 '67  '6*  '69 *7C '71   '72   '73 1974 »75 1*7« 

Note; The double lines indicate the price range for each product. 

Source ;     World Bank,  I965 to October I975 and November 1975 to 
March 1976,  based on information obtained from various 
sources. 
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Export  cartels.     In  order to keep prices artificially hi;;h or to divide 

weak markets,   restrictive  business practices in the  form  of export 

cartels  have  existed   in the  past  among producers  of all   three major 

types of fertilizer:     phosphates,   potash and nitrogen.     However,   the 

effectiveness  of  such cartels  has   been minimal  and experience during 

the   1960s shows that   in a weak market  natural  tendencies  to compete 

continue to co-exist with cartels.     During; this period,   evidence of 

antitrust  cases  in  the  United States against phosphate   rock producers 

who had formed  a Webb-Pomerene  association  (as  allowed  under US  law) 

for the  purpose  of  exporting to  outside  parties   revolved  around price 

fixing for sales under United States AlD-financed  commodity purchases. 

Court  cases during this period established,  however,   that  such purchases 

must   be  treated as  domestic  sales  and are  therefore not   subject to 

antitrust  exemptions on price  fixing.-'   Despite   the existence  of such 

an association,   prices were  unstable throughout  the period and only 

44 per cent   of all  exports  of phosphate fertilizers were  sold by 

associated companies.     In  the  case  of potash,   exports  by members of 

the Potash iviport  Association,   Inc.  accounted for only about  ?/\ per cent 

of total  United States exports. 

In burope  a potash export  cartel was organized with  the German producers 

exempted from  the  German cartel   law prohibition and  the   French producers 

under government  control.     There  appeared to he  at  the  time  (1960s)  some 

agreement  between the two.     Still,   the export cartel  tried mainly to 

control  the  European market  facing competition from Eastern European and 

North American producers. 

The case  of nitrogen fertilizers is somewhat  different.    Some members 

of the European  industry organized Nitrex AG,  a Swiss  comp ny  recognized 

at the export  cartel  of these European producers.     The  cartel was organized 

to cope with North American and Japanese competition.     It  was,   however, 

probably involved  in some  international price fixing with Japanese producers 

(but  probably not  North American ones since no export   association exists 

*   A good description of these   is offered in UNCTAD document TD/B/^90, 
Ristrictive  Business Practices:    Studies on the  United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland,   the United States of America,  and Japan, 
United Nations,   1971,  pp.  79-ßl. 
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among United States producers).    The only evidence  of this was provided 

in testimony before the  United States Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust 

and Monopoly of  the Committee on the Judiciary.    Some superficial 

evidence of price  fixing on bids for AID-financed purchases of fertilizers 

from non-ünited States  producers in both Europe and Japan was at  that 

time presented.¿J 

The most   important   point to be made  is that with the development   in 

the developing countries of new sources of  fertilizer production,   price 

control  will  increasingly reflect the political objectives of their 

governments rather than the objectives of any privately organized 

export  cartel.     Thus,   in the case of  phosphate rock,  the North American 

export  price  is  significantly  lower than the Moroccan one  (S M to $48). 

In the case of nitrogen  fertilizers any privately sponsored export  cartel 

in the past was  ineffective  (judging  by the movement  Bhown in prices). 

With the development  of the vast new fertilizer potential  in the Middle 

East,  control cf  the world market price will  no  longer be  in the hands 

of producers  in developed countries with the sole possible exception of 

those producing potash  fertilizers.     It  is unlikely,   however,   that  they 

will be able to organize  into any reasonably effective cartel under the 

present  set of  mies  regulating such activities. 

Other export  restrictions.     In developing countries fertilizer plants  are 

being constructed partly to replace  imports  and partly to provide the 

country with a source  of export earnings.     Given the  large Bize of a 

modern fertilizer plant,  many such plants being built  in developing countries 

will temporarily have exportable surpluses before domestic demand catches 

up.    In the event  that   restrictive clauses are imposed as a condition 

for the  transfer of technology,  then the plant will be forced to operate 

at low capacity utilization and high unit costs.    Little information 

on restrictive clauses  is available but there appears to be no record 

of restrictions being imposed on the export  of excess supplies. 

¿J  See testimony by Robert 0. Link an officia1  of the United States 
Department of Agriculture,  reported in TD/B/390, page 82. 
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Foreign assistance  in the form of fertilizers   - the case  for untying 

foreign aid.     Fertilizers have traditionally been one of the most 

important  components of direct   foreign assistance offered by development 

market  economy countries to the developing countries.     In the  future 

fertilizers,   possibly provided by producers   in oil   rich or phosphate 

rich developing countries,  will  play  an  increasingly  vital   role   in  the 

development  efforts of these countries.     The  ability of developing 

country producers  to supply developing country users  at   reasonable 

prices will depend upon these producers finding adequate financing 

for their poorer customers.     Financial  assistance provided  by  the 

developed countries,   if untied,   is one potential  source.—' 

In 19'H,   foreign-assistance  financed fertilizer purchases of 

developing countries  accounted for at  most   ?^j per cent  of   their  total 

fertilizer  imports.     Member countries of the  Development  Assistance 

Committee  (DAC)  of the OECD provided about Ä1l;0 million worth of 

fertilizers  in that year.     In 1974»     the volume of their gifts  remained 

about the same  but  the value more than doubled ($Y70 million). 

Future pattern of world fertilizer trade 

In an earlier chapter of the present   report are presented two 

alternatives  for the growth of the nitrogen and phosphate  industry 

in developing countries.     In the  first,   "Alternative A",  the developing 

countries as a group are self-sufficient   in these  nutrients by the  year 

2000.     In the  second,   "Alternative  B",   they have sufficient production 

capacity to maintain an export  surplus to developed countries equal  to 

20 per cent  of their production. 

Before rommenting further on the dramatic restructuring of the world 

nitrogen and phosphate fertilizer industry as outlined in the report, it 

is necessary to coroidei- potash fertilizers.     According to the  UNIDO 

2/ OPEC countries have pledged $800 million to a special fund designed to 
aid the developing countries.    Of this sum, 1400 million is pledged to 
the International Fund for Agricultural Development  (iFAD).     Of the 
other $400 million, $200 million will be used for balance of payments 
support for the most seriously affected developing countries without 
"strings or conditions" attached.     It could presumably be used for 
purchases of fertilizers from developed country,  and also developing 
country,  producers. 

4 
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projections,   developing countries   (UNCTAD definition  but excluding 

Yugoslavia)   would   in the year :>0O0 consume  11.4 million tons   (nutrient 

content)  of  potash  fertilizers whereas  their production possibilities 

are   limited. 

No  information exists on the   future  production of  potash  fertilizers 

in developing countries.     For the  sake  of argument   it   is assumed here 

that  this production will   reach   ^ million tons   (nutrient  content)   in 

the year 2000,   compared with 0./o million tons   in 1974. 

The arbitrary   (but   by no means  pessimistic)   assumption that   developing 

countries will   be  able  to produce  just   ^ million tons   (nutrient  content) 

of potash  fertilizers   by the year POOO  leaves  an  import   surplus of 8.1 

million tons.-/     According to  Alternative A this amount   becomes  the  net 

fertilizer  imports   into developing countries   in that   year;   according  to 

Alternative   H this amount   reduces  the  net  exports of  developing countries 

of ,M.1   million  tons   (relating to  nitrogen and phosphate  fertilizers)  to 

]'j.'J million  tons  for the three major nutnonts  taken  together. 

So  far there   has only been talk  of aggregated net   trading positions. 

As  far as can  be   judged,   the  countries  in North Africa  rich   in phosphate 

rock  are   likely  to  become major exporters of  phosphate  fertilizers   (whether 

intermediate,   phosphoric acid or finished^  and the countries   in the Middle 

East   rich   in hydrocarbons will   become major exporters  of nitrogen fertilizers 

(whether  intermediate,   anhydrous ammonia,   or  finished). 

The Near East   is already a net  exporter of  nitrogen fertilizers and 

alBo of potash fertilizer (Israel,   but  Jordan  is also expected to  become 

a producer and exporter of potash fertilizers)  and North Africa  is 

already a net  exporter of phosphate  fertilizers.     In addition,   new trade 

flowB are  likely to grow between developing countries  in finished 

fertilizers.     A great many developing countries without abundant  resources 

of crude fertilizer materials are too  small to  support  a fertilizer 

industry for their domestic market;   regional  co-operation and specialization 

is the answer to this problem. 

1/ It should be noted that the probable import  surpluses of China and Yugoslavia 
are excluded from thia total. 
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If developing countries succeed in achieving self-sufficiency in 

nitrogen and phosphate  fertilizers by the year 2000 then,  at  the same 

time,  the developed countries will lose  their export  surpluses.     In 

1973,  the  United States and Japan accounted for 61  per cent  of the value 

of exports of nitrogen and phosphate  fertilizers from developed market 

economy countries   (excluding Austria,   Australia,  New Zealand and 3outh 

Africa)  to developing countries  (excluding China but  including Yugoslavia). 

In that year,  as much as 80 per cent  of  United States  fertilizer exports 

(excluding potash)  went  to developing countries;   for Japan the  share 

was ^1   per cent   (most  of the remainder going to China)   arid  for the 

Federal  Republic of Germany,   }8 per cent.     In other major exporting 

countries  (the Netherlands,  Belgium-Luxembourg,  Canada,   Norway,  Prance 

and  Italy)  the proportion exported to developing countries was much 

lower,   an average of 21   per cent. 
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Chapter V 

THE LOCATION OF FERTILIZER PUNTS 

The  selection of a site  for a fertilizer factory has a significant 

effect  upon the  cost  of  the  fertilizer«  the  plant produces.   It  affects  the 

cost  of building the  factory,   the  cost   of operating  it,  and  the cost of 

supplying the  fertilizers   to  tho  farmer.   It   its necessary  to   identify  the 

costs which are affected  by  plant   location .ml  to make a quantitative 

estimate  of them  in order  to  establish at  which Gite m i ni mum  costa 

will  be  obtained.  This  process  of site  selection is   important,   if  the 

peoples  of the world are  to   be   adequately   fed  there  will   have  to  be a 

massive   increase  m the   consumption   >i'  fertilizers.   Any  increase  in costs 

caused by the uneconomic   location of  fertilizer plants will   restrict   the 

increase   in fertilizer  consumption,   leading  to  l.iwer food  production and 

higher  ^ood costs. 

However important   the economic  factors  art,   it   must   be   recognized 

that other factors have  to be   taken   into account,  which on occasion may 

not  lead to the choice  of a minimum-cost  site.  The  interaction of politics 

and economics  is a familiar  feature  of our developing industrial  society. 

Governments, with a paramount   responsibility  for the welfare of their 

people,   have found it   both necessary and desirable to restrict the  free 

play of economic forces,  and  this applies to  the selection of industrial 

sites as well as to other aspects of economic  life. 

Nationally Governments may,  by direction or by various  foniis of 

financial  incentive,  endeavour to limit  industrial  development  in 

overcrowded areas and encourage  it   in underdeveloped or "depressed" areas. 

Internationally Governments may,  for reasons of national  self-sufficiency, 

decide to build their own fertilizer plants,  even though this may  increase 

the cost  of fertilizers to the  farmer. 

The right of Governments to take  such action cannot be gainsaid. 

However,   it is important that  the economic consequences of such decisions 

should be known beforehand,  so that a decision can be reached in the light 

of all the relevant facts. Fortunately, on the international  scene 
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the    development  of many regional   and economic groups or associations  is 

leading to an   increased awareness  of the  advantages of  international 

co-operatxori  and  regional  planning.   Thin   is particularly   important  to the 

development   of the   fertilizer  industry  where,   owing to  the  economies of  large- 

scale opera* ion,   the uneven distribution   of  raw materials,   and  the very 

high capital   costs,   the I.e.:-fits  of  international  co-operation  and the 

penalties of   independent  action  are   considerable. 

Apart   from   the  action Governments  take  to modify or restrict  the 

influence of economic factors,   it   should   be noted that   the way   in which 

these economic  factors are  taken   into  account  will  vary  according to the nature 

of the decision-making body. 

A private  commercial  organization  will   select a site  to  give minimum 

cost,    using  in   its  calculations,   for example,   the market values of the 

various  factors,   transport  costs,   wage   rates,   interest   rates, and  foreign 

exchange rates.   The  final  decision  will   of course  be affected by any  financial 

incentives  that   Government    may  offer  to   encourage the  establishment   of the 

factory in  region  A  rather  than   region   B;   however,  the   important  point   is that 

the choice   between  different  Hites   is made  to maximize  profits  using the 

market values  of  the various cost   components. 

It may well   be, however,  that  market  values do not  accurately  represent 

the real value or  cost of  the  various   goods  or  services  used,   and that  the 

minimum cost  derived therefrom    does not   represent the  optimum use of national 

resources.   The wage  structure may  not   reflect   the real   value  to  the nation 

of different  kinds of skill and experience;  the prices of different  forms of 

transport may not   correspond to  their  true  costs;  current  interest  rates may 

not  reflect  the  true value of capital;   and the official  exchange rates may 

not be a satisfactory indicator of the  value of foreign exchange.  A  governmental 

planning organization, which is  concerned with the optimum allocation of 

national  resources, may therefore  replace market prices by    rather different 

prices("shadow»  prices) which are  a better index of the value of the  resources 

used. 

X 



This  technique of appraisal,   often known  as  "social  cost-benefit 

analysis",   is too specialized   arid complex to   be  pursued  further here. 

However,   it  should be noted  that   the conventional   calculation of minimum 

cost     based upon market  prices   does not necessarily   lead  to the . jtimum use 
1 ' 

of national  ressources. —/ 

In  selecting a site,   a reasonable  balance   should   be  struck  between 

economic and social or political   faeton;.  A private   commercial organization 

will naturally attach greatest   weight  to the  economic   factors,  and may pay 

insufficient  regard to social   factors;.   If a Government  wishes  to en sur " 

that   these  factors receive  duo   weight,   Lt must   .îx.«rcise  f;ome   form of  control, 

either directly through  a  "licence  to  build"  or   indirectly  through various 

forms  of financial   incentive   or   penalty.   With   a   governmental   organ i-at i on, 

on  the  other hand,  the danger   is  that  the economic   factors may  be und.-r- 

emphasized  since such organizations are   frequently   free   from  the ultimate 

financial  accountability   to  which private commercial   org.anizat ions are 

subject. 

In  the  subsequent  sections  of this chapter   factors  affecting location 

are   identified and discussed,   first  at national   level   and  then at  regional 

level.  At   the national  level,   the  discussion  is   primarily concerned with 

an  evaluation of the economic   factors  involved;     on  proceeding to the 

regional   level,  the interplay  of  economic and  political   forces assumes greater 

significance.  Finally, the  possibilities and advantages of regional  co-operation 

are presented for    five regions:   Central America and  the  Caribbean;  West Africa; 

East  Afritta;  West Asia;  and South-East Asia. 

Principles of  factory location 

Factors involved 

It was stated above that site  selection affects  the cost of both building 

and operating the factory,   as well as the cost  of  supplying the fertilizer  to  the 

farmer:  it affects capital  costs,  production costs,  and distribution costs. 

J Guidelines for   Project  Evaluation. UNIDO 1972.   ID/SEf./ri/2 
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The factors which cause these effects are: 

- Transport: availability and cost, raw materials and markets 
- Utilities: availability and cost of electric power and water 
- Effluent disposal 
- Nature of site 
- Labour 
- Infrastructure:  housing,   roads,   railways,   «te. 

Other classifications are possible.  Many authorities  list separately 

the   location of raw materials  and that   of markets,   which are  covered above 

under "transport".  The availability of transport,  electric power, water, 

and  effluent   disposal   systems  could   legitimately be   included   in  infrastructure; 

they  are   listed separately above  owing to their importance. 

Capital   costs 

A   distinction has  to  lie  drawn   between  tho  effect   of these factors 

on  capital   costs and their effect  on  production and   distribution costs. 

The   latter costs enter directly  into  the  selling price of the  fertilizer, 

whereas  capital   costs  enter only  indirectly and to  an  extent  determined 

by  company  policy.  At   the  low capital   charges   (iH  \/\  per cent)  used  in Tables  1 

and  2  of   Chapter  III,   the  difference   in  capital  costs  from one site  to 

another  could easily   lead to 2 - 4  ¡><:ï  cent  aift'erwicn   in  the cost  of nitro- 

genous   fertilizers,  and  1V - 2  per cent   in the  cost   of phosphatic  fertilizers. 

At  more  normal   capital   charges  2'j -  30 per cent,  the   cost   differences would 

be   } -  |j  per cent  and 2-3 per cent   respectively.     These  differences are 

significant  and emphasise the need for  careful  site   selection. 

The  factors which affect  capital  co. ts are:  tht  choice  between a new 

and a developed cite;  the  cost  of making road and rail  connections to the 

site;  the availability and reliability of power and water supplies and effluent 

disposal  systems;  the  cost of transporting equipment  to the  site;  and the 

suitability of the site  for building operations. 

The  choice between a developed site and a new site  is one which arises 

more  frequently in developed than in developing countries.  However, when it 

does arise, very thorough investigation is necessary    because such features 

as the availability of road and rail  connections, the existence of internal 
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roads,  offices,  workshops,  and the presence of water and power supplies 

make a developed site much  cheaper.   It   is unlikely that  a developed site 

will  be   in the   ideal   pojition with  respect  to  raw material  supplies and markets. 

However,   slice  the  capital   costs of a developed  site  can  be as much as    PO per 

cent   lower than those  of a new site,   considerable  extra transport  costs can 

be borne. 

A   large   fertilizer factory will  produce up  to 0.5 million tons of 

fertilizers a year and will   bring  in    0."> -  1.0 million tons of raw materials. 

It must  therefore have good  road and rail  connections  to an adequate  and 

reliable  rail  and road network.  The  cost  of connecting the  factory to  such 

networks will   depend on the  distance of the  site   from  the network  and the 

nature  of the  ground  to be  traversed.  This  cost   can  be  quite   large,   ard   it   is 

usually necessary to   select   a site not more  than  a few kilometres  from  the 

nearest  adequate road or railway. 

Reliable  power and water supplies are  essential  to  the satisfactory 

operation of a fertilizer factory.  A large  factory will  have a power demand 

of 10 - 20 mW.     This  can be  obtained    from an outside  supplier or generated 

in the  factory.  The trend in developing countries     is  for power to  be  generated 

on site,   thus making the factory  independent of outside  supplies.  Although 

this will   increase capital  costs,   it will  normally have  little effect  on 

total production costs because  it   is usually possible  to generate power 

at a cost  comparable with that of outside  supplies.   Independent generation 

is    almost always preferable where a long supply  line would have to be 

installed. The availability or lack of external  power supplies is not  usually 

a major determining factor in the  selection of a site. 

The supply of water is a different matter.  Fertilizer factories 

are large consumers of water (see under "Water",   Chapter IV) and it  is 

essential that they be located reasonably close to water supplies of satisfactory 

quality.  The  ideal site would be near   to a river, where w; ter can be pumped 

through coolers back to the    river, thus saving the cost of cooling towers. 

Such sites    ?.re rarely available: more usually, water is taken from public 

supplies or specially pumped from nearby rivers or lakes. Occasionally, 

supplies may be obtained from wells sunk on site. 
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The disposal of gaseous,  liquid,  or solid wastes may present 

difficult problems and,   in extreme  cases,   rule  out  certain sites altogether. 

Gaseous effluents can usually be made innocuous  by suitable treatment; 

however,  if particularly  stringent   standards are applied in populaxed arfas, 

capital   costs will  be  increased.   Liquid effluents  are more difficult,  and 

often more     expensive,   to handle  since  ultimately  they must   bo discharged 

into a large  body of water.   The cost  of treatment  before discharge  depends 

upon the  concentration of pollutants and  the  ratio of the volume  discharged 

to the volume of the  recipient water.  On  some  sites, the discharge of  liquid 

effluents may not be permitted.  In  such a situation,  the plant must   be  so 

designed that   liquid effluents are   reduced to  a minimum prior to  their 

disposal  on   site or purification and  recycling,   with consequent   increases 

in  capital   costs.   Solid wastes are   usually disposed of mor<'  easily,   as   long 

as adequate  dumping grounds are available,   preferably on site.   3oiid wastes 

are not normally produced on nitrogenous  fertilizer plants,  except  when  coal 

is used as  a. raw material. A large  coal-ba;;ed plant would produce   100,000 - 

250,000 tons  of ash a year,  the quantity depending on  the ash  content  of the 

coal.  Phosphate  fertilizer factories produce   large amounts of  by-product 

gypsum,  about  two tons  for every ton of concentrated phosphate  fertilizer. 

A  large factory would,  therefore,  produce about  one million tona a year.  This 

is normally  transported as slurry to the  dumping ground, which must   be  close 

at hand, whereafter the water is drained off and  recirculated.  Special 

precautions may be required to prevent  the  contamination of adjacent  land 

by fluorides.  Phosphate factories,   therefore,   require  large dumping     grounds 

on or close  to the  factory site,  and which are  free from objection on 

environmental grounds. 

The cost of transporting equipment to the site may be a significant 

item in total capital  costs.  In developing countries, 80 per cent or more 

of the equipment will  come from ovorseas and the cost of moving it  to 

a site remote from the port of entry may be appreciable.  If there  is a limitation 

on the size of individual  items that  oan be shipped by rail or road,  it may 

'prove necessary to transport major véasele in two parts and to weld them 

together on site, or to use two smaller vessels  in place of one large one. 

Illese   expedients increaaecapital  ooets. 
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The qualities of a fpoá  building site are obvious.   It  should   be  level, 

have  ßooü load—bearing properties arid  be free  from  abnormal occurences, 

r.uch a:-  floods,   earth  tremors  or vr>ry hi^h winds.   The  disadvantages mont 

commonly experienced are  the necessity  for levelling,   hack-fillinp or 

-ling,  and  the   obstruction of  access  by major  roads or railways. 

In summary  and assuming that  a developed  site   la not  available,   the 

ideal  minimum-cost  site   is clone  to  »xisting nad  and  rail  Systems, 

as well  as to water supplies;   it   ir,  not  subject  t'»   unusually stringent 

effluent standards;  it has reasonable  facilities  for the disposai  of liquid 

and  solid wastes}   it does not   entail   excessive  equipment  transport  costs; 

it   is level and has good load-bearing properties.   Such a site will not  often 

be  found;  usually  it is necessary to  strike a balance between variouB 

advantages and  disadvantages which,   in oraer to compare different  sites, 

should be set  out   in terms of the extra capital  costs entailed. 

Production and distribution costs 

The most   important  factor   is transport  costs.   Other factors are  important: 

the  cost of road and rail  connections;  the strength or weakness of the 

infrastructure;  the problems of effluent disposal;   and the availability of 

water. However-   under normal  circumstances, none has  so decisive an influence 

as transport  costr. A large modern  factory will  produce O.5 million tons of 

fertilizer a year and consume 0.5-1.0 million    tons of raw materials. 

Transport costa are therefore a major item in fertilizer costs.   Differences 

in    transport   costs between one  site and another frequently outweigh all 

other cost differences, and the  location of a fertilizer factory is often deter- 

mined by transport cost6. 

The ease with which raw materials can be transported and stored varies 

according to the nature of the raw material.  Solids, such as phosphate rook, 

sulphur or coal,  can be transported in standard rail or road vehicles and 

present no problems. Liquids,  such a naphtia,  fuel oil or ammonia, require 

special vehicles which are used    exclusively for one material,  and specially 

designed storage tanks are needed.  Gases, such as natural gas,  can be 

transported only hy pipeline     and their storage  is not normally economic. 

Hater is also transported by pipellme,    but  is relatively easily stored. 
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In this discussion,  the term "transport  costs"  is given a wide interpretation. 

It covers the  cost of operating a natural  ga3,  oil or water pipe-linef 

as well  as of effluent or waste removal:  all  the  costs of transporting 

raw materials and supplies  from their point of origin to the site,  and of moving 

products and by-products  from the site to their point  of consumption or 

disposal. 

In discussing the  influence of transport  costs on  location,   some 

authorities &  have placed much emphasis on the  "weight  ratio"  of the processi 

the weight  of raw materials  used per ton of product.   It   is argued that  if the 

ratio  is greater than unity,  the plant  should be  located close  to the source 

or port of entry of the  raw materials.   If the  ratio  is  less than unity, 

the piar     should be  located close to  its m¿*rkets.  The  greater the deviation   from 

unity,  the more  important   it   is that the plant  should be close  to  ita raw 

materials  (ratio> l) or  its markets  (ratio<l).  Weight  ratios  from some 

typical products and processes are given  below : 

Weight  ratios for typical products and processes 

Raw materials 

Product s 
Naphtha Fuel  oil               Goals Phosphate 

rock/sulphur 

Urea 0.5 0.6                        1.9 

Afflffl. nitrate 0.4 0.45                      1*4 

Anm.  sulphate 0.5 0.55                      1.1 

Aim. phosphate 2.2. 

Triple superphoB. 1.9 

Single superphoB. 0.85 

The table clearly shows why coal-based nitrogenous fertilizer planta 

are looated close to the coalfield.  It also explains the ¿rowing tendency 

2/   UNIDO Fertilizer Manual,  Chapter XVII, pa«e 1?4  (1967). 
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among phosphate rock producers to engage  in the manufactur of concentrated 

phosphate  fertilizers.  The  table also shows why this  development  did 

not take place until  processes and markete for  concentrated phosphates 

had been established:  with  single superphosphate,  the   balance   is 

slightly  in favour of locating plants close to  their markets. 

The table also suggestn  that  oil-based nitrogenous   fertilizer plants 

should be  close to their markets.  Thin   implication  r.hould  be  treat"d  with 

reserve  for two reasons.   First,   if coal  were  used on  the:;» plants   for 

power and  steam generation,   the weight  ratio would be much nearer unity. 

Secondly,   the weight   ratio   contains a fundamental     weakness  at;   ,u, 

index of transport  costa,   since   it assumes-  that   transport  costs  per 

ton-mile  are the  same   for  all materials:   this   in  certainly not   true. 

Transport  naphtfoaor  fuel   oil  by  road or  rail   requirr-n   special   tank 

wagons which must bo  used  exclusively for this     "äff ic, making return  loads 

imppsBible.   Bagged fertilizers,  and por sibly  bulk  fertilizers  as well,  ran 

be carried   in general-purpose wagons for which   return   loads may  he  available. 

Consequently,  the road or  rail  transport  costs  per ton-mile  for naphtha 

and fuel oil  are much higher than for fertilizers.   It  may be  possible 

to reduce  the cost of transporting naphtha or fuel oil  by using a 

pipeline.  The cost and  feasibility of a pipeline depends upon  the naphtha 

or fuel oil  consumption  and  the nature of the  ground to be traversed. 

For large  factories,  pipeline transport may be  cheaper,   it  is  certainly 

auch more convenient. 

The weight-ratio principle could be more appropriately    expressed as 

the following tranBport-cost-ratio principle»  "If the  cost per mile of 

bringing to the factory the raw materials and supplies needed to make 

one ton    of product is greater than   the cost  per mile of delivering one ton 

of product  to the market,   the factory should be  located close to its raw 

•ateríale.   If it is less,  the factory should be  located close to its 

aarket." 

The only way to compare transport costs for different sites  is to obtain 

quotations for the different classes of traffic and the various methods 

of transport,  including,  where relevant,  the cost of transporting gas, oil 

and water by pipeline, on the basis of which total transport  charges 

can be estimated. The weight-ratio is   a useful general gold«, particularly whan 

raw aat erial s and products fall  into tie same transport  category; however, 
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it  is no  substitute for a detailed cost  comparison   for specific sites. 

The  influence of power arid  water supplies as well   as  of effluent 

or waste  disposal  has been   considered above   (nee "Capital  costs")   arid 

little  romaine  to be added.   Ir   deciding whether,  on   a particular  site, 

to generate  power or to  rely  on  external   supplies,   the  probable  frequency 

of power  failures and the   frequency  and magnitude  of voltage  surges should 

be determined  iron* pant  recordB.   In  respect  of water supplies,  the 

quality of available supplies;   should  be  considered,   since this determines 

the  cost   of  treatment  both   for  boiler-feed  and cooling water.  Attention 

should Also   be  paid to the   neuronal  variations in  the flow of water 

sources or effluent recipients  since these may limit the water Bupply 

or the    permissible quantity  of effluent. 

The  fertilizer industry  IG   capital-intensive rather than  labour- 

intensive;   labour and management  costs rarely amount to more than 

10 per cent  of production  costs.  However,   the cost   of labour  is not a 

valid indication of its  importance.  Output  lost due   to operating faults 

or unsatisfactory maintenance may seriously  increase costs and make 

production targets unattainable.   In most  developing   countries and on 

most sites, extensive labour  training is necessary,   both before and after 

the start-up of the factory.   The availability of skilled people may 

vary from site to site,   but   it  is improbable that  the cost of trainine will 

differ markedly from one  site  to another.  The same   cannot  be  said of 

housing costs.   In remote    areas,   it may be necessary to provide a 

complete housing estate with  shops and recreation  facilities, and the 

capital  and maintenance costs    may be    considerable. 

Various  it^ms normally covered by the term "infrastructure" have 

already been touched upon above: the road and rail   system, the existence 

and reliability of   power and water supplies, the availability of 

labour,  and housing.  In  its  broadest  sense, the tern is used to denote the 

non-productive capital equipment and services that   are available to maintain 

the life of a community.   It   covers transport and commun i cat ions,  power 

and water supplies, waste disposal, housing,    shopping and other commercial 

and recreational facilities,   educational  institutions    etc.  Prom the point 

of view of selecting a site  for a major industrial   enterprise,  infrastructure 

is important  for both strictly practical and also «ore general    reasons. 

4 
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The   adequacy and reliability  of transport  and  comburi i cat, imi:;  are  of 

major importance.  The   rotular,   prompt   delivery of  raw mat- rial ;,   Loira; 

and  other  supplies,  arni  removal  of  the  product   an-   o:;-.' 

.and   continuous opération of  the  factory.   fromm, 

importance   in  the  conttrurt ion  of  tho  factor;/.   '>- 

ment  to the  r.ite may  w»ll   lead to  very  coni l.y   n 

construction. 
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source of   labour and  of mar /   of the miscellaneour;     ."unotieo  and   services 

which the  factory requires,   thus helping to  integrate  the  factory  into the 

life    of the  local  community.   Perhaps the most  important  advantage,  however, 

is  that  it  enables factory employees to  live a much fuller and more varied 

social life than they could as members  of an  isolated  factory community. 

This  leads to a socially healthier community, which,   in the  long  term,   is 

•or« efficient. 

"TCie influence of the  local  infrastructure on the selection of a 

»ite  is not readily quantifiable.  However,   it  is  impOi-tant  and may on 

occasion    be decisive,  usually owing to the  lack of adequate transport. 

ThB following quotation from a publication issued as early as 1969 under- 

scores the importance of an adequate infrastructure. 

4 
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"In developing countries the lack of suitable infrastructure lies 

at the root of delays in implementing projects. Farmers in a certain 

area may be taught how to increase crop yieldo substantially by the use 

of fertilizer only to find at harvest time that crops cannot be noved 

fast enough to the market because of inadequate roads or freight facilities. 

It does not suffice, therefore, to import machinery and up-to-date processes 

if the supporting infrastructure is lacking. 

It would seem desirable to relate the growth of industrialization to 

the growth of infrastructure. In some developing countries a single 

superphosphate plant may be all the industrialization that the infrastructure 

can support. In others the infrastructure may be advanced enough to support a 

modern ammonia plant." ^ 

The process of site selecti on 

The amount of time and effort required to select a site obviously dependB 

on the number of sites chosen for detailed comparison. This is much less than 

might at first be expected since the choice of sites is usually quite 

restricted. 

If a factory has to compete with other manufacturers or imports, the 

areas in which it can operate economically may be few and fairly clearly 

defined. The factory must be reasonably close to its raw materials and/or 

its markets - a coalfield several hundred miles from a large fertilizer 

•arket is not likely to be a suitable source of raw material for fertilizer 

Manufacture. Por reasons of national policy, Government may specify the area 

in which the plant must be built. It must be within reasonable distance of 

an adequate water supply and close to a road and/or rail system, and the cost of 

connecting it to that system must not be excessive. The site itself must be 

suitable for building operations. Factors such as these usually determine the 

area in which the factory can be built and reduce the number of possible 

sites to two or three. Only when this process of elimination has been 

completed, can the detailed comparison of sites begin. 

y  Factors Inhibiting the Indigenous Growth of the Fertilizer Industry 
in Developing Countries, page 9t UNIDO 1969 ID/13. 
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It  is    useful   to distinguish three  stages  in  this process.  In  the 

first   stage,   competition,  the   location of markets and   raw materials,   and 

government  policy  combine to  define  the general area. In the  second  stage, 

the need for a  site  close to watT  ¡.supplies and to  a  satisfactory transport 

system, and which   is also suitable   for  building,   leadr,  to  the   identification 

of two or three   sites in the  general   area selected   in   the  first stage.   In  the 

third stage,   a detailed cost   comparison of the  sites   IB made  to enable 

the  cheapest   and most  suitable  site   to  be  identified. 

Tiie first   stage  is general,  whereas the  second  and  third stages  are 

specific. The  initial  stage  takes the  form of a general  survey which 

can  be carried out  from an office desk,  provided that  the necessary   information 

Ì8 available.   The  subsequent   stages  require  detailed   investigation  and 

analysis, and mich field work  is  involved.  The distinction  between the  first 

and second stages  is most  relevant   in complex situations where considerable 

competition and well-established  fertilizer  industry aiready exist. 

Factory  location and fertilizer industry planning 

The technical  and economic  factors governing location were discussed 

above  in general  terms,  basically  in the context of deciding the location 

of a single  fertilizer    factory.   If the context  is widened  to cover the 

planning of the  fertilizer industry as a whole,  including the possibilities 

and risks of  international and regional co-operation,   the  foregoing discussion 

is  Btill  relevant   because the  basic  economic factors affecting location  still 

apply, while  fresh possibilities are  introduced and  important non-economic 

considerations arise.  The questions of location in  this wider context  are 

considered below.  Such consideration  is important  because,   if a reasonable 

degree of international or regional  co-operation car  be achieved,   large 

savings in both capital and production costs are possible. 

In recent years the rate of growth of the fertilizer  industry  in developing 

countries has    markedly increased.  Prom I965 - 1970,   the annual production of 

fertilizer nutrients in these countries increased oy  }.5 million tons, 

fro« 1970 - 1975  by 6.5 million tons, and fro« 1975 - I98O    it is expected 

to increase by more than 14 million tons (Chapter II,  Tables 1 and 7)* 
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Initially,  this expansion was undertaken  in order to  reduce the large 

expenditure of  foreign currency on fertilizer imports,   to  use indigenous 

raw materials,   and to  develop an industrial  structure.   In  the early  1970's 

considerable   impetus was given to this expansion by the  serious instability of 

the world  fertilizer market.   In mid-1972,   urea wan available on world 

markets at  an  £o.tkPnce of  t¥) a ton.   By  the end of  1974,   this price  had 

risen to about   S VjO a  ton,   and supplies  were difficult   to  obtain.  [Similar 

price  rises were experienced for phosphate   fertilizers   in   197%  Prices  have 

now fallen to  more  reasonable levels,   but   the  bitter experience of many 

developing countries  over this period has  strengthened   their determination 

to obtain much more  control over the  availability and price of fertilizers 

through the  development  of  their own   fertilizer  indust   ies.   It  is probable 

that  the main   cause  of the   instability of the world  fertilizer market,   which 

is common to  other world market commodities,   is a lack of  balance    between 

supply and demand.  When supply exceeds  demand, prices    are  low and the   return 

ed capitali» iœufficient to encourage   investment.   In due  course dt.mand, 

which  increases at  about 7  per cent  a year,  catches up with, and surpasses, 

supply.  Prices ris«  sharply and investment   is encouraged.   In about  three 

years,  the new capacity comes on stream,   supply is in excess of demand,  and the 

cycle  begins  again. 

Decreasing the dependence of developing countries on the world market 

will obviouB1/ mitigate the effects this  cycle his on  their economies. 

However,  a numbei  of developing countries  lack either the market or the  raw 

materials to   justify the establishment  of a viable fertilizer industry,  and 

they must continue to  rely on outside  sources for their  fertilizers.   Por 

those countries which have  the market  but  lack the raw materials,  the  goal 

of national  self-sufficiency in production would,  in  some  cases,  be 

prohibitively  expensive.   It  is also  likely to lead to a world surplus of 

production capacity which  in turn would depress fertilizer prices,  thus 

perpetuating the instability of the world market and preventing the rational 

development of the fertilizer industry. 

1 
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Regional planning 

If the  fertilizer market   is  to be  stabilized and the   rational  and 

economic development of the  fertilizer  industry  is to  be   secured between 

developed  and developing countries as well  as among thf»  developing countries 

themselves,   some   international   co-operation   in the establishment  and   location 

of  fertilizer factories  is  essential:  fertilizer planning on an  lntrrnational 

scale   is  required.   The difficulties of obtaining    at  a global   level   the 

co-operation which  planning requires are   formidable,   but   at   the  regional 

or  subregional   level,  the  possibilities;  are   real  and  the   rewards considerable. 

The  aims of  fertilizer  industry    planning are to  effect a more   rational 

distribution of manufacturing capacity,   thereby providing an assured 

supply of  fertilizers at  minimum cost,   and     contributing stable prices, 

and   to locate manufacturing capacity as  widely as possible   consistent 

with these  aims. 

The  savings  which  it   secures are obtained  b.r maximum  exploitation of 

the  economies of  scale:   by establishing a  limited number of  large  plants 

in  optimum   locations rather than numerous  smaller plants   in each country 

involved,   and by   locating the  plants so  as  to minimize  total  transport  c^ets 

for  raw materials  and products.   The potential   benefits of  co-operation are 

obvious,   but quantitative  data  are hard  to  come by.  A   recent  study  conducted 

by   the International Fertilizer  Development   Centre  (IFDC)   , in co-operation 

with the World  Bank,of the  benefits of  co-operation among the    ASEAN  nations 

(Indonesia,  Malaysia,  the  Philippines,   Singapore and Thailand)   if   particularly 

interesting. *    In  the  study estimates  are made of the  capital,  production and 

transport   costs of supplying the fertilizer requirements  of the ASEAN group 

up to 1985,  and various assumptions are made about the extent of c -»-operation 

among the member  countries. 

The extent  of co-operation affects the number,  size  and location of the 

plants needed to meet the demand envisaged  in  198%   In the  first  case 

(X  in the  table  below),   it  is assumed that no constraints  are placed on the 

size or  location  of plants by  considerations of national   self-sufficiency. 

Moreover, the number, size and  location are  fixed to given minimum total 

production cost     for the  area as a whole.   In the second  case ('/ in  the table 

below),   it  is assumed that  each  country  in the group  requires that manufacturing 

4/ The Potential  for Regional  Co-operation in Fertilizer - the ASEAN Group. 
International  Fertilizer Development   Centre. January  1976. 
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capacity  for at  least  73 per cent  of its nitrogen fertilizer consumption 

be  located in its own territory.  This will,   of course,   increase    production costs 

and fertilizer prices   for the  area a.-, a whole.     Tn  the  third  cane 

(Z  in the  table  below)   it  is assumed that  there  is no   co-operation  in   fertilizer 

manufacture and that   each country producer,   in  its own   territory all   the 

nitrogen and phosphate  fertilizers that   it   consumes.   This naturally    pives 

the maximum production cost   for  the  area.   In  each case   total  annual  production 

is  the  same:   '¿.¿A million tons  H,  O.i'J million tons   P ,0     md O./jy    million tons K?0. 

Effect of regional  co- >De rat ion on capital and production   cost:; 

Case Gap it il Annua L production and   transport   costs 

Million« US$ (iy75  basis) 

Capital 
cltinges Import 

Domestic 
t!iw Mat. 

¡joa 
Operating     trans. Total 

xV 1440 200 193 68 202                Ì0 693 

YV 1313 21} 251 64 213               22 76} 

¿1 1350 216 285 54 217                18 790 

Source:    Extracted from IPDC report "The Potential   for Regional  Co-operation in 
Fertilizer - the ASEAN Group,  Table 2. 

a/      Plant  location  selected to  give minimum cost; 

b/      Each country produces at   least 73 per cent  of its N  fertilizer 
requirements; 

ç/      Each country produces all   its own N and P?0    fertilizer 
requirements. 

It  is obvious that the financial benefits of co-operation are considerable. 

If the two extreme cases are    considered,  X with complete co-operation and Z with 

no co-operation, case X reduces capital costs by $110 million,  approximately 

7 per cent, and the savings in total operating and transport  costs are 

$100 million a year,,  approximately 13 per cent.  Even the limited extent of 
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co-operation  in case Y,  with a minimum of 7b  oer  cent   self-sul'f ìci-ncy   in 

nitrqfTt« fertilizers,  waves S71) million  (•)  per cent)   in capital  and $70 million, 

a year  (10 pr-r cent)   in  production costa.   A   recettori  of   10 -   I «, ¡.er cent   m 

the delivered cost  of  fertiliser  i:.: equivalent   to   $¿0 - ¿l) a ton of urea.   Tri:, 

is a major saving and will    load to  -1   greater UJ<:  of  fertilizer:-,   tri  tri"  r .,-îion, 

with a consequent   increase   in crop yields. 

It  should be  not :d   that   thene   benefits   are   obtain« :i   m  .ui   tre . not 

particularly well  endowed with  raw material:-..   The   r«.'gion  ha:-  •if¿<'^a¡.t(>  supplì• ., 

of natural   gas  for nitrogen   fert ili -AT.; ,   but   practically  no   -h   snhtt«'   on.., 

at  present,   no potash.   It.   better endowed  regions,   even  <r«Mi.er savinr-;  should 

be possible.  This   IKD''     ' udy   is   importait  and  encouraging,   bul   i '•   is r,>.o-;t 

desirable  that  similar studies  be  undertaKen   for  other  region.-.   , o  tiiat    i 

reliable  body of data on  the  concrete  advantages  of   international   co-operation 

can  be    made available. 

Co-operation  at  this   level  has,   of cour.«,   other adv.mt ig •:,.   It  achieves 

a significant  expansion  of  intra-regional   trade.   It   will   encourag"  the 

flow  into  the  region  of private  and  institutional   capital   for  fertiliser 

mamifacture,  thus  simplifying the  task, of  financing   fertilizer 

expansion.   Plants  established under co-operative  planned development may  all 

be publicly-owned,   but     this  is not  an  essential   part  of the  scheme. 

Intergovernmental  agreements on  raw material     supplies and  fertilizer sales 

as well as the requisite  freedom of  intra-regional   trade  in  fertilizers will 

give  private capital  an assurance which  is  often   lacking.   International 

co-operation will  also  strengthen bargaining capacity  in  the acquisition of 

foreign technology.   If  it  is associated with the  establishment  of a regional 

information research and training centre,   it  will  provide a valuable  service 

to the region. This will   lead to more  informed action on fertilizer problems 

and,in due  course,  provide that    body    of    trained and experienced people 

which  is essential  to  industrial  and agricultural  development. 

However,  it  is probable that  the most   important  advantage,   second only 

to the financial benefits,     is the experience of corporate planning which 

regional co—operation provides. Furthermore,   institutions are set up through 

which international co—operatior can be developed and its problems haiwered 
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out in open  discussion.  Once experience  has  been  gained,  a working method 

developed  and a co-operative  spirit  established,   co-operation will  be 

facilitated   in other  industries of common   interest. 

The   financial  advantages of   international   or   intra-regional   co-operation 

are  large,   and the   less  tangible  benefits  also  considerable.   However, 

co-operation on  these   scales  presents  problem« which have to  be   considered 

in any realistic assessment.   It  requires   joint   agreement  on plant   location, 

based on  economic criteria,  with  the   implied willingness  to depend on 

regional   rather than  national   production  facilities   for a large  part  of 

national   requirements.   It   calls  for  joint   evaluation of national  and  regional 

demand since  fertilizer  factories  are  planned  to  me»»t  demand  some ten years 

hence.   If  the  estimates  are  too high,   production   costs will   increase unless 

additional   "xport  mancets  can   be  found.   Free  trade   in   fertilizer  raw 

materials  and products  would  Le  required,   if the  most  economic   locations are 

to  be selected.   Regional   co-operation   implies agreement  on the  sharing and 

timing of each  country's  contribution  to  the  investment,  as well   as on   long- 

term supply contracts   for  stated  amounts  of  fertilizers at  agreed  prices.  These 

contracts would have   to   include provision«  for price  reviews   in  order to meet 

changes  in   raw material  and other  costs,   and penalty  clauses would  be    needed 

in the event  of  failure   to  supply or accept  supplies when available.   Co-operation 

would also   be  required   in  shipping and/or  internal   transport  arrangements.^ 

Provision   for the   review of contractual  arrangements    pertaining to  such 

matters as   financing,   product  sharing,   product  prices,   free  trade and  shipping, 

is essential,   if the  agreements are  to  cope with   changing economic conditions 

and unforeseen circumstances.  The  purpose of these  agreements  is to  secure an 

equitable  sharing of the  responsibilities and  benefits of regional  co-operation: 

changing circumstances,  however,  may make .an equitable agreement   inequitable. 

The  essential  factors are the vrll  to co-operate and the desire  for 

justice.   Given these  factors,  the  stresses to which the agreements may be 

subjected as a result  of low world fertilizer prices or failure of regional 

supply,  for example,  can  be overcome.   If the will  to co-operate  is weak or 

if one party decides to pursue a temporary national  advantage,  no agreement 

will survive. 

¿/    Regional  Co-operation  in  Chemical  Fertilizer,  UNIDO/ESCAP,   February 1976. 
DP/CFPD/3 
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The principal risks that  Governments face  in entering into regional 

co-operation agreements   ire that  changez;  in Governments or political systems 

in the region may  lead to  a repudiation of the  agreements.   If  the    agreement:-. 

are clearly beneficial to all  signatories and if they are     flexible enough 

to meet    genuine  difficulties   this  risk    is appreciably reduced.   The    risks 

obviously  increase as the number of participant   countries   increases, 

though the  effects of individual   repudiation  are  diminished.   It   is  for  this. 

reason that  large-scale   international   agreements are  so difficult  to conclude. 

If the mutual trust  and  confidence which are  needed  for regional   agreements are 

lacking,  the possibility of bi-lateral  or tri-latoral   co-onori..tion  should 

be  explored.   It  is   improbable   that  this will  yield    as great   benefits as 

regional  co-operation,  tut  they may  still  be  considerable  and  the  risks 

are greatly reduced. 

However,   there  is  clear evidence  on the   international   scene  that  developing 

countries are  beginning fo appreciate the advantages of incre¿tsed co-operation 

among themselves, not  only with  respect to the deliberations  arid operations 

of international  institutions, but also  in their relations  and negotiations 

with developed countries.   If  this co-operation can  be developed to a point 

at which regional planning of the fertilizer  industry becomes a    practical 

proposition, a significant  step  forward will  have been taken towards ensuring 

an adequate supply of food for the world's growing population. 

Analysis of five regions 

Five regional groupings were selected to illustrate the possibilities for 

regional co-operation in the production and distribution of fertilizers. 

Data on population, fertilizer consumption,  fertilizer production and 

occurrence of fertilizer raw materials in the five regions are given in 

Tables 1 - 5. 

South-East Asia.  The region includes ten countries in the triangle: Burma - 

Indonesia - the Philippines. 

Population    1975 347.6   million 

Population    2000 634.8   million 
(thousand tons) 

TO/74 N        P2O5       K2O 

Fertilizer consumption 496 227 222 

Fertilizer production 245 115 nil 
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The  region has good supplies of natural  gas and oil  refinery products 

in several  countries for the production  of nitrogen fertilizer. The only 

phosphate  rock reserves are  in Vietnam;  the only source of sulphur is  from 

copper smelters in the Philippines}  and the  large reserves of potash  in 

Thailand and Laos have never been developed. 

Clearly,  the production of all three nutrients can  be developed  further 

in the region despite the uncertainty of phosphate rock supplies from Vietnam. 

The  supply of sulphur    in the Philippines  is probably not  large enough to 

permit  self-sufficiency in phosphate fertilizer in the  region. 

An  import, nt  study on this region entitled "The Potential of Regional 

Co-operation in Fertilizer - The ASEAN  Group",  was published by the 

International Fertilizer Development  Center in January  1976.  The report.however, 

includes only five Asian countries:  Indonesia,  Malaysia,  the Philippines,  Singapore 

and Thailand.  The analysis gives a distorted picture of economic relationships 

of the  fertilizer sector in South-East Asia since it  fails to  cons der 

Brunei,  Burma,   Cambodia,  Laos and,  in particular, Vietnam. 

West Asia.  The region comprises  16    countries  in the triangle:  Turkey - Iran - 

Yemen. 

Population    1975 

Population    2000 

197.V74 
Fertilizer consumption 

Fertilizer production 

The region has    adequate reserves of all raw materials needed to meet 

all its fertilizer needs for many years. 

In 1973/74 the region was approximately balanced in nitrogen fertilizer 

but new capacity under construction in Iran,  Iraq, Qater, Syria and Turkey 

will make the region a surplus nitrogen producer in the near future. Additional 

nitrogen capacity is also being planned in Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia 

and the United Arab Qnirates. 

120.5 million 

239.7 million 

(thousand tons) 

N 'A     "2°- 
760 465     44 

711 253    515 
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165.9 million 

338.2 million 

(thousand t ons) 

N P2°5. 

56 

K20 

84 55 

18 27 263 

Phosphate fertilizer capacity should be  expanded to meet  the region»s 

needs.  Potash consumption io very small,  but will undoubtedly increase  in the 

future.   In the meantime,  surplus potash will  be exported to Europe,  Africa 

and South-Kast Asia. 

West Africa.    The region comprises 26 countries extending from Mauritania 

to Angola on the wast  coast of Africa.  Zambia is included in both the 

West Africa and East Africa regions since  it  has railway connections with 

both coasts. 

Population    1975 

Population    2000 

127JZH 
Fertilizer consumption 

Fertilizer production 

The region has all  raw materials,  except  sulphur, needed to meet  its 

fertilizer needs.  Sulphur could be supplied by developing further the cofper 

smelters in Zaïre and Äarobia,  and possibly  Dy  •.;' acting sulphur from natural 

gas  in Angola,  Gabon and Nigeria. 

Consumption of all nutrients was far below that required <o provide adequate 

food for 166 million people in 1975»  and fertilizer consumption wil'   ¡we to 

increase greatly during the next decades in order to feed 338 million peopl 

in the year 2000. 

An excellent opportunity exists for a large nitrogen fertilizer plant 

located in Nigeria,  Gabon or Angola to supply the entire Wer dicati region. 

Phosphate fertilizer production should be expanded in Senegas and initiated 

in other    court ries with phosphate rock reserves, even if only single 

Buperphosphate is produced for local consumption. 

Potash production in the Republic of Congo would be enough to meet the 

region's needs for many years, were it not for the fact that most of it is 

currently exported to Europe. 
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114.0 million 

239.1 million 

(thousand ;ons) 

M P2°ì 

113 

K20 

180 69 

74 60 nil 

East Africa. The region comprises 13 independent states and one dependency 

(Riunion) extending from Ethiopia to Mozambique on che east coast of Africa. 

Population 1975 

Population 2000 

1973/74 

Fertilizer consumption 

Fertilizer production 

The  region has little natural gas  (only  in Mozambique,  as yet undeveloped), 

but the numerous oil refineries could 3upply naphtha or fuel oil  as  feedstock 

for the production of nitrogen fertilizer. Furthermpre,  coal is available 

in Rhodesia and Zambia. 

The only regional source of phosphate rock is in Uganda, but this might 

not be enough to meet the region,8 entire phosphate  fertilizer requirements, 

even if transportation problems could be overcome. Moreover, the region has 

no sulphur supplies. The only regional aource of potash,which has never 

been developed« is in Ethiopia. 

Central America/ Caribbean region.    The region comprises 20 independent 

countries and sia   dependencies    in Central America, the northern sector of 

South America and the Caribbean. Mexico has not been included in this region 

because its large nitrogen fertilizer production will be almost entirely 

consumed on the domestic market, although phosphoric acid will remain a surplus 

product  and thus be exported. 

Population    1975 

Population    2000 

1973/74 
Fertilizer consumption 

Fertiliser production 

87.9    million 

162.2    million 

(thousand tons) 

K20 

291 

nil 
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The region is well-supplied with natural gas and oil refinery products 

as feedstocks for nitrogen fertilizer production. Production should be 

expanded no that  the region becomes self-sufficient  in nitrogen fertilizer, 

which could also  be exported from Venezuela,  and Trinidad and Tobago. 

The region does not  have adequate phosphate rock nor sulphur to meet 

the region,s phosphate fertilizer needs. Nevertheless,  phosphate fertilizer 

production should be expanded to meet a larger share of the region's needB 

by*importing phosphate rock from the United States and/or West Africa, 

and sulphur from the United States and/or Mexico.  The region has no potash 

reserves and will have to continue to import potash. 
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Ghapter VI 

MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 

lilt roduct ion 

Elsewhere in this study, the following estimates are given of expected 

world fertilizer consumption (in millions of tons of NPK): 

1980     2000 

Developing countries     34     110 

Developed countries      88     197 

122     307 

Attention is also focused on the magnitude of the effort involved in 

building and financing the new fertilizer plants that will be needed to 

provide for this massive increase, and in supplying the raw materials which 

it will consume. 

Production is only part of the story, however; the other part is 

marketing and distribution.  There is no point in producing fertilizer unless 

the farmer believes that it is in his interest to use it and unless it can 

reach him in the form in which he wants it and at the time he needs it. This 

chapter, therefore, is written from the point of view of the main end consumer - 

the farmer. 

In developing countries, most of the effort devoted to the fertilizer 

industry has gone into production; but over the next 25 years more attention 

and effort will have to be given to marketing.  Bridging the gap between 

fertilizer production and consumption is a complex operation requiring the co- 

ordination of many skills and resources. 

Persuading the farmer who does not use fertilizer to start using it, and 

the farmer who does use it to increase his consumption, will be more difficult 

than producing the fertilizer.  Production has problems in training and 

management, but its major problems are technical.  Marketing, on the other hand, 

though it has an important arri basic requirement for technical services, is 

about people - of improving and developing practices which are often woven into 

a social fabric.  The natural aptitudes and training needed by people working 

in marketing are therefore different from those needed for production. 
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A  fair indication of the task confronting marketing and  distribution 

organizations can be obtained by  taking  IT/,]  consornation as the ¡.¡tartine 

point  and comparing  it with the  figuren  for 20GÜ.       It  car: bo   inferred  from 

recent appraisals by  both PAO and the World Bank that   facilities  in some 

countries - particularly extension  services,   transport  and  niriu -  are al   oady 

being 3trainei to the  limit   of their capacity. 

Milliunü of tons of nutrients   (¡jf  PO,   KO) 
 —, 1-2 ¿_ 

Consumption       Rxpected Per cent 
1974                consumption     increase 
                          2000 

Developing countries I9 110 ^50 

Developed    countries 64 1^7 120 

8 i 307 

The tonnage to  be handled by the distribution organisation  is obtained 

by converting these  figures  into millions of tons of solid fertilizer. 

Assuming an average  content  of 40 per cent  in  1974 and 45 por cent   in 2000, 

the following comparison  is obtained: 

1974 2000 

(Millions of tons of solid fertilizer) 

Developing countries 48 244 

Developed countries 160 437 

206 681 

In the developing countries by the yeai  2000 therefore,  capacity for 

storing and transporting to the fanner an additional I96 million tons of 

fertilizer per year must be provided -   four timss th« present capacity. 

The agricultural system 

In considering the role of marketing and distribution in agriculture, 

it is useful to see it as part of an "agricultural system" comprising the 

fertilizer factory,  fertilizer storage and transport, the farm,  crop transport 

and storage, and crop marketing.      A diagrammatic representation of the agri- 

cultural system is set out   on the next page. 
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The  diagram  ia simplified by the omission of the many different agencies 

which play  some part  in the working of the  system;     there  is no  reference,  for 

example,   to differing f onns aid ownership of transport,  to  co-op e rat ivo s, 

private dealers or commission agents. 

The purpose of the diagram is to  illustrate the interdependence of various 

principal  components of the system and their reliance on  efficient transport 

and storage.      The farmer and fertilizer factory  depend totally  on each other} 

so also  do the  farmer and the  consumer through  the  crop  marketing system.    Hiey 

are  linked  by transport  and storage.       If any part  of the  system performs in- 

adequately or breaks dowr,it  is  impossible  for the  other parts  to operate 

efficiently. 

In spite of their  interdependence, the parts  of the  system are often 

discussed in isolation, as if they were in watertight compartments, unconnected 

with, or uninfluenced by, any other part.       This results  in poor decisions, poor 

performance and high costs. 

A particular example of the dangers of this approach is to consider the 

task of fertilizer marketing and distribution to be completed whan the fertiliser 

is applied to the crop.      The diagram makes  it clear:there mußt  be a continuing 

interest  beyond this for two reasons. 

First, experience shows that one ton of fertilizer efficiently used will 

produce five to ten tons of crops.       The additional 196 million tons a year of 

fertilizer which it is forecast will be used on farms in developing countries by 

2000 (compared with 1974) wil1 need storage for up to ten times this amount of 
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crops.      This tonnage will have to move over the same  roads,  in the  same 

transport  network and be stored in the  same stores as the  fertilizer.     Plans 

for fertilizer movement must therefore  avoid competition for facilities.     The 

load which the crop places on the transport  system and its  significance  for 

fertilizer movement  is  indicated by  the heavy dark  Une  in the upper right- 

ha/id corner of tue diagram. 

Second,  the  crop marketing system must dispose  of the  crop at a price 

which enables the  farmer to pay for hxG  fertilizer and  other inputs and to 

improve his standard of living.       The  dotted line  in  the top  left-hand  corner 

of the diagram represents the flow of money from the  crop marketing system 

into the  agricultural  system, which closes the circuit  and enables the   system 

to continue in operation.      If the  faroer is dissatisfied,  this will  be 

reflected  in his  fertilizer use;       the  fertilizer marketing systen. will  be 

the first  to receive this message and will  influence  estimates of cemand. 

It  is obvious that  though all parts of the system are  interdependent, 

the farmer pi iys the key role.      He  is the real risk-taker;    he is the real 

productive element  in the system;    all the others are ancillary to him and 

are dependent on the results of his  labour, his skill and his experience.    In 

this context, it  is immaterial whether he owns the  land,  rents it, or is 

simply employed as a manager;     ic all  depends on him. 

The  role of marketing in the agricultural  system  is to create some of the 

conditions the farmer needs for developing his skills and improving his perfor- 

mance.      These conditions are to have the right fertilizer available when 

wanted at the lowest cost possible and to ensure that  it  is used at the best 

time with maximum effect.      The third requirement,  receiving a good crop price, 

is outside the immediate role of marketing. 

The farmer 

The mechanisms of an agri cultural system have been discussed and the point 

has been made that the fanner contributes the creative element without which 

nothing can be achieved. 

It  cannot be said too often or emphasized too Btrongly that the key to 

success is the farmers skill in getting the lead to yield its harrest.    Ifci« 

•kill can be improved by training, and the harvest can be increased by the 

skill being employed in better and more remunerative farming systems.      It is 

the function of extension services (discussed below) to ensure that the farmer 

receive»  this knowledge.     Using the help from this service, the faraer is the 

•] 
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one whose decisions will  determino how good or how bad  the harvest  will 

be  in any particular circumstances.       From his  experience,   the  farmer will 

decide how and when to till  the  soil,  when to  sow and  fertilize,  what pre- 

cautions to   t'Uce,   arid when,   against weather,   pests,   disease   and  finally, 

when to harvest.       All  through   the period of preparation  to   harvest,he  is 

balancing one  set  of variables  against   another,   trying  to  optimize   the 

results,  hoping that-he has  calculated  correctly the  risks  he-  must   run;     in 

brief that his   judgement,  and  investment   decisions are   sound. 

Not  only has  the  farmer to   trust  his  judgement;     so  hits   everyone   uso 

involved in the  agricultural   system arid  the  crop marketing  system,   incluiing 

the consumer.       This  puts  a great  responsibility on  the  fanner,     tfhy  should 

he accept  this  responsibility,   and what   is   likely to persuade him  to  take 

the extra risks   involved   in  greater fertilizer expenditure?        It   is  oossible 

that one  factor which  is  relevant   is  a desire   to get   the   Land  to yield a 

richer harvest   in response  to  his  skills;    he   is anxious to   use his  creative 

talent  better.        Before he will  take   the  extra risks»he must   be  confident 

that: 

(a) The proposed modifications to the    farming system  and  the method 

of introducing them are sound; 

(b) He has or will   readily acquire the farming skills  needed to 

operate the modified system effectively; 

(c) He himself will  benefit as a result. 

Sufficient  is now known about how to introduce change and the  importance 

of participation that  it  should not be too difficult  to ensure that  the 

farmer assesses the first two  items favourably.      The third,  over which he 

haB only partial control - he can control cost but not  revenue - introduces 

uncertainty.       This is the "make-or-break" point of the agricultural  system. 

The money for which the crop is exchanged comes from the consumer,  i.e. 

if it is a food crop for home consumption-the general population.    The price 

paid by the consumer for food must cover the costs of transport,  storage, 

handling,   interest, preserving,  treatment, preparation and packing, together 

with the cost of such services as wholesaling and retailing and what  is paid to 

the farmer for his crop. 

Prom the revenue he receives for his crop the fanner has to pay his costs 

fertilizer, rent, other purchased inputs - repay loans and make any other out- 

goings.      At the end of the operation, he keeps what  is left  as recompense for 
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his efforts and for investment next season.       The fanner is literally 

the residuary legatee of the  systec.       If he does not have  enough  left, 

his incentive to  invest wanes,  with the result  that  both fertilizer use and 

crop output fall. 

Various studies have suggested the significance of the  value/cost re- 

lationship in the farmer's decision first to use fertilizer and then to 

determine how much to use.      The ratio    relates the value of the resulting 

crop  increase to the cost of the fertilizer input.       It also shows some 

correlation with fertilizer use.      When the  ratio  falls,  particularly to or 

below 2:1, a drop in fertilizer consumption is often recorded.      The dis- 

advantage  of this ratio  is that  it  can only be constructed  after the event, 

when the     farmer has bought and used his fertilizer and harvested and sold 

his crop. 

Two  factors much more to the for«    in the  farmer's mind when deciding 

on fertilizer use are his estimate of his cash flow position and his view 

of the  crop prices he  is  likely to obtain.       On average,  the  cost  of fertilizers 

represents IO-I5 per cent of the total cost of farm inputs,   although it  can rise 

to as high as 4O per cent.      Among traditional  farmers, in particular,  it  can be 

a very much higher percentage,  possibly in excess of 90 per cent,  of cash out- 

goings.       If the previous season's operation has resulted  in a reduced cash 

flow, maintaining his fertilizer investment means taking the considerable 

risk that the next season will produce better results.      If he considers the 

risk too great he will  reduce his investment  by    (a)  reducing his total expen- 

diture on fertilizers;     or    (b) spending the same sum of money, but concentrating 

on buying N in preference to P and/or   K. 

Either way,  crop output  is reduced, although in the short tern the aecor- 

course of action is less severe in effect.       (it is a policy which has con- 

siderable long-term risks.)      A reduction in crop output  is the zeverse of what 

is being sought, but to avoid it the fanner must have confidence that he will 

receive what he considers an adequate return on his investment. 

Government policy on food prices is the most important single factor in 

determining whether the farmer will have sufficient confidence to Bake the 

agricultural syste« work well. 
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Marketing 

Pour basic functions  are  involved in agricultural marketing: 

(a) Extension services.     This covers tne development,   transmission and 
application of farming and agronomic knowledge. 
It provides the  technical and   innovative input 
to fanning. 

(b) Distribution. This covers  the handling,  storage and transport 
of fertilizers  ar.d other supplies  from the  factory 
to the  farm. 

(c) Financial services.     These provide  credit and other r:e< essary finance. 

(d) Selling. This means promoting efficient   use of fertilisers 
among dealers ai d farmers. 

Whilst   it  is convenient   to  consider marketing in  terms of these four 

functions, it  is important to remember that it is their combinad ana co- 

operative   action which próvidos   ¡,he  fanner with  the services he needs and 

that  in practice tuere  is  considerable overlapping. 

Marketing is an optimizing operation  that makes une  of sophisticated 

mathematical   techniques to  ensure  that  "least" cost  solutions  arc found for 

the operations  involved.       This  is particularly  true of  distribution in which 

various possibilities regarding size and  location of stores,  and the routes 

and forms of transport must   be considered. 

A basic  requirement of any marketing system is flexibility.      Perhapr. 

the one thing that can always be relied upon is the intervention of some 

unexpected or unforeseen factor:    the fertilizer factory breaks down, 

drought B or floods reducá crop yields,  or a bridge is destroyed by floods. 

The system must be capable of adjusting itself quickly to a new situation. 

It must also be responsive to the gradual changes which  occur, and be able to 

expand and to adapt to a continually changing and developing environment. 

Intension services 

Properly managed, farming is a highly productive, stable, capital- 

intensive industry - but one with an important element of risk attached 

due to weather.      Investment in farming is long-term; farming systems take time 

to develop and modify.      To encourage this investment, a reasonable assurance of 

an acceptable return over a certain period is needed. The function of the 
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extension service is to collaborate with the farmer in applying technical 

knowledge in the field, and in trying out nev methods with the aim of 

improving agricultural  productivity. The receptiveness of the  farmer 

to the assistance which the extension service can  provide depends directly 

upon the degree to which he  is involved and participating in the development 

work.       Three broad stages of farming development,   in the context  of fertilizer 

use,  can be recognized: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Little or no ise. When traditional farming methods, which tend to be 

poor and inefficient, predominate. This is often 

found in the more remote areas of a country; 

Some use. When the fertilizer message has begun to get 

across to some farmers; 

Considerable use.    This  is often associated with non-food crops, 

but also with food crops grown near an urban 

population. 

Each of these groups requires a different approach by the extension service, 

though this is more a matter of emphasis than of content.      The basic plan is 

the same for all groups, but the immediate possibilities and method of approach 

will depend upon the farmer's own knowledge and background. 

The first  job of the extension service is to draw up a plan for the 

particular area, which should ideally be    pai t, of a national plan aimed at 

meeting needs and,  if possible, providing also for exports in a form commanding 

higher rather than lower international prices.      This process of preparing 

a comprehensive and integrated programme of crop improvement is one in which 

the farmers themselves must be involved.      The aim  is to make them feel that 

it is their plan.      Even the subsistence farmer has much experience to 

contribute to the development of an improved system and, apart  from the value 

of his local knowledge, gaining his co-operation is the firBt and most obvious 

step in winning acceptance for the plan. 

Obtaining the data required for the plan is likely to involve investigation 

at both national and local levels.      An assessment  of national potential is 

a long-term,  in-depth exercise requiring   considerable experimental work.      It 

is necessary for building up the extension services'  bank of fanning knowledge, 

covering many disciplines,  upon which to draw in composing local  plans.      Another 

important purpose which this long-term survey serves is to identify the constraints 

upon expansion and to estimate what their removal might be worth in terms of 

• 
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additional output. 

Tue ¿-.rsessment  of local  potential is obviously more detailed and takes 

into account  suc a elements as the ability of the farmer,  the need for soil 

rehabilitation, water managwmfc..+,   land tenure and crop rotation.      When 

it comes to composing the improved  fann system, the aim is to create 

confidence in thts mind of the farmer that no* only is the  system improved, 

but he has the farming skills need«xi to operate it  successfully.        To 

accomplish the latter, a simple farming routine has to be established. 

This has then to be put on record so that the farmer can readily refer to 

it.      Literature in not the best method;    radio and tapes are far more effective 

means of communication.      Finally,   some specific person should be available 

to Mho* the farmer (or the village)  can refer problems.       These are principally 

«imi ni «trat i ve matters;    efficiently organised, they add much to the effective- 

ness of an extension service.      They also permit better use to be made of the 

technical skills of the service. 

In putting the plan into action   the learning process must start gently, 

alterations and »edifications emerging gradually from what  is already known 

and being practised.      In the shorter term, therefore, the early work of 

extension ie likely to be concerned with improving the efficiency of what is 

already being done.      This may mean that a considerable degree of farming skill 

must be developed before advanced techniques of crop production are introduced 

into the system.      If an attempt is made to introduce improvements more 

quickly than the farmer can handle them, the result is likely to be less,  and 

not more, production.      The farmer must be encouraged to graduate steadily into 

the use of,  for example, high-yielding varieties of grain.      Only where soil 

fertility levels are at least modest, do differences in yield between new and 

old varieties become    significant and justify the additional i»put cost. 

The role of the extension service, therefore, is to prepare a comprehensive 

and integrated programme of crop improvement with the help and involvement of 

the farmer.      Extension services in developing countries, however, are,  for the 

most part,  ineffective.      Parts of the service may be provided >y government 

departments and experimental stations, universities, and the fertilizer industry; 

but these activities are rarely comprehensive, and they lack cohesion.      An 

effective extension servie« is expensive because highly skilled staff are needed 
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and the^r efforts take time to show results.      Nevertheless,  without it, 

the required increase in fertilizer use and crop output will not come about. 

Distribution 

"Distribution" is the word normally used to describe the rr le  pliyed by 

transport,  storage and handling.      In recent years,  however,  th• term 

"logistics" has been introduced;    this reference to a military operation 

emphasizes the fact that meticulous study and planning are a vital  first 

step,   while in che execution of the plans,   flexibility and imagination are 

essential  for success.      The objective is to get the fertilizer to the farmer 

when he has most need of it. 

The role of distribution can be represented diagrammatically,  as shown 

in the accompanying chart (which is simplified by excluding any reference to 

imports).      Figures for plant nutrients (N,  l'o0    and K20)  cannot  -eadiiy be 

used  in discussing distribution, because it  is the tonnage  of product - not 

nutrient - to be moved which  is relevant in this context.      A product containing, 

say,   2\ per cent N requires twice as mucn storage,  twice the time  to move a 

given tonnage of nitrogen,  compared with urea (46 per cent N), using the same 

handling and loading equipment.      Using the most concentrated solid fertilizers 

generally available, product tonnage is at  least double the nutrient tonnage. 

To be economic,  fertilizer production must continue throughout the 

twelve months of the year.      As with production, an economic and efficient 

transport operation depends upon a steady load.      When there are two or three 

crops in a year, together with top dressing of some of them, the fertilizer 

demand may be sufficiently steady to cause few problems.      However,   other 

farming patterns may necessitate the accumulation of stocks in preparation for 

sowing seasons.      Simple mathematical techniques should then be applied in 

planning despatch programmes. 

Of equal importance to the supply of fertilizer to the farmer is the 

transporting of the crop to a "crop marketing system" which will convey it 

to the consumer.     Details of such systems would not be relevant to the present 

study.    What is important, however,  is for the interchange between the agri- 

cultural marketing system and the crop marketing system to be effective and 

efficiently organized.      There is no greater incentive-destroyer for a farmer 

than finding that his harvest is either not wanted or cannot be moved.      The 
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Dia^ri'irTiri.-ttic   representation   of   distribution  n^tvrork 
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proper use of fertilizer results in crop tonnages of from five to ten times 

the quantity of fertilizer used;    this, moreover, arrives in a week or two 

at harvest and has to last until the next harvest of that particular crop. 

This poses considerable distribution problems oí its own, and these must be 

solved if the agricultural  system is to work efficiently. 

The transport and storage of crops and fertilizer can present  opposite 

problems.      Harvest produces a large crop tonnage quickly,  which has to be 

dispersed in the ensuing months;    at sowing time, the fertilizer accumulated 

over possibly several months is used in a few weeks.      At the centre of this 

transformation is the farmer whose skill brings it about and who has (a)    to 

rely on others to supply hxm with the fertilizer when he can accept  it and 

(b) to dispose properly of his harvest.      The significance of this to the 

distribution function is the importance of precise timing and the double 

load placed upon the i. immuni cat ions network,   i.e. that of getting fertilizer 

to the farm, and later   the crop from it.      Moreover,  some storage capacity, 

particularly that closest to the farmer, has to be used for both crop and 

fertilizer. 

The diagram shows that the simplest arrangement is for the fertilizer 

to go direct from the factory to the farm, there to be stored until used. 

However, this is possible only to a limited extent;    the greater part of 

the tonnage must use a more circuitous route.      Only with a well developed 

farming system is it  likely that a farmer can accept his fertilizer in the 

quantity and at the time most suitable for despatch from the factory. 

Moreover, apart from any question of crop and fertilizer competing for the 

sane storage and transport facilities, the farming system itself imposes 

constraints.     The farmer has to prepare his land, sow hi z crops, tend them 

and finally reap and store the harvest.      All theae operations must comply 

with an exacting time-table;    it is a strict discipline.      Ancillary tasks 

must be fitted into this time in such a way as to avoid interfering with the 

critical path.      There are times, therefore,  when the farmer is not interested 

in collecting or receiving his fertilizer.      National and/or regional storage 

must therefore be available to ensure steady despatch from the factory and to 

enable individual load sizes to be adjusted to the capacity of the roads. 

It is important that, if at all possible, fertiliser be put into storage 

only once between factory and farm:    handling is costly and damages bags. 
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Moreover, a system which moveB fertilizer through several stores on 

its way from factory to farmer incurs additional overhead expenses and 

may well give poorer service because of the more complicated administrative 

work involved. 

Having mentioned the particular characteristics of the farming system 

which must be reflected in the distribution network, the size of the operation 

may beat be illustrated by some figures.      Assuming that a fertilizer factory 

produces 0.5 million tons per year, properly used, this will yield 2.5-5.O 

million tons of crop per year;    on average,   1,370 tons of fertilizer and 

3,425-6,850 tons of crop must be truisported every day of the year - a 

formidable task,  particularly as every single ton must be stored for a 

longer or shorter period. 

The extension services will provide  information about farming systems 

and how they are expected to develop in various parts of the country.       From 

this, crop and fertilizer estimates over a number of years can be derived f 
detailing in particular: 

(a)      The crop tonnage likely to be produced, when it will be ready  to be 

transported, and the point to which it should be transported; 

The fertilizer tonnage required,  its analyses, and where and when 

it will be used; 

The farming time-table to which the distribution pattern must 

conform. 

(b) 

(c) 

The next step is fieldwork - a Burvey on the ground of communications. 

The carrying capacity of roads, railways,  rivers and seaways must be assessed 

to find out what tonnage of grain can be moved out of a particular area and 

the tonnage of fertilizer that can bo moved in.      Examples of the kind of 

information needed are: 

(a) The quality of the roads and the nature of the terrain; 

(b) The speed and density of existing traffic; 

(c) Bottlenecks existing      in towns and villages or at crossroads; 

(d) The influence of weather on particular routes; 

(e) Estimâtes of travelling times between points; 
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(f) Maximum size vehicles which can use various routes; 

(g) Fuel requirements en route. 

This information is primarily concerned with road transport;    similar 

data might be required for railways,  rivers, canals or seav;ays.      Particularly 

important  for both rail and sea transport is the capacity of the loading and 

off-loading facilities available.      An important characteristic of both these 

methods of transport when used in an agricultural  system is that every ton 

they carry must also be carried by road, certainly after unloading and often 

prior to loading, both of which operations incur handling costs. 

Prom the data collected a "model" of the network is prepared,  including 

information on all known constraints.      An essential constituent of this 

model is data on the input of fertilizer ravj materials.      Information 

concerning handling facilities at docks, and access to the factory and 

communications network is therefore required.      The model  should b^ a 

permanent central feature of the distribution operation and be regularly up- 

dated and consulted.      Various mathematical techniques-^ such as    Operational 

Research, Network Analysis and Linear Programming,can then be applied to 

determining "least cost" solutions that vali meet the farmer's expected needs. 

In complex systems, analysis of the data for current  operations and future 

planning may require a computer programme.      More  simple systems, however, 

may best be performed manually. 

To the government, the model will indicate: 

(a) Whether O.5 million tons a year of fertilizer can be delivered to 

farms and v;' ether the resulting crop can be collected and delivered 

into the crop marketing system.      If the full quantities cannot be 

moved,  it shows how much can be, from where and to what destination. 

Improvements which ought to be made to the communications network are 

shown with precision;    for example, which bridges need widening or 

strengthening, which stretches of road need up-grading, the possibility 

of extending a railway system, what ports or docks needs improving. 

Equally important,  it provides the time-scale against which improvements, 

alterations and additions are likely to be needed. 

(b) The investment needed for conveying and storing the tonnage.      Every 

ton produced has to be carried and stored and handled, sometimes more 

than once.      This requires trucks, rail wagons and locomotives, in 

addition to storage places whic .1 have to be provided specifically 

\j Possible use of such techniques are treated  in  a thesis prepared by Santo-Wod 
Park,   Graduate  School,  University of Minnesota,   197^>« 
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for the operation.      (This is not because special   equipment 

is needed, but no country can make its existing eauipment 

expand to accommodate the additional load.) 

(c)      Where best to site the fertilizer factory in relation to the 

communications network.      The  location of the  factory can 

significantly influence the transport operations^ both in certainty 

and cost.      If it should be  m a dock area for example, unexpected 

and unscheduled delays can occur which will make it difficult to 

work to a plan and/or require more vehicles to carry a given 

tonnage. 

The distribution operator is given information which will help him to 

determine: 

(a) The scope of the primary and  secondary transport  systems, with the 

number and optimum capacity of the vehicles required for them; 

the routes to be followed;     the allocation of tonnage over various 

modes of transport available  (road,  rail,  water);     when the traffic 

should move and at what  rate;     and how long the various journeys 

should    take. 

(b) The best  points at which to locate the storage and what tonnage 

should be stored at each point.      The plan for putting into,  and 

taking out of, each store can also be prepared. 

(c) The amount of fuel    rt.niired  for the vehicles in the network, where 

supplies are best located and the delivery system needed to ensure 

that  supplies are always available.      Maintenance and breakdown 

facilities have to be located properly to ensure maximum availability 

of vehicles. 

(d) The number of extra vehicles to be provided to cover for those 

under maintenance or broken down. 

(e) The size of the organization  for running the distribution network, 

and how it should be disposed. 

(f) How the network should develop to maintain the servj.ee as the 

agricultural system itself expands. 
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Efficiently prepared, and in good time,  the model will provide a 

valuable tool to decision-making.      Reference has been made to the 

model giving a "least-cost" answer in optimizing the variables incorporated 

in it.      There may be other matters to be considered before a decision is 

reached.      These may move the model away from the  "least-cost" pattern; 

the extent of this movement represents the eoe    of introducing the new 

factors thus helping to decide between what  is desirable and what  is possible. 

In the agricultural system, timing is paramount and virtually ii. lexible. 

Everything is geared to the sowing and harvesting of the crop.      Working 

efficiently to a well conceived plan is absolutely necessary if success is 

to be achieved.      The plan must be prepared and communicated well in advance 

so that those who have to operate it can make adequate preparations.      Experience 

shows that there are more failures involved in getting the fertilizer to the 

farmer than in shipping the crop away from him.      There are no shades of ^rey 

in this operation;    the fertilizer is available on the farm when it  is needed, 

or it is not.      If it is, the organization works;     if it is not, the 

organization fails. 

The organization of the distribution system obviously varies from one 

country to another.     Also, within countries there is often more than one 

system.      The general pattern is for the fertilizer producer or importing 

agency to sell to a wholesaler who may je a co-operativ.     there are several 

different types), state-controlled distributor,  private wholesaler, or 

some combination of these.      In turn,    he wholesaler sells to the retailer, 

who makes the final sale to the farmer.      As might be expected, because he 

is the contact with the farmer, there are many different kinds of retail- 

operator/vi 11 age-deal er:    rural and local co-operatives;    commission agents; 

and crop-processing companies or federations,   such as the sugar factories in 

Iran or the Coffee Crowers'  Federation in Colombia.      This is the most 

important and influential part of the system.      There is an established 

relationship between the retailer and his fanner customers. 

Fertilizers are only one part, sometimes a vary small part,  of the 

retailer's business.      Like the farmer, the retailer must be taught how 

significant they are for the growth of his business and the services which, 

in consequence, he should be able to provide the farmer.     These include being 

able to advise on the correct fertiliser to use,  and when and in what quantity 

it should be used. 
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Distribution costs can represent a significant proportion of the price 

the farmer pays for his fertilizer.     The following table compares the 

order of margins in Europe with those in some developing countries (as a 

percentage of retail price): 

Total margin 

Transport margin 

Wholesale margin 

Retail margin 

The nearly doubled level of the margins may be due in part to lack of 

infrastructure, but the variation in the figures for individual countries 

indicates that there is scope for improving operations in developing 

countries.      A report from a West African country highlights a number of 

problems that are common to many other countries.      For example: 

- Fertilizers arriving late in the wrong quantities and to the wrong 

specifications ; 

- Insufficient and poor quality storage; 

- Poor planning, resulting in double handling and at orage and 

unnecessary transport; 

- Inadequate distribution arrangements between district depots and 

villages; 

- Unreliable stock records and confusion in issuing and accounting 

procedures. 

These problems are within the power of management to solve by better 

estimating, planning, administration and supervision, and could save up to 

half the differences in   margins. 

Time plays a decisive role in determining investment in vehicles.     For 

example, the movement of 1,370 tons per day of fertilizer by road in 20-ton 

trucks will require 69 trucks for each day.      If the distribution network model 

shows that the average turnround time should be 4 days, 276 trucks will be 

required for the traffic (ignoring maintenance time and breakdowns).      If for 

any reason the    turnround time slips to 5 days, an additional 69 vehicles will 
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be required to move the same tonnage or, what is more likely, because it 

takes time to ebtain rehioles,the carrying capacity of the network falls 
by 20 per cent. 

Finally, a physical check should be applied to the  efficiency of the 

distribution network.      Just ad in a fertilizer factory a balance is 

struck between the raw materials going in and the products produced to 

ensure that there are no gross inefficiencies in the processes, so it is with 

distribution.      The tonnage accepted for delivery has to be compared with 

what is actually delivered.      Fertilizer is too valuable to be lost or 

wasted by careless transport, handling or storage. 

Credit 

The total amount of credit required in the system over-all depends on 

the cropping pattern, but even in favourable circumstances it can be as 

high as the production cost plus transport  and storage for six months. 

Using the estimates given earlier in this study for a natural gas feedstock 

in a plant producing 0.5 million tons of urea,  the full costs for six months 

are nearly 217 million.      Adding a distribution margin of 25 per cent of retail 

price of 2     ; , per ton gives a total credit  requirement  of approximately 
¡i 3.' million. 

Working capital may come from several  sources in addition to financial 

institutions.      For example, the raw material  supplier may give the 

fertilizer manufacturer 60 or 90 days'  credit;     in turn,  the manufacturer 

may give credit to the wholesalers/retailers (though this is normally restricted 

to a month or 6 weeks), and they may then help the farmer.      In many countries, 

fertilizer and crop pricing systems offer incentives to the farmer to buy 

and pay for his fertilizer early and to sell  or receive payment for his crop 

late,  which means that the  farmer himself provides a significant part of 

the working capita1   in the system. 

Such arrangements may be suited to the more successful farmers in well 

developed agricultural systems, but they are not relevant to the traditional 

farmers in most countries, who, from their own resources, rannot pay for the 

fertilizers they need to initiate a more productive system;    it usually takes 

some years of intensive effort and help to break out of the "treadmill" 
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operation  in which they are confined.      During this time,  they need credit 

to bridge the gap between applying the fertilizer and hai'vesting the crop. 

It  is estimated that   in many countries of Latin America and Asia some 70-30 

per cent  of all   fertilizer sales are made on a credit basis. 

Providing credit  to small  farmers,  and in particular ensuring its 

repayment,   is a major  problem for developing countries.       Where an integrated 

production/processing scheme exists,   such as those for sugar,  cotton and 

tobacco,  the problem  is  less  serious,  as the processing company can underwrite 

the loan.       Similarly,  where a farmer buys  fertilizer and   sells his crop 

through a co-operative society,  it  i .- possible to offset  expenditure against 

subsequent  income, 

A considerable  part  of the problem is the immensity  of tue administrative 

system required to receive applications for credit, approve them, make the 

credit available, account for its use, and ultimately ensure repayment and 

close the transaction.      Probably the simplest and most effective way is to 

inject  the credit through the retailer,  who knows his farmers and can 

accurately  judge the  risks and be able to safeguard his  loan    fairly 

easily.      The  u.ty by  which  institutional credit can be made available to the 

retailer requires further and urgent  investigation. 

A principal difficulty vail be to ensure that the credit  is used for the 

stated purpose.      Unless it  is linked directly viith the work of the    extension 

services and promotion in developing more productive fanning,  the loan may not 

yield the results expected. 

Generally speaking, the supply of credit to wholesalers and retailers is 

a relatively smaller problem provided their reputation is good. Fertilizers 

are rarely their main business, sometimes they represent only a small part of 

turnover, therefore there is other income and assets available for collateral. 

There is a subsidiary matter of some importance to which thought should 

also be given.      It  is a characteristic of the agricultural system that 

intermittent revenue is allied to continuous expenditure.      This can present 

a serious problem for a farmer - that of efficiently controlling his finances 

so that he has sufficient to invest in the next production cycle.     Training 

the farmer to programme and control his cash flow is an important task in the 

establishment of an efficient farming system. 
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The loans so far discussed are basically short-tern.     They provide 

the farmer with the working capital needed to establish his farm as a going 

concern.      However, as the agricultural system develops, the farmer will need 

larger,  long-term loans to increase his fixed capital assets such as buildings, 

machinery and reservoirs.     When the farmer is secure and well established, 

these loans will normally be available from banks and other financial 

institutions, but there will be cases, particularly where the farm   ia at 

an early stage of development and   the farmer cannot establish his credit - 

worthiness when help from some person such as the sales representative or 

retailer in close touch with the local situation would be valuable. 

Selling 

Selling is the marketing function which promotes the efficient use 

of fertilisers by the farmer.      When the extension services have developed 

a comprehensive programme of crop improvement through fertilizer use,   it 

is the responsibility    of the sales representative to establish and 

maintain regular contact with the farming community in his district.      This 

work is essential in order that the efforts of the extension services will 

not be dissipated, rather that the results become widely known and applied; 

in this way, the use of fertilizer will become steadily more effective. 

The sales representative has to forge a link between the farmer and the 

ether parts of the agricultural system;    he must be able to present the point 

of view of each to the other.      It  is obviously   difficult for one person to 

maintain close personal contact with a'l the farmers in his district;     he 

needs help and the most readily available source is the retailer. 

An established relationship exists between the retailer and his farmer 

customers.     The sales representative must seek to build on this by 

widening the scope of the retailer* s knowledge and activity.     This means, 

inter alia, the organization of training sessions and courses. 

Whenever possible, the sales representative should be employed by the 

fertilizer manufacturer, because this ensures a clear and direct channel 

of communication between producer and consumer.      In many countries, however, 

the organisation of fertiliser marketing makes this impractical;    in such cases, 

the responsibility    for providing this essential service falls upon the 

wholesaler. 
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A model marketing system 

In a number of countries,  such as India, Iran and Bangladesh, fertilizer 

Marketing is carried out separately by a state-controlled body.      Some 

aspects of marketing are thus improved, compared with a more fragmented 

arrangeaient, but communication between marketing and production is sometimes 

difficult, resulting in fertilizer being delivered to the farmer at greater 

cost than need be. 

k model sarketing organization might be represented as follows: 

Marketing manager 

Sailing Transport and Administration 
storage 

r 
Extension District 
service managers 

The movement and storage of,  say, a half million tons of fertilizer 

a year snst be centrally planned by the  transport and  storage  department, 

in co-operation with the district sales organization which knows where, 

when and in what quantities the fertilizer will be used.      A programme of 

despatch to district stores is prepared, taking into account the various 

factors which affect movement.      The warehousing techniques and staffing 

of the stores is the responsibility of the central department ;    the day- 

to-day running of the store is a district responsibility. 

The running and major maintenance of the trucks serving the district 

depots, and liaison with the railway authority - if there are rail despatches 

- are also central planning responsibilities. 

The (snail) planning section of the transport and storage department works 

out the operation in detail, month by month, so that the whole organization 

knows when every ton of fertilizer will be moved, and its destination, when 

salee are estimated to be made, and where.      A programme, to be regularly 

Ltored, is prepared for each fertilizer year in advance.      In the 

preparation, mathematical techniques are used as appropriate 

to obtain the "least cost" solution within the known   constraints. 
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The administration section (also small)  is responsible for the 

preparation of invoices, the keeping of physical and financial records, 

and the preparation and supervision of budgets. 

The work of the extension services is organized by the selling manager; 

the work of the sales representative is organized on a district basis. 

The World Bank Consultative Group    on Food Production and Investment 

in Developing Countries gives the following specification    for a model 

dictrict:-' 

It covers 6,400 sq.  km and has 80 retailers,  each with 1,200 farmer 

customers.      No farmer is more than 5 km from a retailer.      There 

are  10 sales representatives, and a Field Technical Service Depart- 

ment with soil-testing facilities.       Some 35t000 tons per year 

of fertilizer are sold in bags.      The store is capable of holding 

10,500 ton«. The retailers provide additional  storage and 

transport froir. the district store. 

There  is one item in this specification about which another view 

may be preferable, namely the assumption that transport from the area 

store onwards will be provided by the buyer.      Such an arrangement 

•»orifice«     valuable control of the operation at a critical point.      Dealers 

(and farmers) have other interests     besides fertilizer - such as moving 

grain and other produce, and collecting pesticides or other farm inputs.      If 

left to their own devices they may well leave the collection of fertilizers 

to the last moment and then find that they cannot handle the quantity.      Some 

transport,  sufficient perhaps to move half the tonnage,  will enable adequate 

control to be maintained. 

•2/   Document P, Dec. 2,  1975t réf. PPI/76/1-7 
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With this qualification,  a suitable district  organization would be: 

District manager 

£ i 
¡Ja-l.es Transport and    Field 

representatives (10)    storage     services 

 1 
Administration 

Dealers (80) 

Farmers( 100,000) 

If a bulk-blending unit  is available (and this  is desirable),   it v.ill 

be located  in the store and operated by the  stores  supervisor,  who may therefore 
need additional training. 

The district manager is responsible  for the efficient management  of 

his territory  and the achievement  of a specified  performance by the  use 

of resources allocated to him.      They must be  precisely defined  in  three 

annual budgets covering manpoi.er,  capital expenditure and  operating 

expenditure  receipts.      These budgets are presented  to,and agrued by, the 

•arketing manager.      The responsibility of the district team must be clear 

and precise;     it must feel  itself part  of the district. 

To market  0.5 million tons  per year reiiuires about   16 districts  of the 

size defined.       A sales manager could not reasonably control   16 district 

managers, but  another level of control v;ould not be desirable.      Two 

possibilities exist:    the firi.it  is that the individual district is too small 

(where farming is reasonably developed this might be so, but not where much 

basic promotion work is needed);    the second is to nominate three district 

manager - as senior district managers,  who, in addition to their own operations, 

would hav • field supervision for four (or five)  more districts. 

The successful  working of the organization depends, as   has   been 

indicated, on the co-operation the sales representatives develop with their 

retailers and the farmers.      The availability and amount of storage,  and 

the delivery programmes for both fertilizer and crops, can be worked out. 
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Professional advice on,  for example, transport, storage and soil testing can 

be made available;    and temporary financial problems can be discussed.    All 

these, and other services, keep clear (particularly in the retailer's mind) 

the importance and value of fertilizers.      The farmer,  too, will be encouraged 

by such services. 

The positive drive to use fertilizers thus cets through the system to 

where it is needed while,  in addition,  a channel is available for reporting 

on problems and difficulties that prevent  or impede progress.     To ensure 

that this drive is maintained, the distribution system should be kept as 

simple as possible.      Ideally, there should only be one storage point 

between producer and farmer:    at the retailer's.      However, as this will 

seldom be achieved, an additional storage point (preferably linked with 

bulk-blending and bagging facilities) must be provided.     Each  storage 

point tends to dissipate the selling effort and to add cost, making it more 

difficult to get the fertilizer to the farmer as cheaply as would be desirable. 

Resources 

Bridging the gap between fertilizer production and efficient crop 

production has been the subject of considerable study in recent years. 

As a number of UN agencies, including UNIDO, have been active in this 

field and have made their findings widely available, a considerable and 

authoritative body of knowledge now exists.     Two of the objectives have 

been: 

(a) To analyse how,  and with what degree of success, the task is 

being performed in a number of countries with a view to seeing 

that a reliable practical record is available to help others to 

adopt sound practices; 

(b) To estimate the expected capital and running costs of a marketing 

and distribution system for fertilizers. 

The studies have shown that wide variations exist in the methods, costs and 

controls by v/hich fertilizers are marketed and distributed.     They have also 

shown that, notwithstanding wide extremes in costs, there is a surprising 

similarity between countries in the ratio of these costs to the retail 

price of fertilizer. 

à 
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With regard to the capital required for marketing and distribution, 

Professor F. U. Parker estimated in 1968 tJut for every dollar invested 

in fertilizer plant,  another should be spent on equipment to deliver the 

fertilizer.      This estimate has been scrutinized several times since it was 

made, most recently by PAO and the Consultative Group on Pood Production 

and Investment in Developing Countries who,  in December    1975, endorsed 

the original estimate. 

One calculation was based on 310,000 tons delivered by rail to a 

bagging unit from whence it was despatched by truck to marketing centres. 

The onward movement and subseç ^r>x  storage was considered the buyer's 

responsibility;    his remuneration was in the retail margin.      The marketing 

and distribution of 0.5 million tons has been taken in previous examples; 

while   extrapolation from 0.31 million to O.5 million may introduce errors 

into individual figures, the order of magnitude of the capital costs is 

unlikely to be seriously upset. 

Capital costs for a marketing and distribution system 

(SUS million, mid-1975) 

310.000 tons 500.000 tons 

1.5 2.5 

10.3 15.O 

7.0 9.0 

2.6 3.5 

17.6 24.0 

Process equipment 

Transport equipment 

Buildings 

Land, roads, sidings, etc. 

Marketing centres 

+ 20 per cent contingency 

39.0 

7.8 

54.0 

11.0 

Capital per ton of annual sales 

46.8 

151.0 

65.O 

130.0 
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The working capital estimate is based on a stated inventory, as 

follows: 

Current assets 

Inventory 

Accounts receivable 

Cash 

IUS million, mid-1975.310.000 tons 

28.5 

12.0 

1.0 

41-5 

Current liability 

Accounts payable 

Operating cash 
16.2 

0.5 

16.7 

Net working capital 

+ 20 per cent contingency 
24.8 

5.0 

29.8 

The working capital estimate for 500,000 tori3 would be 3^0 million. 

The total capital employed for 0.5 million tons is therefore    $115 

million, or   $250 per ton of annual sales.      As the capital cost per 

ton/year for DAP is $240 and for potash is under   $200, an NPK mixture has 

a capital cost similar to the marketing costs which have to be incurred. 

Much of this expenditure, apart from working capital, is for the 

distribution network, and covers the purchase of items such as: 

Vehicles and spares 

Erection of stores 

Handling equipment (for loading, unloading and stacking) 

Tankers (for transporting fuel and spares) 

Equipment for fuel-filling stations 

Equipment for maintaining vehicles and setting up workshops 

£ 
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The capital figure excludes the cost of those developments to the 

national infrastructure, such as roads and railways.      Of this expenditure 

the items which might not be available in local currency are the transport 

equipment (trucks, wagons, locomotives, railway track and appropriate spares), 

handling equipment (mobile cranes, forklift trucks) for stores, and the 

additional energy required to operate them. 
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Chapter VII 

GOVERNMENT FERTILIZER POLICIES 

World fertilizer consumption in expected to grow steadily during 

the next two decades,   reaching a level  }.7 timen that of the  1975 

figure by the year 2000.      However,   the expansion of production 

capacities needed to satisfy this requirement calln for the immediate 

adoption of action-oriented  policier, by the developing countries.       The 

purpose of this chapter is to focus attention on policies that have 

a direct bearing on increased production and equitable distribution. 

Raw materials 

Exploration 

It is the prerogative of any government to determine how to make 

maximum and effective use of its own resources in order to achieve a 

certain degree of self-sufficiency,  but in many developing countries 

only minimal exploration for mineral resources har; taken place to date. 

This,  in spite  of the fact that one of the  first  requirements for 

asserting domestic control over natural resources and assuring that 

their utilization is compatible with long-run national objectives is a 

reliable indication of quantity, quality and the rate of depletion. 

Without this information,  the formulation of effective policies and 

development plans is impossible.      Serious encouragement of exploration, 

therefore,   should be a primary policy objective. 

Resource requirements in the case of fertilizers include natural 

gas, petroleum,   coals,   oil shale,  oil sands, hydroelectric and    hydrothermal 

energy,  phosphate rock,  and sulphur and potash minerals.      Other useful 

resources are liming materials (calcite, dolomite, wollastonite) and micro- 

nutrient elements.      Sodium minerals (natron or trona)  are sometimes used 

as inputs for Rhenania-type processes.   Magnesium silicate minerals (olivine 

or serpentine) may be used in the production of fused calcium-magnesium 
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phosphate.       Tn some  nar.or,,   niñera]   rfrouroor- nay have dual  u::"~;     'Vr 

instanco, metal sulphide oren,  such as oonner sulphide, can supply 

sulphuric   acid for fertilizer sr well as valuable no lair-. 

It may be fioverranent  policy  in  s.one  countries   to hpv»   'h >   pub]    - 

nector conduct  the  exploration nrcranme"  and  extract  airi   p'1'"'""    Hi- 

mineral resources,   either   through  sta te-ouncd  oornorat ion'-,   - r   ':"'r,,l", 

through  "•overnment  sconcio-,       ¡"lini larly,   '•ov,mnnnt-:,unnnrt" :   i r ••• • ' M *• < o>>s 

may be formerl  to en^a^e  in the fíenlo rat ion  ;u\> "ranme  and   r<"-eareh  •-> ! 

subsecment  production   stages,  or C.overnnen ts may choos^   *o hav   Ih"   nriv.-)l. •> 

sector undertake both  exploration and  production.       Relevan'   r>< l'ni<  - 

in this case rni^ht  take  a variety of  forms,   such  ar:  subs, i d !<•••  a.n*   cani ta I 

allowances.       However,   whether  the  exploring  is done  publicly or 

privately,   the Governments  policy must  take   into account   (a)     'he 

implications of resource  ownership,   and  (b)     the  need   to   irr-orm ra *, • 

the findings of  the explorations  in  the country's  lon.T-tem  nlans  ^p 

resource utilization and the  development  of  resource-dependent   s.ccters, 

such as the  fertilizer  sector. 

Pricing 

Indigenous raw materials  for fertilizer manufacture may be  subject 

to special price controls.       'Phis  is often  the care with  amnion'a  'V^lstc-ks 

that have alternative applications as ener.^v sources or net,rochen'cal 

feedstocks.       Pricing policio rust   reflect  thr   nriorities    "ív^n   'n  ford—n 

exchange requirements  and  the development  of dome  tic  industrie-   that  are 

dependent on inputs of  local raw materials. 

The pricing of indigenous raw materials may be subject to a variety 

of development objectives, in addition to that of the fertilizer sector. 

Prices may be based on: 

(a)       The material's value for alternative uses.       Por example, 

the price of ammonia feedstock may be based on its value 

as a fuel for electricity generation.      When there  i- no 

alternative use,   the price may be  zf.ro or even  ne^a'ive. 

For instance,  by-product  sulphuric acid from smelter operations 

must be recovered to prevent atmospheric pollution;     in some 

cases, usinft this by-product may be the only alternative to 

disposing of it; 
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(b) The import price of the same material or close substitutes; 

(c) The export price of the resource which, in turn, can be 

based on international prices, a concept of market sharing 

with other major exporters, or the import price level for 

the country's major imports, such as manufactures or capital 

goods; 

(d) A socially acceptable rate of return. 

It is beyond the scope of this report to recommend one general 

pricing policy; a diversity of such policies exist in both developing 

and developed countries.  Their impact, however, on development plans 

for priority sectors such as fertilizer must be given serious consideration. 

Price policy objectives for natural resources must be co-ordinated with 

sectoral development objectives. 

Used domestic resources 

A well-defined strategy for natural resouroe extraction is essential. 

This is especially true in the case of fertiliser, where domestic production 

and resource requirements may grow rapidly.  Production responses to 

international price fluctuations must be evaluated in terms of foreign 

exchange requirements, resource endowments and domestic needs.  In 

addition, an optimal policy for the use of depletable resources must be 

weighed against the need to raise food production where fertilizer inputs 

are vital. 

Although the extraction of indigenous raw materials can, at times, 

be expensive in relation to the purchase of foreign supplies, other 

development objectives may make this step advisable.  The decision 

may be justified by, inter alia, the limited foreign exchange available, 

the desire to increase domestic employment, or the need to safeguard 

against foreign manipulation of supplies or prices.  In the case of ferti- 

lizers, policies to increase domestic resource content may have to be supple- 

mented by policies that will ensure prices to the final domestic consumer 

being at least competitive with international prices. 

When domestic resources are limited, it becomes necessary to allocate 

them among possible alternative uses.  To take natural gas as an example: 

Jl 
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since this is worth much more as ammonia feedstock than as an onergy 

source,   it may be appropriate in many cases to give priority to  its use 

for ammonia production.      On the other hand,  when sulphur or sulphuric 

acid is in short supply, governments may choose to select fertilizer 

processes that do not use it,   or that need minimum inputs of it. 

The conservation of resources should also be taken into account. 

Practices such as flaring of natural pan or "high-grading" of ore 

deposits for quick,  short-term exploitation should be discouraged as 

far as practicable.      When low-grade ore must be removed in order to 

•ine high-grade ore,  thought should be given to stockpiling the  low-grade 

material for future use, when conditions or technology warrant. 

Import and export polioies 

fertilizer responses to long-run fluctuations in international 

prices should be determined in the context of the formulation of a 

country,s over-all resource policy.       Specific trade policy considerations 

may include long-run plans regarding the export of resources which form 

fertilizer input and the proportion which could be allocated to  t,he domestic 

fertilizer sector.      One policy variant might involve the restriction uf 

primary resource exports to levels sufficient to meet foreign exchange 

requirements,   the residual bein/r used locally.      When resources are 

available locally, the government strategy should include plans for thei.r 

eventual export in a processed form,   i.e.  as fertilizer. 

Regional co-operation in the utilization of fertilizer raw materials 

may often be advantageous.       It is particularly recommended in regions where 

r.M materials of adequate quality and quantity are scattered among several 

countries,  or where the fertilizer requirements of individual countries are 

not large enough to justify an economical scale of production. 

Raw materials from other industries* by-products 

Very often, by-products or co-products from other industries can be 

used as raw materials for fertilizer production.      Examples are: 

- Sulphur,   recovered from sour gas,  oil,  or coal 
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- Sulphur or sulphuric  acid from smelting sulphide oren  of zinc, 

lead,   copper,   or nickel 

- Apatite,  from bénéficiât i on of iron ore 

- Basic  slap:    or ammonium salts,   from the   r;teel  industry 

- f!oke  oven gan,   refinery tail pan,   or LPO for ammonia feedstock 

- Ammonium sulphate,   from caprola~tum production 

- Ammonium chloride,   from soda ash  production 

Government policy can  influence the utilization of these by-products 

in several ways.      Por instanco,   the government may require  that sulphide 

ore be  smelted  in the  country in order  to recover nulphuric  acid for 

fertilizer production,   rather than export  it for smelting elsewhere. 

If necessary,   it may subsidize one  industry,   such an copper smelting 

to ensure development  of  a  phosphate  industry.       It  is  evident  that 

government planning and co-ordination can be helpful   in ensuring optimum 

use of by-products,   and  the  integration  of other industries with the 

fertilizer industrien. 

Fertilizer production 

Planning for efficiency and economy 

Fertilizer production,   an with many other  lines of production,   is 

usually sensitive i,o economies of  scale.       Gains  in efficiency are  likely 

to come from encouraging economies of scale resulting from increased plant 

size.      Much depends on the market and the competitive  structure of the 

industry.      Many multi-plant industries could,   in theory,  achieve greater 

economies of scale.      The mere fact that demand is sufficient  is no 

guarantee that these economies are being realized.      In some case,   the 

number of plants has proven to be too great for economies to be easily 

realized.       Such a situation is sometimes the  consequence of government 

policy:    indiscriminate encouragement for example, through subsidies,  of 

the fertilizer sector may lead to an overabundance of plants,   thereby 

preventing the realization of economies of scale.      Selective subsidization 

may be called for. 

The types of fertilizer to be produced is another important consideration. 

Government policy should relate product demand at the farm level with products 
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that can be produced mont efficiently and economically by the industry. 

Sometimes this decision may involve a compromise between agronomic, 

economic,  and technical factors.      Por instance,  NP products (ammonium 

phonphaten or nitrophosphater)   are often more economical to produce  and 

transport  than straight materials.      Again,   the direct application of 

ground phosphate  rock may be ocononucally preferable  in some cases  to 

using expensive water-soluble  phosphates.       In any event,   sufficient 

flexibility should be  provided  to permit  leeway for future changes  in 

types and rruantities of product. 

Plant  location is another consideration which  is subject to policy 

influence.      Por instance,   the  extent  of regional cc—operation or trade 

agreements will influence the choice of market area and source of raw 

materials,  and hence  the  plant  location.      Or,  a government may wish  to 

locate a plant  in an area of high unemployment,   for either social  or 

politicial reasons,  or in market areas to minimize  transportation problems. 

Government plans for improving transportation systems,  waterways,   and  port 

facilities should also be taken into account. 

When raw materials are to be imported, it is generally poor policy 

to build a facility that is dependent on a single source. In planning 

a phosphoric acid plant, for instance, provision should be made for the 

possibility of using phosphate rock from a variety of sources. 

Maximising capacity utilization and minimizing production cost 

Capacity utilization of fertilizer production facilities averages 

only about 60 per cent  in developing countries - even in those countries 

where fertilizer is in short supply and imports are required to make up 

the deficit.      Low capacity utilization has a disastrous effect on production 

costs.      Nevertheless,   in several cases, plants in developing countries have 

operated for extended periods (several years)  at,   or above,  rated capacity. 

•J Nitrogenous fertilizer is thought to offer such an example in some  instances. 
See A.  S. Manne (ed.),   Investments for Capacity Utilization,  (London,  Allen 
and Unwin,  1967). 

JE 
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Distribution a.M marketing 

The  organization and policies that  influence   fertilizer distribution 

and marketing are diverse and not easily generalized.    Geveral   salient 

characteristics i.hich  serve  to categorize country  approaches can be 

mentioned,  however. 

One   is  the  choice   of public or privat1   -cr-tor ovn'T.hip e**   trv 

distribuì i or.  r~<^r\r*',        Tn many rievolopm~ rountrin-,   d i r tribu4, i on   >- 

the  re-nonn i t> 11 i tv of  a  rrovcrnmont a^ncv,        P^ivnt/1 ''in.tnhutor-,   "tv m 

the" operate,   arc usually ^onorai  trodirv  Pini".        ro-oporntivor-,   O*TVH 

by  the  consumer,   an>i  wholesale  outlets operated by  foreign supplier-,   rnav 

alno bo  found. 

The  degree  of centralization and  ce—ord ination at  the national   l'V^l 

in a. nocond dintin<Tuir;hing feature.       Alternative-   for centralisation 

ran-e from a highly centrali sod government monopoly to a privato monopoly. 

The other extremo  in  a  completely decentralized  and  un integratavi   '•vnten. 

A  country's distribution programme may alno  be  reared  to  a -periné 

•roup of  connumer- determined  accorri in/' to   the  cropr  they pro hie ,   i( 

regional  development  programmer:,   or to other criteria. 

A  final organisational  characteristic   in  the   extent   to which   there 

imiti tut ions are vertically  integrated.       Integration may combine   fertiliser 

procurement vúth crop  collection,   process inr and  marketing.     Distribution 

of  fertilizers may be   combined with  rural  credit   and handled under  the 

auspices  of  local  lendine institutions. 

More  npocifio economic  or policy features may nerve  further   to 

distinguish the  approach adopted by a given country.      Por example, 

where fertilizer export   in a prime  considerati on,   collection may be 

centralised under one   institution.       Tn countries  whore distribution 

costs arc high,   public  rail  systems have sometimes, been delegated   the 

responsibility for local distribution.      In  no doing,  preferential freight 

rates may be given to fertilizers,  and the  transportation costs  are subsidized 

through  rates paid for other non-essentials.       Distribution channels may 

also be organized to follow the crop pattern.      'ihere the agricultural 

sector exhibits marked   "dualism" (i.e.  two distinct sub-sectors,   one 

producing cash crops for export, the other producing subsistence crops for 

home consumption),  such a system can be effective. 
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Thorr  is of ton a need  for a variety of fertilizer products. 

Diffnrfnt  noi In and cropn may rerruire different Ii:P^Oc:K„0 ratios, 

and onp or more  secondary elements or micronutrientr; may be needed. 

Larr;e plants  neldom have  the  flexibility needed to  produce a variety 

of products.       Also,   the baric  manufacturing facilities can be widely 

separated.       A  nitrogen plant may be  located near a  nource of natural 

tfas,  a phosphate  plant near a phosphate rock deposit  or nource of by- 

products  sulphuric acid,   and potash may enter the  country at ports. 

Assembling these materials at  a rankle  location involves unnecessary 

transportation costs.       The  solution to this problem will vary from one 

country to another.       One  system that has several advantages involves the 

further procenrsinr of basic products by mixing, bulk blending, or granul- 

ation.    Although   it  is possible  to classify the further processing of basic 

or intermediate  fertilizer materials as a part of the  production system, 

such processing more commonly  is  included in the marketing system.      The 

type of marketing system,   then,   can often be  influenced,  either directly 

or indirectly,  by government  policy.      Careful thought should be riven to 

selecting a production-distribution-marketin/» system  that will meet both 

present and future needs. 

It is important that the  type of marketing system used ensure the 

availability of fertilizer products with the proper nutrient ratio for each 

use.      Failure  to supply needed ratios  is one of the major causes of 

inefficient fertilizer use.       For example,  in the State of Alabama, U.S.A., 

during the  1974-75 crop year,   8} per cent of the fertilizer sold had a 

P?0,.:K?0 ratio of  1:1,  but only 27 per cent of the  soil»  tested needed this 

ratio.      lilis situation was caused mainly by a lack of availability of other 
2/ 

ratios.-'     Obviously,  over one half of the farmers used fertilizer inefficiently 

by supplying either an excess of one nutrient or a deficiency of the other, 

or both.       Increasing efficiency of fertiliser use  (discussed further below) 

& Engelstad, 0.  P., and H. L.  Parks.      1976.      "Building of P and K in Soils 
and Effective Use of Biese Reserves".      In TVA Fertilizer Conference (held 
27-28 July 1976, Cincinnati, Ohio)j    Bulletin T-106,  pp. 5O-58, July 1976, 
National Fertilizer Development Center, Tennessee Valley Authority, Muscle 
Shoals, Alabama. 
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should be a major roal.       At tho  same  time,   it must bo   realized  that 

increasing the number of ration increases both  the confusion  for tho 

farmer and the renerai cost  of the  fertilizer.       Union.-,  farmers am nblr 

to test their soils,   or otherwise  obtain  re lieble   information  about   th<> 

specific nutrient ration needed for each   crop,   thorn   in   little  ne«->rl   for 

more  than about three  Po0c:K„0 ration.       New ratio- arid   to  the  cost,  of 

fertilizer because  each  Trade must   be  ro^i stored,   properly lnb^ll'-d, 

¡eparately stored,   and orofitably marketed.       Therefore,   the  polioy 

should be to provide  an adequate number of grades,  but   to avoid e ree", s. 

Development of infrant rue ture 

'rfhen plans are  made  for expanding the production and une  of fertiliser, 

one of tho first bottlenecks in many countries  ir- that   of transportât i on. 

Movement each year of a few hundred  tonn  of imported fertilizer from a 

dock ponen few problems compared with moving a thousand   tons  per day from 

a modern plant.    Even thin daily movement   in not, a full   indication of  the 

transportation problem.       Each ton of plant nutrients  can be  eypecto,'   to 

increase ^rain production by approximately ten tonn.     Presumably, mont  of 

this  increased production vail need  to move out  of the   production ar^a  and 

into the corranidity marketing channels.       Pood problems  cannot  be resolved 

unless increased production o? fertilizer in accompanied by a major 

improvement  in transportât i on facilities.       Similar improvements are  needed 

in other aspects of  infrastructure:    electricity,  communication,  storage 

silos,  warehouses,  markets,  etc.       A^ain,   the policy implications are  clear: 

there must be a balanced development of  infrastructure  and fertilizer 

production,  and the  need for effective disposal of the  additional food 

supplies must be considered. 

Realistic requirement estimates 

Realistic estimates of fertilizer requirement are a necessary basis for 

planning efficient production facilities,   as stressed above.      These data are 

equally important in planning an efficient marketing system.       Future fertilizer 

requirements need to be detailed by region, district and season.      The ertent 

to which the calculation of national requirements is centralized or left 



to lower level-   in  the  distributiv  ennhi  veri-    ''ron eountry to  -our^y. -'' 

In developing countries,  however,   the nr-ip   i —m    j..   lhf. oo-orrtinr ti on  of 

national mpply.       Por this  purpore,   some  central'"^ d  miihori ty nr.y bo 

required for the development  of a narketinr  nv-tom  that can aeoornncd.s.to 

planned  production ant)   rrtill  enrur« an eani h-.bV   '' i -¡tribut i on anon- 

rorionn,  districts,   and   lar<-o  and snail feme-. 

In eases where  r.upply  ir  not  suffis i -nt,   th>-   -ov-rnrnont. may allocate 

fertilize- in accordance ui th  vari on--   crit-ria   .-neh   e-  the   follovnn •••; 

^(a)       ;-Jhon  the  food  supply  ir- critically  short,   priority may h-    -iv-a 

to  the country's  staph-  (V/hish  m-y   'n-lude non-cash oronr). 

Amone; there,   the  policy ray  »"avour   fho'-o   crocs  nr vari«--'. *. * 

that   re e pond most   to f.<rt •• 1 i zer.        ilfnr.nativolV|   nolio" -n-r 

favour crepe   that   provide   th'- be.ct   balance  of nutriente; 

Allocation  may aim  at anhi-vin- in^r table  di stri but i en  anon- 

province*  or districts,  or anon-  individual farmer- in  order 

to ameliorate  the  evintine distribution   of ineone  or,   perhaps, 

to  reduce   the rural-to-urban rate   of rm -ration by rais m -  frrm 

incomes; 

Allocation may favour crop:-,  that  are  largely intended for e-mort 

and will have  a favourable   effect   on  fore im exchange.        .'.neh 

an approach mi-ht not bo feasible,   however,   if  food production 

for domestic  purpose* is  jeopard i red  or  if  the country  ir  already 

dependent  on fbod inporto. 

Any ayntem  of allocation her ite drawbacks.       However,   the un^r-treinod 

operation of market forcee may seriou-ly jeopardize  agricultural development 

through a highly inequitable allocation of fertilizer inputs.     Careful study 

of the allocation effectn of  specific  policies and  the over-all distribution 

programme are required. 

(b) 

(c) 

A distinction should be made between studies eetimatin/r fertilizer 
requirements and demand estimates      Demand erstinaten are not likely to 
reflect a region»s optimum requirements ninee:     they can be biased due to 
the relative importance  of hitfi-inoomc farmc wherean estimated rorrui rennte 
are based on acreage,  crop types etc.,   and are not  influenced by the  ability 
to buy. " J 
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Quality control 

It  in a function of government  to draw un and  enforce  regulations 

relating to the  quality of fertilizers.       Knforccment  of  such regulations 

usually involves  a system of inspection by government  agents,  at  the manu- 

facturing facility,   in the distribution channels,   or on the  farm.       Obviously, 

the closer to  the farm the inspection,   the  less the  opportunity for adulter- 

ation.      The  inspection may conni rit  of checking the weight  and taking sampler; 

for chemieal analysis and determination of physical  properties.       A 

prescribed  "tolerance"  in usually permitted  for deviation  from guaranteed 

analysis, which  allors for probable minoi   errorr-  in manufacturing, 

mixing,  or sampling. 

Deficiencies  in weight or analysis are penalized  by a   -ystem of 

fines and/or payment of damages.       The manufacturer,  mixer,   or distributor 

may be penalized  for repeated violations by havinr bis  licence revoked. 

Criminal penalties may be  imposed when  there   is clear evidence of  intent 

to defraud. 

Government  regulations should not  be  so  restrictive  as  to impose 

unnecessary hardship or expense  on  the manufacturer,   or to  prevent 

farmers from taking advantage  of low-cost materials.       Por instance,   a 

regulation that  only water-soluble  P?0    can be claimed   in a phosphate 

fertilizer may be unnecessarily restrictive and  is  seldom  justified by 

agronomic data.      A similar situation applies to water-insoluble nitrogen 

derived from either natural or synthetic  sources.       Such materials often are 

sold at a premium price because of their slow-release quality, which makes them 

more effective fertilizers in some situations.      However,  the nitrogen in 

some organic compounds is no slowly soluble as to be nearly worthless as a 

fertilizer. 

In suiTOtiary,  government regulation of fertilizer quality should protect 

farmers against fraudulent practices and inferior products and provide 

necessary information about the quantity and quality of nutrient content. 

It should be flexible enough to permit the sale of low-cost materials or 

by-products while providing adequate  information about their value. 

±L 
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Measures aimed at  increasing use 

Fertilizer use  is determined primarily by fertilizer and agricultural 

product prices,   the fertilizer response, and the presence or absence of 

constraints to   its use,  such as ignorance,   risk and uncertainty,   lack of 

credit,  and limited availability.      Successful government  policy  aimed at 

encouraging use must  either provide the  farmer with  an economic  incentive 

or remove or reduce the effect  of existing constraints to  obtaining poten- 

tial economic  benefits  from expanding use. 

Normally,   economic  incentives take the  form of a reduction  in fertilizer 

costs to the  farmer,  or an increase  in the agronomic  response  to  fertilizer 

through better  balance of nutrients,   better  timing or placement  of applica- 

tion,  and other inputs  (water supply,   improved varieties,   etc.). 

The appropriate policy approach to  increased  fertilizer use  depends,  to 

some extent,  upon the degree to which the  farming community has already adopted 

commercial  fertilizers.      Farmer awareness  is the most significant  consideration 

in the  early stages.       Prices,  oven  if kept  at reasonable   levels,  can  seem pro- 

hibitive to farmers lacking experience in  the use of commercial  fertilizers and 

knowledge ef their effeet en yield».V     o»oe general acceptance  is achieved, 
however,  credit  becomes a useful pel icy tool. 

Increasing agricultural product prices 

Agricultural price support policies are  common  in developing arid 

developed countries.       While  some aim at price stabilization  (discussed 

further below),  others  focus on raising agricultural  product  prices aoove   l:e<> 

market  prices  in order to stimulate production.       Increases  in product  prices 

make  it profitable for the farmer to  expand  fertilizer use,  but  could be 

inflationary and run counter to other development  objectives. 

Many developing countries are faced with severe nutrit , ot, u     deficien- 

cies, due mainly to lack of purchasing power.      In others,   even where malnu- 

trition  is not  a major problem,  food accounts for a  large  portion of the 

family  income.      The level of food prices is therefore of extreme  importance 

in the development process of these countries.      In such circumstances, 

policies to  increase agricultural produce prices may not  be  in the beBt   interest 

of the country - if the price increase ìB to be passed on to the consumer,  as 

is usually the case. 

4/ -'The price elasticity of fertilizer has been found to be relatively low 
during the introductory period.    Only after acceptance has been achieved it rises. 
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Increasing agronomic  response 

The agronomic   response to  fertilizer depends on a number of factors, 

including:    soil   characteristics;     climatic variables such  as rainfall 

pattern;     irrigation;     plant variety;     disease and  insect  at+acks;     type 

and nutrient   balance  of fertilizer;     and  timeliness and form of application. 

Government policy    aimed   at   increasing the   response may focus on   (a)  research 

to  improve  fertilizer materials and  application methods;     (b)  research to 

modify the  factorn mentioned above;     and   (c)   extension work,  to assist farmers 

in applying current   knowledge,  materials  and methods aimed at   improving 

fertilizer efficiency.       Only research to   improve fertilizer materials and 

application methods   (a)   is discussed here;     (b)  and  (c)  are  discussed later. 

Removing constraints to  fertilizer use 

In addition to  high  fertilizer and crop prices and poor agronomic 

response,  fertilizer use  is affected by a number of constraints that may 

reduce profitability    or dissuade the  farmer.       Constraints  commonly encoun- 

tered in developing countries  include:    unavailability of fertilizer where 

and when needed;     ignorance;  risk and uncertainty;     lack of credit;    insecurity 

of land tenure;     and  shortage of complementary inputs. 

Unavailability.     Failure to deliver the proper type of fertilizer at the time 

and place required   is a significant   impediment to expanded use.    Activities 

aimed at  increased  fertilizer demand  (e.g.,  price and credit  subsidies) must 

be backed up  by guarantees that  sufficient   supplies will be available.      This 

element  is frequently overlooked,  resulting in fertilizer scarcities, black 

market operations,  and reduced effectiveness in fertilizer promotion activities. 

Igiorance.      Partners and extension workers are often inadequately informed about 

the kind and quantity of fertilizer to use and how and when to use it.      Policy 

support  for agronomic research is needed  in order to generate the type of 

information farmers need regarding appropriate type of fertilizer, optimim 

quantities and timing,  placement,  etc. under various climatic, environmental, 

economic, and soil  conditions.      The results of such research should be dissem- 

inated through close  collaboration between farmers and extension agents.      In 

addition, the  economic returns to be expected from increased fertilizer use 

should be clearly demonstrated.      To facilitate on-farm trials and demonstra- 

tions,  small quantities of fertilizer, at  subsidized prices,  should be made 

available to fanners not currently using it, along with information regarding 

its use. 

± 
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Hisk and uncertainty.       The major natural  or  environmental  hazards  are 

rainfall,  disease and  insect attacks.       Government  policy aimed at   improving 

irrigation,  at developing and/or diffusing resistant varieties,  at making 

pesticides available,  and at  improving crop management practices  in general 

may have considerable  impact on reducing riüks  and uncertainties resulting 

from such hazards. 

While  fertilizer price fluctuations may   reduce the quantities used,  they 

do not  contribute greatly to risk because  the   farmer in most  cases knows the 

actual price before   purchasing and can  react   accordingly.     Price  fluctuations 

in agricultural products,  on the other hand,   introduce considerable  risk and 

uncertainty.      The  economic optimum quantity  of  fertilizer varies according to 

the price of the agricultural product.       Farmers  faced with large product price 

fluctuations will  tend to  limit  fertilizer use  to  levels that are  approrimately 

optimum at  relatively low product prices.       Thus,  price stabilization programmes 

for agricultural produce  can have a beneficial  effect on fertilizer use. 

Lack of credit.       This factor can be a considerable constraint  to  fertilizer 

use and it   is particularly important that  it   Le  rectified at  the early stages 

of a fertilizer acceptance programme.       Assuming that  -supplies of fertilizer 

are efficiently distributed, numerous credit   system outlets at  the   local  level 

will encourage fertilizer use as a continuous  practice.      Credit   is of special 

significance to the small farmer with extremely limited working capital and 

borrowing ability.      Policy alternatives, however,  do not have to be restricted 

to commercial lending channels;    financing mechanisms employing a credit-in-kind 

scheme for distribution of the fertilizer    (along with other inputs,  such as 

seed)  can be introduced. 

Government policy oriented toward providing guarantees to financial 

institutions and limiting the consequences to the farmer of crop failures is 

needed in many countries.      Government-supported crop and credit   insurance 

programmes should also be effective. 

Insecurity of land tenure. Hhen the same person or family owns the crop as 

well as the land on which it is produced, fertilizer use tends to be greater 

than when land and crop are separately owned. Tenant farmers often pay for 

all inputs, including fertilizer, but deliver a proportion of the crop to the 

landlord. Therefore, the tenants gains only a part of the return on his 

fertilizer investment. In such cases, the economically optimum quantity of 

fertilizer used is smaller for tenant farmers than for landowners.      Output 
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sharing between tenants and  landlords  should result   in  increased fertilizer 

use and agricultural output.       Land reform policies oriented towards a shift 

from tenancy to ownership   by the  farmer,  or at   least   toward:; promoting cost 

sharing between tenant  and owner,  would  micourage  fertilizer use. 

The  benefits of fertilizer use  usually extend beyond  one cropping 

season,   but   short-term tenancy arrangements and  consequent  uncertainty as  to 

who will   be   the   beneficiary of further  fertili/.er application. 

Shortage of complementary  inputs.       The   importance of proper  irrigation and 

the  use  of pesticides,  herbicides,   ;ind  other production and  management   inputs 

to the  reduction of risk and uncertainty was mentioned  before.      These factors 

are  also  important  determinants of total  fertilizer  response.      Varietal   im- 

provement   is probably even more   important,  however;     fertilizer response   is 

far greater among  improved rice  and wheat varieties  than among traditional   ones. 

While   increased response   is a genetic  characteristic   (related to  dwarf varieties 

and corresponding reduction to  lodging),  the  farm-level  response of  traditional 

varieties may  be  further  increased  if they  are maae more  resistent   to certain 

diseases and  insects.       Government  policy aimed at:     promoting research on 

varietal   improvement;     testing and modifying improved materials from  interna- 

tional  and national  agricultural  research;     and diffusion of  improved materials 

to  farmers,   are  likely to  be  effective  in expanding fertilizer use  and agri- 

cultural production.      The distribution of these complementary inputs,  like the 

distribution of fertilizer  itself,   is  often  geared to  the needs only of the 

large  farmers.       Policy efforts  should endeavour to  ensure  that the benefits of 

such  research are available to  small  fanners as well. 

Industrial employment and training 

The development  of a work force  consistent with the planned growth in 

production capacity of an industrial  sector requires policy action in much the 

same way as demand,  investment and supply in that sector.      Some policies and 

procedures that would be appropriate to the fertilizer industry are: 

(a) The co-ordination of employment plans with the industry's short- 

and long-term objectives;    and 

(b) The development and implementation of training programmes that will 

ensure continuous and competent manning. 
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Specific features of the above might  include: 

- Management and supervisory  training programmes; 

- Extension programmes for dealer and  farmer education; 

- Training programmes for technicians,  plant  operators,  and 
maintenance personnel; 

- Marketing programmes,   including distribution promotion,  and 
sales,  when and if appropriate; 

- Definite commitments to and from foreign organizationa that 
allow them to plan work force development  programmes without  the 
fear of their being terminated in mid-programme.       (This will  avoid 
high built-in costs to prevent  ¿osses and guarantee a trained work 
force); 

(c)    The development of personnel policies and/or practices to enccurage 

efficiency and provide incentives.      Examples are: 

- Position descriptions that  clearly define the work to be done; 

- Salary scales that assure competitive pay and f- =   0e benefits; 

- Incentive plans that are challenging and attainable, based on 
standards of performance that are mutually acceptable;  and 

- Communication to the work force of alternative paths for advancement. 

Subsidies 

The practice of providing subsidies to encourage the production or use 

of fertilizer is a widespread one.  The objectives of subsidy programmes are 

often related to the theme of the preceding section, "Measures aimed at 

increasing use".  In developing countries, fertilizer subsidies may take 

many forms.  In some, they may be regarded as a government obligation and 

become a semi-permanent feature of government policy.  There is the danger, 

however, that, once instituted, the practice may be prolonged beyond the period 

when the initial objectives have been realized.  On the other hand, there is 

a good reason to believe that subsidies can be an effective means of achieving 

development objectives when properly monitored and implemented.  In view of 

the complexity of various subsidy programmes and the diversity of approaches 

to them, the subject is treated separately, and in considerable detail, in the 

Annex to this chapter. 

Investment policies 

It is estimated that fertilizer production objectives for the end of the 

century (Alternative A), will require capital investment in major nitrogen and 
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phui. .hate  plants  of about   $Uol^1   billion  over the  period   1'/.'.O-^OU J.        li' 

the  <¡ -velónin,; countries are  to   become net  exporter's,   nowever,   cai it,.il 

cotti; wiLL   exceed this   figure.       Additional   investment  will   be  required 

in liii.nii,,; and   benefication  of   raw material;-, and potash   salts,   in  distri- 

bution arid   transnort   facilities  and   in   infrastructure.       Cletrly,   there- 

fore,   ¡.du   total    investment   requirement s will   exceed  3'., 1   billion   by   i 

cui:, i.. j t tal   amou:. t. 

.-••fi  fonní-   and mechanisms  Lev  investment    will   be   required  to channel 

such       large  amount   of capital   into  the  development   ol"  the  fertiliser 

sect'..:   :<jid   to  ensure  that  over-all   development  objective::   (e.g.  minimal 

ra-.i   a   inflation  or  sovereignty  over natural   resource-:.)   are not   jeopar- 

di..   «    :.   th'  process.       Loans  arid gran to have played a prominent  role   in 

fin-ji'-in.: the  development  of fertilizer plants   in  the   past.       At  times, 

the.-    i;  ve   been  on  concessional  terms   for   interest   rates or repayment 

r.cheiiu! :s.       Often,   however,   their total   cost  has   been  considerable,  and  it 

is unlikely  that   this  source will  be adequate to provide   funds of the 

ma.i.i i.ali   mentioned  above. 

i .vestment   capital  falls  into two general   types:     loans   (bonds or 

detent ires)  that   pay  a fixed rate  of return,  and equity  capital   in which 

the   :•.: • of return  depends on  the profitability of the  enterprise.       The 

investor may not  necessarily  expect  tc  receive his  return  directly i.i the 

fori.,    1   cash.       Por  instance,   fanners,  co-operatives,   and plantation owners 

may   mv  .t   to  ensure  a supply of fertilizer at  a reasonable price.       Their 

return i.i.iy   consist   of a system of rebates or discounts  on  fertilizer used. 

Foreign organizations or governments may  invest  for the  same reason.       Raw 

material  suppliers may  invest to ensure    a profitable market  for their pro- 

duct   (natural  gas,  phosphate rock,  sulphuric acid,  etc.). 

Investment  incentives through tax laws or concessions 

The adjustment  of tax laws  is a common method of attracting investment 

to oriority sectors.       Such practices,  however,  call  for continuous scrutiny 

and liiiould be subject  to certain qualifications.       The  following is a short 

list of policies frequently used to attract investment: 



(a) Partial or complete exemption  from industrial  income tax  levied 

on interest on bonds and debentures, or on dividends from fertilizer manu- 

facturing operations; 

(b) Taj: holidays that permit new plants to operate for a specified 

number of years without paying property or income tax; 

(c) Depletion allowaucei. for  organization« that  own and us«   indigenous 

raw materials.       (in theory,  this allowance compensateti the company  Tor the 

diminishing of  its raw material  resources and encourages explorât iot.  for new 

resources); 

(d) Development rebates based on  the contribution to the national 

economy i  or on the development of natural resources; 

(e) Exemption from severance or excise  taxes on raw materials used; 

(f) Exemption from  impoi , duties on plant  equipment,  raw materials, 

spare parts and supplies; 

(g) Exemptions from export taxes on fertilizers to make the producís 

competitive on the world market.       (Encouraging export of production  in excess 

of domestic needs to keep plants operating at  a high percentage of  capacity 

and thereby lowering production costs);    and 

(h)   GenerouB depreciation rates for tax purposes. 

Such policies offer investors the prospect of relatively rapid recovery 

of their investment. Careful consideration should be given to their effect 

on the national economy,  however, before implementing them. 

In the fertilizer sector, foreign investment, and the role of transnational 

corporations,  in particular, has been steadily  increasing.      The objectives of 

these corporations may not always be consistent with national  strategies and 

policies.       In the case of the developing countries, however,  the  consequences 

can be particularly serious in view of the relatively weak position of these 

countries vis-a-vis the tiansnational corporations. 

Co-operation in harmonizing national policies on foreign investment could 

serve to improve the negotiating   position of the developing countries.      Yet, 

despite the difficulties that theBe countries encounter in their relations with 

the trananationala, they continue to compete    to attract them.    One type of 

competition practised is to offer a variety of concessions, such as those listed 

above.      Only in rare cases, however, do these concessions raise the total flow 

of foralffi imrartment into the developing country.      The flow may be increased, 
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for example,  where transnational  firms are under pressure to find new,  cheap 

ways of processing goods for re-export.       However,  there  are many instances 

where  costs aro  les« critical. 

examples  include  import-substitution  industries and  industries producing 

for export to  oligopolistic markets.       In such cases,  the total flow of 

investment into  the developing countries  is not   likely to  be affected by com- 

petition among them.       But,  the distribution of investment  among these  countries 

may be  substantially altered by the granting of concessions to the foreign 

investors.      A  country that   fails to offer benefits to match those offered by 

other countries    in th« region risks  losing its  share of the  foreign  investment. 

Returns to the  developing country from foreign  investment  can be considerably 

reduced through  excessive  competition of this  sort.      As mentioned above,  however, 

the situation may be alleviated by co-~oerution among the    developing countries 

affected.      The problem is  essentially a regional or sub-regional one that 

could be addressed by groups of developing countries.       Such groups might 

endeavour to determine  if their efforts to attract  foreign  investment  in 

fertilizer tend  to cancel one another.      This  could be one  component  in a 

larger regional  or sub-regional approach to the development  of the    industry. 

Developing countries might attempt  to reach agreement,  perhaps initially 

on a regional  basis,  on such matters as the maximum length of tax holidays, 

the extent of corporation income tax incentives,  limits to accelerated deprecia- 

tion, and the  level and scope of investment credits. 
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Annex to Chapter VII 

FERTILIZER SUBSIDIES 

Direct subsidies 

Direct price subsidies for fertilizer are common in most developing 

countries.   They are usually paid directly by the government (a) to the 

farmer*, or (b) to the distribution outlet.    If sufficient control is 

exercised to ensure that they are in fact being reflected in the price of 

fertilizer to the farmer, direct subsidies may be a very effective means 

of expanding fertilizer use.    If, however, the subsidy is such that it 

has a really significant impact on use, the programe may tend to be very 

expensive.    Furthermore, unless policies to expand fertilizer supplies 

simultaneously with subsidies are introduced, the subsidies will promote 

fertilizer scarcities and the potential increase in use due to the price 

subsidy will only be partly realized. 

While a permanent price subsidy can lead to fertilizer shortages, 

temporary subsidy programmes can cause rapid expansion of fertilizer 

consumption in countries with excess productive capacity and resulting 

high domestic prices.    As consumption increases,  capacity utilization 

goes up and per unit costs are reduced.    This,  in turn, reduces the need 

to continue the subsidy programme.    The problem with temporary subsidies, 

however, is that once introduced they tend to be difficult to phase out. 

(a) Subsidy to the farmer.    The dominant trend in most developing 

countries is to fix -the retail price to the farmer at a maximum level 

above which it cannot lawfully be sold.    Por nitrogenous fertilizers, the 

price per unit of nitrogen is usually considered a base for the pricing 

of ^11 types.    This may not always be true   of  phosphate fertiliser, but 

it holds true for potash types.    The fixed retail price to farmers is 

different from one country to another and nay boar no relation to the 

world market price.    It may also differ from one material to another. 

Annex table 1 below shows the variations in fertiliser retail prices and 

fertiliser subsidy in four selected developing countries in 1974, a year 
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of unusually high prices.     There data represent  the highest degree to 

which the  fertilizers had  hitherto been subsidized.    On the banis  of 

unified fertilizer rate of application of urea nitrogen, the subsidy 

values per hectare for four crops - cotton,  wheat, maize, and rice - 

in  these countries are presented  in Annex table  ?,   for the sake  of 

comparison.     It can be seen that,   on the basis  of the world market 

price for each of the four cropr,  and  for effective subsidy,  produc- 

tivity of one of the four ought  to be at the highest  level in  Pakistan, 

followed by Egypt, Bangladesh,  and Iran.     In  fact,  however,  this  is not 

true, which explains the cuite different applicability of fertilizer 

subsidy as far as its economic       efficiency is concerned in different 

developing countries.    In other words,  the benefits of fertilizer subsidy 

enjoyed by farmers in developing countries vary considerably. 

Annex table 2.    Calculated subsidy for four crops,  selected 
developing countries, I974 

(tUS/ha) 

Urea 
Crops Rat« of 

application 
(N kg/ha) 

¿ran Egypt Bangladesh Pakistan 

Cotton 

Wheat 

Maize 

Hice 

I70 

200 

220 

120 

82 

95 
106 

57 

117 

135 

152 

82 

91 

105 

117 

63 

127 

143 

I65 

89 

(*) Subsidy to distribution outlet.    The general trend among govern- 

ments in developing countries  is to have all fertilizer activities carried 

out by the public sector.    However,  in many countries of Asia (Iran, 

Indonesia, India, Pakistan)  and South America (Chile, Brazil, Colombia, 

and Argentina) fertilixer distribution and marketing are carried out by 

both government and private  sector.    Information regarding subsidies to 

private dealers in many of these countries is not sufficient to make a 

complete analysis; nevertheless,  it is known that they are incorporated 

in transportation and other distribution costs. 



Indirect  subsidies 

The real price of fertilizer may be reduced in a number of ways 

other than through direct subsidies.    One    of the most common means is 

to moke credif.  available to farmers at  subsidized  interest  rates.    Where 

fertilizer acceptance is a consideration,  supervised credit may be 

offered,   i.e.  credit contingent upon the supervision of new users by 

technicians.    Permanent  subsidizing of credit  for fertilizer may prove 

to be costly,  of course. Long-term solutions for the problem of agricul- 

tural access to  financial markets may include the replacement of informed 

credit markets by other institutional  forms. 

Risk and uncertainity in agricultural production and  lack of credit 

security are probably the major causes of high interest rates and reluc- 

tance among commercial banks to provide agricultural credit.    Government 

policy aimed at reducing the risk and uncertainty and providing additional 

security for the moneylenders in a way acceptable to the farmer would be 

more likely to provide higher benefits than subsidized interest rates. 

However,   it is difficult to guarantee in advance that subsidies earmarked 

for fertilizer purchases will   in fact  lead to an increase in the use of 

fertilizer.    For this reason,  the impact of such programmes may be much 

•mailer than expected. 

Indirect subsidies may also take the form of support to, inter alia, 

(a)  local  fertilizer manufacturers;  (b) discharging operations; (c) trans- 

portation systems; (d)  storage agencies; or (e) rebagging systems. 

(a)  Subsidy to local manufacturers.    Domestic  fertilizer production 

is strongly subsidized in most of the developing countries    in order to 

keep local prices at or below the level of those of imported fertilizer. 

This was particularly true before the sharp increase in world fertilizer 

prices in 1973/74.   The table below shows a wide variation in the subsidies 

given to domestic industrial production in Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Egypt 

in 1974*    Before 1974,  some countries imposed high taxes on imported ferti- 

lisers.    This policy was considered to be a means, in a sense, of pro- 

tecting local industry and to be a subsidy for local production.    The 
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practice of paying direct cash subsidies to manufacturers on ex-factory 

sales price, prevails in countries where the fertilizer industry is 

otherwise permitted to operate on a free enterprise basis.    In countries 

where the industry is government-owned, the subsidy is usually paid at 

the end of the fiscal year as a penalty production cost in the case of 

budgetary deficit. 

Subsidy for domestic production,  selected developing countries. 1974 
($US/metric ton) 

Fertilizer B*n f1ad «sh PaKi atan Rfvpt. 

Urea 

AN 

AS 

TSP 

SSP 

46.0 

138.0 

63.48 

28.15s/ 

1.31 

25 > 

2.60 

Sources:    FAO Fertilizer Industry Advisory Committee on the Economics 
of Fertilizer Use, and National Statistics Data. 

a/    For AN 26 per cent N. 

b/    For AI 33.5 P«r cent N. 

(b) Subsidy to discharging operations.    Fertilizer imported by the 

public sector in the developing countries is usually bought on a "cost- 

including- freight" basis.    Unloading costs are borne by the importer. 

These add considerably to the final costs.    In addition, inefficient 

ship-to-shore handling is often a cause of serious losses.    Sometimes, 

too, the cost of delays in unloading the transport ships has to be borne 

by the government.    No detailed information is available at the present 

time regarding the real economic effects of such processes upon fertilizer 

costs in most developing countries.    Whether all or part of them are paid 

by the governments or built into the wholesale fertilizer cost has to be 

clarified in the future for different countries.    However, information 

available from Egypt reveals that discharging costs per metric ton in 

that country reached $1$ million in 1974, the total sum of $1,350 million 

for fertilizer imports of about 100,000 metric tona of different types 

being carried entirely by the government. 
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(c;  Subsidy to transportation systems.    Costs  of leadme,   tran ¡-port inj 

and unloading fertilizer tend to be higher in developing than  in developed 

countries,  thus adding to the retail prie r.   Where  the government hau   ;et 

a ceiling for retail  prices, the dealers are usually  r<<Tm.red  to narr/ 

those additional  costi;.    Where the government   i'-5  the ~olu agency  for 

fertilizer marketing,  however,   it  absorb',  ths corts  as a  fertiliser  subsidy. 

(d) Subsidy  to  stora,:e agencies.    The  repeated  storing of  fertilizers - 

first at  factory  warehouses, then at  centri!  warehouses and finally at 

co-operative societies    or dealers'   stores - results  in relatively high 

costs.    Local  fertilizer producers  in developing countries are  responsible 

for tne first type of storage and  pay  for it  themselves as part  of the 

over-all cost.    The  same principle  is applicable  to  storage by dealers and 

traders.     Storage  in central warehouses  or co-operative stores,   winch are 

usually government -owned,   is often covered by the  government  and  hence 

considered an additional   subsidy. 

(e) Subsidy to rebagging systems.     Repeated  moving and changes in  the 

storage of fertilizers,  even if they are stored and bagged for a long time 

or under pressure of high stacks,  results in considerable damage because 

of the low durability of the bag material.    The  only solution to this 

problem is rebagging.    In most cases,  this takes  place at the intermediate 

stage, at the centralized warehouses or co-operative stores.    Hebagging 

costs are often borne    by the government as part   of an indirect cash subsidy. 

The effects, of fertilizer subsidy 

Experience has shown that fertilizer subsidy has both advantages and 

disadvantages.    Unless the subsidy is efficiently administered and imple- 

mented,  its effect will not be wholly satisfactory.    However,   in general, 

subsidies have proven effective in the promotion and use of fertilizers. 

In Egypt,   for example,  in 1959/60,  when no subsidy was allocated,  nitrogen 

consumption was only 140,000 metric tons.    îith continued subsidy, however, 

it reached 410,000 metric tons in 1974/75» representing an increase of 

about 300 per cent  of annual rate of growth of 20 per cent.    There are many 

such reports of the success of fertilizer subsidy programmes in developing 

countries.    The following table shows the dramatic effect of subsidy on 

fertilizer consumption in Brazil over a 20-year period. 



Subsidy practices in Brazil.   1950-1970 

Subsidy 
Consumption 

'thousands of 
metric tons) 

No 88.5 

Yes 249.7 

Ho 2Ì6.8 

Yes 281.1 

Yes 601.7 

Yes 820.0 

1950 

1958 

1962 

1966 

1968 

1970  

Source:     Fertilizer Uae   ind Agricultural  Development 
in Brazil.    Economics and Sociology Occasional Paper No. 
163 by li. C. Nelson and u.  L. Mover,  Department oi* 
Agricultural  Economics and iiuru 1 Sociology,  Ohio State 
University,  1973. 

The following table shows the effect on fertilizer consumption in 

Pakistan when the subsidy was changed from one year to another. 

Effect on consumption in Pakistan of changes in subsidy 

.. .   , , Consumption 
^Lï («trie ton (mill. Us) 

hZ£$tK.£± 

1965/66 63 70,487 

1966/67 124 111,834 

I969/7O 112 307,711 

1972/73 199 436,495 

Source;    Study on Fertilizer Subsidies in Selected 
Countries, (PAO/FIAC,  1975). 

On the other hand, the practice of providing subsidies is not 

necessarily to be intended for prolonged use.    It should last  only for 

the period needed to attain a margin of relief.    An economically balanced 

agricultural structure is not necessarily an un subsidized one,  out for 

purposes of long-terra policy planning, this may be the objective.    The 
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continuation of fertilizer subsidies over long periods hac led,  in 

many cases,  to a dependent agricultural  structure.     Par-mere in certain 

developing countries with  stable  subsidy  système arc accepting the 

subsidies  as their right,   and  figuring their returns accordingly.    It 

should always be borne in mind that subsidies constitute a heavy drain 

on the budgets of developing countries. 

Alternatives to subsidizing 

As fertilizer subsidy programmes started only about  25 years ago, 

any verdict upon their effectiveness would still be premature,  especially 

as full information regarding their use in developing countries is lacking. 

However,   subsidies have proved successful in most of these countries.    The 

degree of subsidy justification in one country may not necessarily match 

that of another.    It is the farmers'   standard of living, their actual need 

for subsidy, education level, and social status which create the personal 

attitude and eagerness to catch up with new technology and planning,  their 

appreciation of the subsidy programmes, and their willingness to co-operate 

seriously. 

Available indicators reveal that under certain conditions and speci- 

fications of agricultural structure,  fertilizer subsidy is indispensable 

in developing countries.    Where the agricultural sector is run completely 

by the government with emphasis on enforcing crop    rotation and certain 

crop patterns with a view to marketing the great majority of farm products, 

fertilizer subsidy becomes an important component of the agricultural 

system.    In countries where fertilizer use is something of a new tread in 

agriculture, a subsidy may be far more instrumental in promoting fertilizer 

use and crop production than any alternative «ystem. 

In Brazil and India, attempt! were made to substitute fertilizer 

subsidy with crop price support.    But as far as fertilizer use and con- 

sumption were concerned,  it was found that they dropped sharply, along 

with crop production - and crop prices on the black market were enhanced 

considerably. 

Finally, the two fertilizer subsidy systems mentioned earlier - direct 

and indirect - together with a moderately scaled crop price support policy, 

 ± 
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can work as a strong promotional tool for fertilizer us« and crop 

production,  if the national budget has the financial resources required 

for rather a long period of time. 

SUMMARIES OP FERTILIZER SUBSIDY POLICIES IN SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1.    Effipt 

Up to I960, the fertilizer industry was strictly a private sector 

concern.    Annual consumption at that time wr s about  140,000 tons of 

nitrogen,   38,000 tons of ?£ , and 500 tons of K20.    There were only 

two plants in operation:     one producing calcium nitrate at an annual 

capacity of 38,000 tons of nitrogen, and another producing superphosphate 

(single) at an annual capacity of 15,000 tons of PpO,..   The balance was 

imported through foreign agencies which handled marketing, transportation, 

and distribution at competitive free prices.    The only fertilizers in use 

were sodium nitrate from Chile, calcium nitrate,  ammonium sulphate, ammonium 

sulphate nitrate, single superphosphate, and potassium sulphate. 

In i960, the Government took remedial steps by: 

- Establishing a Fertilizer Fund Foundation 

- Setting up a fertilizer credit    system, and fertilizer 
subsidy regulations 

- Originating a fertilizer policy programme 

- Strengthening the agricultural extension service 

- Nationalizing the domestic plants 

- Starting a fertilizer control law 

- Phasing out all customs duties on imported fertiliser 

Since then, imports have been arranged through tenders financed 

by the Government, and local production has been mainly a public sector 

responsibility.    Transportation, distribution, and storage - down to the 

co-operative societies where the fertilizers are distributed to the 

farmers - are the responsibility of government bodies. 
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Egypt';:  present 5-year plan (I976-I980)  call:: for self-sufficiency 

in nitrogenous  and  phor.phatie   fertilizers.     Iv-tiuxtos  for local   production 

to the year 2000 are sho/n in Annex table   Ì.     Present  product1 on  is  ground 

180,000 tona  of nitropen  in tiie  forma  oí' ammonium nitrate  31  per cent  N 

and ammoni um sulphate,    i rejected production  in I980/8I  should be 5(X'»,0ü0 

tons of nitrogen as  urea,  ammonium nitrate,   calcium nitrate,  ammonium 

sulphate,  and  ammonia,     t'urtiler  production  in  2000  is expected to reach 

75c,000 ton:   of nitro¿;en.     Lance  projected consumption v.ill not cover that 

much,  it  i.; expected to have a surplus on hand  for export.     In  fact,  the 

plan anticipates covering all   local  consumption by domestic  production in 

I98O and starting nitrogen exports by  I98I. 

Annex table   j.    intimated   future nitrogenous  fertilizer production, 
imports,  consumption,  and  exports in Crypt,   1975-2000 

(l,C00 m t  of N) 

Production 

1975/1976 180 

1980/198I 500 

1985/1986 590 

1990/1991 620 

1995/1996 750 

2000 750 

Imports Consumption Exports 

•:10 ',90 

480 

480 

500 

500 

52O 

20 

110 

120 

250 

230 

For phosphate fertilizers,  the present  production (8S.000 tons of PpO- 

in 1975/76) is sufficient for local use with a little margin for export 

(Annex table 4).    Houever, the plan calls for steadily increasing phosphate 

fertilizers up to I98O at moderate rate of gro;/th, with production stepping 

up sharply thereafter to the year 2000, expecially for export purposes. 

The only present production is  single superphosphate.    Further expansions 

will be in triple superphosphate, mono- and di-ammonium phosnhate, and 

phosphoric acid.    Rock phosphate is produced and exported in large quantities. 

In 1974 about 459fOOO tons were shipped abroad.    Potash fertilizers are 

not manufactured in Egypt, consumption being dependent mainly upon imports* 

M^M X 



Annex table 4«    Estimated future phosphate fertilizer production, 
imports, consumption, and exports in Efflrrt,  1975-2000 

(Millions of tone of PJL > 

Production Imports Consumption Exports 

1975/1976 85 75 10 

1980/19M 110 100 10 

1985/1966 I50 120 30 

1990/1991 210 130 80 

1995/1996 27O 130 140 

2000 300 I50 I50 

Nitrogenous fertilizers mostly are needed in Egyptian agriculture. 

A steady annual growth rate of nitrogen consumption has been attained in 

the last nine years.    In 1973/74» it totalled 380,000 tons of elemental 

nitrogen with an average annual rate of increase of 8 per cent.    It should 

reach 52O»OO0 tons by the year 2000 (Annex table 3).    Farmers in Egypt at 

the present time are well aviare of the necessity of nitrogen for their 

production and are pressing for higher quotas. 

Phosphate consumption was about 75|OO0 tons of PS>    in 1974 and of 

slower growth rate than nitrogen.    Projections for the future call  for the attain- 

ment    of   a total consumption of 100,000 tons in I98O and 150,000 tons in 

the year 2000 (Annex table 4)« 

Por a long time, Egypt was a prominent fertiliser importer.    In 1973/74» 

imports accounted for 68 per cent of the yearly consumption.    It is expected, 

however, that self-sufficiency in nitrogenous fertilizer will be reached by 

1978 (Annex table 3). 

Fertilizer imports are dealt with by the Fertilizer Import Board, 

which has final authority on prices, terms of contracts, and payments. 

On delivery, the fertilizers are handled by the Central Credit and 

Co-operative Bank,  from the port down to central and district warehouses. 

The Agricultural Stabilization Fund has full responsibility for handling, 

and pays all expenses for discharging, transportation, storage, and dis- 

tribution.    Actually, there is no fertilizer marketing in the usual sense 

of the term in Egypt. 

1 
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Prices and subsidies 

Government policy regarding fertilizer prices and  subsidies has 

been consistent since i960.    Fertilizer rates  for each crop and region 

are determined prior to the season and issued publicly by the Ministry 

of Agriculture.    Crop pattern is usually decided upon according to the 

national  plan,  and hence fertilizer requirements become a matter of simple 

calculation. 

Fertilizer retail prices to farmers nere set according to local 

production costs, nth a little interest margin on the capital cost, in 

I960.    This was done for ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulphate, and calcium 

nitrate,   which were the only domestic products at that  time.    Prices of 

imported types were adjusted to the nitrogen unit at domestic cost.    Up to 

the present time, the Government has kept a very strict  price policy, with 

no increases on retail  prices allowed. 

Pressure caused by world fertilizer price fluctuations and the increasing 

costs for local manufacturers are met with higher subsidy rates for both 

retail and ex-factory prices.    In 1974, the retail price subsidy on imported 

fertilizers reached over SUS 200 million,  apart from domestic industry 

penalty costs, as shown in the table below. 

Under conditions of low world market price, the fertilizer subsidy 

on imported types becomes nil or a back return to the  Government, as was 

practised in the early 1970s«. 

Retail price fertilizer subsidy, and domestic industry 
penalty cost of production. Egypt. 1973-197*? 

(tUS million) 

Retail price subsidy Penalty production cost 

1973 62.5 3.7 

1974 201.6 7.2 

1975 103.2 4.8 

1976 86.4 5.0 
(estimated) 

Source:    Agricultural Stabilisation Fund - Egypt. 
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2.    Bangladesh 

In the last ten years,  fertilizer consumption in Bangladesh has 

increased steadily at a considerable rate.       Gome 86 per cent of 

the total consumption is devoted to rice, which covers about 82 per 

cent of the cropped area. 

Data on fertilizer consumption development in Bangladesh show 

actual nitrogen,   phosphate, and  potash consumption tonnages of 122,000, 

44fOOO, and 11,000 respectively  for the year 1973/74 giving a total of 

177»000 tons.    Short-term programming estimates call   for consumption 

of 682,000 tons by  I978 - this to be doubled by I980/8I.    The main 

fertilizer types in use are urea, ammonium sulphate,  ammonium nitrate, 

single and triple superphosphate, and muriate of potash. 

Facilities for domestic production stand at full capacity of 

205,000 tons nitrogen, mostly in the form of urea, and 198,000 tons of 

P_0(-  in the form of triple superphosphate.    However,  the practical 

efficiency of the existing plants is still very low (30-70 per cent) due 

to difficulties in procuring spare parts and raw materials,  especially 

rock phosphate of low chloride content.    There are plans for the estab- 

lishment of a new plant  for manufacturing 528,000 tons of urea per year 

to be on-stream by 1977/78.    No long-term projections have been reported. 

Imports have  fluctuated sharply from one year to am -her,    owing mainly 

to low foreign exchange resources and the war.    The low efficiency of 

domestic plants,  especially for phosphate production, necessitated the 

importation of 260,000 tons of phosphate in 1973/74.    All potash fertilizers 

are secured through imports.    Nitrogen fertilizer imports represent 8-I5 

per cent of annual total consumption. 

Policies on prices and subsidies 

Credit for fertilizer in the past was available only to land-owning 

farmers through money-lenders and commercial sources.    Recently, however, 

the Government introduced a co-operative credit    programme which make8 

credit available to small farmers at the village level.    It may be too 

early to evaluate the effect of this credit upon fertilizer use at the 

present time, as the programme,  while growing rapidly, is only at an 

initial stage. 
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Up to I974• "the Government had maintained constant retail prices 

for fertilizers,  regardless of transportation and distribution costs. 

Fertilizer prices had been subsidized (table below) by over 5° per 

cent.    At the end of 1974, the heavy burden of this subsidy,  uue to 

rapidly increasing fertilizer use and shortages of budget allowance, 

obliged the Government to increase fertilizer prices twice.    The 

Government  is now planning to end subsidy by increasing retail prices. 

Retail  fertilizer prices and subsidy   in Bangladesh,   1974 
(SUS/ton) 

Urea TSP Muriate of potash 

Price 179 143 107 

Subsidy 244 290 48 
(imports) 

Subsidy 46 138 
(domestic prod.) 

Source:    A  study on fertilizer subsidies in selected countries 
(PAO/PIAC,  I975) 

In an effort to diminish the negative psychological effect of 

phasing out the subsidy, and to offset the increase in fertilizer prices 

that will be caused by subsidy removal and custom tax rates, the Govern- 

ment intends to increase the paddy crop price by 100 per cent,  or even 

more.    The neu value/cost ratio is still  favourable.    Government action 

on subsidy removal has thus far been due to political pressure, but the 

policy remains to reduce and to discontinue fertilizer subsidy, hopefully 

by 1978. 

It is difficult at the present time to label fertilizer subsidy 

policies in Bangladesh as a success or failure, given the relative newness 

of the practice.    However,  since the use of fertilizer has increased in 

the last four years, the subsidy can be said to have achieved its first 

goal, namely the promotion of fertilizer use* 
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Chapter VTTI 

CONSIDERATIONS FOF? FUTHRK ACTION 

As emphasized  at the  outset,   this  study constitutes a first attempt 

by UNIDO to  assess  the fertilizer industry sector or a global   scale  up 

to the year  POCO.     The central  theme of the study in  that both  national 

and regional   policies must  be related to  projected  fertili'er demand 

and production.    Furthermore,   the study points  up a number of tonics 

which have  to be discussed  and investigated  further.     There tonics  are 

summarized below: 

(a) In developing the projection methodolop^y applied to  this 
study,  a basic  constraint was  the  limited time available 
to  complete the work.     Therefore,  a model  was devised 
relating consumption to time  as  th.:  only independent 
variable on the  assumption that  the  nast  fertiliser ' time 
relationship will  continue in the  future. 

In  forming alternative  scenarios  of future rrrowth, 
further study would be  needed  to make  allowance for 
the  effects that   the ; ctual  ¿Tov/th  of  fertilizer demand 
and  supply will   have or. this  relationship,   including 
ehan/rinp; economic conditions,   improved cren varieties. 
the development  of crops with  reduced  fertilizer reçu re- 
nient,  more effective techniques  of fertilizer utilisation 
an well  as  other  scientific and technological   developments. 
Scenarios could  also take into account  fertilizer consumption 
projections based on such factors as  food reauirements,  raw 
material constraints and fertilizer requirements of non- 
food crops. 

(b) Within the  framework of the two  fertilizer production 
alternatives presented,  as well  as of any other alterna- 
tives based on future forecasting models,  the distribution 
of production capacity and the location of industry will 
have to be studied further with  a view to identifying 
alternative solutions to be discussed and acted uoon by 
the  parties concerned. 

(c) In order to ensure achievement  of the production level 
required  for the world  as a whole,   studies should be made 
of the development of a monitoring system for production 
and trade,  as well as of a system of ruaranteec for 
meetinp agreed production tarrets. 

(d) A  comparative study should be made of existinr fertilizer 
production policies at the national  and regional level 
with a view to identifying alternative policies for 
production rationalization and its integration with 
agricultural development policies as well as with policies 



governing the  industrial and mining sectors,   the  outputs 
of which  are  needed to attain fertilizer  production targets. 

(e)    The relevant  experience and  knowledge accpaired hitherto 
b,v many developing countries could be effectively 
applied  to the  development  of fertili7er  production in 
other developing countrirs.     To the  extent   that  the 
experience and  canabiliti en thus acnuired  are considered 
anoplicable,   policies will  have to  be studied and 
elaborated with a view to  facilitating and   strengthening 
co-operation among developing countrier  in  such  areas as 
investment,   technology,  engineering and construction, 
trainirv and  joint  production schemes.    Hnecifio  attention 
should be devoted to developing and promoting the most 
effective means  of exchanging information amonr developing 
countries as well  as measures to monitor  fertiliser 
production. 

( f)    Furthermore,   the advantages and implications of promoting 
foreign private investment  in this  sector  should be 
examined  further.     If,  within the framework of overall 
economic  priorities,   preferential  treatment  for  foreign 
investors  is   /justified,  the  limits,   incentives  and 
guarantees to be offered should be elaborated. 

(g)    Further research  should also be carried out  into  pricing 
structures and policies and their  implications  for prices 
paid by fertilizer users,   the development   of the  fertilizer 
industry,   the  creation of an investment  climate,   and trade. 

(h)    The fertilizer technology market  is highly competitive:     the 
problems that  occur in the developing countries  are not  so 
much related to the acquisition of know-how as  to  its more 
effective utilization.    This  latter problem should be 
closely studied,  particularly in relation to local require- 
ments and policy objectives.    Study is also required of 
the nature and scope of fertilizer development  policies 
in which the availability of investment capital   is not 
necessarily tied to the ""quisition of licences  or know-how. 

(i)    Further research is also needed into the causes underlying 
the present  low levels of capacity utilization in developing 
countries,   as a step towards enhancing the  level   of pro- 
duction and  ensuring that production targets are met by 
existing and new capacities. 

(j)    Trends in feedstock use and the resultant utilization of 
appropriate technologies have been estimated only roughly. 
Since technological changes vili affect capital   expendi- 
ture as it relates to production targets,   developments in 
fertilizer-related technologies need to be continuously 
monitored and more accurately forecast. 
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V.txny developing annitrii.";  lark  facilitici?   for training exclusively 

in the fertilizer  industry.     Lut   ITI view of the  larice   capacity o!   present 

and planned singli.—stream   fertilizer  planto,   rroater   of fort a  to  train 

good techniciann   and   engi.ieers  are billed   for.     "'lie   tew  plants us- 

bigger machinée  and more  sophisticated   instruments  th.ari the old,   and 

even a minor delay  ir. rectifying defects   can mean hure   losses  (oi the 

order of 330,000   for  .-ach  day of production   loss),     In  H.es"  ph. an! 

down-time has  to   1 c kept   to a mi ni muir:     this;  rr.eans  that  much  "tore 

attention to the   development oí' specialised  expertise   for  the  erection 

and maintenance of  critical equipment  will  be  required.     For example, 

specialized welders,   needed  for quick maintenance,   repair and erection 

of high-pressure  vesnels   and piping,  have to  be trained,  as have 

staff for rigorous  inspection work following breakdown.     Each operator, 

supervisor and manager will be responsible for  equipment and machinery 

many times more in value  than what it  was ten years  ago. 

In new plants,   the investment  per employee  is 6-10  times higher than 

in the older plants.     This means that better skilled and higher qualified 

workers will be required to man each position.     In the developing countries 

that have training facilities, these will hardly be sufficient to train 

the estimated 300,000 personnel required between the years  1985-2000. 

This will mean training an additional 20,000 workers  every year for the 

15 years involved.    These would be distributed roughly as follows: 

Category Personnel Per cent 

Management 500 2.5 
Technical 4,300 21.5 

Maintenance and 
operative 11,340 56.7 

Marketing 760 3.8 

Others 
(non-technical) 3,100 15.5 

20,000 100.0 

Source:    Based on Tablee 1 and 2 below. 
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Au   cai.   bo   .itii.'i,   frwm  111"   'itjuv,   auout   ~>0   ;.n   cent   of  ti.«1   total   [•(ir¡;or»rn 1 

requirement   i;;  technical,  maintenance   .ur.<(   operativ«'.   It   is  t>inphani/<*l, 

however,   tliat  each caU.¿;ory of stufi'  listed  abov"   ir, i:i •: < •ut lai.   The  conti i nul, m 

of a well  trained and  skilled work   foro1  in  au vital   for   the  MICCOü:: of a 

fertilizer plant  as  that  of  the  uup<wicory  .aid managerial   force 

It  is assumed here that manpower requirements  in any new unit  can 

only be partially met   through the training of engineers,   chemists and 

technicians fresh from educational  institutions.     A possible 50  per 

cent of the requirement  could be met by giving the new recruits   1-3 years» 

practical training in existing units.    The better part of the total 

manpower required has  to come  from existing operating units.     Cost 

estimates for training    are    usually      based on the assumption that 

by far the greater portion of training will  continue to be given on the 

job, with additional   physical  facilities being added to meet  the training 

needs.    These facilities include:    training centres}    modern teaching 

equipment;    libraries;    and workshops.    These would be regarded as non- 

recurrent costs;    staff salaries,  consultant  fees,   travel,  subsistence 

and contingencies would count as recurrent   costs. 

The capital  to be  invested in training is small when compared with 

the returns that can be expected from running fertilizer establishments 

efficiently,  with well  trained personnel.     Each operating factory must 

maximize its resources in order to  train at   least  the stipulated number 

of per»onnel required,  and build-in a provision to ensure that  these 

training efforts, and the persons trained,  are fully utilized. 

Evaluation of future manpower requirements 

The data on average manpower requirements for fertilizer plants 

presented in Tables  1 and 2 are drawn from the manning patterns of 

large-scale units expected to go into operation within the next   few 

years.    The effect of the local level of industrialization on the 

personnel requirements of the developing countries is not  considered 

in these estimates,   this being an area requiring further individual 

study.     Purther,  the manpower requirement  estimâtes made  for ammonia- 

urea plant» are baned or. the use of natural  g?is,   furl oil or naphtha 

as feed stock. 
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Nitrogen fertilizer plants baaed on coal and needing little additional 

manpower for raw material handling are ignored here as these plants 

constitute only  17  per cent of the new plants expected by the year 2000. 

In the case of phosphate fertilizer production,  it  is assumed that 

fertilizer production will be 20  per cent TSP and 80 per cent M/DA?. 

A 600 TPD phosphoric acid unit comprises a 1,6^0 TPD sulphuric acid plant, 

a 600 TPD phosphoric acid plant,  and a matching DAP or TSP unit. 

The estimation of manpower requirements for fertilizer plants to the 

year 2000  is  in principle simplified by the product of average number 

of manpower requirements and the total   number of plants that would be 

coming on-stivm in the future.    The total number, in both developed 

and developing countries,  is given in Chapter III to this study.    The 

estimates of manpower obviously depend on capacity, process adopted, 

number of streams,   feed stock, and whether a grassroot project or 

expansion of an existing plant is envisaged, but, on the basis of the 

information given in Chapter III,  the estimated requirements in the 

developing countries alone between years  I985 and 2000 would be in 

the order of 300,000 personnel. 

Nò attempts are made here to phase the yearly requirements of trained 

personnel to man the fertilizer establishments on the basis of plants 

targeted up to 2000.    No precision on actual requirements on a yearly 

basis can be claimed unless the actual dates of commissioning of these 

plants are known.     Considering the time within which the additional 

manpower will be required,  the constraints in training this manpower and 

the physical facilities which have to be generated, the chances of erring 

are really more on the Bide of shortage than excess. 
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Table 1.    Number of plants, and personnel requirements:    N fertilizer 

Developing countries 

1985        I99O        2000 

Developed countries 

1985     1990       ?000 

Alternative A 
Number of plants 

1,000 TPD ammonia plants 

1,720 TPD urea plants 

Personnel requirements 

37 

31 

45 

33 

117 

89 

53 

49 

61 

53 

Management 465 

Technical  (supervisory)    6,368 

495      1,335 

6,936    18,584 

735       795 

2,478   2,70b 

211 

185 

2,775 

9,432 

Maintenance and 
operating 15,760 17,310 46,270 7,964 8,728 30,406 

¡iarketing 1,023 1,089 2,937 588 636 2,220 

Others (non-technical) 4,278 4i554 12,282 3,332 3.604 12,5uO 

Total 27,894 30,384 81,408 15,095 16,469 57,415 

Alternative B 

Number of plants 

1,000 TPD ammonia plant s       45 80 159 45 28 167 

1,720 TPD urea plants 38 62 I25 39 2h 148 

Personnel  rec.uirnnents 

Management 570 930 1,875 585 345 2,220 

Technical (supervisory) 7,796 12,904 25,952 1,992 1,185 7,533 

Maintenance and 
operating 19,285 32,090 64,480 6,926 3,835 24,269 

Marketing 1,254 2,046 4,125 408 276 1,776 

Others (non-technical) 5|244 8,556 17.250 2,652 1,564 10,064 

Total 34,149 56,526 113,682 12,123 7,205 45,862 

£ 



Table ?.     Number of plant«,   and peraonnel  requirement«!    phosphate fertilizers 

4 Devel oping countries Developed co 

1985      I99O 

untries 

1985 1990 2000 2000 

a       Number of plants Alternative A 

600 TPI) P.  acid units 24 28 95 30 48 128 

Personnel  requirenents 

504 588 1.995 630 1,008 Management 2,688 
Technical  (supervisory) 2,136 2,692 8,455 660 1,056 2,816 
Maintenance and 
operating 6,480 7,560 25,650 3,600 5,760 15,360 
Marketing 480 560 1,900 240 384 1,024 
Others (non-technical) 1,800 2,100 7|125 720 1,6}2 4|352 

Total 11,400 13,300 45,220 5.85O 9,840 26,240 

Alternative B 

Number of plants 

600 TPD P. acid plaius 24 52 119 30 27 104 

Personnel requirements 

Management 504 1,092 2,499 630 567 2,184 
Technical (supervisory) 2,136 4.628 lt,591 660 594 2,288 
Maintenance and 
operating 6,480 14,040 32,130 3,600 3,240 12,480 
Marketing 480 1,040 2,380 240 216 832 
Others (non-technical) 1,800 },900 8,?25 720 - 918 3,5^6 

Total 11,400 24,700 56,525 5,850 5,535 21,320 
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....   Pusri fertilizer plants;     Indonesia 

Production and maintenance 

Much of the training of Pusri II   operating and maintenance  superin- 

tendents was carried  out abroad.    The  training of maintenance  personnel 

was also conducted abroad, by equipment   suppliers.    In the  future,  however, 

Pusri II  will be  used  as a train¿ng ground   for superintendents,   while 

maintenance personnel  need only go the  suppliers1   chops abroad  whenever a 

nei. type of machinery  is introduced  (as   with   trie training for  Pusn     II 

before it came on-st rcvrO.   Nevi staff wi 11  be hired fur l\tsri   III  and train«! 

to take the places of experienced I'usri  II   staff who will then be moved to 

Pusri III.    Selected candidates in administrative fields connected with 

production will be sent abroad to attend short courses conducted by the 

Institute  for Management Education and Development,  whicn will  continue to 

provide the irctruction in Palembang.     Medical personnel working in the 

plants v/ili spend 18 months abroad,  part  of it in formal education and 

training. 

Marketing and distribution 

Training for marketing and distribution personnel has so far followed 

a logical approach,  which has apparently been effective.    First, headquarters 

personnel are trained in marketing principles and procedures by Pusri's 

marketing consultants (Agrar-und-Hydrotechnik), as well as by  senior Pusri 

staff and "outside" training agencies.     This training is then disseminated 

to staff in regional offices, who in turn train distributors (private busi- 

nessmen), who in turn train retailers.    To handle the marketing and distri 

bution of the new Pusri III and IV output,  the same method of training will 

be used, but four groups will require  special attention:    retail outlets, 

warehousemen, bulk terminal staff, and new ship management and operating 

personnel. 

For the first three of these   roups,  a series of short courses has been 

planned in such a way that the consultants and experienced Pusri staff can 

handle the instruction.    This is not possible, however, in the case of the 



shipping personnel.    The trainine of this category of staff requires a  large 

and varied  programme in a field that  io  partly m:   to laisri.    When Pusri  III 

comes on-stream,  the corporation will  en and operate its  otm fleet  of three 

special   fertilizer bulk carriers,.     The   half-dozen cur-rent   stuff members  in 

the Bulk  Shipping ..ection of iurri • s !> -ak art a office  .ill   i ave to  be doubled 

by late  1976 and about  25 ne    officerà     ill  need to be trained to  join the 

fleet.     Pusri's   shipping consultants  nave  • orked out an acceptable training 

plan involv ng institutions   in Indonesia and abro.ad,  incluuing the shipyards 

of construction,     short courses and  on-the-job training are planned  in   the 

following  fields:     operations,   cre.inf,   account., and  records,   stores  and 

spares,  documentation,  and general   subjects  sut a as insurance.     Officers 

and cremen  would,  of course,  be already   cual i fi cd  ..hen recruited,  but   the 

senior officers  \ ould remire  special  training in o¡ orati ng bulk  urea vessels. 

They,  in turn,   would tram  junior officers and crewmen.     It  should be  added 

that Pusri  does have experience  in  short-based operation  of    nartered  vessels 

in tne  field  of scheduling,  communie at i   ns,  and accounting,  for example,  but 

this  is  far  short  of the capability recuired as owners,  managers,   and  operators 

of their  own  vessels. 

l'inacciai  and  administrative  staff 

Training of financial  staff has been conducted by consultants, with the 

assistance  of  faisri  staff.    The method  is based upon comprehensive operations 

accounting manuals and construction cost  manuals that were prepared for  Pusri 

in 1^71  and   1972.    This approach,   '„.Ith  adaptations to allow for organizational 

changes made   in  1975»  will  be continued.     A  conversion course ..ill  be  /p.ven 

to update  existing staff.    In addition,   ne    accountants   /ill be  given a 

familiarization course and ne    sub-graduates will be trained on the  job  in 

their special   parts of the system.    A course in finance for non-account mg 

managers   has   bt»«in proporr  fi- about   120  managers and assistant managers  of 

cost centres. 

It  is  desired to recruit  four graduate accountants in the  last  quarter 

of 1975 anr"   eleven more in 1976,  but  the consultants estimate that  actually 

Pusri will  be  able to recruit only  four  or  five because of competition.     The 

only way to meet the  shortfall  is to upgrade, by intensive training,  a number 

of existing  cub-graduate accounting staff to the point where they can perform 

the duties  of graduate accountants.    The present consultants are willing to 

undertake  such a training programme in-house and are equipped to do so. 
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Training for non-Pusri staff 

Largely as a means of retaining its own experienced staff,  Pusri plans 

to offer trainine programmes for staff of other nitrogenous fertilizer plants 

expected to come on stream in the »>• xt     few years.    A  few operations and 

maintenance personnel at the sub-professional level have already received 

some training in the  Pusri plant.    The bulk of the training requirement for 

staff to man the future plants will be on the production side,  and will be 

carried out in the Palembang plants and Training Center,  preceded by the same 

type of contractors'   training abroad as was given to operators and maintenance 

staff in Pusri  II,  III, and IV.    Following this training,  personnel will be 

able to return to their own plants for a few months of on-site precommissioning 

training.    Similarly,  marketing and distribution personnel vail be trained in 

small numbers at the Djakarta and regional offices of Pusri and vail be en« 

couraged, in turn, to train staff in their own branches and also those of 

the distributors.    Key financial personnel will also be trained in small 

numbers at Pusri's Djakarta headquarters. 

B.   Fertilizer  Corporation of India  (FCl) 

Function»    and organizational  set-up of training centres 

The  functions of the training courses are  (a)    to train recent graduates 

and diploma holders to tackle the complexities of fertilizer manufacture; and 

(b) to provide  a well-knit programme  for the development  of technical  and managerial 

personnel    already employed at different  levile. 

The 13 units/divisions of    FCI throughout the country, have their own 

training centres which have a total  capacity to train 4OO graduate engineers, 

600 diploma holders and 1,000 craftsmen trainees. 

Training begins in the earliest phase of the project activities, the 

immediate task being to train people, mostly local, for skilled work in a 

fertilizer plant using highly sophisticated technology. 

The chief training and manpower adviser is located at the PCI central office 

in New Delhi.  He takes the general policy decisions and draws up the guidelines 

that determine future training activities. The heads of each unit training centre 

are under the administrative jurisdiction of their unit general manager and are 

free to organize any particular course to suit the needs of their local unit. 

41 
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In order to avoid duplication of training courser,  at  the various 

units,  each training centre specializes  in a chosfti field.  Thus,  rimiri Training 

Institute offers  special courses  in nrocces control   instrumentation; 

Trombay in advanced training facilities  for weldir.fr arid plant  operation with 

sophisticated  equipment  for procès:;  simulation;   liangal   in  electrical;   and 

Gorakhpur in   fitting trades,   Ui, ployer,  ,uid trainees  are   ;-,ent   to one  of these 

institutes depending upon their   inclination and  technical  aptitude.   Jome of 

them are sent  to two or more instituter,  to familiarise  them with different 

processes and equipment. 

Over-all personality development  of trainees 

The effectiveness of a supervisor or manager does  not  depend only upon 

his technical   competence  but  also  on his  nersonality.   The personality of a 

trainee takes  shape depending upon what   he does,  not   only during the working 

hours  but  also when he  is away  from the  shop-floor.  PCI places groat  emphasis 
on  'his aspect. 

äxccllont  hostel  facilities  are    provided    at each of the  training 

institutes.  The trainees are normally accommodated in  double  rooms.They organize 

their social  and  cultural activities through various  committees manned by their 

representatives and under the guidance  of the training staff.  These  include 

debates,  variety programmes,  get-togethers, picnics,  and dramas. The trainees 

manage their messes on a co-operative basis entirely by themselves. 

Extensive  facilities for reading room,  library,  and indoor and outdoor 

games are provided in each hostel.Every year competitions, tournaments and 

athletic   meetings are organized and the successful competitors are awarded 

prizes and certificates of merit.  The trainees are encouraged to develop their 

personality through the organization of hobby centres at each institute. 

Photography and electronics are popular hobbies and all  facilities are provided 

for instruction and practical experience  in these fields. 

Training activities can be broadly grouped as follows ? new entrants; 

employees} and others. 
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Training Scheme for new entrants 

(a) Junior executive trainees: 

(i)    Technical  cadre; 
(ii)     Commercial  and administrative cadre; 

(b) Chargeman trainees/sr.  operativer, and technicians; 

(c) Craftsmen trainees. 

(a) Junior executive  trainees.   Ehgineerin." graduates  in mechanicalf 

chemical,  electrical  engineering,   instrumentation,   and  post-graduate degree 

of diploma holders  in business administration,   law,  arts,  commerce,   etc.,  are 

eligible  for thi3 cadre of trainees. 

The programme  is  to train  junior executives with  sufficient 

potentialities for advancement  to middle and higher  levels of management.  After 

imparting the necessary practical  skill   in  technical  matters during the  first 

year of training,  the  second year programme mainly aims  at  imparting various 

superviaory and managerial  skills. 

During the  two-year training period  trunce:;  receive  a monthly  stipend. 

They are bound by an agreement  to  complete  their training and to  serve the 

Corporation for a period of five years  after the  completion of their training. 

Immediately  after training,   they arc    placed  as  junior engineers/ 

officers  in various departments such as prouuctioi ,   design, maintenance,   industria 

engineering,   Bales and purchase,  personnel  aümini.¡tration,  etc. 

(b) Chargeman trainees/senior operators and technicians.  Diploma holders 

(three—year    course)  in electrical, mechanical,  or echmical engineering,  or 

holders of a B.Sc.  in physics,  chemistry,  or mathematics are recruited as 

chargeman    trainees for two years of training.    This programme consists 

mostly of imparting technical and supervisory skills.After successful completion 

of training they are bound by an agreement to serve th^  Corporation for a period 

of five years and are absorbed as first-line supervisors on the shop-floor. 

(c) The craftsmen training scheme.  This has now been replaced by Act 

Trainees described later. However,  in the case of new projects, the bulk of 

operators and technicians are recruited through the craftsmen training scheme 

of three years duration and minimum qualifications of matriculation with 

science and mathematics* After the successful completion of training, they are 

4 
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absorbed a:;  gracie  II operators/technicians.  Service  conditions are  the  saine 

au  for other trainees,  specialized trade  skills  have  been developed   in  each 

trade  such as welder,  in strumentati on operator,  machine operator,   electrician, 

etc.,   at one  of the    training centre«  of the  Corporation. 

Training ¿ehernes  for current  employees 

(a) Part-time  classes; 

(b) .ïnployeos  development  courses. 

(a)    Fart-time  classes.   As the  personnel  gain     experience   in  tno  factory, 

they !.>::d tin;  ui'^t;   for more  responsibility and  better opportunities.   To al.ow 

them   Lo  improve  upon their knowledge without   interfering with their normal 

dutie;,,  [.art-time  classes are conducted  by each of the training centres.  All 

the   courues  are  generally run for a year and are  as   follows: 

1. Guidance  classes  for AMIS and AM 11 Chem.E. 

;:. Advanced 

j>. r'asic 

/. Pre-Basic 

\j. Foreign   Language 

1. Guidance classes for AMIE and AMI  Chem.   B. These courses are 

divided by  the training centres  in the evening hours. 

2. Advanced courses. Advanced courses  in different  fields  such as 

production,  mechanical,  and electrical engineering and instrumentation 

are arranged by the training centres.  Candidates who pass the  final 

examination are given one grade  increment  and a certificate,   considered 

within the  corporation as the equivalent  to a    Diploma in  ¡ügineering 

or a B.3c.   The  Institute of Engineers  (india)  has recognized  this  course 

as an exempting qualification fromtheir studentship examination. 

3# Basic courses.  This course has two streams, technical for plant 

personnel and nontechnical  for secretarial  staff.  Candidates qualifying 

in these examinations are also given grade increments. Passing of this 

course is considered within the  Corporation as equivalent to an Intermediate 

in Science  or Arts. 
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/|.  Pro-basic   course i;.     C;.JH] i dit o:; wit)      ora     knowledge  oi'    ¡ritfli-.ti and 

mathematics are   admitted to  this  courue,   duration of wíiich   i;;  one year. 

The   uyiUiDu-;   coin:i.;l:; oí  .lißlish,   phyüir. ,     ••.e.-niatry,  mathematics;  -uid 

social  r.;cio>i"3u.j.   vjuece:;:".ful   candidato:: . • • i, 

thi;'  course   u;   concici';!od witnin   Lu    >l->v   ,i 

oí Malricu lut ion   or l'i,;hoi'  :;.• nonà'.rv. 

r'-i'¡..ui-  increment.   r.u..;.ii.,^ 

ion  to b(   tli';   equivalent 

[.'orei¿;n   l.Ui¿ru..,;e ota::.   .,   .    I I.   I i 

1 .• ji ;,.i.'i.^'- cl'uüii':.    je  eonduc I 

...jif    Irar.slatc  technie.ti   liti:f .tur 

r"ia¡,,  í'i'M.ch  -and   ¡:Ui...ian 

l j   '-i .M.!     tii. I;I  t'i   r-.ad 

,;:. , ir: Ui<     .. oV-     L.'JI.UI '-:; 

(L)    iiiployoo.;   aevolop;:i nt   cour. •*•..:,     >.) v   I o .1 i-;n 1 :;   ir.  th .   !.   cdino i o, ie J 

fiela   ...i'    phenomenal .   Uní   ;.;.  í.ricoi.t,    • i'í'or ¡.;     w<    made     i ili   J    ¡.y     ;u,   indivi iu1 

or  an   ar,".ni: at ion,    iL   i-  not   ,>o: : ibi"   lor M.IHIJJ 

dal.    witü   Ih ;!•;(•   development:::. 

:;   to  i.('(••"    t n TTI. a i-to- 

I'CÍ'L;  em>Loy.    :;  devlopm   1.I    cour.,,     .u•     rja:.ed  je  thi:j   tin   .ry.   u.- 

coun-'T   c .1er to  til.    ; L • ' « -ci: - oi' all   -¿.i, ^'ori •     W    • ran luye v  euci.   .J.:    t(t.iÍJi.:, 

su,;ei"vi: ere,   junioefniiridle c.,,d   :   Miior I;Iü>   ' r. .    j'iic   hi:lp    oí  ..i'i.iüi   :¡i   ie;er: 

and   ouia.iee  pro!' :•• ..i ->i. .1   oxiiert:    :u.n   in:;1 i i- ut ior.a     in   :,ou,..'iit     v/Jif-n ,-v  1   neo.;;j.,ary 

in  orfani..iu£; th=    i ol Luwin¿; eour;;e;: ; 

1. t,aii;¿,''(:•/'i 1:    (i   v<_ itj.M.itiii t 

,.. Llurx rvieüry   ...'¡VcloplilonL 

3. Operator. ( terjinici.an development 

/[. ,íef re.de r 

1, iiüJiat,nrial   development   coun;.;3,    Teenniquee aoopte,,   j'or euch (¡ourüou 

includo lectura    uy exnert:.   í'rom  inriue   jad   outaide  Ui"   Corporation  combined 

with  di:;cu::;iom.,   simulation   e* creine:;,   role   playing,   etc.   KCl  run:;   a 

fully-flodged   ln.;uitute of Management  Development  for the   tr;..iiiii..; of 

senior executive.;.   Courrai;  aro   based on need  and the contents decided upon 

by  tlio Itn;titut'.. 

2. supervisory development courses. Different nupervisory techniques 

are taught full-tine for one week to supervisors. FCI has developed these 

courses;. A  lecture-cum-discussion technique   is  auiopted. 
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3»  Opérâtors/tcchnicians development  courses.     PCI*c main work—forco 

consista of personnel  who huv<; had  thorough    practiciil  skill   of trie   job 

but  lack theoretical  knowledge.  To   overcome this,   a  cour:1'1 rías   been  dovir;i d 

for procese operators/teclinicians   for one week,   full-time. Th"  course   is 

of pure  science and allied infornati on  on  the  -irocer'.ces on-1 e^uinmont   corner 

to the  plants. 

4«   Pefresher  course;;.  Th ax   courtier-   ari.  • ! ;.;i,-:¡.ed   1er -::inloy. •:;   to 

keep i,p with  the   latent   knowledge   rjid  skill,    in  their   fk lar;,   'i'hey 

includ     instruction  on   .;uLj.e1 .   .-uoh    .:; rc .-asui in,•;   in.;trui;;"ht.;,   .••,   ci il 

welding techniques,   boiler operation,   iiachii.ing,   ^afety,  eie, 

(c)  Training sche;,m:    i'or oth-'rs.   Vh -se   „cher-"-:,  Cíiter mainly iot    uie 

following: 

1. ACT apprentices 

2. Vocational trainee-:-, 

3. Foreign trainees.-. 

1. Apprentices  under  Hie net   (l^u1   amendment   1973)«     e   ;.  staluto;y 

obligation under the   iippx-enl in- .:iii¡ ;   Act,   1>01,   .;   number u/ .. •- -rei.t ice.. 

have  to  be trained  in  variou:   desitiiat .J   trades   such  a.;  el-ctrician, 

fitter, machinist,   welder,  turner,   ,;rt.,'u,.t<   engineers   un!   ire loi.ru- 

holders,   etc.   The  period,   stipend  .-jid ninimuin qualification:: are  fixée 

under the Act.  Apprentice:; ..ire  • rovid-.e  with    rent free    .ecomimuvtion    -rid 

other amenities  just   like oth-'r  trains-,  j,>or this   cat i gory of traine. ., 

the  Corporation has no  obligatior   to    .re-vide employment   after the   completion. 

of the training. 

2. Vocational  trainees. [-¡any ^f the technical  and managerial   institutes 

have factory training as a part  of  their curricula**. 

3»  Foreign trainees. The PCI  training organization also undertaker the 

training of foreign nationals sponsored under various  international 

co-ordination plans  nuch as Colombo     i'l.-ji,  etc,   to  help sister nations 

to develop their spcialists in the  field of fertilizer  technology and 

production. A number of nominees have  been trained for various terms  from 

France, Australia,  West  Germany,  3ri  Lanka,  Indonesia and several  far 

eastern and southeast Asian countries. 
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